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Abstract

To simplify the complex total magnetic field intensity anomalies (∆T) on datasets obtained from

locations close to the geomagnetic Equator (inclinations|α | ≤ 20◦) such datasets are routinely

reduced-to-equator (RTE), since they cannot be stably reduced-to-pole (RTP). RTE anomalies tend

to have small amplitudes and exhibit azimuth-based anisotropy, unlike RTP anomalies. Anisotropy

describes the dependence of the amplitude and shape of an RTE anomaly onthe strike direc-

tion of its source. For example, an East-West striking contact/fault will generate a strong RTE

anomaly response whereas a North-South striking equivalent will not. Where adjacent sources

occur, anisotropy causes interference between anomalies, displacing anomalies relative to their

sources. This makes using magnetic data to map structures in regions that areclose to the geomag-

netic equator difficult or potentially of limited value. This thesis develops a strategy to interpret

RTE datasets and applies it to determine the basement structure in NE Nigeria where |α | ≤ 8◦.

This area has>50% of the basement concealed beneath Cretaceous and Quaternary sediments of

the Benue Trough and Chad basin, respectively. The aim of the study is tostructurally map the

basement underlying the Benue and Chad rifted basins in NE Nigeria, by tracing and determining

the depths of basement faults and associated structures.

The first-order derivative-based "Tilt-Depth" method has been evaluated to determine its effec-

tiveness when applied to RTE datasets to determine the location and depth of structures. The

method was tested first using RTE and RTP equivalents of synthetic∆T datasets obtained from

profiles across East-West striking, 2D contacts at various depths, inclinations of effective mag-

netisation (φ ), and dips (d). RTP datasets were used throughout as reference models. Errors in

“Tilt-Depth” method estimates were invariant to changes in depth, but sensitive to changes inφ
andd of sources. At error limits of 0-20%, the method effectively estimates locations and depths

of 2D contacts when dip is within the 75≤ d◦ ≤ 105 range, inclination of remanent magnetisa-

tion relative to induced magnetisation is within the 155≤ β ◦ ≤ 205 range (magnetisations are

collinear), and Koenigsberger ratio (Q) of remanent to induced magnetisation amplitudes≤ 1.

Relationships between Q,α , β andφ suggests that the simplification of remanence-laden anoma-

lies due to magnetisations being collinear results from deviations ofφ from α of ≤ 12◦ when

Q≤1. Similar deviations occur betweenφ andα , for all β values, when Q≤0.2. Hence, remanent

magnetisation is negligible for RTP or RTE datasets whena priori information suggests Q≤0.2.

The “Tilt-Depth” method was further tested for anisotropy-induced anomalyinterference effects

using RTP or RTE of the Complex “Bishop” Model (CBM) and Tanzania grids. The CBM grid

contains 2D contacts of various strikes and three-dimensional (3D) sources with non-2D contacts

at various depths (all precisely known), and satisfy thed, φ andQ requirements above. The Tan-

zania grid presented a real dataset from a Karoo rift basin, where more randomly striking 2D

contacts occur at unknown depths. For comparison, the second vertical derivative, analytic sig-

nal amplitude, local wavenumber, and the horizontal gradient magnitudes of θ (HGM(θ)) and∆T

(HGM(∆T)) methods were also tested using these grids. Locations estimated from all these meth-

ods show that:(1) Sources of all shapes and strikes are correctly imaged on RTP grids;(2) North-
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South striking 2D contacts are not imaged at all on RTE datasets, but can beinferred from linear

alignments of stacked short wavelength East-West striking anomalies;(3) 2D contacts with strikes

ranging from N045 to N135◦ are correctly imaged on RTE datasets;(4) Anomalies from poorly

isolated 2D contacts with N±020◦ strikes interfere to further complicate RTE datasets, making it

difficult to correctly image these sources; and(5) RTE anomalies from 3D sources tend to smear

in an East-West direction, extending such anomalies well past edges of their sources along this

direction. These North-South striking non-2D edges are not imaged at all,whilst their East-West

striking non-2D (Northern and Southern) edges are correctly imaged.

Depths estimated for 2D and non-2D contacts with strikes ranging from N045to N135◦, from RTP

and RTE of the CBM grids, using the local wavenumber, analytic signal amplitude and|θ |= 27◦-

based “Tilt-Depth” methods show that:(1) “Tilt-Depth” and local wavenumber methods under-

estimate the actual depth of sources, while the analytic signal amplitude method provided both

severely underestimated and overestimated depths. Thus, “Tilt-Depth” andlocal wavenumber es-

timates were easier to utilise and interpret;(2) “Tilt-Depth” and local wavenumber methods un-

derestimate 2D contacts from RTP and RTE grids by up to 25 and 35% of their actual depths,

respectively;(3) “Tilt-Depth” and local wavenumber methods, respectively, underestimate depths

of East-West striking non-2D edges of 3D sources by about 35 and 30% from the RTP grid; and

(4) "Tilt-Depth" method consistently underestimates non-2D contacts from RTE grids by up to

40%.

Using knowledge gained from the above tests, all the methods were applied toa NE Nigeria

∆T (RTE) dataset, to delineate basement structures in the area. The dataset was a 1 km upward-

continued grid with 1 km× 1 km cell size, and extended well beyond NE Nigeria into Niger, Chad

and Cameroon Republics. While basement depths were estimated from the dataset using the "Tilt-

Depth" and local wavenumber methods only, these methods and the second vertical derivative,

analytic signal amplitude, local wavenumber, as well as the horizontal gradient magnitudes ofθ
(HGM(θ)) and∆T (HGM(∆T)) methods, were used to map source edge locations.

A basement structure map of NE Nigeria was obtained using the above methodsand found not to

be dominated by North-South striking faults. Instead the basement is dissected mainly by near-

vertical, NE-SW trending faults against which NW-SE or E-W trending faultsterminate. The

relationship between these inferred faults, basement horsts, volcanic plugs, and basement depres-

sions, and outcrop information suggests that rifting was episodic as the mainlyNorthEast directed

rift propagation direction was occasionally deflected by transcurrent faults to relieve differential

stresses built up from wall rock and/or crustal resistance. Apparentstress relief features include

the Yola basin, flood basalts, Lamurde Anticline and Kaltungo Inlier. A numberof isolated de-

pocenters, mainly half grabens, with sediment thickness exceeding 11 km seem to occur in NE

Nigeria. Outside these depocenters, basement occur at depths generally shallower than 0.5 km,

except where intra-basinal horsts occur, at depths shallower than 2.5km. These depths agree well

with well information and seismic data interpretation, and show the SW Chad basindepocenter to

be isolated from adjoining basins in Cameroon, Chad and Niger Republics.
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0.1 Glossary of terms and keywords

∆T refers to anomaly in total magnetic field intensity, TMI (T).

Additive inverse of a function (e.g., Tilt angles orθ ) refers to the function obtained when the

original function is multiplied by -1 (e.g.,−θ ). It is used mainly to align functions of RTE

anomalies with their RTP equivalents.

Anomaly or geophysical anomaly refers to ”the difference between the observed (measured)

geophysical field or survey value and the value that would be observedat the same loca-

tion if the Earth were more uniform that it is (Lyatsky, 2004). Anomalies in gravity and

magnetic field measurements used in this study are theBouguer anomaly (BA)and total

magnetic field intensity (TMI) anomaly (∆T), respectively.

Azimuth refers to angular measurements, relative to the North direction, of the orientation of

an oblong object (structure) on thex,y (horizontal) plane. The North direction may refer

to the Earth’s geographic or magnetic field coordinate system. Most references to azimuth

connotes the latter usage in this study .

Anisotropy refers to variations in the shape and amplitude (spectral characteristics) of ∆T as a

consequence of the azimuth of a magnetic structure.

Basement or magnetic basementrocks refers to basic and mafic crystalline igneous and/or meta-

morphic rocks that are rich in naturally-occurring magnetic minerals (Section2.2.4).

CBM and SBM refers to complex “Bishop model”∆T grid (Section4.2.2) and simple “Bishop

model” ∆T grid (Section4.2.1), respectively.

Cutoff wavelength (λ ) or Cutoff wavenumber (k) refers to a user-specified wavelength or spa-

tial frequency (wavenumber) value, which marks the boundary between wavelengths or

wavenumbers that any chosen filter must allow to pass or stop.λ andk are related by the

expression:k = 2π
λ . According toSmith(2003), cutoff λ are usually defined to be at points

where the amplitude of the signal is reduced to 70.7% (for analog filters), and anywhere

between the range 50-99% for digital filters. The cutoffλ for GETgridTM is at 50% of the

amplitude response.

Depth refers to the vertical location(0,0,z) of edges of 2D and/or 3D structures.

Error quantifies the difference between the estimated and actual value of either thelocation or

depth of a magnetic edge (Section3.2.2).

Absolute error (Err(abs)) refers to the absolute difference between the actual and estimated
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quantity. It isErr(abs)x0
in terms of the horizontal location (x0) of magnetic edges, and

Err(abs)z
in terms of the depth (z) of magnetic edges.

Relative error Err(rel) refers to the ratio of the absolute error (Err(abs)) to the actual (model)

depth.Err(rel)xo
in reference to the location of magnetic edges, butErr(rel)z

in refer-

ence to the depth of magnetic edges.

Percentage error (Err(%)) expresses relative error (Err(rel)xo
) in percent.

Faults refer to “elongated zones of concentrated shearing, parallel to which adjacent rocks have

been offset” (Mandl, 2000, p. 101). Faults typically have lengths that are many orders

of magnitude larger than their widths. The closest approximation to a fault is thetwo-

dimensional (2D) magnetic contact/stepmodel (Grant & West, 1965).

GETECH refers to GETECH Group Plc., UK.

GETgrid TM is GETECH’s fully licensed Gravity and Magnetics software.

Grid or gridded describe data presented in three-dimensional (x,y,z) format.

Location refers to the horizontal location(x,y,0) of edges of magnetic structures.

International Geomagnetic Reference Field (IGRF) is a global spherical harmonic model which

describes the smooth, but time-varying, main Earth’s core-sourced component of the dipolar

geomagnetic field and its annual rate of change or secular variation (Section 2.1.1).

Koenigsberger ratio,Q is the ratio between the magnitudes of remanent and induced compo-

nents of magnetisation. It reflects the relative importance of each component for any mag-

netic rock volume (Section2.2.3).

Magnetisation, J refers to magnetic momentsm per unit volume of magnetic material, in the

direction of the axis of an inducing source (Section2.2.3).

Pole or magnetic pole refers interchangeably to the North or South magnetic poles of the Earth,

points at which the TMI (T) is perpendicular to the Earth’s surface. These poles are different

from geomagnetic poles, i.e., locations at which the axis of the dipolar geomagnetic field

intersects the Earth’s surface.

Profile or theprincipal profile(Sheriff, 2002) refers to a geophysical traverse defined such that it

is perpendicular to the regional strike of an oblong or linear structure.

Profile direction (A◦) refers to the orientation of a survey profile relative to the magnetic North

pole. It ranges from 0◦, for North-South profiles, to±90◦, for West-East profiles (Fig-
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ure2.10).

RTE (Reduction-to-equator) refers to transformation of∆T datasets to their equivalents at the

magnetic equator.

RTP (Reduction-to-pole) refers to transformation of∆T datasets to their equivalents at the mag-

netic pole.

Semi-automatic methodsare inverse techniques for determining parameters like the location,

depth, dip and/or susceptibility contrast of magnetic source edges. Such methods include

the “Tilt-Depth”, second vertical derivative (SVD), analytic signal amplitude (ASA), lo-

cal wavenumber (LW), and horizontal gradient magnitude (HGM) ofθ (HGM(θ)) and∆T

(HGM(∆T)) methods.

SLAR refers toSideLookingAirborneRadar.

SRTM refers toShuttleRadarTopographyM ission.

Strike, strike direction or azimuth ( η) of edges of oblong magnetic sources describes their an-

gular orientation on the horizontal plane (x,y) relative to the magnetic North (N) direction

(Section2.5.1). η was kept perpendicular to profile azimuth or orientation,A (Figure2.10),

and ranges from 0 to 360◦, with subsets described as follows throughout this study:

(i) η=N000, N360 or N180◦ (North-South, N-S);

(ii) η=N±20◦ (Near-North-South, Near-N-S);

(iii) η=N021 to N044◦ (NorthNorthEast-SouthSouthWest, NNE-SSW);

(iv) η=N045 to N089◦ (NorthEast-SouthWest, NE-SW);

(v) η=N090 or N270◦ (West-East, W-E);

(vi) η=N091 to N135◦ (NorthWest-SouthEast, NW-SE); and

(vii) η=N136 to N159◦ (NorthNorthWest-SouthSouthEast, NNW-SSE).
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

A magnetic survey reflects lateral variations in magnetic field strength or intensity of the rocks

underlying its area of coverage. Since the 1940s, it has been routine to use scalar magnetometers

which measure the total magnetic field intensities (TMI orT) for these surveys (Vacquier et al.,

1951, Reford & Sumner, 1964).1 Magnetic surveys may be acquired on land, from the air (us-

ing aircraft, e.g., fixed-wing planes, or spacecraft like satellites) or on ships. Irrespective of the

mode of acquisition, responses from sedimentary rocks are extremely low inamplitude compared

with those from basement rocks. This is becauseT also reflects the magnetisation of naturally-

occurring magnetic minerals, which are ubiquitous in basic and mafic crystallineigneous or meta-

morphosed rocks (Grauch et al., 2001, 2004).2 Sedimentary rocks are effectively considered to be

non-magnetic, where magnetic basement rocks occur, so that magnetic responses are attributed to

the magnetic basement (Nettleton, 1971, Grant, 1985). 3 T datasets are thus, effective in mapping

lineaments (discontinuities) or contrasts in the magnetic basement, for example.

Major advantages of aeromagnetic survey data over other geophysicaldata include its lower cost,

rapid speed of acquisition and aerial coverage, as well as easy access to otherwise inaccessible

geographic terrains (Dobrin & Savit, 1988; Blakely, 1996 and Reynolds, 1997). Such data are

routinely used to: (1) map locations and depths of faults in the basement (Cordell & Grauch,

1985; Phillips, 1997; Phillips, 2000; Grauch et al., 2004; Airo & Wennerström, 2010); (2) aid

seismic resolution of basement depth, where salt tectonism and/or intra-basinal basalts diffract

seismic energy (Reynisson et al., 2008, 2009); (3) map cultural magnetic sources (Wilson et al.,

1997); as well as (4) detect unexploded ordnances, UXO (Butler, 2003). Grauch & Hudson(2007)

andHudson et al.(2008) have also used high-resolution aeromagnetic datasets to map the distri-

bution of intra-sedimentary magnetic faults.

1T is the vectorial sum of both the local magnetic field perturbations due to magnetite-bearing rocks and the main
geomagnetic field intensity (Blakely, 1996).

2A detailed discussion of these concepts is presented in chapter2.
3Unless otherwise indicated, basement will be used where the magnetic basement is implied.
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The assumption in obtaining theseT measurements is that both the directions of rock magneti-

sation and the inducing main field are vertical (Blakely & Simpson, 1986). Departures from this

fundamental assumption introduces phase shifts to the measured anomalies (∆T).4 Consequently,

such anomalies are laterally displaced relative to the location of their sources, and have shapes

that are different to anomalies for which magnetisation directions are vertical (MacLeod et al.,

1993, Nabighian et al., 2005andLi , 2008).

1.2 The research problem and motivation

To simplify and center anomalies over their sources, magnetic survey data from locations where

the Earth’s geomagnetic field inclination is outside the±20◦ range are usually reduced-to-pole,

i.e., RTP (Baranov, 1957; MacLeod et al., 1993). On the other hand, data obtained from localities

with inclination within this range are usually reduced-to-equator, RTE (Leu, 1981). RTP and RTE

anomalies are therefore symmetric and centred above their sources. However, unlike RTP anoma-

lies which have constant shapes irrespective of orientation (strike) of their sources, the shape of

RTE anomalies change with orientation. Hence, RTE anomalies exhibit anisotropy and gener-

ally show no simple correlation with their sources (Nabighian et al., 2005; Arkani-Hamed, 2007

andLi , 2008). Locations from which∆T data are potentially affected by RTE-induced anisotropy

include: (1) the Northern part (≥50%) of Southern America; (2) all of Western Africa and most

of Central and Eastern Africa (≥50%) of continental Africa; (3) most of the Arabian Sea; (4) all

of SouthEast Asia; as well as (5) the large swathes of ocean borderingthese lands (AppendixA,

figureA.1). This belt includes some of the world’s major fossil fuel provinces (BP, 2012).

Forecasts of our world’s unsustainable energy consumption (IEA, 2011; BP, 2012) show that this

primarily tropical belt is increasingly a prime target for increased location ofrenewable energy

projects and for fossil fuels prospecting. Therefore, the need for studies aimed at facilitating a

better understanding of the gross geology, shape, and configuration of the basement underlying

this belt cannot be over-emphasized. For this reason, much effort hasbeen, and continues to be,

expended to develop algorithms for minimising anisotropy of simplified (RTE)∆T datasets from

regions with geomagnetic field inclinations within the±20◦ range. Such algorithms include those

bySilva(1986), Hansen & Pawlowski(1989), MacLeod et al.(1993), Keating & Zerbo(1996), Li & Oldenburg

(2001), Luo & Xue (2009) andLuo et al.(2010). Li (2008) evaluated some of these algorithms,

showing them to be incapable of minimising anisotropy effects and strongly advised against their

use in quantitative interpretation of data from locations with low geomagnetic fieldinclination.

Nigeria, with geomagnetic field inclination in the range±10◦, lies within this belt (AppendixA,

figure A.1). The Nigerian Government has acquired country-wide aeromagnetic datasets since

4Magnetic anomalies (∆T) are local departures from the Earth’s main (regional) magnetic field values or the
projection of local magnetic field intensities induced in source bodies along the direction of the regional magnetic
field (Blakely & Simpson, 1986). More on this concept is presented in chapter2.
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1964 (McCurry, 1989), most of which have been integrated into the African Magnetic Mapping

Project (AMMP) compilation (ULIS, 1993), extending the dataset well beyond Nigeria into the ad-

joining basement and sedimentary outcrops of northern Cameroon and southern Niger Republics.

However, perhaps owing to low geomagnetic field inclination-related complexities and the lack

of simple correlations between the dataset and outcrop and/or subcrop geology, only a handful of

studies exist that have used slivers of the Nigerian aeromagnetic dataset.They include: (i) quali-

tative studies (Ajakaiye et al., 1986; Ofoegbu, 1985); (ii) quantitative profile data interpretations

(Abubakar et al., 2010; Ofoegbu, 1988) using spectral analysis method (Spector & Grant, 1970);

and (iii) the only regional qualitative and quantitative interpretation, integrated with Side-looking

airborne radar (SLAR) images and seismic data (Benkhelil et al., 1989). Benkhelil et al.(1989)’s

depths were determined usingPeters(1949)’s half-slope method.

NeitherOfoegbu(1988) andAbubakar et al.(2010) nor Benkhelil et al.(1989) transformed their

data to their RTE equivalents prior to the application of the spectral or half-slope methods, re-

spectively. This is a significant flaw, since these methods extract depth information from anomaly

shapes (Vacquier et al., 1951), which are severely altered by the low inclination in Nigeria. The

methods also require the removal of the regional field, which is poorly defined on a profile-by-

profile basis. In fact,Benkhelil et al.(1989) assumed a horizontal regional field. New approaches

for removing the regional field from gridded datasets exist (e.g.,Ravat et al.(2003)). Also, these

Nigerian studies disregarded the near-vertical (≥ 60◦) to vertical (90◦) magnetic field inclinations

required for these methods to work. Consequently, the subsurface basement geology of Nigeria is

unknown (Obaje et al., 2004).

This study was conceived to develop an interpretation strategy for∆T datasets from regions with

low geomagnetic field inclinations (±20◦), using grid-based semi-automatic methods of magnetic

data interpretation.5 This strategy will then be applied to map the generally unknown configuration

of, and structures in, the northeastern (NE) Nigeria basement, where apart from structural trends

mapped from outcrops of basement rocks, the basement is concealed beneath Cretaceous and

Quaternary sediments.

1.3 Aims and objectives

A key objective of this research is to determine how much structural information is irretrievably

lost to anisotropy on RTE anomaly datasets relative to their RTP equivalents.This objective will

be achieved by comparing: (1) RTE with RTP of model profile and gridded,as well as real∆T

datasets; (2) derivatives (enhanced equivalents or functions) of these datasets; and (3) location and

depths estimated from these∆T datasets, using the “Tilt-Depth" (Salem et al., 2007) and other

semi-automatic magnetic interpretation methods, which have been applied mainly to RTP datasets

5Grid-based methods afford the interpreter the two-dimensional spectral attributes of the dataset, compared with the
one-dimensional access provided along profiles.
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from around the globe. Results from these comparisons will be integrated todevelop a robust

strategy for interpreting RTE datasets.

The resulting strategy will be applied to an aeromagnetic grid from NE Nigeria,to determine

the: (1) location, trend and depth of basement structures (Faults, horsts, grabens and/or volcanic

plugs); (2) gross composition; and (3) shape/configuration, of the basement underlying the area.

These constitute essential information for mapping subcrop basement geology and structure of

NE Nigeria, basic ingredients for fossil fuel and mineral exploration and exploitation planning,

seismic hazard forecasting, and palaeogeographic history reconstruction.

Determining the basement structure, its tectonic imprints and their relationships withthe sedimentary-

fill of the area constitute the main objectives of this study. The significance ofthese structural and

compositional inferences will be discussed, with limited speculations on post-depositional defor-

mation of basin-fill (e.g., basin inversion).

1.4 Structure of thesis

This section describes how subsequent contents of this thesis are organised. The concepts, theo-

ries, research problems, choice of geometric model and methodology adopted for this study are

discussed in chapter2. This chapter also introduces the semi-automatic methods used in this study.

Chapter3 presents a detailed discussion of the “Tilt-Depth” method, introduces the algorithmic

generation of profiles of∆T datasets from variously delimited versions of the geometric model

chosen in chapter2, and presents the contextual meaning of the term ’error’, its ramifications

and how they are applied throughout this thesis. Chapter3 also presents tests of the “Tilt-Depth”

method, using RTP and RTE equivalents of the profile∆T datasets, as well as the results obtained

from these tests.

Chapter4 introduces gridded model∆T datasets, and presents the methods used to test the “Tilt-

Depth” method with RTP and RTE equivalents of these datasets, as well as theresults obtained

from these tests. Chapter5 presents tests of other semi-automatic methods with RTP and RTE

equivalents of gridded model∆T datasets introduced in chapter4, and also reports the results

obtained from these tests. Results obtained from testing the “Tilt-Depth” and other methods in

chapters3 to 5 are applied to RTE of NE Nigeria∆T dataset in chapter6. Finally, the main results

obtained from this study, and a synopsis of the inferred sequence of tectonic events in NE Nigeria,

are discussed in chapter7. The main conclusions drawn from this study are also presented in this

chapter.
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Chapter 2

Introducing geomagnetic field concepts, research problems

and methodology adopted for interpreting TMI anomaly

datasets

2.1 The geomagnetic field and its sources

The geomagnetic field can be described as the space through which the influence of an Earth-

centred magnet is exerted (Sheriff, 2002). Also calledgeomagnetic field induction (B), it is the

magnetic flux density per unit area (Blakely, 1996; Campbell, 2003) and has a scalar potential,ψ
(Equation (2.1.1)).

B =−∇ψ (2.1.1)

where∇ is the grad operator, andψ is the scalar magnetic potential of a source regionR, at a

distancer .

Only geomagnetic field data acquired by Low Earth Orbiting (LEO) satellites contain the spec-

tral information required to fully describe long wavelength constituents (sources) of geomagnetic

field measurements on Earth. LEO satellites like POGO (1965-1971), Magsat(1979-1980), POGS

(1990-1993), Oersted (1999-), SAC-C (2000-) and CHAMP (2000-) have acquired high resolution

(vector and scalar) geomagnetic datasets with global coverage (McLean et al., 2004; Macmillan,

2007; Maus et al., 2007; Hulot et al., 2010; Maus et al., 2010b; Olsen et al., 2010; Thébault et al.,

2010). The high-accuracy instrumentation and long life at low orbital altitudes (350-450 km) of the

CHAMP satellite enables the generation of accurate maps of large-scale crustal magnetic anoma-

lies (Maus et al., 2007) and ionospheric fields (Hulot et al., 2010).

Satellite-acquired geomagnetic field measurements obtained over the Earth arebest represented by

an infinite sum ofspherical surface harmonic functions, i.e., weighted orthogonal sinusoidal func-

tions and associated Legendre polynomials with fundamental period 2π (Cain et al., 1989; Lowes,

1974). The surface integral of the square of coefficients of normalized spherical harmonic func-

tions of vector magnetic fields reflects therelative poweror contributionof each term in the har-
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monic function.1 TheLowes-Mauersberger radial average power spectrum(Figure2.1) displays

the average power (Rn), i.e., the mean-square magnitude of each term in surface harmonic func-

tions of the magnetic field over a sphere produced by harmonics of degreen of the field (Brodie,

2002; Campbell, 2003; McLean et al., 2004; Merrill et al., 1996; Thébault et al., 2010).
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Figure 2.1: A sketch of the radial average power (Rn) of models of the geomagnetic field obtained from
the low-Earth orbiting (LEO) satellite: MAGSAT, as a function of spherical harmonic (n). The red dashed
lines indicate linear fits to 2≤ n≤ 15 andn> 15, believed to indicate the two main sources of the Earth’s
magnetic field. Modified from (Cain et al., 1989; Sabaka et al., 2004andGubbins, 2010).

Since power (Rn) decreases with increasing harmonic degree, and can be approximated by the

two red dashed lines with distinct straight slopes in figure2.1, this figure is often employed to

discriminate between the various sources of the geomagnetic field. The steeply-sloping segment

(2 ≤ n ≤≈ 15) of figure2.1 is dominated by long wavelength core-derived sources, while the

flat segment (n > 15) is dominated by crustal and/or lithospheric sources (typically of shorter

wavelengths). Consequently, the point of intersection between the two sloping lines (nc,Rnc) is

believed to represent the cross-over from one source to the other.nc has increased historically

from ≈ 8 (Lowes, 1974) to ≈ 15 (Cain et al., 1989; Olsen et al., 2010) as data acquisition and

processing techniques have improved (Olsen et al., 2010). The geomagnetic field comprises three

major sources (Equation (2.1.2), Figure2.1), each of which is introduced below.

Bobs= Bcore+Bcrust+Bexternal (2.1.2)

whereBobs is measured/observedB-field; Bcore represents core-derived field;Bcrust represents

local perturbations ofB due to the presence of anomalous crustal and/or lithospheric magnetic

sources, andBexternalrepresents atmospheric, ionospheric and magnetospheric contributions (Con-

sidered to benoisein studies of the crust or core). The SI unit ofB is the Tesla, i.e., Weber per

metre squared (Wb m−2). Geomagnetic field measurements are usually on the order of tens of

thousands of nanoTeslas, nT (FigureA.2, where 1 nT≡ 1γ in CGS unit).

1Normalisation is achieved usingSchmidt’s functions(Blakely, 1996), a process referred to asSchmidt’s quasi-
normalisation(Winch et al., 2005).
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2.1.1 The core-derived or main field (Bcore) and its dipolar constituent (Bdipole)

The steeply-sloping line fit to harmonic degrees 2≤ n ≤ 15 of the geomagnetic power spec-

trum (Figure2.1) and then = 1 harmonic that lies above this line, correspond to geomagnetic

field sources with the longest wavelengths, and with origins in the Earth’s core (Gubbins, 2010;

Thébault et al., 2010). The n = 1 describes an essentially geocentricdipole (main) field, which

accounts for well over 90% of core-derived sources, while the remaining 2≤ n ≤ 15 describe

non-dipolarcomponents of the core-field (Blakely, 1996). The dipole field accounts for over 95%

(95%,Maus et al., 2010b; 98%,Thébault et al., 2010; or 99%,Friis-Christensen et al., 2009) of

the geomagnetic field observed at the Earth’s surface. Therefore, theEarth’s geomagnetic field is

essentially dipolar.

Temperatures in the Earth’s core (≥ 4000◦C) and mantle (≥ 1400◦C) far exceed the Curie tem-

peratures of magnetic minerals.2 So, magnetism in the core can only be attributed to loops of

electric currents, believed to be sustained by a self-exciting dynamo which results from non-

uniform motion of conductive Fe-Ni fluids at yet unknown depths below the core-mantle boundary,

CMB (Gubbins, 2010), i.e., within the outer core of the Earth (Olsen et al., 2010; Thébault et al.,

2010).

Modelling of satellite-derived datasets show the dipolar geomagnetic field (Bdipole) to be best

approximated by a dipole with its centre displaced 400 km North of the center ofthe Earth, and

with its axis inclined 11◦ from the Earth’s axis of rotation (Blakely, 1996, p.169).3 The dipolar

field, which represents the longest wavelength component of magnetic fielddata acquired by Low

Earth Orbiting (LEO) satellites, can thus be expressed in terms of its scalar magnetic potential

(Equations (2.1.1) and (2.1.3) of Blakely, 1996).

ψ =
µo

4π

∫

R

m · r
|r |3

δv (2.1.3a)

Bdipole=
µom
4πr3(3cosθBr̂ − m̂) (2.1.3b)

∴ Bdipole=
µom
4πr3(3cos2 θB +1)0.5 (2.1.3c)

where:ψ is the scalar magnetic potential of a geocentric dipole (Equation (2.1.1)); r is the vector

directed from the centre of the source to the observation point;µo is the permeability of vac-

uum (≈1.257x10−6 Hm−1); dipole moment, m=(pr)r̂ (Wb m); p is the strength of a unit magnetic

charge or monopole (in Wb);m is dipole moment magnitude;r̂ and m̂ are unit vectors in the

directions ofr andm, respectively;θB (magnetic colatitude) is the angle between̂r andm̂; Ge-

omagnetic latitude=90−θB ; δv refers to an infinitesimal volume of the magnetic material; and

Bdipole is the magnitude ofBdipole.

2The Curie temperature is the temperature at which ferromagnetic mineralslike magnetite lose their ability to retain
magnetism.

3The dipole field is thus also called, theeccentric dipole field.
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The elements of this major component of the inducing main magnetic field (Bdipole) that are sig-

nificant to this study are: its (1) magnitude, Bdipole (Equation (2.1.3c)), which varies only along

magnetic meridiansθB (Equation (2.1.3b)); and (2) its inclination (α), which can be expressed in

terms ofθB (Equation2.1.4, Garland, 1971).4 These elements relate geomagnetic field measure-

ments with both the longitude and colatitude of the observation point.

α = arctan(2cotθB) (2.1.4)

The 11th Generation International Geomagnetic Reference Field, IGRF (Finlay et al., 2010) and

the World Magnetic Model (WMM) 2010 (Maus et al., 2010b) are the standard mathematical mod-

els used to describe the Earth’s core field for the period 2010-2015. Spherical harmonics 1≤ n≤ 13

(wavelengths,λ ≥ 3000 km) were used for the IGRF, whilst 1≤ n≤ 12 (λ ≥ 3200 km) were used

for the WMM. The comprehensive models, CM3 and CM4 (Sabaka et al., 2004) use slightly wider

range of harmonics; 1≤ n≤ 16 (λ ≥ 2500 km).

While magnitudes of the 11th Generation IGRF (Finlay et al., 2010) ranges from≈25,000 nan-

oTesla (nT) at the equator to≈65,000 nT at the poles (FigureA.2), its inclination ranges from 0◦

at its equator to≈90◦ at its poles (FigureA.1). Its North geomagnetic pole is located at latitude

80.08◦ and longitude -72.22◦, while the South geomagnetic pole is located at latitude -80.08◦ and

longitude 107.78◦ (BGS, 2011). The IGRF has wavelengths up to 3083 km (IAGA Working Group V-8,

1996), and is successively revised every five years to define the DefinitiveGeomagnetic Reference

Field (DGRF) for that five-year period (Barraclough, 1987; Finlay et al., 2010). The valid IGRF

for the 1900-2015 period is its 11th generation, which is the valid DGRF for the 1945-2005 pe-

riod (Finlay et al., 2010).

Slow temporal, but regular yearly changes of between 40 and 100 nT/yr occur in the main field

(IGRF or WMM). These changes termedsecular variation(Blakely, 1996; Campbell, 2003),

arise from the westward drift of outer core fluids at an average velocityof ≈ 0.18◦/year across

low latitudes. This drift correlate well with changes in the angular momentum of the Earth’s

mantle (Gubbins, 2010; Roberts & Glatzmaier, 2000). Secular variation is taken into account by

Definitive Geomagnetic Reference Fields (DGRF), e.g., the 1945 to 2015 DGRF (Finlay et al.,

2010).

2.1.2 The crustal or lithospheric geomagnetic field (Bcrust)

Thébault et al.(2010) usedcrustal fieldsto describe the non-core, Earth-sourced magnetic field

data acquired on the ground, by aeroplanes or ships, but referred tocrust-related fields gleaned

from satellite measurements aslithospheric fields. These fields (Bcrust) correspond to the nearly

flat segment (n≥ 15) of the Lowes-Mauersberger power spectrum (Figure2.1). They are contri-

4α will represent the inclination of the inducing field.
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butions, at or below satellite attitudes, from spontaneous magnetisation in ferromagnetic mineral

(magnetite, titanomagnetite and/or pyrrhotite)-bearing crustal rocks that are at temperatures below

the Curie point of these minerals (Telford et al., 1990; Blakely, 1996). Crustal magnetic fields may

also be sourced below crustal depths in subduction zones, where they result from the serpentinisa-

tion (hydration) of the uppermost mantle (Blakely et al., 2005; Purucker & Clark, 2011).

Ferromagnetic minerals are more characteristic of crustal parts of the lithosphere (Thébault et al.,

2010). For example, Curie temperatures for titanomagnetite and titanoheamatite (580 and 670◦C,

respectively) may be reached at depths≤30 km beneath cratons and shields (stable continental

masses), or at depths of 6 to 7 km beneath oceanic regions (Thébault et al., 2010). These Curie tem-

peratures are significantly higher than the≈550◦C for most rock-forming minerals (Reeves, 2005;

Sheriff, 2002). Temperature controlled (spontaneous) magnetisation in ferromagnetic minerals-

bearing rocks is locked in as rocks crystallise through these Curie temperatures (remanent or per-

manent magnetisation). Additional magnetisation may also be induced by an external magnetic

field in similar, but susceptible, rocks (i.e., induced magnetisation). For clarity, these magnetisa-

tions are briefly discussed in section2.2.3.

Although wavelength contributions fromBcrust to the observed field may only be 0.1% of the full

signal at satellite altitudes (Thébault et al., 2010), global models of the crustal geomagnetic field

are produced by removing the core field from satellite datasets (Blakely, 1996; andMaus, 2010).

Examples of such models include the: (1) Comprehensive model (CM4), which used harmonic

numbers 16≤ n◦ ≤ 90 (2500≥ λ (km) ≥ 400) with regularisation for alln > 60◦ (Sabaka et al.,

2004); (2) NGDC-720 model (Maus, 2010), which uses spherical harmonic degrees 16≤ n◦ ≤ 720

(2500≥ λ (km)≥ 56); and (3) MF7 model, which uses 16≤ n◦ ≤ 133, extending the waveband of

the MF6 model (Maus et al., 2008) to 2500≥ λ (km)≥ 300 (Maus et al., 2010a). Maps of clearly

defined long wavelength crustal/lithospheric fields aid our understanding of crustal structure, com-

position and dynamics.

2.1.3 The external geomagnetic field (Bexternal)

Contributions to the geomagnetic field, which are external to the Earth (Bexternal), arise from

the Earth’s ionosphere and magnetosphere (altitudes ranging from about 110 to ≈1000 km).

Externally-sourced magnetic fields result from the complex interaction and coupling between the

ionised plasma-laden solar wind, rotating Earth, tidal forces and thermal effects (Blakely, 1996;

Merrill et al., 1996). Bexternal varies with time in two significant ways: (i) Regular changes on

time-scales of one day and on the order of≈20 to 30 nT per day (diurnal variation); and (ii) Irreg-

ular and transient changes due to magnetic storms, which results from enhanced sunspot activity.

Such activity can produce anomalies up to 1000 nT in amplitude (Blakely, 1996). External fields

(Bexternal) contribute short wavelength noise to marine and aeromagnetic datasets (Maus et al.,

2007). Since, crustal and external field sources have similar amplitudes (Figure 1 ofThébault et al.,

2010), these disturbances cannot be removed only on the basis of amplitudes. But, magnetic data
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acquisition platforms (on land, aircraft or ships) move relatively slowly when compared with rapid

changes that characterize strong external field. Hence,Maus et al.(2007) used an along-track

derivative threshold value to filter off all data with higher rates of change.

Although the two segments in figure2.1indicate the dominance of core and lithospheric or crustal

geomagnetic field sources over sources external to the Earth (Shown as“Noise” in figure 2.1),

core and lithospheric (crustal) geomagnetic fields interfere (Cain et al., 1989; Hulot et al., 2009).

Hence, short wavelengths from core sources are masked by long wavelength lithospheric (crustal)

geomagnetic fields. Similarly, long wavelengths from lithospheric (crustal) sources are masked by

short wavelength core-sourced geomagnetic fields. These wavelengthcontributions can usually be

separated using the wavenumbernc (Figure2.1). However, where wavelengths of crustal and main

field contributions overlap, it is difficult to separate crustal and core fields using only differences in

wavelength (Gubbins, 2010). Such overlapping wavelengths may only be separated using differ-

ences between forward models of the total magnetisation of the Earth’s coreand crust (Gubbins,

2010). Also, due to geometric attenuation, long-wavelength crustal magnetic anomalies are not

reliably presented in regional airborne and/or marine magnetic datasets. These long wavelengths

can be extracted from crustal field models. For instance, if crustal fieldsfrom CM4 are to be used:

(1) all wavelengths exceeding 400 km (the minimum wavelength of the CM4) willbe removed

from a dataset; and then (2) wavelengths>400 km from the CM4 are added to the aeromagnetic

or marine dataset.

Combined models define all the long wavelength (core) fields, as well as external fields that must

be subtracted from magnetic field observations, to obtain crustal magnetic anomalies. The CM4

version of the comprehensive model (Sabaka et al., 2004) provides the best representation of the

core and external geomagnetic fields (Maus et al., 2009). A global long wavelength Earth Mag-

netic Anomaly Grid, EMAG2 grid has been compiled from satellite, ship, and airborne magnetic

measurements (Maus et al., 2009).

2.2 Magnetisation (Jv), Total magnetic field intensity (TMI), mag-

netic susceptibility (k)

2.2.1 Volume magnetisation (Jv)

Magnetisation (Jv, Equation (2.2.1)) is a vector defined as the dipole moment (m) per unit volume

(V) of magnetic rock (Blakely, 1996; Kaufman et al., 2009).

Jv =
m
V

(2.2.1)

Equation (2.2.1) describesvolume magnetisation, which is commonly explained in terms either

of the distribution of: (i) magnetic moments; (ii) atomic electric currents associatedwith each
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magnetic moment; or (iii) volume and surface magnetostatic charges (Blakely, 1996). Assuming

that net volume magnetostatic charge is zero, the distribution of surface magnetostatic charges

will be more frequently used to explain magnetic responses of structures throughout this study.

Components ofJv are described in section2.2.3.

2.2.2 Magnetic field strength or intensity (TMI)

Magnetic field intensity or strength (TMI or T ) represents local magnetic field perturbations su-

perimposed onBobs where magnetite-bearing crustal media occur (Equation (2.2.2b)). Blakely

(1996) relatesBobs (Equation (2.1.2)) to the scalar magnitude ofT using equation (2.2.2a).

Bobs= µ0(T+Jv) (2.2.2a)

∴ T =
Bobs

µ0
−Jv (2.2.2b)

whereBobs is measured/observedB-field; µ0 is the permeability of vacuum (Equation (2.1.3)); and

Jv is volume magnetisation. LikeBobs the SI unit ofT is nanoTeslas (nT).

WhereasBobs represents the cumulative magnetic response of all magnetisation (microscopic or

volume, and macroscopic or surface) currents,T represents magnetic fields produced only in re-

sponse to macroscopic magnetisation currents on the surface of anomalousmagnetic media in

the subsurface (Blakely, 1996). Consequently, using equation (2.2.2b), scalar magnetometers ob-

tain scalar magnitudes oftotal magnetic field intensity(TMI or T) from the scalar magnitude of

Bobs (Bobs) without regard to its vector components (Grant & West, 1965; Blakely, 1996). Equa-

tion (2.2.3) presents the TMI (T) equivalent of equation (2.1.2), provided that all vector fields are

parallel.

Tobs= Tcore+Tcrust+Texternal (2.2.3)

whereTobs is the measuredT, Tcore represents the core-derived field,Tcrust represents local pertur-

bations ofT due to the presence of anomalous crustal magnetic sources, andTexternal represents

atmospheric contributions (Noise).

Total magnetic field intensity (TMI) anomaly,∆T (Equation (2.2.4)) describes the difference

between the observed and theoretical TMI values for each location (Lyatsky, 2004), assuming that

external contributions have been removed (Blakely, 1996)

∆T ≡ Tcrust = Tobs− (Tcore+Texternal) (2.2.4)

where the variables are as declared for equation (2.2.3) and are all parallel, and∆T is the contribu-

tion of magnetic crustal rocks in the direction of the main dipolar field (Tcore) sinceTcore is more

than two orders of magnitude greater thanTcrust (Pedersen et al., 1990; Reeves, 2005).
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2.2.3 Induced and remanent magnetisations (Ji and Jr ), magnetic susceptibility (k)
and Koenigsberger ratio (Q)

Volume magnetisation,Jv (Section2.2.1) consists of two parts; (i) induced magnetisation, and (ii)

remanent or permanent magnetisation.

(A) Induced and remanent magnetisations (Ji and Jr ), magnetic susceptibility (k) and effec-

tive magnetisation (Jv)

The main geomagnetic field (Tcore) induces secondary magnetic fields (T) in crustal magnetic

minerals via its magnetisation. This component of volume magnetisation (Jv) calledinduced mag-

netisation, Ji (Equation (2.2.5)), is observed in rocks that contain ferrimagnetic minerals like mag-

netite, pyrrhotite and/or maghemite (Section2.2.4) in the presence of inducing (ambient) magnetic

fields.

Ji = kT (2.2.5)

wherek is a dimensionless constant calledmagnetic susceptibility, which is positive when the

induced magnetisation (Ji) is in the same direction as the inducing magnetic field (Tcore, Equa-

tion (2.2.3)).

The other component ofJv, calledremanent magnetisation, (Jr ) also observed in ferrimagnetic

materials occurs when there is no inducing magnetic field (Tcore). Remanent magnetisation is

the permanent record of magnetisations acquired by a rock over its history(Moskowitz, 1991).

Although Jr may not always be present, when present, it may be neither co-axial norequal in

magnitude withJi (Lanza & Meloni, 2006; Lelievre & Oldenburg, 2009). Hence, equation (2.2.1)

may also be written as (Bath, 1968; Blakely, 1996; Lanza & Meloni, 2006; Lelievre & Oldenburg,

2009; Parasnis, 1997):

Jv = Ji ±Jr (2.2.6)

whereJi andJr represent, respectively, the induced and remanent magnetisations.Jv is effective

(net) magnetisation.

I will use α to represent inclination of induced magnetisation (Ji), β to represent inclination of

remanent magnetisation (Jr ), andφ to represent inclination of effective magnetisation (Jv). When

remanent magnetisation is absent, therefore,α = φ .

(B) Koenigsberger ratio (Q).

TheKoenigsberger ratio, Q (Equation (2.2.7)) is the ratio of the magnitude of remanent magneti-

sation (Jr ) to that of induced magnetisation (Ji). Therefore, Q expresses the relative dominance of
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remanent magnetisation in a rock sample (Parasnis, 1997; Lanza & Meloni, 2006).

Q=
|Jr |
|Ji |

(2.2.7)

Maus & Haak(2002) show from satellites-derived TMI anomaly (∆T) datasets (at≈400 km alti-

tude) that the continents are dominated by induced magnetisation (Ji). McEnroe et al.(2009) con-

siders terrains in which Q< 0.5 to be dominated by induced magnetisation, whileThébault et al.

(2010) indicate that Q≪ 1 for continental regions. However,Finn & Morgan(2002) show that

some continental terrains are dominated by remanent magnetisation, with Q exceeding 20.

2.2.4 Initial conclusions

(A) Dependence of TMI magnitude (T) on latitude and magnetisation.

The following conclusions were derived from equations (2.1.3b), (2.1.3c), (2.2.2a) and (2.2.2b).

(1) TMI magnitude (T) depends on: (i) the distance from the centre of the source (r ). The inverse-

cubed dependence ofT on r means that it decreases rapidly with increasing distance from the

centre of the source (r); (ii) latitude, wherelatitude◦=90-θB andθB is magnetic colatitude.

The cosθB relationship guarantees thatT increases from its minimum value whenθB = 90◦

(i.e., at the magnetic equator) to its maximum value whenθB = 0 or 180◦ (i.e., at the magnetic

North or South pole).

(2) T increases with increasingJv (the magnitude of effective magnetisation,Jv).

(3) The induced magnetisation-only assumption forQ < 0.5 (McEnroe et al., 2009) may not be

valid where large volcanoes occur in continental regions (Thébault et al., 2010).

(B) The role of magnetite in crustal rock magnetism.

Equation (2.2.5) shows: (1) that the strength and direction ofJi depends principally on that of the

main (core) field (Tcore), and (2) that magnetic susceptibility (k, Equation (2.2.5)) is the main bulk

magnetic property of rocks sought in magnetic prospecting. Magnetic susceptibility (k) reflects the

magnetic mineralogy, as well as the textural and thermal properties of rocks. Ferrimagnetic min-

erals include magnetite (Fe3O4), pyrrhotite (Fe7S8), maghemite (γFe2O3) or hematite (αFe2O3).

However, the comparatively large and wide range of magnetic susceptibilitiesof magnetite, its

large spontaneous magnetisation and wide occurrence, imply thatbulk rock magnetism primarily

reflects magnetite content(Belley et al., 2009; Grant, 1985; Paterson & Reeves, 1985).5 The mag-

5The spontaneous magnetisation (in Am2kg−1) of: magnetite is 90-92; maghemite is≈ 80; pyrrhotite is 20; and
heamatite is 0.4 (Moskowitz, 1991).
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netite content of rocks and its Curie temperature exert the most dominant control on rock mag-

netisation and susceptibility (Clark & Emerson, 1999). Consequently,Paterson & Reeves(1985)

recommends caution when inferring bulk basement rock composition from∆T datasets.

2.3 Problems with TMI anomaly (∆T) datasets obtained at or close

to the geomagnetic equator

This section demonstrates and discusses the problems posed by low or horizontal inclinations of

the geomagnetic field (|α | ≤ 20◦) using∆T datasets from simple models of dipolar (spherical)

magnetic sources at a depth of 0.5 km, using GETgridTM software.6 The software utilizes equa-

tions (2.1.1) and (2.2.4) to generate∆T responses from buried dipolar sources at specific depth and

α . Examples of the∆T grids generated are presented in figure2.2. Table2.1presents theα , as well

as the cosθB-related geometrical factors used to generate the grids in figure2.2.7 North-South (N-

S) and/or East-West (E-W) profiles across the generated grids will nowbe used to highlight some

of the problems that characterise∆T datasets from regions located at, or close to, the geomagnetic

equator (Section2.3.1).

2.3.1 Effects of inclination (α) on spectral contents of∆T datasets

Key parameters controlling the amplitude (size) and phase (shape) of∆T from magnetic sources

(geophysical structures) include: (1) the magnitude and inclination (α , Equation (2.1.4)) of the

ambient geomagnetic field; as well as (2) the depth, relative orientation and magnetic suscep-

tibility k of the source (Dobrin & Savit, 1988; Telford et al., 1990). ∆T wavelengths are depth-

controlled (Vacquier et al., 1951). Hence, the magnetic dipoles used to discuss changes in∆T

spectral contents below were buried at the same depth (e.g., dipoles in figure2.2).

Table 2.1: Variation of the geometrical factors of∆T (Equations (2.1.3c) and (2.2.4)) with latitudes and
inclination of the inducing geomagnetic field (α, Equation (2.1.4)).

Latitude 90 47 26.6 0
Colatitude (θB) 0 43 63.4 90
Inclination (α) 90 65 45 0
cosθB-based geometrical factors of∆T 2 1.6 1.3 1
mused for∆T grids in figure2.2 10 8 6.5 5

6GETgridTM is GETECH Group Plc., UK’s proprietary software.
7cosθB-related geometrical factors on table2.1were determined from equations (2.1.3c), (2.1.4) and (2.2.4).
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Figure 2.2:Grids showing variations in the size and shape of∆T of dipolar (spherical) anomalous magnetic
sources with changes in inclinations of induced magnetisation, α (Sources at constant depth = 0.5 km).
Dipole moment magnitude,m = 10 Wb m. However,∆ T varies with inclination by a geometrical factor
which is twice its value whenα = 90◦ compared with whenα = 0◦ (Table2.1). At the pole (Figure2.2a)
∆T is positive, symmetric and centred directly above its source. At the geomagnetic equator (Figure2.2d)
∆T is symmetric but largely negative, with small positive side-lobes North and South of the centre of the
dipolar magnetic anomaly source. Between the magnetic poles and equator, the symmetric and centred
positive anomaly is redistributed as shown in figures2.2band2.2c. South-North (S-N) and East-West (E-
W) profiles are shown, respectively as solid green and pink lines.

(A) Size of∆T

When examined together, equations (2.1.3c) and (2.1.4) show the simple relationship that ampli-

tudes and inclinations of the main geomagnetic field have with latitude (AppendixA). Also, equa-

tion (2.2.5) shows that large total field strengths,T (implying large magnetic dipole moments)

result in large magnetisations. Hence, each grid in figure2.2varied from the other three in terms

of the inclination of the inducing field (α) and the cosθB-related geometrical factor of the dipole

moment magnitude (m) used to generate it (Table2.1). Changingα and geometrical factors also

imply changes in magnetisation,Jv (Equation (2.2.1)), in this case, the induced magnetisation (Ji).

To examine the effect of changingJi on ∆T amplitudes, I compare South-North (S-N) profiles

extracted from∆T grids generated from dipoles with equivalent inclination (α◦), but different
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dipole moments (m) in figure 2.3.8 Profiles show that∆T is at its maximum when inclination is

vertical (|α |= 90◦, at the poles), and at its weakest when inclination is horizontal (α = 0◦, at the

equator). This is because cosθB-related geometrical factors of the dipole moment reduced from the

magnetic poles to half their value at the equator (Table2.1). Consequently, induced magnetisation

(Ji) decreased from its maximum strength at the poles (α = 90◦), to half its value at the equator,

α = 0◦ (Table 2.1). Therefore, amplitudes of∆T decrease with decreasing inclination, from a

maximum at the geomagnetic North or South pole to a minimum at the geomagnetic equator.
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Figure 2.3: Comparisons between South-North (S-N) profiles across grids shown in figure2.2 and equiv-
alent grids with twice as much dipole moment (m) magnitudes.α is inclination of induced magnetisation.
Dashed green profiles are from grids with dipole moment magnitude (m) twice those of grids from which
the solid green profiles were extracted. South is left, whileNorth is right of the figure.

8South-North (S-N) profiles were preferred because thecosθB variable in equations (2.1.3c) and (2.1.4) predicts
maximum∆T amplitudes to occur only along this direction.
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(B) Phase (shape) changes in∆T

∆T shapes depend on the relative orientation of the effective magnetisation (Equation (2.2.6)).9

Consequently, the shapes of the∆T responses of the dipolar sources also changed withα (Fig-

ure2.3). At the magnetic pole whereα is vertical (90◦), the anomaly is positive, symmetric and

centred directly above the source (Figure2.3a). Whenα is horizontal (0◦) the anomaly is still

symmetric but largely negative, with small positive side-lobes North and Southof the centre of the

dipolar source (Figure2.3d). However, whenα is neither vertical nor horizontal (0< α◦ < 90),

the symmetric and centred positive anomaly is redistributed into two lobes acrossthe centre of

the dipolar source. While a negative anomalous lobe appears to the North ofthe source, a positive

lobe appears to its South (Figure2.3band2.3c). For example, whenα = 45◦ (Figure2.3c), the

negative and positive lobes of the anomaly are of unequal amplitudes and located, respectively,

North and South of the body. Hence, the relative amplitudes and locations ofthe anomalous lobes

reflect the net distribution of magnetic flux induced byα .

The shape (phase) of∆T generated by some of the dipolar models also changed with the direction

of profiles across the grid, e.g., in figure2.2d.10 The termazimuthal anisotropyis used to describe

∆T shape changes that result from changes in profile azimuth or direction (e.g., North-South, East-

West, etc.). To examine the phenomenon of anisotropy, South-North (S-N)and East-West (E-W)

profiles have been extracted from∆T grids that have twice the dipole moment magnitudes of grids

in figure 2.2 (Green and Pink curves, respectively, in figure2.4). The location of these S-N and

E-W profiles (Figures2.4a, b, c and d) are similar to those shown on corresponding∆T grids in

figure 2.2. Comparisons between the profiles (Figure2.4) show that: (1) irrespective of profile

orientation, anisotropy does not occur, whenα is vertical, 90◦ (Figure2.4a); and (2) onceα is not

vertical, i.e.,< 90◦ (Figures2.4b, c and d), S-N and E-W profiles and, indeed, profiles in other

directions across the same∆T grid exhibit anisotropy.

(C) Implications of changes in spectral contents of∆T

The magnetisation effects discussed in section2.3.1assumes the presence only of induced mag-

netisation (Ji). To ease the interpretation of∆T datasets, common assumptions are made (Blakely,

1996; Grant & West, 1965). These include the absence of significant remanent magnetisation (Jr ).

Experimental and laboratory analyses of ferromagnetic rock samples largely validate this assump-

tion (Blakely, 1996; Lanza & Meloni, 2006). Magnetisation is usually also assumed to be uniform

and isotropic throughout magnetised volumes of magnetic rocks.

A magnetic body is said to be uniformly magnetised when its net magnetisation (Equation (2.2.6))

9Since remanent magnetisation is absent for dipoles used in this section, theinclination of induced magnetisation
(α) is essentially the same as inclination of effective magnetisation,φ (Section2.2.3).

10Profile directions are usually chosen so that they are perpendicular to thestrike of oblong structures. Hence, changes
in profile directions imply changes in strike direction.
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Figure 2.4: A comparison between South-North, S-N (Green-coloured) and East-West, E-W (Pink-
coloured) profiles across∆T grids from model dipolar sources.∆T profiles show the response of a dipole
model at a depth of 0.5 km andm=20 Wb m whenα = 90, 65, 45 and 0◦. Except when inclination is
vertical (α = 90◦, Figure2.4a), ∆T shapes and sizes vary with the direction of the profile, a phenomenon
termedanisotropy. South and West are to the left, while North and East are to theright of the figure.

is constant, in magnitude and direction, at all points throughout the body. However, the distribution

of magnetisation in the subsurface may be more complex, and if present, remanent magnetisation

(Jr ) may be directed differently fromJi . Even in the absence ofJr , anisotropy in∆T due to non-

vertical inclination ofJi (α ≤ 90◦) results in two main difficulties: (1) the task of imaging anoma-

lous magnetic structures is complex; (2) interpretation of poorly imaged magneticfeatures is even

more complex and difficult. There is, therefore, a demand for technique(s) or their amalgams with

potential(s) for simplifying/minimizing these complexities.

2.3.2 Retaining the spectral content and simplifying shapes of ∆T

Spectral contents of∆T are least complex and most directly related to the location of the causative

or anomalous body whenα is vertical (Figures2.2a and2.4a), since the shape and size of these

anomalies were stable and independent of profile direction. This is the situation in which∆T are

reduced-to-pole, RTP (Baranov, 1957). Other than the RTP situation,∆T only appear simplified
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whenα is horizontal (Figures2.2c and2.4c). This is thereduced-to-equator, RTE (Leu, 1981)

case.11 However, although a measure of simplification is achieved by the RTE, as these figures

show,∆T exhibit anisotropy as their amplitudes and shapes depend on profile directions.

Transforming∆T data to their RTP or RTE equivalent simplifies anomaly shapes. Consequently,

∆T datasets are customarily transformed to their: (1) RTP equivalents whenα > 20◦ (Baranov & Naudy,

1964; Reford, 1964; MacLeod et al., 1993); or (2) RTE equivalents whenα ≤ 20◦ (Gerovska & Stavrev,

2006; Li , 2008). This is because the RTP transformation is not stable, when applied to∆T datasets

derived from locations with such lowα (Gerovska & Stavrev, 2006).

2.3.3 Problems with RTE-transformed∆T

Although the RTE process simplifies anomaly shapes whenα ≤ 20◦ (MacLeod et al., 1993), un-

fortunately, the process also presents key problems to interpretation. Such problems include:

(1) Reduction in amplitudes of∆T and magnetisation (Ji), since the strength of the magnetic field

is at its weakest at the magnetic equator (α = 0◦, Section2.3.1);

(2) Positive∆T on RTP datasets become mainly negative∆T on their RTE equivalents. These

negative RTE∆T can be associated, depending on direction, with low amplitude, positive

∆T side-lobes (Compare figure2.4dwith 2.4a). Changes in sign, from positive∆T on RTP

datasets to negative∆T on RTE datasets, will be subsequently referred to aspolarity reversals

or changes; and

(3) Anisotropy reflected by: (i) the direction (azimuth)-dependence of the additional positive side-

lobes of the mainly negative RTE anomalies (Figures2.2dand2.4d); and (ii) the preferential

East-West (E-W) extension of RTE anomalies relative to other directions (Figure2.2d).

Consequently, significant effort has been expended to develop modifiedversions of the simpler

RTP filter, for application to∆T datasets from regions of low or horizontal geomagnetic field

inclinations. These algorithms produce smooth anomalies, but include terms that correct∆T am-

plitudes erroneously (Gerovska & Araúzo-Bravo, 2006) and magnifies noise content and remanent

magnetisation effects (MacLeod et al., 1993). Li (2008) analysed the four existing algorithms used

for transforming∆T datasets from regions of low magnetic latitudes to their reduce-to-pole (RTP)

equivalents. He concluded that the methods stretch∆T in the direction perpendicular to the decli-

nation.
11Hereafter, most references to the terms “reduced-to-pole” and “reduced-to-equator” will be abbreviated to RTP and

RTE, respectively.
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2.4 Methodology adopted: Choice of∆T model source

Determining the locations, depths and geometry of magnetic anomaly sources (Section1.3) from

∆T dataset is a non-linear inverse problem, since the anomaly is not a linear function of these

parameters. Linearising this dependence requires the designation of a context (geology and tec-

tonic framework)-sensitive∆T source model (Blakely, 1996). A simplifying geometric model that

readily approximates geological sources in rifted tectonic zones, where faults dominate, is the two-

dimensional (2D) magnetic contact (Nabighian, 1972; Dobrin & Savit, 1988; Blakely, 1996).

2.4.1 The two-dimensional (2D) magnetic contact model

The dominant tectonic regime in NorthEastern (NE) Nigeria is crustal extension (Cratchley et al.,

1984; Fairhead & Okereke, 1990), as part of the West African rift System, WAS (Fairhead, 1988a;

Fairhead & Green, 1989). Rosendahl(1987) andIngersoll(1988) report that such extensional tec-

tonic settings are characterised by structural blocks, i.e., horsts and grabens, which may be ro-

tated or tilted.McKenzie(1978), Wernicke & Burchfiel(1982) andLeeder & Gawthorpe(1987)

observed that these high-angle crustal or basement blocks are boundby listric and planar normal

faults of large extent. Fault-bounded blocks (Leeder & Gawthorpe, 1987) are typically 10 km wide

and have length-to-width ratios of up to 10 (Rosendahl, 1987). Faults associated with domino-type

blocks are shallow (McKenzie, 1978), while boundaries of major tilted crustal blocks or base-

ment are characterised by planar or normal faults which may extend down tobetween 10 and 15

km (Kusznir & Ziegler, 1992).

The geometric model that best approximates these basement faults is thetwo-dimensional (2D)

magnetic contact or step model. Magnetic geologic bodies are bound by two-dimensional con-

tacts if, according toCook(1950), Baranov(1957), Hall (1959), Grant & West(1965) andNabighian et al.

(2005), they: (1) have infinite length along their strike directions; (2) are uniformly magnetized;

(3) are bound by planar surfaces, which may be vertical or inclined, i.e.,dip d ≤ 90◦; and (4) their

depth greatly exceeds (is not less than half) their width, essentially depth is infinite. Assuming infi-

nite depth of magnetic anomaly source implies negligible contribution from the bottom face of the

source. However, boundaries between rocks of different magnetisations are frequently gradational,

rather than abrupt/sharp (Affleck, 1957).

The 2D contact model (Figure2.5) is a valid geometric approximation for many magnetic geo-

logical bodies bound by planar edges, e.g., basement-involved faults, thrust structures, thin dikes

and slab-like bodies provided the individual faces can be resolved (Smellie, 1956; Reford, 1964;

Stanley, 1977; Grant & West, 1965; Dobrin & Savit, 1988; Sheriff, 2002). Such boundaries are

characterised by significant magnetic susceptibility contrasts (δk), hence generate∆T. Although

for ease of computation, these bounding faults are considered to be of constant two-dimensional

(2D) geometry, fault planes in the Earth’s crystalline basement display various attitudes in terms of
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Figure 2.5: A magnetic body (Green-coloured) in different 2D-type contacts with non-magnetic rocks
(Brown-coloured). Note that the angle between the contact strike (Dashed red line) and profile direction
(Blue line) is usually kept constant at 90◦: (a) Contact is acutely dipped (inclined), typical of normal faults;
(b) Contact is obtusely dipped, as for reverse faults; and (c) Contact is vertical, typical of strike-slip faults.
Note that profiles are directed from magnetic to non-magnetic rocks, as indicated by arrowheads.

their strikes and dips, respectively, within and relative to the horizontal plane (Wernicke & Burchfiel,

1982). Figure2.5 depicts the different configurations possible for vertical and dipping faults or

magnetic two-dimensional (2D) contacts within the crystalline basement. The vertical magnetic

contact is depicted in figure2.5c.

2.4.2 Problems due to RTE of∆T responses from 2D magnetic contacts

Approximation by 2D magnetic contact model (Figure2.5) presents an additional challenge, which

results from interactions between the geometry of the model and the distributionof induced mag-

netisation around edges of the model, under the influence of the North-oriented inducing (main)

geomagnetic field. Here, I use schematic magnetic block and dyke models that are essentially

bound by 2D contacts to discuss this additional problem (Figure2.6). Figure2.6 presents the

distribution of surface magnetostatic charges around these models (assuming that models are uni-

formly magnetised, so that net volume magnetostatic charge=0;Blakely, 1996). The figure shows

magnetic blocks, represented by green rectangular cuboids of infinite depth extent and polygons

(in plan view), when the inclination of the inducing geomagnetic field (α) is: (a) 90◦ (vertical or

RTP, Figure2.6a); (b) 45◦ (Figure2.6b); and (c) 0◦ (horizontal or RTE, Figure2.6c). As portrayed
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in figure2.6, magnetic anomalies only occur at boundaries at which magnetostatic charges are gen-

erated as a result of intersections between magnetic flux lines induced by themagnetisation vector,

and such boundaries. Thus, the top (horizontal) and/or vertical boundaries between the anomalous

polygonal magnetic bodies (Green-coloured) and their non-magnetic host rocks (Transparent) in

figure 2.6 generate∆T. Positive (+) surface magnetostatic charges and their negative (-) equiva-

lents are directed parallel to the direction of induced magnetisation (Ji) as shown. Consequently,

only 2D magnetic boundaries along which this condition is satisfied can be imagedon ∆T maps.

Schematics showing the magnetic field lines (flux) for the respectiveα values used are also shown

in the lower panels in figure2.7.

(a) α=90◦ (RTP).

(b) α=45◦.

(c) α=0◦ (RTE).

Figure 2.6: Schematic showing changes in the distribution of surface magnetostastic charges with changes
in the inclination of the inducing geomagnetic field (α◦, orange-coloured arrow). Magnetic bodies (green-
coloured) are bound by polygonal 2D edges. Examples are for magnetic block model, North-South and
East-West trending dykes at inclinations of: (a) 90◦; (b) 45◦; and 0◦. Red positive symbols (+) depict positive
magnetostatic charges, while yellow negative symbols (-) depict negative magnetostatic charges. Sketches
of North-South (N-S) and East-West (E-W) profiles across the resulting∆T are presented in Figure2.7.
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When the inclination of the inducing geomagnetic field is vertical (α = 90◦ at the poles or RTP,

Figures2.6aand2.7a) the induced flux intersects only the top and/or bottom boundaries (contacts)

of the anomalous body. Such boundaries produce∆T, and are, therefore, imaged on∆T maps. The

amplitude and shape of such anomalies are equal irrespective of the strikeof the boundary, i.e.,

anomalies do not exhibit anisotropy. This is shown in figure2.7afor East-West (E-W) and North-

South (N-S) profiles across the source in figure2.6a. When inducing magnetisation is oblique, say

α=45◦ (e.g., figures2.6band2.7b), the induced magnetic flux always intersects both the top and

vertical contacts (edges) of the anomalous source. Consequently, irrespective of their azimuthal

orientation (strike), the 2D edges of such sources produce∆T and can be imaged. However, the

amplitude and shape of resulting anomalies vary with the strike of the contact, i.e.,anomalies ex-

hibit anisotropy. Thus,∆T profiles from East-West (E-W) and North-South (N-S) striking contacts

are not the same (Figure2.7b).

(a) α=90◦ (RTP). (b) α=45◦. (c) α=0◦ (RTE).

Figure 2.7: Schematic showing North-South, N-S (Red-coloured) and East-West, E-W (Blue-coloured)
profiles across North-South (N-S) cross sections of∆T resulting from the magnetostatic charge distributions
shown in figure2.6. The green-coloured structure and its magnetic 2D contactsstrike perpendicularly into
the page.

Once the inducing geomagnetic field (and magnetisation) is horizontal (reduced-to-equator or

RTE), magnetic flux lines are parallel to North-South (N-S) striking 2D edges (contacts) and can-

not intersect both the top and N-S striking edges of the anomalous source (Figure2.6c). Only East-

West (E-W) and other non-N-S trending edges/contacts can be intersected by the flux. Therefore,

N-S striking 2D contacts do not produce any anomalies and cannot, therefore, be imaged on RTE

∆T maps. On the other hand, anomalies from E-W and other non-N-S trending contacts exhibit

anisotropy at RTE. This is illustrated by the E-W and N-S profiles in figure2.7c. However,Beard

(2000) demonstrated that N-S striking 2D magnetic dikes at the equator generate detectable∆T

when folded and/or strike-slip faulted. E-W directed en-echelon strike-slip faulting of N-S strik-

ing magnetic structures are discontinuities at which an otherwise parallel induced flux intersects

the East-West discontinuities. Since these strike-slip faults are locally discontinuous, the intersec-
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tions result in discrete, pearl-like (dipolar)∆T that are localised at such sites (Figure2.8b). These

anomalies result from positive and negative magnetic poles, which reside,respectively, on oppos-

ing (North and South) edges of each faulted piece of the N-S magnetic structure (Figure2.8a).

Hence, these dipolar anomalies increase in size with increasing offsets along faults (Beard, 2000),

and the distinctive linearstring of pearly dipoles(Figure2.8) may be the only indicator of locally

discontinuous North-South (N-S) striking regional basement faults on RTE ∆T maps.Beard(2000)

also showed that significant along-strike variations in the magnetic susceptibility of North-South

structures produce alternating bands of magnetic anomaly lows (for zonesof high susceptibili-

(a) Charges. (b) Dipoles.

Figure 2.8:An illustration to show the generation of linear dipolar∆T (string of pearls) from magnetostatic
charges along East-West (E-W) corners of locally discontinuous or en-echelon North-South (N-S) striking
2D magnetic contacts. The 2D magnetic contacts in this figureare the North-South (N-S) edges of the
green-coloured structure (See also figure2.6c).

ties) and highs (for zones of low susceptibilities). A valid interpretation of thereduced-to-equator

version of the NE Nigeria∆T dataset must, therefore, account for the effects of: (1) anomaly am-

plitude reduction due to the minimal magnetisation at the geomagnetic equator (Section 2.3.1);

(2) phase changes or anisotropic anomalies (Sections2.3.1and2.3.2); (3) anomaly interference

due to its preferential East-West (E-W) elongation; and (4) any processing noise in the data. Such

an interpretation must also recover the subtle anomalies that are attenuated in the dynamic range

of anomalies present (Section2.3.3), as well as attempt to account for any North-South striking

2D contacts that may be present on the∆T grid. The semi-automatic methods and the approach

adopted to achieve these objectives are discussed below.
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2.5 Semi-automatic methods and∆T data interpretation

Semi-automatic methods are rapid non-linear inverse methods employed in the initialstages of

magnetic data interpretation to estimate the location, depth, dip, as well as susceptibility contrasts

of edges of magnetic anomaly sources directly from either TMI (T) or ∆T datasets (Blakely, 1996).

These methods require thea priori stipulation of a geometric model, e.g., the 2D contact, and are

based on functions of Cartesian derivatives of∆T datasets or ratios between these derivatives. A

couple of such methods will be evaluated for application to NE Nigeria∆T dataset. This section

discusses the basis of, and justification for, these methods.

2.5.1 Spatial Cartesian derivatives of∆T from 2D magnetic sources

Potential fields, e.g., TMI (T) and its anomalies, are spherical solid harmonic functions since

they satisfy both Euler’s and Laplace’s equations (Blakely, 1996). Harmonic functions and their

spatial derivatives satisfy Laplace’s equation outside the region containing their sources, so that

∇2T = 0. This condition is only satisfied at the inflection point(s) of any function.12 The second

vertical derivative is, therefore, an ultimate measure of the rate of change of slope of a func-

tion (Blakely, 1996; Chapra, 2012). Inflection points of harmonic functions occur directly over

the edges of vertical magnetic anomaly sources (Vacquier et al., 1951; Wickerham, 1954). Also,

first vertical derivatives (
∂T
∂z

)=0, while first horizontal derivatives (
∂T
∂x

) are at their maxima, at

inflection points. Consequently, inflection points are employed for locating edges of anomalous

magnetic bodies (Vacquier et al., 1951, Wickerham, 1954, Smith, 1959, Cordell & Grauch, 1982,

Hood & Teskey, 1989, Miller & Singh, 1994). To determine inflection points (or locate edges)

across a∆T dataset, spatial derivatives of the dataset (
∂∆T
∂z

,
∂∆T
∂x

and/or
∂∆T
∂y

) must first be

obtained.

∆T measurements are usually obtained at discrete (sampling) intervals along profiles, the general

direction (orientation) of which is chosen such that they are perpendicular to the general direction

of strike (Figure2.5) of major geological features in the survey area (Reeves, 2005). Figure2.9

presents a cross-section of a 2D magnetic contact with infinite strike in they direction. Observe

that the profile is kept perpendicular to the strike of the contact as earlier shown in figure2.5.

The ∆T response of a 2D magnetic contact with the attitude and extent shown in figure2.9 can

be determined from its scalar magnetic potential,V. Using equation (2.1.1) Jia & Meng(2009)

12The inflection points of any function are locations at which its curvature is zero.
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Figure 2.9: Sketch showing the spatial relationship between the magnetic contact/step model and the vari-
ables used to derive its∆T and spatial Cartesian derivatives. Note that the profile is along thex-axis, the
contact strike is along they-axis, and depth is positive downward along thez-axis. The figure is modified
from Nabighian(1972).

expressed the scalar magnetic potential of a 2D magnetic contact as follows (Equation (2.5.1)):

V(x,z) =
µo

2π

∫∫

S

m · r
|r |2

δxδz (2.5.1a)

V(x,z) =
µo

2π

∫∫

S

mx(x1−x0)+mz(z0−z1)

(x1−x0)2+(z0−z1)2 δxδz (2.5.1b)

whereµo is permeability of vacuum;S is the cross section of the 2D source in x-z plane (Fig-

ure 2.9); m is the magnetic dipole moment, with componentsmx andmz, respectively, in thex

andz directions;r is the vector directed from the source to the observation point, with magnitude

|r|=
√

{(x1−x0)
2+(z0−z1)

2}; and (x1,z0) represents location of observation, while (x0,z1) is the

location of the 2D contact.

Where an edge of a geological body can be approximated by a 2D magnetic contact of infinite

depth extent (Figure2.9), Nabighian(1972) related its∆T response to its physical properties and

geometry (Equation (2.5.1)) using equation (2.5.2):

∆Tx = τ
{

(Ω1 − Ω2)cosω + sinω ln
r1

r2

}

(2.5.2)

where all trigonometric quantities are in degrees;∆Tx is the scalar magnitude of the∆T along

the profile direction (x-axis);τ = 2δkFcsind; F is the magnitude of the inducing magnetic field;

c= 1−cos2(φ)sin2A; δk is the magnetic susceptibility contrast;d is the dip (measured from the

positivex-axis, Figure2.9); φ is the effective inclination of the magnetisation vectors derived from

α and/orβ (See equation (2.2.6)); ω = 2I −d−90; I is the component of the inducing field in

the plane at right angles to the strike of the contact. This plane contains the profile direction;A

is the angle between the positive x-axis (of the profile) and the magnetic northdirection (Fig-

ure2.10). Thus,A is related to the strike (η) of the contact (Figure2.10). WhenA= 0◦ the contact

strike isη = ±90◦ from the geomagnetic North direction, i.e., contact strikes East-West (E-W).

Consequently, varying the profile direction byζ so thatA= A+ζ has the effect of automatically

changing the strike of the magnetic contact toA+ζ ±90◦; andz is the depth of the contact model;
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tanI =
tan(φ)
cosA

; Ω1, Ω2 and other variables are as shown in figure2.9.

(a) Strike of magnetic contact with magnetic
declinationD > 0o

(b) East-West (E-W) striking magnetic contact with
magnetic declinationD = 0o

Figure 2.10: Strike (Spatial horizontal orientation) of 2D magnetic contacts relative to the geomagnetic
north (N) pole. NB: For all variations of the contact, the profile direction is always perpendicular to the
strike of the 2D contact.

Horizontal derivatives of the∆T in equation (2.5.2) along the Cartesianx or y direction of fig-

ure2.9 is defined as follows (Nabighian, 1972):

∂∆Tx

∂x
= τ

{

zcosω + xsinω
z2 + x2

}

(2.5.3a)

∂∆Tx

∂y
= τ

{

zcosω + ysinω
z2 + y2

}

(2.5.3b)

wherex = x1− x0, y = y0 andz= z1− z0 (Figure2.9). All other variables and quantities are as

defined for equation (2.5.2). Because 2D magnetic contacts are assumed to be of infinite strike

along they-axis∆T varies only along thex andz-axes so that
∂∆Tx

∂y
= 0, and

∣

∣

∣

∣

∂∆Tx

∂x

∣

∣

∣

∣

≥ 0.

Also, Nabighian(1972) defined thevertical derivative (Equation (2.5.4)) of the ∆T in equa-

tion (2.5.2) along the Cartesianz direction of figure2.9 as the Hilbert transform pair of its hori-

zontal derivative in either thex or y direction (Equation (2.5.3)).

∂∆Tx

∂z
= τ

{

xcosω − zsinω
z2 + x2

}

(2.5.4)

wherex = x1− x0, y = y0 andz= z1− z0 (Figure2.9). All other variables and quantities are as
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defined in equation (2.5.2).

The central difference scheme ofCordell & Grauch(1985), which uses the operator (
−1
2∆x

,0,
1

2∆x
)

where∆x is the sampling interval or grid spacing is a stable means of obtaining horizontalderiva-

tives from gridded∆T datasets (Reeves, 2005). Nabighian(1972) showed the vertical and horizon-

tal derivatives of a∆T profile (
∂∆Tx

∂z
and

∂∆Tx

∂x
) to be Hilbert transform pairs. Therefore, for profile

data, vertical derivatives can be computed from their horizontal derivatives. Using this approach

ensures that these derivative pairs are smoothed equally (Phillips, 2000; Pilkington & Keating,

2004). However, for gridded∆T datasets, the vertical derivative can only be computed in the

wavenumber (spatial frequency) domain using Fast Fourier transforms(Phillips, 2000). Equa-

tions (2.5.3) and (2.5.4) will be used to obtain derivatives for profile∆T datasets using MATLABTM

in chapter3.13 The same equations will be implemented in GETgridTM and Oasis montajTM soft-

ware to obtain equivalent derivatives for gridded data in chapters4 and beyond.Pedersen et al.

(1990) show that first and higher-order horizontal derivatives of gridded ∆T data along any Carte-

sian coordinate axis enhance anomalous features (structures) with strikes perpendicular to the

chosen axis.

In summary, semi-automatic methods of magnetic data interpretation depend on the curvature

(derivatives) of∆T (Equations (2.5.3) and (2.5.4)). Each method assume the presence of only 2D

magnetic contacts, and depends on a “special function” (Phillips, 2000) whose magnitude is either

zero (inflection point) or a maximum directly above locations of anomalous magnetic sources,

e.g., above the point O(x0,y0,z0) in figure2.9. The same function can then be manipulated, either

by direct substitution or in combination with other special functions to estimate depths and/or

magnetic susceptibility contrasts at that location, O(x0,y0,z0). Several of these methods have and

continue to be proposed (e.g.,Phillips, 2000; Salem et al., 2007; Pilkington, 2007).

Excellent reviews of the selected semi-automatic methods, are presented inLi (2003); Phillips

(2000); Phillips et al.(2007); Pilkington (2007); Pilkington & Keating(2004). I am not aware

of any application of these methods to RTE∆T datasets, particularly, in terms of depth estima-

tion. Therefore, elaborate tests have been designed to examine the effectiveness of selected semi-

automatic methods (Chapters3 to 5). Observations from these tests will be applied to NE Nigeria

∆T dataset in chapter6.

Since considerable complexities are expected from the inevitable RTE of datasets when|α | ≤ 20◦,

and derivatives amplify the noise content of datasets, when present (Section2.3.3), semi-automatic

methods to be applied to the Nigerian dataset are carefully selected here. Methods that are based on

first-order derivatives or are independent ofα and/or magnetic susceptibility are preferred to those

that depend on second and/or higher-order derivatives. This is because first-order derivatives do not

significantly amplify noise or processing artefacts in datasets. Based on these, the methods I have

selected for comparison with the “Tilt-Depth” method include the horizontal gradient magnitude

13MATLAB TM is The MathWorks Inc., USA’s high-level computing language and interactive software environment.
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of ∆T (HGM(∆T)), analytic signal amplitude (ASA), local wavenumber (SPITM), second vertical

derivative (SVD) and horizontal gradient magnitude ofθ (HGM(θ)). These methods are introduced

below.

2.5.2 The horizontal gradient magnitude of∆T (HGM (∆T)) method

The horizontal gradient magnitude or the absolute value of the horizontal derivatives of∆T,

HGM(∆T) (Finn & Morgan, 2002) is expressed in equation (2.5.5).

∂∆T
∂H

=

√

(

∂∆Tx

∂x

)2

+

(

∂∆Ty

∂y

)2

(For grid data on thex,y plane) (2.5.5a)

∂∆Tx

∂H
=

√

(

∂∆T
∂x

)2

(For profile data along thex axis) (2.5.5b)

wherex = x1− x0, y = y0 andz= z1− z0 (Figure2.9). All other variables and quantities are as

defined for equation (2.5.2). Because 2D magnetic contacts are assumed to be of infinite strike

along they axis∆T varies only along thex andz axes so that
∂∆T
∂y

= 0.

Peaks (maxima) of the HGM(∆T) occur directly over edges of magnetic anomaly sources, but can

be displaced slightly when the contact is not vertical. According toPilkington & Keating(2004),

the limit of effectiveness of the HGM(∆T) method in locating edges of anomalous sources is pre-

scribed by the anomaly interference and noise content of data. However, the HGM(∆T) is inclina-

tion dependent (Phillips, 2000). Hence, the method is not suitable for depth estimation from RTE

datasets.

HGM(∆T) maxima on gridded datasets can be efficiently located and traced using the curve-fitting

maxima detection technique ofBlakely & Simpson(1986). Throughout this study, this technique

will be employed to trace maxima from other methods, whenever they are required. The method

searches for maxima or peaks in gridded data, by comparing each grid point, except those on grid

margins, with its eight nearest neighbours in four directions (along the row, column and diagonals,

containing the grid point). Hence, the algorithm for this method uses a 3× 3 moving window

within which it solves for inequalities between each grid point and its eight neighbouring points.

The Blakely & Simpson(1986) method solves for four inequalities, one for each of the four di-

rections containing the current grid point, and assigns a counter for each inequality satisfied. This

counter ranges from 0 (when none of the four inequalities is satisfied) to 4(when all four in-

equalities are satisfied) and indicates the quality of the maximum at the centre of the window. In

order to minimise uncertainties and reduce excessive clusters of located maxima, only location

traces obtained from the minimum counter required to represent observable trends in the dataset

are retained.
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2.5.3 The analytic signal amplitude (ASA) method

The analytic signal amplitude (ASA or|A|) refers to the amplitude of the complex analytic function

(A), defined as follows (Nabighian, 1972):

A(x,z) =
∂∆Tx

∂x
− i

∂∆Tx

∂z
(Complex analytic function along thex axis) (2.5.6a)

≡ |A(x,z)|eiΘ (Thurston & Smith, 1997) (2.5.6b)

|A(x,z)|=

√

(

∂∆Tx

∂x

)2

+

(

∂∆Tx

∂z

)2

(For profile data along thex axis) (2.5.6c)

|A(x,y,z)|=

√

(

∂∆Tx

∂x

)2

+

(

∂∆Ty

∂y

)2

+

(

∂∆T
∂z

)2

(For grid data, in thex,y plane) (2.5.6d)

where
∂∆Tx

∂x
,

∂∆Ty

∂y
and

∂∆T
∂z

are amplitude derivatives of∆T, respectively, along thex and y

Cartesian directions,i =
√
−1 is the imaginary number, andΘ is the local phase (Thurston & Smith,

1997).

In the 2D case (
∂∆Ty

∂y
= 0), |A(x,z)| = |A(x,y,z)|, and|A(x,z)| is the envelope over all possible values

of α and source types, of both the vertical and horizontal derivatives of∆T. |A(x,z)| is thus a signal

that is independent of the direction of magnetisation (Haney et al., 2003).

In the non-2D case (
∂∆Ty

∂y
6= 0. Hence,|A(x,y,z)| 6= |A(x,z)|), the ASA is not the envelope of the

total gradient of gridded datasets (Lin-ping & Zhi-ning, 1998), especially, when∆T is not at

RTP (Haney et al., 2003). Comparisons between the 3D analytic signal amplitude versions of RTE

and RTP of∆T datasets show that the method is also independent of magnetisation when data

is RTE (Haney et al., 2003). Hence, the analytic signal amplitude provides an effective means

of delineating locally discontinuous North-South (N-S)-striking magnetic contacts from RTE-

transformed∆T datasets, on which they appear as linear "string of pearls" (Section2.4.2).

Like the horizontal gradient magnitude of transformed∆T (HGM(∆T)) method, the ASA method is

also at its peaks or maxima when it is directly over the edges of 2D magnetic contacts (Nabighian,

1972). The analytic signal amplitude method is very useful when dealing with∆T datasets from

regions of low or horizontal geomagnetic field inclinations (MacLeod et al., 1993), and when re-

manent magnetisation is present (Beard, 2000).

Since ASA is a symmetric function with its peak directly located above source edges, irrespec-

tive of magnetisation direction and dip,Nabighian(1972) showed that the depths (z(ASA)) may be

determined using equation (2.5.7).
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z(ASA) =
1

{

∂
∂x

(

− |A1|
|A0|

)

} (2.5.7)

where|A0| refers to the 2D analytic signal amplitude atx= 0 (local maximum of|A|), and|A1| is

the first-order horizontal derivative of|A0|.

2.5.4 The local wavenumber, LW or SPITM method

The local wavenumber (LW) method (Thurston & Smith, 1997andSmith et al., 1998) is based

on spatial horizontal derivatives of the local phase (Θ) of the complex analytic function (Equa-

tion (2.5.6b)). Thex andy components of the local wavenumber (κ) are denoted asκ(x,z) andκ(y,z),

respectively.Thurston & Smith(1997) definedκ(x,z) as follows (Equation (2.5.8)).

κ(x,z) =
∂Θx

∂x
(For profile alongx axis), where; (2.5.8a)

Θx = tan−1

{

∂∆Tx

∂z
/

∂∆Tx

∂x

}

(2.5.8b)

∴ κ(x,z) =
1

∣

∣A(x,z)

∣

∣

{

∂ 2∆T
∂x∂z

∂∆T
∂x

− ∂ 2∆T
∂x2

∂∆T
∂z

}

, and (2.5.8c)

z(LW) =
1

Local maximum ofκ(x,z)
(2.5.8d)

where
∣

∣A(x,z)

∣

∣ is the analytic signal amplitude. Equivalent equations for gridded (x,y) ∆T data

exist (Phillips, 2000; Pilkington & Keating, 2004).

The local wavenumber is independent of magnetisation direction and dip effects (Pilkington,

2007, Li et al., 2010), and peaks directly above edges of magnetic sources irrespective oftheir

geometry (Thurston et al., 2002). Depths for 2D sources are estimated using reciprocals of local

wavenumber maxima at those locations (Equation (2.5.8d)). A major drawback of this method is

that it requires second-order derivatives (Equation (2.5.8c)) which almost always leads to noise

amplification (Phillips, 2000, Li , 2003, Salem et al., 2008). Salem et al.(2008) recommends up-

ward continuation of noise-laden∆T datasets, prior to inversion.

2.5.5 Estimating magnetic susceptibility contrast (δk) and dip (d) of 2D sources

Using equation (2.5.9a), Nabighian(1972) and MacLeod et al.(1993) related peak amplitudes

of ASA of 2D sources (|A(x,z)|max), their horizontal location (xo) and depth (z) to susceptibil-
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ity contrast (δk) at that location. Hence, depths estimated from ASA method (Equation (2.5.7)),

LW method (Equation (2.5.8d)) and/or any other method are routinely substituted into equa-

tion (2.5.9a), to determineδk.

|A(x,z)|max=
τ

√

(xo)2 + (z)2
(2.5.9a)

|A(x,z)|2max=
(τ)2

z2 , sincexo = 0. (2.5.9b)

∴ δk=

√

|A(x,z)|2max·z2

2Fcsind
(2.5.9c)

wherexo andz refer, respectively, to location and depth of contact; andτ = 2δkFcsind is the

amplitude factor. Other variables were introduced in section2.5.1 on page 25and/or shown in

figure2.9.

Oncez andδk are obtained,Nabighian(1972) showed that apparent dip (d) can be determined

from the horizontal derivative of∆T (
∂∆Tx

∂x
) at locations corresponding to|A(x,z)|max (x = 0),

using equation (2.5.10).

∂∆Tx

∂x (x=0)
=

τ ·cos(ω)

z
(2.5.10)

where
∂∆Tx

∂x (x=0)
refers to the value of equation (2.5.3) atx= 0, τ = 2δkFcsind andω = 2I −d−

90 (Equation (2.5.2)). Other variables were introduced in section2.5.1 on page 25and/or shown

in figure 2.9. Observe that the required quantity
τ
z

(Equation (2.5.10)) is easily obtained from

equation (2.5.9b).

2.6 Tilt angles (θ ) of ∆T and the “Tilt-Depth” method

2.6.1 Tilt angles (θ ) of ∆T

Miller & Singh (1994) defined the tangent ofθ (Equation (2.6.1)) as the ratio of the spatial first-

order vertical derivative to the total horizontal derivative of the∆T.
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θ = tan−1

{

∂∆Tx

∂z
/

∂∆Tx

∂H

}

(For profile data alongx direction) (2.6.1a)

= tan−1

{

∂∆T
∂z

/
∂∆T
∂H

}

(For grid data inx,y plane) (2.6.1b)

where
∂∆Tx

∂z
and

∂∆T
∂z

are first-order vertical derivatives ofTx andT, respectively.
∂∆Tx

∂H
and

∂∆T
∂H

refer to the total horizontal derivatives ofTx andT (Equation (2.5.5)).

The many merits of transforming RTP∆T data to theirθ equivalent include:

1. θ of ∆T (RTP) datasets is positive over vertical magnetic anomaly sources with positive

magnetic susceptibilities, but is zero at, or near, the edge of the source (Verduzco et al.,

2004, Cooper & Cowan, 2006, Fairhead & Williams, 2006, Salem et al., 2007);

2. First-order Cartesian derivatives are less prone to noise amplificationcompared to second

and higher-order derivatives; and

3. Amplitudes of first vertical and total horizontal derivatives depend directly on the amplitude

of the input∆T. However, as a ratio which is also constrained by the arctan function,θ
is able to normalise the amplitudes present in the input∆T dataset, to range from

−π
2

to
π
2

(i.e., -90◦ to 90◦). Therefore,θ acts as an unbiased automatic-gain-control (AGC) fil-

ter, equalizing and preserving long and short wavelength anomalies (Miller & Singh, 1994,

Verduzco et al., 2004, Cooper & Cowan, 2006).

Since,∆T datasets contain anomalies from both shallow (high frequency/short wavelength) and

deep (low frequency/long wavelength) sources and when obtained from regions characterised by

horizontal and/or low inclinations of the geomagnetic field vector contain a large dynamic range of

∆T (MacLeod et al., 1993; Miller & Singh, 1994; Verduzco et al., 2004) due to anisotropy and in-

terference (Section2.4.2), the automatic-gain-control (AGC) filter provided byθ is better suited to

evenly resolve both shallow and deep magnetic anomaly sources from suchdatasets (Miller & Singh,

1994). Transforming∆T maps to theirθ equivalent enhances important attributes of magnetic

anomaly observations, facilitating the interpretation of the data as theθ maps are simpler to inter-

pret than other∆T derivative maps (Pilkington & Keating, 2004, Verduzco et al., 2004, Cooper & Cowan,

2006).

Also, becauseθ are ratios of the derivatives of∆T they are independent of the magnetic suscep-

tibility contrast (δk) across the edge of the magnetic anomaly source. This is true irrespectiveof

the approximating magnetic model under consideration.θ is, therefore, a more direct response

to the depths of anomalous magnetic sources (Miller & Singh, 1994) than the other derivatives

(filters), which areδk-dependent. This independence ofθ from δk is a very well sought after
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property in magnetic anomaly data interpretation since∆T datasets and their spatial derivatives

depend directly on theδk between a magnetic anomaly source and its host rocks.∆T datasets and

their derivatives cannot be directly inverted for magnetic anomaly sourcedepth, without recourse

to second and higher-order derivatives of the dataset which accentuate the noise content of data.

The "Tilt-Depth" method (Salem et al., 2007) is an easy-to-implement special function designed

to take advantage of the independence ofθ from δk. Since the method relies onθ derived from

first-order derivatives of∆T, it may be the most useful for interpreting low-resolution∆T data like

those from NE Nigeria.

The total horizontal derivative ofθ or HGM(θ) method (Equation (2.6.2); Verduzco et al., 2004)

can be used to further image subtle sources in∆T datasets.

HGM(θ) =

√

(

δθ
δx

)2

+

(

δθ
δy

)2

(For grid data) (2.6.2)

whereθ is Tilt angle,x andy refer to horizontal Cartesian axes.

The total horizontal derivative ofθ (HGM(θ)) is equivalent to the absolute value of the local

wavenumber (Verduzco et al., 2004).

2.6.2 The “Tilt-Depth” method

The “Tilt-Depth” method was proposed for application to RTP equivalents oftotal magnetic field

intensity (TMI) anomaly obtained from East-West striking, vertical 2D magnetic contact mod-

els (Salem et al., 2007). Since this method is the main subject of investigation of this thesis, chap-

ter 3 presents a more detailed introduction of the method prior to its application to profile∆T

datasets.

Semi-automatic methods discussed in this section have been extensively evaluated using RTP∆T

datasets (Phillips, 2000, Li , 2003, Pilkington & Keating, 2004, Pilkington, 2007). I am not aware

of any comparisons of these methods using either profile or gridded RTE∆T datasets. Therefore,

I will be evaluating the fidelity between structural edges outlined and the depths estimated for

them by these methods from RTP and RTE equivalents of model∆T datasets. The “Tilt-Depth”

method will now be tested using model∆T profile datasets (Chapter3), and gridded datasets

(Chapter4). Depth estimates from gridded datasets will be statistically compared to establishthe

relative effectiveness of each method when applied to∆T (RTE) datasets.
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The “Tilt-Depth” method: Tested using profile ∆T datasets

from 2D magnetic contacts

3.1 The “Tilt-Depth” method

Salem et al.(2007) obtained a simple relationship between the location and depth of vertical

two-dimensional (2D) magnetic contacts (e.g., Figure2.5c) and Tilt angles (θ ) calculated from

reduced-to-pole (RTP)∆T responses of such contacts.12 This method, called “Tilt-Depth" assumes

that contacts are only magnetised by induction in a vertical sense, RTP (i.e., remanent magneti-

sation is absent or negligible) with constant magnetic susceptibility contrast (δk) throughout the

entire length of the contact. The method relies onθ , obtained from first-order horizontal and verti-

cal derivatives of∆T (RTP) datasets using equation (2.6.1a) (For profile datasets) or (2.6.1b) (For

gridded datasets).θ of RTP datasets present many advantages (Section2.6.1). Hence, a major ob-

jective of this study is to determine if these advantages can be extended to∆T (RTE) datasets. By

relying onθ from first-order derivatives of∆T datasets, known to be less prone to noise amplifi-

cation compared with second and higher-order derivatives, the “Tilt-Depth" method also seems to

offer a stable means of interpreting old archive magnetic datasets, which are typically of low to

medium resolutions and, therefore, potentially noisy.

Two θ curves obtained using∆T datasets from profiles across a vertical, East-West striking con-

tact, when remanent magnetisation is zero and the induced magnetisation (α) is either vertical

(RTP, i.e., red-colouredθ curve) or horizontal (RTE, i.e., blue-colouredθ curve) are shown in

figure3.1. The contact in this example is the vertical boundary between the embedded magnetic

rocks (green-coloured) and the orange-coloured non-magnetic host rocks (Compare figures2.5c

and3.1).3 The red-colouredθ curve (Figure3.1) replicates the curve inSalem et al.(2007, Figure

1). Salem et al.(2007) showed that the location of the contact is traced byθ = 0 (the dashed-green

line in figure3.1). They also showed that the depth of the contact (z(est)) can be estimated using

1The wordcontactwill hereafter refer totwo-dimensional (2D) magnetic contact, unless otherwise qualified.
2Tilt angles will henceforth be replaced by the symbolθ , with unit in degrees (◦).
3The same contact was used to generate bothθ curves using equation (2.6.1a).
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Figure 3.1: θ curves from RTP and RTE of∆T datasets, obtained from profiles across a laterally extensive
magnetic rock (basement, shown in green) in contact with non-magnetic rocks (orange-coloured) at its top
and vertical edges. The solid, red curve is for the RTP dataset (Salem et al., 2007), while the blue curve
is for the RTE equivalent. The dashed, red line traces the strike of the vertical contact. The light-blue line
represents the profile, with arrowhead pointing to the North(N). The direction of the profile is always kept
perpendicular to the strike of the contact (See figure2.5). Note that the blue-coloured (RTE)θ curve is the
additive inverse (×−1 equivalent) of the red-coloured (RTP)θ curve.

equation (3.1.1) as follows:

z(est) =
(|h|+ |-h|)

2
(3.1.1)

whereh and−h are determined, from the horizontal distances between locations corresponding to

θ = 0 and, respectively,θ =−45 andθ = 45 on the profile, as shown by the dashed brown, green

and black lines in figure3.1.

Fairhead et al.(2008) show that strike directions of contacts, as well as throw directions across

these contacts can also be estimated from∆T (RTP) datasets, using the “Tilt-Depth” method. Ap-

parent susceptibility contrasts (δk) at contact locations can also be derived when, as suggested in

section2.5.5, “Tilt-Depth” method estimates are combined, for example, with those from the ana-

lytic signal amplitude method (Section2.5.3). This extended version of the “Tilt-Depth” method is

the “Tilt-Depth-Dip-δk” method. The simplicity, elegance and utility of the “Tilt-Depth” method

are demonstrated, for example, byFairhead et al.(2011).

The blue-coloured (RTE)θ curve (Figure3.1) is theadditive-inverse(×− 1 equivalent) of the

red-coloured (RTP)θ curve, and shows that a similarly simple relationship also exists betweenθ
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calculated from∆T (RTE) datasets and the location and depth of vertical contacts.4 This is a very

important and desirable observation in terms of the suitability of the “Tilt-Depth” method to the

interpretation of∆T datasets, wherever datasets require RTE transformation. However, theshape

and amplitude of∆T are strongly azimuth-dependent at the magnetic equator, RTE (Section2.4.2,

Figure2.7c). Therefore, whether this relationship is also true for contacts with strike indirections

other than East-West (E-W), or not, will be examined using profiles that are perpendicular to

contact strike. The effect of contact azimuth onθ and “Tilt-Depth” method estimates will be

examined in section3.5.

Magnetic contacts are not always vertical (Figures2.5aand 2.5b) or orientated East-West (E-

W) relative to the direction of the magnetic field. Consequently, prior to the application of the

method to RTE datasets, this chapter investigates “Tilt-Depth” method estimates of thelocations

and depths of contacts in terms of the following effects: the inclination of induced magnetisation,

α (assuming remanent magnetisation is zero) or effective magnetisation,φ (if remanent magneti-

sation is present); and the dip and strike direction of contacts. The main objective of chapters3

and4, therefore, will be to determine how deviations from “Tilt-Depth” method’s assumptions

may affect the effectiveness of the method, using profile and gridded∆T datasets, respectively.

The following sections deal with testing the method using∆T profile datasets obtained from pro-

files across contacts.

3.2 Methodology adopted for testing the “Tilt-Depth” method

3.2.1 Obtaining profile ∆T, its derivatives andθ datasets from contacts

The main objective of this section is to establish the robustness/effectiveness of the method in re-

covering the horizontal locations and depths of contacts of various depths, attitudes and magnetic

properties. To achieve this objective the∆T response, as well as its first-order horizontal and ver-

tical derivatives were generated, respectively, usingNabighian(1972)’s equations (2.5.2), (2.5.3a)

and (2.5.4) from contacts, each of which was defined by a unique set of simple physical properties:

its strike (Figure2.10), dip and depth (Figures2.5 and2.9), magnetic susceptibility contrast (δk,

Equation (2.2.5)) and magnetisation (Section2.2.1). θ representing each magnetic contact was

then obtained using these derivatives (Equation (2.6.1a)).

Contacts were kept fixed in space, at 0 km (i.e.,O(xo,yo,zo) shown in figure2.9 is at 0 km along all

profiles) as shown in figure3.1. Also, profiles were kept perpendicular to the strikes of contacts

(Figure2.10), directed from magnetic to non-magnetic (i.e., higher to lower susceptibility) rocks,

were centred directly above the contact (at 0 km), and either 60 or 100 kmlong.∆T, its horizontal

and vertical derivatives, andθ were computed at 0.01 km intervals. The process I adopted to test

4Additive-inverseis used to distinguish this operation from ordinary inverse, which generallysuggests a reciprocal.
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the “Tilt-Depth” method using these profile datasets consist of the following steps:

(a) Obtain spatial Cartesian derivatives of the∆T using equations (2.5.3a) and (2.5.4);

(b) Convert derivatives toθ using equation (2.6.1a);

(c) Along each profile extract the location(s) corresponding to the desiredθ values. Where such

θ values occur at more than one location along a given profile, preferentially extract the oc-

currence closest to the known location of the contact for further analysis;

(d) Determine the horizontal distance betweenθ = 0 and the location(s) corresponding to the

desired±θ values;

(e) Compute depth estimates (Equation (3.1.1)) from the distance(s) betweenθ = 0 and the above-

specified±θ values; and

(f) Determine theerror in estimated location and depth of each contact. Section3.2.2explains

the term error in the context of this study.

3.2.2 Defining errors in estimates of location and depth of magnetic geological fea-
tures

Testing the method involved comparing estimates of locations (xo(est)) and depths (z(est)) of mag-

netic contacts obtained from the method with their precisely known (actual) equivalents,xo(mod)

andz(mod), respectively. Since these estimates may differ from the actual locations and depths of

the contacts, I will be use the termerror to report the degree of accuracy (effectiveness) of the

method. The accuracy of magnetic source parameter estimates using the methodis reported in this

study as absolute, relative and/or percentage errors.

(A) Absolute error (Err(abs)) in estimates of location and depth.

This refers to the difference between the estimated location or depth of two-dimensional (2D)

magnetic contacts and the actual location or depth of the same contact. Theabsolute error in

estimated locationof contact edges (Err(abs)xo
) is expressed mathematically as;

Err(abs)xo
= xo(est)−xo(mod) (3.2.1)

wherexo(est) andxo(mod) refer, respectively, to the estimated and actual location of the contact. The

absolute error in estimated depthof edges of contacts (Err(abs)z
) is expressed as follows:

Err(abs)z
= z(est)−z(mod) (3.2.2)
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wherez(est) andz(mod) refer, respectively, to the estimated depth (Equation (3.1.1)) and actual depth

of the contact.

(B) Percentage error (Err(rel) or Err(%)) in estimates of location and depth.

Percentage error in location and depth estimates refer to relative errors expressed in percent. So,

percentage error in location estimates(Err(%)xo
) = Err(rel)xo

× 100, whilepercentage error in

depth estimates(Err(%)z
) = Err(rel)z

×100. Results from this study are mainly reported and dis-

cussed as percentage errors. This should enable easier comparison between results from this study

and similar studies.

Err(rel)xo
(relative error in location estimate) is the ratio of the absolute error in location (Equa-

tion (3.2.1)) to the actual depth of the contact. That is,Err(rel)xo
=

Err(abs)xo

z(mod)
; wherez(mod) is

the actual depth of the contact. It is negative whenErr(abs)xo
is negative and vice versa. Simi-

larly, Err(rel)z
(relative error in depth estimate) is the ratio of the absolute error in depth (Equa-

tion (3.2.2)) to the actual depth of the contact. That is,Err(rel)z
=

Err(abs)z

z(mod)
; wherez(mod) is the

actual depth of the contact.

(C) Significance of errors in estimates.

The definitions of “error” above show that themagnitude of errorreflects the degree to which the

estimates approach the actual location or depth of model. Smaller magnitudes arecloser to the ac-

tual than larger magnitudes. Thesign of the errorindicates the following: (i) For location estimates.

Location error is zero when the estimated and actual locations are the same (xo(est) = xo(mod)), i.e.,

location is accurately estimated. Otherwise, the estimated location is shifted away from the actual

location of the magnetic body; (ii) For depth estimates. Depth error is zero when the estimated and

actual depths are equal (z(est) = z(mod)), i.e.,accurate depth estimate. Error is positive only when

estimated depth exceeds the actual depth of the contact (z(est) > z(mod)), i.e.,overestimated depth.

It is negative when depth estimate is less than the actual depth of the model (z(est) < z(mod)), i.e.,

underestimated depth.

Williams (2004), Reeves(2005) andWhitehead(2010) report accuracy limits of±20% of model

depths for depths estimated from reduced-to-pole (RTP)-transformed∆T datasets, using other

semi-automatic methods (e.g., local wavenumber and Euler deconvolution). Consequently, through-

out this study,depth estimates within±20%of model depth will be considered effective. This limit

will also apply to location estimates since none has been published.

BecauseSalem et al.(2007) showed the "Tilt-Depth" method to be effective for vertical, E-W

striking contacts when vertically magnetised (RTP), I will start by examining location and depth

estimates from these contacts, when at various depths and inclinations of induced and/or remanent

magnetisation (Section3.3). I begin by testing the method with vertical, E-W striking contacts at
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various depths and inclinations of induced magnetisation (α) only in sections3.3.1to 3.3.3, and for

effects of the Koenigsberger ratio (Q) and inclination of effective magnetisation,φ (when remanent

magnetisation is introduced) in section3.3.4. The method will also be tested using dipping, E-W

striking contacts in section3.4. Finally, the method will be tested for the effect of changing strikes

of vertical contacts relative to the magnetic North direction (Figure2.10) in section3.5. To ensure

that my MATLABTM scripts and functions worked well, they were first tested to see that the

θ profiles produced were independent of magnetic susceptibility contrasts,δk (See appendixB,

figureB.1).

3.3 Testing the method using vertical, East-West striking contacts

3.3.1 Effect of varying inclination of induced magnetisation (α)

I used 111∆T profile datasets and their derivatives from vertical, East-West striking contacts, to

test the method in this section. Profiles were obtained usingNabighian(1972)’s equations (Sec-

tion 3.2.1), by varying only the depth and inclination of induced magnetisation (α), while as-

suming the following constants for each magnetic contacts: (1) Magnetic susceptibility contrast

(δk)=0.002 SI units throughout its length and depth; (2) Dip,d = 90◦ (i.e., Vertical); (3) Strike is

kept constant throughout its infinite length (East-West,A= 0◦, Figure2.10); (4) Magnetisation is

only by induction (Ji) with ambient field strength,Ji = 65000 nT at the magnetic poles (NGDC,

2010); and (5) Remanent magnetisation is absent.5 Contacts were buried at depths of 3, 4 and

10 km. Spatial orientation of contacts has been discussed (Section3.2.1). With these simple

assumptions,Nabighian(1972)’s equations correspond to the “Tilt-Depth” method assumptions

of Salem et al.(2007), whenα = 90◦ (reduced-to-pole, RTP). The∆T response of the contacts

was sampled at 0.01 km intervals along each profile computed. This sampling interval will apply

to all profiles used in this chapter.

Figures3.2aand 3.2b present examples, respectively of vertical and total horizontal Cartesian

derivatives (
∂∆T
∂z

and
∂∆T
∂H

) obtained from equations (2.5.3a) and (2.5.4) for various inclinations

of induced magnetisation (α) when contacts are at a depth of 4 km.θ obtained from these deriva-

tives using equation (2.6.1a) are presented in figure3.3. These figures demonstrate the effect that

changing a variable (α in this case) in these equations can have on the shapes and amplitudes of

∆T and theirθ equivalents. For instance, when induced magnetisation is vertically or horizontally

inclined (α = 90◦, RTP orα = 0◦, RTE), the zero value of the vertical derivative (Figure3.2a), the

maximum value of the total horizontal derivative (Figure3.2b), as well as the zero value of their

θ (Figure3.3), occur directly above the location of the vertical contact. However, such a simple

correlation does not exist between the location of the contacts and the same derivatives once in-

duced magnetisation is not vertically or horizontally inclined (α 6= 90◦ or α 6= 0◦). Consequently,

5α = φ when remanent magnetisation is absent (Section2.2.3).
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Figure 3.2: Effects of inclination of induced magnetisation (α) on the shape and amplitude of spatial

Cartesian derivatives: (a) Vertical derivatives (
∂∆T
∂z

); and (b) Total horizontal derivatives (
∂∆T
∂H

), of ∆T

from vertical, E-W striking 2D magnetic contacts (depth=4 km) in the northern geomagnetic hemisphere.
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Figure 3.3: Effects of inclination of the induced magnetisation (α) on the shape and amplitude ofθ of ∆T
from vertical, E-W striking contacts (depth=4 km) in the northern geomagnetic hemisphere. Note thatθ = 0
is centred directly above the contact only whenα = 0 or 90◦. Also, note certainθ values do not exist onθ
curves for someα values. For example, there are noθ ≤−10 whenα = 40 or 50◦.

estimates of the locations and depths of contacts using the "Tilt-Depth" method are also expected

to vary with changing inclinations of induced or effective magnetisation. These variations will be

examined further below.

The "Tilt-Depth" method requiresθ = 0 and±45 to determine the location and depth of contacts,

respectively. So, I begin by examining the specific effect that amplitudes of vertical and total

horizontal derivatives (
∂∆T
∂z

and
∂∆T
∂H

) have on these and otherθ values, using equation (2.6.1a)

(Section2.6.1). Equation (2.6.1a) predicts that: (1)θ = 0 only when vertical derivative is zero; (2)

θ =±90 only if total horizontal derivative is zero; and (3)|θ |= 45 only occurs where there is a 1:1

equivalence between non-zero (6= 0) magnitudes of both vertical and total horizontal derivatives.

However, as figure3.3shows, the range ofθ predicted by equation (2.6.1a) are only always present

whenα = 0 or 90◦ (RTE or RTP). More importantly, the figure also shows that theθ = 45 and

θ = −45 values required for estimating contact depths from the "Tilt-Depth" methodonly occur
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when α ≥ 70◦. For instance,θ = 0 occurs once whileθ = 45 occurs twice along profiles for

α = 40 and 50◦, but θ = −45 does not exist for these curves becauseθ > −10 (Figure3.3).

Therefore,∆T datasets need to be RTP or RTE-transformed before computing theirθ equivalents,

to ensure that theθ values required for depth estimation exist for the dataset.

These observations influenced the MatlabTM programs that I wrote for the extraction of estimated

locations and depths of contacts from each∆T profile used. For example, whereθ = 45,θ =−45

or other requiredθ values occur more than once along a profile, my programs were designed to

extract only the occurrence closest toθ = 0 for depth analyses. This special consideration will not

be necessary once∆T datasets are RTP or RTE-transformed.

In summary, the range ofθ required for un-biased implementations of the “Tilt-Depth” method

are only present in RTP or RTE-transformed∆T datasets. The effect of various inclinations of

induced magnetisation and the absence of some of theseθ values on estimates of the locations and

depths of vertical, East-West striking contacts is examined below.

(A) Error in location estimates

Here I useθ curves for vertical, East-West striking contacts presented in figure3.3 and their

equivalents at depths of 3 and 10 km to examine the effectiveness of the method in estimating

their locations. The absolute and percentage errors inθ = 0 estimates of locations of vertical, E-W

striking magnetic contacts buried at depths (zmod)=3, 4 and 10 km below the profiles are presented,

respectively, in figures3.4aand3.4b. These figures show that "Tilt-Depth" method estimates of
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Figure 3.4:Effects of depth and inclination of induced magnetisation (α) on "Tilt-Depth" method estimates
of the location of edges of vertical, East-West striking, 2Dcontacts. Only error ranging from 0 to 100% is
shown. Remanent magnetisation is absent. Note that errors in location estimates are invariant with depth
(Figure3.4b).

location are only accurate (0% error) when∆T data from vertical, E-W striking magnetic contacts

are correctly reduced-to-pole (RTP) or reduced-to-equator (RTE), i.e., when the inducing magneti-
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sation is vertical or horizontal, respectively. Error in location estimates exceed 0%, but are≤ 20%

when the inclination of induced magnetisation is within 7◦ of the vertical (RTP) or horizontal

(RTE). Errors exceed 20% when inclination of induced magnetisation exceeds 7◦ of the vertical or

horizontal. Also, “Tilt-Depth” method estimates of the location of edges of vertical, E-W striking

contacts are invariant/constant with changing depths (Figure3.4b).

(B) Error in depth estimates

Depths of vertical, East-West striking contacts were estimated using equation(3.1.1). These as

well as percentage errors in the estimates are presented in figure3.5. The absolute errors in these

estimates are presented in figureB.3. Figure3.5bshows that the method accurately estimates the

depths for contacts when the inclination (α) is either horizontal (0◦, i.e., correctly reduced-to-the-

equator, RTE) or vertical (90◦ or −90◦, i.e., correctly reduced-to-the-pole, RTP). However, when

inclination (α) is neither vertical nor horizontal the method consistently overestimates the depths

of contacts.
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Figure 3.5:Effects of depth and inclination of induced magnetisation (α) on "Tilt-Depth" method estimates
of depths of East-West striking, vertical, 2D contacts. Only percentage error ranging from 0 to 100% is
shown. Note that errors in depth estimates are invariant with depth (Figure3.5b).

For inclinations of induced magnetisation (α) within 7◦ of the vertical (RTP) or horizontal (RTE),

the method overestimated the depths of contacts by up to 20% (Figure3.5b). Errors in depth

estimates were>20% once the inclination exceeded 7◦ from the vertical or horizontal. These

errors appear to be imposed by those for location estimates (Figure3.4). Errors in depth estimates

are invariant with changing depths of burial of the contacts (Figure3.5b). Similar depth-invariance

was observed for location estimates (Figures3.4b). These results seem to indicate that estimates

of depth of vertical, E-W contacts using "Tilt-Depth" method are more influenced by changing

inclinations of induced magnetisation compared with the depths of sources. This implies that the

method is effective for determining the location and depth of edges of both shallow and deep

anomalous magnetic two-dimensional (2D) sources.
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In summary, the range ofθ required to implement the “Tilt-Depth” method may only be present

in RTP or RTE-transformed datasets. The constancy (invariance) of thepercentage errors in "Tilt-

Depth" method estimates of location and depth with changing depth of contacts appears to show

the dominant influence of changing inclination of induced magnetisation relative to depths of

contacts. "Tilt-Depth" method estimates of the locations and depths of vertical, E-W contacts

are accurate (0% error) when induced magnetisation is either RTP or RTE.But, errors are only

> 0 but ≤ 20% when the inclination of induced magnetisation is within 7◦ of the vertical or

horizontal.

3.3.2 Reducing the effects of magnetic anomaly interference on errors in "Tilt-
Depth" method estimates

Magnetic anomalies do not occur in isolation since their geological sources are finite and inter-

connected in space. Magnetic anomalies from adjacent sources are known to interfere with each

other, thereby, masking and/or distorting the shape and slope of observed anomalies. The length

of arc (range) ofθ used bySalem et al.(2007) and in section3.3.1to implement the "Tilt-Depth"

method is presented in figure3.6a(See also figure3.1). It appears that implementing the "Tilt-

Depth" method using shorter arcs ofθ , i.e.,|θ | ≤ 45 (Figure3.6b) might offer a means for reduc-

ing the effect of interference between adjacent and/or interfering anomalies. Consequently, in this

section I tested the "Tilt-Depth" method for its errors in depth estimates using various ranges of

θ values. (Figure3.6b). Theseθ values are designatedθs. I used 37∆T profile datasets obtained

from vertical, E-W striking magnetic contacts with varying inclinations of induced magnetisation

(α , at 5◦ intervals) at a constant depth of 4 km, to test this approach. I assumed thatremanent

magnetisation was absent.

(a) Blue θ range used bySalem et al.(2007). (b) Non-blackθ range examined.

Figure 3.6:Length of arc (Ranges) ofθ (θs) used in testing the “Tilt depth” method. Black-coloured sectors
on theθ range-defined semicircle were not tested.

Half the total horizontal distance betweenθ = 0 and the respective−θs and+θs values shown in

figure3.6bwill be shorter than the equivalent distance betweenθ =−45 andθ = 45 (Figures3.6a

and3.1). Therefore, before applying the method using this approach, initial depth estimates from

the range ofθ in figure3.6brequired a correction, to convert them to true depth estimates (zest).

For this purpose, I used depth scale (conversion) factors,zF (Equation (3.3.1b)) which I derived
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from equation (2.6.1) using equation (3.3.1a). Depth conversion factors forθ used in this study are

presented in table3.1. The fraction (hF) of the physical distance betweenθ =−45 and 45, which

was used for computing the depth estimates when using the shorter ranges ofθ are also presented

on table3.1.

zest=
|hs|

tan(θs × π
180 )

(3.3.1a)

zF =
zest

|hs|
(3.3.1b)

where|hs| =
(|+hs|)+(|−hs|)

2
, |hs| and|−hs| are determined from the horizontal distances be-

tweenθ = 0 and, respectively,+θs and−θs. The subscripts indicates short|h|, as opposed to full

|h| that is determined from the horizontal distance betweenθ = 0 and|θ | = 45 (Equation (3.1.1)

and figure3.1).

Table 3.1: Depth conversion factors,zF for distances between the location ofθ = 0 and different magni-
tudes ofθ (|θ |) used to implement “Tilt depth” method.

-θ +θ |θ | zF Factor of |h|, hF =1 /zF

−45 45 45 1 1
−30 30 30 1.7 0.6
−26.6 26.6 27 2 0.5
−15 15 15 3.7 0.3
−10 10 10 5.7 0.2
−5 5 5 11.4 0.1

Since the location ofθ = 0 remains unchanged, location estimates remain as shown in figure3.4.

Results obtained from implementing “Tilt-Depth” method with various|θ | ≤ 45 are presented

in figure3.7a. The difference between errors in depths estimated using|θ | = 45 and those from

|θ | < 30 appear to be significant, especially, since interest is in keeping depth error within the

≤ 20% range. Implementing the "Tilt-Depth" method using|θ | = 45 provided depth estimates

below 20% error ofzmod when RTP or RTE transformations are in error of≈ 7◦ of the inclination

of induced magnetisation (α), while implementations using|θ | ≤ 30 provided depth estimates (at

the imposed 0-20% error limit) when RTP or RTE transformations are in error of up to≈±10◦ of

α (Figure3.7a).

No significant difference existed between implementations of the "Tilt-Depth" method using|θ | ≤
27 and|θ | ≤ 30 (Figure3.7b). Interestingly,|θ | = 26.6 (≈ 27) happens to correspond tohalf the

physical distance betweenθ = 0 and |θ | = 45 (SeehF for |θ | = 27 in table3.1). Implementing

"Tilt-Depth" method in two or more modes for comparison, e.g., using|θ |= 10,|θ |= 27 and|θ |=
45, might help identify locations on a∆T grid at which interference effects are significant. This

approach will be tested further on noise and anomaly interference-bearing gridded∆T datasets in

chapter4.
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Figure 3.7: Percentage error (Err(%)z
) in depth estimates using "Tilt-Depth" method from

|θ |=45, 30, 26.6, 15, 10 and 5: Effects of induced magnetisation and magnetic anomaly interference on
vertical, East-West contacts. Note that error exceeds 20% for θ = ±45 andθ = ±27 at 7 and 10◦, respec-
tively, from the vertical or horizontal direction of magnetisation.

In summary,∆T datasets need to be transformed to their RTP or RTE equivalents prior to the ap-

plication of the “Tilt-Depth” method. Errors in depth estimates from the method were less when

implemented using|θ | ≤ 30 than when the method was implemented using|θ | = 45. Depth er-

rors exceed the 20% error limit when inclination exceeds 7 and 10◦ of the vertical or horizontal

magnetisation (i.e., RTP or RTE) when the method is implemented, respectively, using |θ | = 45

and|θ | ≤ 30 range. Implementations of the method using|θ | < 27 ranges only seem to provide

marginal benefits (Figure3.7b). Hence, the|θ | = 27 range, which uses onlyhalf the physical

distance betweenθ = 0 and |θ | = 45 appears to be aθ range for examining∆T grids for inter-

ference effects. Therefore, standard applications of the "Tilt-Depth" method to gridded datasets

should compare results from two modes (using|θ |= 27 and 45) or more, for the identification of

locations on a∆T grid at which interference effects are significant.

3.3.3 Estimates based either on the horizontal distance+h or −h

The shapes ofθ curves on figure3.3indicate that the distances+h and−h vary with the inclination

of induced magnetisation (α , since remanence is absent).6 Figure3.3, for instance, shows that

whenα=40 or 50◦, there are no intercepts for estimatingh from θ =−45, sinceθ ≥−10. Hence,

the distancesh and−h are not always equal. Since these variations inh and−h depend on changes

in inclination of induced magnetisation (α), the objective of this section is to examine the extent to

which these variations ofh and−h affect estimates of depths of vertical, E-W striking, magnetic

contacts. Attention will be paid to when the inclination of effective magnetisation assumed for

RTP or RTE transformation of∆T data differs from the actual value. Here,+h≡+hs refers to the

horizontal distance betweenθ = 0 and specific−θ values, while−h≡−hs refers to the horizontal

distance betweenθ = 0 and equivalent+θ values (Table3.1).

6Examples of−h and+h, respectively, forθ = 45 andθ =−45 were shown in figure3.1. −h=−hs and+h=+hs

for distances less than+h and−h (Section3.3.2).
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Equation3.1.1requires the distances+h and−h (or −hs and+hs) to compute depth estimates

from the “Tilt-Depth” method. To independently evaluate errors in depths estimated from+h or

−h (or −hs and+hs), I decomposed depth estimates obtained from 37 of the 111 profile∆T

datasets in figure3.5 (For depth = 4 km) into itsh and−h (or −hs and+hs) constituents. Results

are presented in figure3.8a. Figure3.8apresents percentage errors in depth estimates using various

+θ values, while figure3.8bpresents percentage errors in depth estimates using equivalent−θ
values.
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Figure 3.8: Percentage error (Err(%)) in depth estimates from∆T data from either+θ (−h or −hs) or−θ
(+h or +hs) values for vertical, E-W contacts.+h or +hs is distance betweenθ = 0 and−θ values, while
−h or −hs is distance betweenθ = 0 and+θ values.

Depths estimated using the distance−h or −hs (Figure3.8a) are mirrored by those obtained from

h or +hs (Figure3.8b). These figures show that when inclination of induced magnetisationα=90◦

(RTP) orα=0◦ (RTE), this approach accurately estimated the depth of the contact (Err(%) = 0).

However, whenα is neither vertical (RTP) nor horizontal (RTE), it provided both overestimated

and underestimated depths7, for specific ranges ofα .−hprovided only overestimated depths in the

southern geomagnetic hemisphere, but provided both overestimated and underestimated depths in

the northern geomagnetic hemisphere (Figure3.8a). On the other hand,+h provided only overesti-

mated depths in the northern geomagnetic hemisphere, but both overestimated and underestimated

depths in the southern geomagnetic hemisphere (Figure3.8b). The figures show that−h and+h

are unstable both in the northern and southern geomagnetic hemispheres, respectively. On the

contrary,−h and+h are most stable both in the northern and southern geomagnetic hemispheres,

when estimated usingθ = 5 andθ = −5, respectively. Usingθ = ±5 provides depth estimates

with ≤ 20% errors when RTP or RTE transformations are in error of≤ 10◦. However, this≤ 10◦

inclination error from RTP or RTE was also achieved by using|θ | ≤ 30 (Figure3.7a). Hence, the

stability of |θ | = 5 both in the northern and southern geomagnetic hemispheres affords no addi-

tional advantage, unless where anomalies interfere. However,|θ | = 5 involves only 0.1|h|, i.e.,

10% of theθ anomaly hence, its use may lead to the loss of 90% of the anomaly. Consequently,

7Positive errors (+Err(%)) represent overestimates, while negative errors (−Err(%)) represent underestimates.
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more reliable and stable depth estimates should be obtained from RTP or RTE of∆T data using,

for example, theθ = ±27 range-based “Tilt-Depth" method. Therefore, when applied to gridded

∆T data, in which noise is usually present, it is beneficial to implement the “Tilt-Depth” method

in two modes, e.g., using both|θ | = 27 and|θ | = 45. The more accurate depth estimates will be

those obtained using|θ | = 27, but any differences between these estimates and those obtained

from |θ |= 45 will be indicative of interference from adjacent anomalies.

In summary, results show that∆T datasets should be transformed to RTP or RTE equivalents before

applying the “Tilt-Depth” method. The most stable|θ | value both in the northern and southern

geomagnetic hemispheres was|θ | = 5. It provided depth estimates at≤ 20% when inclination

of magnetisation is≤ 10◦ from RTP or RTE.|θ | ≤ 27 provided similar results, and is preferred

since|θ | = 5 involves only 0.1|h|, i.e., 10% of eachθ anomaly. Standard implementation of the

“Tilt-Depth” method gridded∆T data should use both|θ | = 27 and|θ | = 45. Depth estimates

from |θ | = 27 are more accurate than those from|θ | = 45, but differences are due to anomaly

interference.

3.3.4 Effect of varying remanent magnetisation on estimatesfrom RTP or RTE
datasets

In this section I examine the effect that changing magnitudes and inclinations of induced and

remanent magnetisations (Ji andJr ) have on “Tilt-Depth” method estimates of the location and

depth of vertical, East-West contacts when the inclination of induced magnetisation (α) is either

vertical (RTP) or horizontal (RTE).8

The simplifications provided by the RTP or RTE process (Sections2.3.2, and2.3.3) applied only

when remanent magnetisation is absent,Jr=0 (Sections3.3.1to 3.3.3). Neither the RTP nor RTE

process is able to simplify the complexity in∆T datasets that result from the presence ofJr .

Hence, anomalies on RTP or RTE of such datasets have little or no spatial correlation with their

sources (Finn & Morgan, 2002; Lelievre et al., 2006). Since the objective of this section is to ex-

amine the effect of such remanence-sourced complexities on “Tilt-Depth” method estimates, in

this sectionI use RTP or RTE to refer, respectively, to vertically or horizontally inclined induced

magnetisation (α = 90or 0◦) in the presence of remanent magnetisation (Jr ) of various inclina-

tions (β ) and magnitudes.Figure3.9 presents the directions of induced and remanent magneti-

sation at RTP and RTE. The figure also shows how I varyβ from 0 to 360◦, in an anticlockwise

sense relative toα . Ji andJr were assigned various magnitudes at RTP and RTE, with magni-

tudes ofJi at RTP twice their equivalents at RTE (Table3.2) in consonance with equation (2.1.3c)

and section2.3.1. The inclination of remanent magnetisation (β ) was varied from 0 to 360◦ at

intervals of 5◦. Constants used for computing these∆T datasets include depth(zmod = 4 km),

δk= 0.002 SI Units andA= 0◦. 1752 profile datasets were obtained, using methods described in

8Jr andJi were introduced in section2.2.1.
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Figure 3.9: Spatial relationship between induced, remanent and effective (net) magnetisations (Ji , Jr and
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Table 3.2:Magnitudes of induced and remanent magnetisation used for examining the effects of remanence
at RTP and RTE.

Magnitudes (×103 nT) of Magnitudes (×103 nT) of
Koenigsberger

magnetisations (RTP) magnetisations (RTE)
Induced Remanent Induced Remanent ratio (Q)

50 5 25 2.5 0.1
50 10 25 5 0.2
50 15 25 7.5 0.3
50 20 25 10 0.4
50 25 25 12.5 0.5
50 30 25 15 0.6
50 35 25 17.5 0.7
50 40 25 20 0.8
50 45 25 22.5 0.9
50 50 25 25 1
40 50 20 25 1.25
5 50 2.5 25 10

section3.2.1. Of these, 876 profiles were for contacts at RTP, while the remaining profiles were

for contacts at RTE.

The Koenigsberger ratio (Q) imposed by the magnitudes ofJi andJr used for these computations

ranged from 0.1 to 10 (Table3.2), thus covering the range of Q values encountered in induced

magnetisation-dominated geological terrains, i.e., Q≤ 0.5 (McEnroe et al., 2009; Thébault et al.,

2010), as well as remanence-dominated terrains, i.e., Q> 0.5 (Finn & Morgan, 2002). These values

of Q were used to compute the effective (net) magnetisation (Jv) when the contacts are either at
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RTP or RTE.9 Jv is fully described by its inclination,φ (Figures3.10cand3.10d) and magnitude

(Figures3.10aand3.10b).10 Figure3.11presents variations in the angle between the inclination

of inducing magnetisation (α) and inclination of effective magnetisation (φ ), with respect to the

direction of the inducing field (See figure3.9for the angles referred to).

(A) Relationships between effective and remanent magnetisations at RTP or RTE

The inclinations of induced and effective magnetisations (α and φ ) can be exactly determined

if β is known (Lelievre & Oldenburg, 2009). For most magnetic surveys, however,β is usually

not known. Consequently,φ is also not usually known, hence, remanent magnetisation is usually

assumed to absent, for simplicity (e.g.,Baranov, 1957; Li et al., 2004). For this reason, I aim to ex-

tract generic information, which may be useful for further simplifying magnetic data interpretation

whenα = 90◦ (RTP) orα = 0◦ (RTE), by examining the relationship betweenβ , α , Koenigsberger

ratio (Q) andφ . Consequently, analyses and discussions in this section will be based on changes

in β rather thanα , which is always known. This way, anya priori information onβ can be easily

integrated into the RTP or RTE and interpretation processes. Figures3.10cand3.10dpresent the

inclination of effective magnetisation (φ ) when Q,α andβ are all known. Angular relations be-

tweenα andβ for various values of Q are presented in figures3.11aand3.11b. For clarity, plots

for some Q values have been omitted from these figures.

The magnitudes of effective magnetisation, for all values of Q and at RTP or RTE, increased from

their minima when the inclination of remanent magnetisation is anti-parallel (β = 0 or 360◦) to

induced magnetisation (Figures3.10aand3.10b). Maximum and minimum magnitudes of effec-

tive magnetisation occurred when remanence was directed parallel (β = 180◦) and anti-parallel

(β = 0 or 360◦) to induced magnetisation, respectively (Figures3.10aand3.10b). These figures

confirm that effective magnetisation,Jv ≈ |Ji | ± |Jr | when β is within ±25◦ of α (Bath, 1968;

Lelievre & Oldenburg, 2009).

For all Q values at RTP or RTE, figures3.10cand3.10dshow, that the inclination of effective

magnetisation (φ ):

(1) is the same asα wheneverα is coaxial withβ , so thatJr is directed parallel or anti-parallel

(β = 0 or 180◦) from Ji ;

(2) is greater thanα , whenβ < 180◦;

(3) is less thanα whenβ > 180◦; and

9Jv and Q were introduced in section (2.2.3)
10α 6= φ when both induced and remanent magnetisation are present (Figure3.9 and section2.2.1). Magnitudes of

Jv were obtained using thecosine rulefor angleψ, while inclinations ofJv were obtained using thesine rulefor angle
ψ (Figure3.9).
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Figure 3.10: Relationship between magnitudes and inclinations of effective magnetisation and selected
Koenigsberger ratio (Q) values. Induced magnetisation is either at RTP or RTE and various magnitudes.
Only plots for selected Q values are shown, for clarity. Magnitudes of remanent magnetisation were at half
their RTP equivalents and varied, while their inclinationsranged from 0 to 360◦, at intervals of 2.5◦. For both
RTP and RTE, when inclination of remanent magnetisation is parallel or anti-parallel (β = 0 or 180◦) to that
of induced magnetisation, the inclinations of effective and induced magnetisations are equal. The magnitude
of effective magnetisation is the sum of the magnitudes of both the induced and remanent magnetisations.
This relationship changes when induced and remanent magnetisations are not coaxial, i.e.,β 6= 0 or 180◦.

(4) increased rapidly, for Q>0.5 whenβ =10 to 120 or 240 to 350◦; and

(5) is zero, when Q=1 andβ =0 or 360◦. φ is undefined, since it involves equal and opposing mag-

netisations (division by zero). Figures3.10aand3.10bshow that the magnitude of effective

magnetisation is zero for this case.

Along with figures3.10cand 3.10d, these figures highlight the undesirable consequences and

complexities introduced by the presence of remanent magnetisation. For example, figure3.10c

shows thatφ for RTP datasets can approach the horizontal (0 or 180◦) when Q>0.5 andβ ranges

from 10 to 120 or 240 to 350◦. Consequently,∆T and θ anomalies on such datasets become

different and more complex from their simple and symmetric equivalents which were located

directly above their sources when remanence was absent. Withφ approaching the horizontal, these

RTP anomalies are translated to look more like those encountered near the equator (or at RTE)
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(b) RTE

Figure 3.11:Angular difference between the inclination of the inducingmagnetisation (α) and that of the
effective inclination (φ ) for selected Koenigsberger ratios (Q). Deviation is with respect to the direction
of the inducing field.α is either at RTP or RTE and various magnitudes. Only plots forselected Q val-
ues are shown, for clarity. Magnitudes of remanent magnetisation were at half their RTP equivalents and
varied, while their inclinations ranged from 0 to 360◦. The inclinations and magnitudes of the effective
magnetisation obtained from these configurations of remanent and induced magnetisations were presented
in figure3.10.

when remanent magnetisation is absent.

The complex nature ofθ anomalies (and, by extension,∆T) resulting from deviations ofβ from

α (RTP or RTE) are demonstrated for vertical, East-West contacts in figure3.12. Remanent mag-

netisations with various Q values (0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.8, 1, 1.25 and 10)were directed 0, 30,

90 and 180◦ from the inducing RTP or RTE field (Figure3.9).

The directions (inclinations) of remanent and induced magnetisations (β andα) are considered

collinear when they are within 25◦ of each other (Bath, 1968, p. 140). This collinearity condi-

tion (negligible remanent magnetisation direction) is assumed, usually for RTP datasets, by all

semi-automatic methods of magnetic data interpretation. This assumption is generallycorrect for

RTP or RTE datasets, when Q≤ 1 and remanent magnetisation is parallel or near-parallel (β rang-

ing from 155 to 205◦) to the induced magnetisation direction (Figure3.11). This represents a

deviation of about±12◦ betweenα andφ . However, whenα is RTP or RTE, and neither paral-

lel nor near-parallel toβ , wider deviations occur between effective and induced magnetisations

(|φ −α | > 12◦), especially, when Q>0.2 (Figure3.11). Hence, the simplification of remanence-

laden anomalies due to collinear induced and remanent magnetisations results from this≤ 12◦

deviation ofφ from α .

The range of deviation betweenα andφ decreased from±12◦ as Q decreased from 1 (Figure3.11).

Consequently, the range ofβ for which |φ −α | ≤ 12◦ increased as Q decreased. Ultimately, when

Q≤0.2 the deviation betweenα andφ is ≤ 12◦, for all possible values ofβ (Figure3.11). Con-

sequently, the effect of remanent magnetisation on RTP or RTE of datasetsfor which a priori

information suggests Q<0.2 can be treated as negligible, though not collinear. These Q,α , β and

φ relationships show that the collinearity condition ofBath(1968) only applies when Q≤1.
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(f) β=90◦ (RTE)
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Figure 3.12:θ -transformed∆T curves obtained from vertical, West-East striking contacts when at RTP or
RTE, and characterised by remanent magnetisations of various Q and inclinations (β=0, 30, 90 and 180◦).
Note that anomalies are only simplified whenβ=0, 90 or 180◦.
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(B) Location and depth estimates

The distribution of remanent magnetisation (Jr ) directions (β ) at which percentage errors in esti-

mates of the location and depth of remanence-laden, but vertically or horizontally induced (RTP

or RTE), East-West striking contacts are within the 0-20% error limit are shown in figure3.13.

The figure shows, for each Q value, that location and depth estimates wereonly within the 0-20%

error limit for ranges ofβ for which the deviation betweenα andφ is≤ 12◦ (Figure3.11). When

0.1<Q<0.2 estimates are within the 0-20% error limit for allβ values. However, as Q increases

from about 0.15 to 1, this error limit is only achieved for narrow ranges ofβ . This range ofβ
increased as Q decreased from 1 towards 0.1 (Figure3.13).
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Figure 3.13: The 0-20% error distribution of “Tilt-Depth” method estimates of locations and depths of
remanence-laden East-West striking contacts at RTP and RTE. Contacts are characterised by variously-
sized induced and remanent magnetisations (Ji and Jr ) and Koenigsberger ratios, Q. Note that estimates
were only within the error limit whenJr is either parallel, near-parallel or anti-parallel toJi , and that
the corresponding ranges ofβ increased as Q decreased from 1 towards 0.1. Table3.2 and figure3.9,
respectively, presented the full range of magnetisation magnitudes and their spatial relationships.

3.4 Testing the “Tilt-Depth" method using dipping, East-West strik-

ing contacts

This section examines the dependence of location and depth estimates from “Tilt-Depth" method

on the dip of E-W striking, magnetic contacts (Figure2.5) when they are either vertically magne-

tised (at RTP) or horizontally magnetised (at RTE). Contacts at RTP or RTEwill be used because

the method has been shown (Section3.3) to provide accurate (0% error) estimates for these direc-

tions of effective magnetisation.

The occurrence and orientation of fault planes, in isotropic rocks, aremainly controlled by the

spatial distribution of the principal normal stresses (Mandl, 2000). Continental rifted terranes like
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NorthEastern (NE) Nigeria result fromaxial extension(Twiss & Moores, 1992) or triaxial exten-

sion(Zoback, 2007), where the fracture angle is typically≈ 30◦ (Twiss & Moores, 1992; Zoback,

2007).11 In such stress regimes, faults and/or fracture planes are usually orientated≈ 60◦ away

from σ1 (Twiss & Moores, 1992, p. 166). However,Wilson et al.(1992) and Mandl (2000, p.

45) show that fracture angles can occur within±45◦ of σ1 in basement terrains where surface-

reaching faults requireσ1 to be contained in the vertical plane. These geometries correspond to

faults/fractures with dips of 30 and 45◦. Also, Ramsey & Chester(2004) showed that fracture an-

gles: (i) remained constant for faults/fractures resulting from extensional stresses; but (ii) increased

monotonically with confining pressure for hybrid and shear fractures.12 Consequently, the dips of

contacts used in this section were allowed to vary from 0 to 180◦ at intervals of 5◦. Thus contacts

represent: (1)vertical faults, when dip is vertical (d = 90◦); (2) normal faults, when dip is acute

(d < 90◦); and (3)reverse faults, when dip is obtuse (d > 90◦). Assuming that remanent mag-

netisation was absent, constants included the depth(zmod= 4 km), δk = 0.002 SI Units,A= 0◦,

Ji = 65000 nT for RTP profiles, andJi = 25000 nT for RTE profiles. In all, 74∆T profile datasets

obtained from dipping, E-W striking contacts were used to test the “Tilt-Depth" method. While 37

of these profiles were at RTP, the other 37 were at RTE.

3.4.1 Estimates of locations

The absolute and percentage errors in "Tilt-Depth" method location estimates obtained from RTP

or RTE equivalents of the∆T datasets derived from profiles across dipping, E-W striking con-

tacts are, respectively, presented in figures3.14aand3.14b. The method accurately located these

contacts when RTP or RTE transformation is accurate and contacts are vertical (Figure3.14).

However, error in location estimates were within the 0-20% limit when contact dips range from

about 75 to 105◦, (Figure3.14b).

3.4.2 Estimates of depths

“Tilt-Depth" method estimates of depths were obtained from RTP or RTE of∆T datasets derived

from profiles across dipping, E-W striking contacts in two modes. The methodwas implemented

using the distances betweenθ =±27 and 45 values, for comparison. The estimated depths, as well

as the percentage and absolute errors associated with these estimates are presented, respectively,

in figures3.15aand3.15b, and appendixB.4.

Error in “Tilt-Depth" method estimates of contact depths from RTP and RTE datasets using the

θ = ±45 range are within the 0-20% error limit when contact dip is within the range 75to 105◦

11Fracture angle is the angle between the normal to the resulting fracture plane and the direction of the principal axis
of stress,σ1.

12Confining pressure refers to the pressure of fluids in the vicinity of a geological structure, and includes pore fluids
pressure.
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(a) Absolute error (km). (b) Percentage error.

Figure 3.14:Effect of dips (d) of East-West striking contacts on their location estimates. Only error ranging
from 0 to 100% is shown.
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Figure 3.15: “Tilt-depth” method estimates of depths of dipping, East-West striking magnetic contacts at
RTP and RTE, usingθ = ±27, or 45 range. Only error ranging from 0 to 100% is shown in figure3.15b.
Absolute error is presented in figureB.4.

(Solid red and dashed-blue curves in figure3.15b). Estimates from RTP and RTE datasets using

theθ =±27 range are within the error limit when contact dip is within the range 70 to 110◦ (Solid

red and dashed-blue curves in figure3.15b). High angle dips such as these range of dips of fault

planes are typical of basin/block-bounding faults.

Thus far, discussions have centred on East-West striking contacts. Next, I examine the effective-

ness of the “Tilt-Depth” method when strike directions of magnetic contacts vary.

3.5 Testing the “Tilt-Depth" method using vertical contacts with var-

ious strike directions

Here, the “Tilt-Depth” method is tested using RTP and RTE datasets from vertical contacts that

strike in various directions. The objective here is to examine the effect of azimuth-induced anisotropy
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(variations in∆T shapes, i.e., amplitudes and phases, due to changes in contact strike azimuth) on

the effectiveness of the method in estimating the location and depth of variouslyorientated con-

tacts. Using equations (2.5.2), (2.5.5b) and (2.5.4), 114 ∆T profile datasets were obtained from

vertical contacts with various strikes and depths. Profile direction was varied from North-South,

N-S (A = 0◦) to East-West, E-W (A = 90◦), at intervals of 5◦.13 Since profiles are kept perpen-

dicular to these contacts (Figure2.10) contact strike directions correspondingly varied from E-W

to N-S at intervals of 10◦. Hence contact strike direction ranged from 90 to 180◦. The contacts

were at depths (zmod) of 3, 4 and 10 km, while remanent magnetisation was assumed absent. Also,

δk = 0.002 SI Units whileJi = 65000 or 25000 nT, respectively, for RTP or RTE profiles. In all,

57 RTP and 57 RTE∆T profile datasets were used for testing the method. Examples of the∆T

(RTP) dataset for contacts at a depth of 3 km are presented in figure3.16. Equivalent datasets for

the RTE case are presented in figure3.17.
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Figure 3.16:Effect of strike azimuth of vertical contacts on amplitude and shape of∆T, when effective and
induced magnetisations are vertical (RTP). Amplitudes andshapes of∆T for the various strike directions
(A) are the same, so these plots stack on top of each other irrespective of the strike of contact.

3.5.1 TMI anomaly (∆T) shapes from contacts at RTP and RTE compared

Comparisons between∆T (RTP and RTE) datasets (Figures3.16and3.17) show that RTP anoma-

lies retained their amplitudes and shapes irrespective of contact strike direction (Figure3.16),

whilst RTE anomalies exhibit anisotropy, whereby their amplitudes and shapes varied with con-

tact strike direction (Figure3.17). RTE anomalies were only at their maximum amplitudes (1/2

of RTP anomaly amplitudes) when the contact strike direction was East-West, i.e., A = 0◦ (Fig-

ure3.17). RTE anomaly amplitudes decayed systematically as contact strike changed from East-

West to North-South (A= 90◦). Anisotropy and the problems it presents to interpretation of RTE

datasets were introduced in section2.3.3(Figures2.4and2.7). The main objective of this section

is to examine the effect of these variations (anisotropy) on locations and depths estimated for these

13All directions are relative to the magnetic North (Figure2.10).
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Figure 3.17: Effect of strike azimuth of vertical contacts on amplitude and shape of∆T, when effective
and induced magnetisations are horizontal (RTE). Unlike the case in figure3.16, amplitudes of∆T vary
systematically from a maximum when the contact strikes East-West (A= 0◦) to 0 when the contact strikes
North-South (A = 90◦). Also, the maximum amplitude when the contact strike is East-West is half its
equivalent at RTP.

contacts, using the “Tilt-Depth” method.

3.5.2 Location estimates

θ curves for vertical contacts with varying strike directions (A+90◦) at RTP or RTE are shown

in figure3.18. Curves for the∆T, as well as the first-order Cartesian derivatives (total horizontal-

and vertical derivatives, i.e.,
∂∆T
∂H

and
∂∆T
∂z

, respectively) from which theseθ curves were ob-

tained are presented in figures3.16and3.17and appendixB.5. ∆T and its horizontal and vertical

derivatives were zero for North-South striking contacts (A= 90◦). Consequently, equation (2.6.1a)

predictsθ to be undefined (Not a number or NaN) when∆T and its derivatives are zero. Hence,

θ does not exist for North-South striking contacts (A = 90◦ in figure 3.18e), and North-South

structures cannot be imaged onθ -transformed∆T (RTE) datasets.

θ does not vary with contact strike direction irrespective of whether the contacts is at RTP or
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Figure 3.18:Effects of the strike azimuth (A) of vertical contacts onθ of their ∆T (RTP or RTE).θ curves
have the same shape for contacts at RTP or RTE, the RTE curves remaining mirror images or additive
inverses of their RTP equivalents, as in figure3.1. Note thatθ profiles for all non-North-South (A< 90◦)
striking contacts at RTE are of the same shape. Hence these RTE profiles stack on each other so that only
the last in the legend is visible. Note also that there is noθ response for North-South (A = 90◦) striking
contacts, when at RTE.
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RTE (Figure3.18). This is easily appreciated for the RTP case in which∆T and its Cartesian

derivatives are independent of contact strike direction (Figures3.16and3.17and appendixB.5).

However, when contacts are at RTE, the amplitude and shape of∆T and these derivatives vary

with contact strike direction. Being a ratio of these Cartesian derivatives (Equation (2.6.1a)), they

are transformed byθ to the additive inverses, i.e.,θ (RTP) equivalents.

Amplitudes of Cartesian derivatives (total horizontal- and vertical derivatives, i.e.,
∂∆T
∂H

and
∂∆T
∂z

,

respectively) andθ at locations of azimuthally varying contact strikes, when at RTP or RTE, are

presented in figure3.19. For contacts at RTP, amplitudes of total horizontal derivatives at contact

locations are at their maximum, while vertical derivatives andθ are zero. These derivatives main-

tain these constant values, irrespective of contact strike direction (Figure 3.19a). When contacts

are at RTE, amplitudes of total horizontal derivatives at contact locations decreased monotonically

from its maximum value when contact strikes East-West, to zero when the contact strikes North-

South. Vertical derivatives are zero, whileθ is zero until it becomes undefined when contact strikes

North-South (Figure3.19b).
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Figure 3.19: Effect of strike direction on amplitudes of Cartesian derivatives andθ of ∆T at locations of
vertical contacts, at RTP or RTE. Cartesian derivatives shown are: total horizontal derivatives (Green line);
vertical derivatives (Cyan line); andθ (Pink dashed line). Note thatθ does not exist when other derivatives
are essentially zero.

3.5.3 Estimates of depths

The “Tilt-Depth” method was implemented in two modes, i.e., theθ =±27 or 45 range, to estimate

contact depths. Estimates from∆T (RTP) datasets are presented in figure3.20afor comparison

with estimates from RTE equivalents of these datasets (Figure3.20b). Any differences between

these figures are attributable to the effects of anisotropy. The “Tilt-Depth”method effectively

and accurately estimated the depth of these well isolated and noise-free models, when at RTP

(Figure3.20a). In practice, however, because of anisotropy effects when the contact is at RTE, the

method cannot estimate the depth of contacts with strike directions within≈±10◦ of the magnetic
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Figure 3.20: Effect of azimuthally varying strike of vertical contacts on “Tilt-Depth” estimates of depth,
when contact is either at RTP or RTE. The method works well on contacts of all strike directions when RTP,
but only for contacts with non-North-South strike directions (90 to 170◦), when at RTE. See Figure3.19
and text for explanation.

North direction, including North-South striking contacts which produce no magnetic anomalies.

Becauseθ curves were the same for all non-North-South strike directions (Figure3.18), when

contacts are at RTE, the method also effectively and accurately estimated thedepths of these well

isolated, noise-free models.

Contact models used in this chapter are single and and well isolated. Consequently, their∆T

profiles are without interference and/or noise. The additional effects that anomaly interference and

noise may have on “Tilt-Depth” method estimates will be examined using more complex, gridded

∆T datasets in chapter4. Profile and gridded∆T datasets are, respectively, two-dimensional (2D)

and three-dimensional (3D) magnetic responses of the subsurface.
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Application of “Tilt-Depth” method to gridded “Bishop”

model ∆T datasets

4.1 Introduction

The “Tilt-Depth” method works well on both reduced-to-pole (RTP) and reduced-to-equator (RTE)

TMI anomaly (∆T) profile datasets, when obtained from isolated vertical and near-vertical 2D

magnetic contacts (Chapter3).1 However,∆T datasets are now rapidly acquired across large ar-

eas and, thus, commonly presented in grid rather than profile format. While profile ∆T datasets

have 2D cross-sections, gridded datasets have three dimensional (3D)cross-sections. Gridded∆T

datasets are, therefore, more likely to contain anomaly sources from unisolated structures of var-

ious geometries, strikes and depths. The main problems that affect interpretation of such datasets

include: masking of subtle anomalies when anomalies of very high amplitudes arepresent; map-

ping continuous sources when edges are characterised by changing depths and magnetic suscepti-

bilities; and determining the nature of effective magnetisation responsible forthe observed anoma-

lies (Verduzco et al., 2004).

Depending on the inclination of the inducing geomagnetic field over a survey area magnetic data

grids must either be transformed to their equivalents at the geomagnetic Northpole (RTP) or

equator (RTE). In general, high resolution magnetic data from regions close to the geomagnetic

equator, i.e., inclinations in the range -15 to 15◦ (or -30 to 30◦ for low resolution datasets) can-

not be transformed to their true RTP equivalents (Baranov & Naudy, 1964; Reford, 1964; Silva,

1986; MacLeod et al., 1993). Only RTE transformation is stable at this range of geomagnetic field

inclinations. Unlike the RTP process which produces simple, radially symmetric magnetic anoma-

lies that are centred directly above their sources, the RTE process produces anomalies that are

characterised by azimuthally varying amplitudes and shapes, i.e.,anisotropy(Section2.3.3). RTE

anomalies from adjacent sources with various strikes are likely to interfere, due to anisotropy.

Consequently, RTE-transformed∆T datasets are more complex, and thus prone to interpretation

problems (Section2.3.3). Work in this chapter, as well as chapter5, will be dedicated to compar-

isons between estimates of anomalous source edge locations and depths obtained from RTP and

1RTP or RTE will hereafter be used in place of reduced-to-pole or reduced-to-equator, respectively.
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RTE equivalents of gridded datasets.

The “Tilt-Depth” method depends on Tilt angles (θ ) of ∆T datasets.2 The many advantages gained

from θ equivalents of RTP-transformed∆T profiles and grids were outlined in section2.6.1.

Figure3.1 show that these advantages can also apply to RTE-transformed datasets. Hence, the

anomaly interference and other azimuth-related problems that characterizeRTE-transformed grids

may be minimised when transformed to theirθ equivalents. Evaluating the gains or otherwise of

transforming RTE grids to theirθ equivalents, and from the application of “Tilt-Depth” method to

these grids is the focus of this chapter. “Bishop” model (BM)∆T grids (Section4.2) will be used

for these evaluations. The effectiveness of the “Tilt-Depth” method will beexamined by compar-

ing its estimates of source locations and depths from RTP and RTE equivalents of BM grids. The

first (left) column of the flowchart shown in figure4.1 presents the work-flow adopted for this

chapter.

CHAPTER 4

(1) Simple model (SBM)
(2) Complex model (CBM)

“Bishop” model grids

APPENDIX E
Southern Tanzania grid

to assess edges with more
strike directions than

the CBM grid.

Plan for testing methods with RTP and RTE
of datasetsΔgridded T

CHAPTER 5
Complex “Bishop” model (CBM)
(1) Compute special functions for

chosen methods
(2)

other
Compare functions of RTP and

RTE grids

Apply observations
to NE Nigeria data

(CHAPTER 6)

(1) Extract relevant sub-grids for
comparison

(2) Transform sub-grids to RTP and
RTE

(3)

(5) Extract edge locations using:
(a) “Tilt-Depth” method
(b) O

Compute derivatives
(4) Compute and other special

functions
θ

ther methods

(3)
(a) Horizontal gradient magnitude
(b) Second vertical derivative
(c) Analytic signal amplitude
(d) Local wavenumber
(e) Absolute value of

Location of edges
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Compare RTP with RTE grids
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(a)
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(6)

θ

“Tilt-Depth” method estimates

(3) Transform grids to RTP and
RTE

(4) Compute spatial derivatives:
(a) Vertical
(b) Horizontal
(c) Total horizontal

(4)
(a) Analytic signal amplitude
(b) Local wavenumber

Depth of edges

(3) Compare results from ALL
methods

(6) Compare edge locations
from RTP with RTE grids

Figure 4.1: Work-flow adopted for evaluating estimates obtained from “Bishop” model (BM) and real
Southern Tanzania∆T datasets, using the “Tilt-Depth” and other methods.

Source locations and depths estimated from RTP and RTE equivalents of BMgrids using other

semi-automatic interpretation methods are examined and compared with “Tilt-Depth”estimates in

chapter5, using the work-flow outlined in the second (middle) column of figure4.1. Ultimately,

estimates from these methods will also be examined using RTP and RTE equivalents of a real∆T

grid from Southern Tanzania (AppendixE). The work-flow adopted for evaluating methods using

Southern Tanzania∆T dataset is shown in the third (right) column of figure4.1. By examining the

effects of RTE transformation on source edge location and depth estimates from BM and Tanzania

2Tilt angles will hereinafter be replaced by the symbolθ .
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∆T datasets this study aims to provide a well constrained strategy for mapping the locations and

depths of two-dimensional (2D) and/or non-2D magnetic source edges in NE Nigeria.

4.2 “Bishop” model (BM) datasets

BM ∆T grids are three-dimensional (3D) datasets sourced from model geological structures with

known locations, shapes, depth and magnetic susceptibilities. They were introduced byWilliams et al.

(2002) andFairhead et al.(2004), but the physical model was developed by Guy Flanagan (Cono-

coPhillips, Houston, USA) using Fugro-LCT’s 3MODTM software. Anomalies on these realistic

grids result from a known topographic surface, which was treated to serve as standard approxi-

mations for real, three-dimensional (3D) geological distributions of magneticbasement features.

The grids (Williams et al., 2002; Fairhead et al., 2004) were created by assigning magnetic sus-

ceptibility values to a 30 m UTM digital elevation model (DEM) of the topography of an area

of the Volcanic Tablelands, North of Bishop, California, USA. The original DEM grid covers an

area 10.5 km × 10.8 km. In order to produce a grid on the scale of a typical geological basin

the DEM grid was expanded by a factor of 30 in all three dimensions assumingthat faulting pat-

terns are fractal (Williams et al., 2002). Hence, the areal coverage of the BM is now approximately

315 km× 324 km. With grid cell size of 0.5 km × 0.5 km, the grid is a matrix of 649× 631 data

points.3 The expanded DEM is shown in figure4.2a.

The dominant features of this expanded DEM grid (Figure4.2a) are two major faults: one strikes

approximately North-South (N-S); the other strikes approximately East-West (E-W). Other struc-

tural features of the DEM include smaller en echelon faults which generally strike N-S and NW-SE

(NorthWest-SouthEast), transfer zones and an unfaulted deep basin area in the SouthEastern (SE)

corner of the grid (Williams et al., 2002). The DEM is assumed to represent the top of the mag-

netic basement, and has been covered with non-magnetic sediments which range in thickness from

about 430 m in the NorthWestern (NW) corner to just over 9160 m in the SouthEastern corner of

the grid. The depth to basement increased generally from NW to SE (Figure4.2a).

By assigning user-defined parameters such as inclination and declination of magnetisation vector,

strength of inducing magnetic field, and magnetic susceptibility (k) to the expanded DEM grid

(Figure4.2a) unique∆T grids are generated for unique sets of magnetic parameters. Figure4.2bis

an example grid of complex distribution of magnetic susceptibilities, of the same sizeas the DEM

grid, which can be used to generate∆T grids from sources with variable magnetic susceptibilities.

Consequently,∆T resulting from “Bishop” basement models are sourced from a mixture of major

two-dimensional (2D) anomalous magnetic contacts and minor en-echelon faults, which strike in

a variety of directions, at depths ranging from≈0.4 to 9 km. Unlike∆T from the well isolated

two-dimensional (2D) magnetic contact sources in chapter3, these anomalies are not isolated.

The resulting anomaly interference is one unique feature of "Bishop" modelgrids. The roughness

3These statistics apply to all BM grids used in this study.
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(a) Depth grid (b) Complex magnetic susceptibility grid

Figure 4.2: The input "Bishop" model basement grids: (a) Magnetic basement depth; and (b) Complex
magnetic susceptibility distribution. (See clearer GETgridTM version of grids in appendixC (FigureC.1).)

of the basement surface, a good proxy for geologically-sourced noise, is another important feature

of these models. Two types of model∆T grids (Figure4.3) generated from the model “Bishop”

basement depth grid (Figure4.2a) will be used to test the “Tilt-Depth” method in this chapter.

They are: (1) the homogeneous or simple “Bishop” model (SBM), grid (Williams et al., 2002),

and (2) the heterogeneous or complex “Bishop” model (CBM) grid (Fairhead et al., 2004).

4.2.1 Simple “Bishop” model (SBM)∆T grid

The SBM ∆T grid (Figure4.3a, Williams et al., 2002) was generated by assigning a constant

magnetic susceptibility,k = 1.26 × 10−2 (SI units), as well as induced magnetisation with incli-

nation of 25◦, declination of 0◦ and strength of 50,000 nT to the modified magnetic DEM grid

in figure4.2a.4 The SBM grid is, therefore, a grid of∆T sourced from a homogeneous magnetic

basement. The main geological features of this basement grid are basement-involved fault scarps.

These faults scarps, designated “FS” in subsequent figures, represent sudden and localized lin-

ear changes in the depth of the modified magnetic basement surface (Figure4.2a). Although the

grid in figure4.3awas generated from these features of figure4.2a, features clearly identifiable in

figure4.2acannot be easily identified in figure4.3a.

4.2.2 Complex “Bishop” model (CBM) ∆T grid

The CBM∆T grid (Figure4.3b, Fairhead et al., 2004) was generated from a heterogeneous mag-

netic basement model grid for induced magnetisation with inclination of 25◦, declination of 0◦ and

4A sharper GETgridTM version of this grid (without graticule and range of values) is presented inappendixC
(FigureC.2a).
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(a) SBM grid (b) CBM grid

Figure 4.3: "Bishop" model∆T grids generated by magnetic basement at depths shown in figure 4.2a, for
inducing magnetisation with inclination,α = 25◦, declination=0◦ and strength=50,000 nT: (a) The simple
"Bishop" model (SBM) grid ofWilliams et al. (2002) assumes constant magnetic susceptibility,k (Sec-
tion 4.2.1); and (b) The complex "Bishop" model (CBM) grid ofFairhead et al.(2004) assumes variable
k as shown in figure4.2b (Section4.2.2). Note that it is not possible to correlate structures on grids in
figures4.3aand4.2a. For the same reason, structures on the grid in figure4.3bdo not correlate with their
respective sources in figures4.2aand4.2b. Hence, grids require RTP or RTE.

strength of 50,000 nT.5 The model basement was at depths defined by the DEM grid (Figure4.2a),

but consisted of vertical prisms, each of which were assigned a distinct magnetic susceptibility,k

(Figures4.2b), to simulate various basement terrains and intrusive bodies with differentmagnetic

susceptibilities. The CBM, thus, presents a contiguous set of magnetic geological basement ter-

ranes separated by 2D contact-like boundaries, as well as a series of isolated intrusive magnetic

bodies. The surface of the magnetic basement and depths are identical to that of the SBM grid,

with non-magnetic sediments superimposed. Unlike the SBM which was dissectedby fault scarps

(FS) only (Section4.2.1), ∆T-generating geological sources on the CBM can be broadly grouped

into two (2) categories;

(1) Fault scarps, “FS” - linear or curvilinear features which occur due, only, to abrupt local

changes in the depth of the magnetic basement surface, and

(2) Magnetic contacts- linear (2D) or curved features (non-2D and 3D) which are due to abrupt

local changes in the susceptibility contrast (δk) between either the magnetic basement and the

overlying non-magnetic sediments or between the intrusive bodies and their surrounding base-

ment host rocks. In this study these magnetic contacts have been further subdivided into;(i) two-

dimensional (2D) magnetic contacts, where contact is between two contiguous basement terranes

(e.g., between the dark blue and light sky-blue terrains in Figure4.2b), and (ii) non-2D mag-

netic contacts, where contact is between intrusive bodies (e.g., yellow and red elongated bodies

in figure4.2b) and their host basement rocks. The yellow spherical intrusion is in 3D contact with

adjacent rocks. These boundaries are not 2D contacts since they have finite strike lengths.

5A sharper GETgridTM version of this grid (without graticule and range of values) is presented inappendixC
(FigureC.2b).
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The three dominant strikes of basement fault scarps (FS) on the SBM gridare NW-SE, NNW-SSE

and ENE-WSW. The CBM grid, additionally, presents two dominant NE-SW trending magnetic

contacts, as well as non-2D contacts. Therefore, on the CBM grid,∆T responses from these addi-

tional features are superimposed on the topographic basement trends, FS (Figure4.2a) of the SBM

grid (Figure4.3a). It is difficult to visually correlate anomalies on the SBM grid (Figure4.3a) with

FS on the basement depth grid (Figure4.2a). Similarly, ∆T on the CBM grid (Figure4.3b) are

dominated by those from magnetic sources (Figure4.2b), while those from topographic basement

trends are obscure. FS sources, are therefore, difficult to visually correlate with their respective

sources.

The range of∆T values on the CBM grid (Figure4.3b) is one order of magnitude higher than

that of the SBM grid (Figure4.3a). This is because of the significant contrasts in magnetic sus-

ceptibility (δk) between the uniform susceptibility SBM grid, and the varying susceptibility base-

ment terranes of the CBM grid (Figure4.2b). Consequently, only the strongest anomalies on the

SBM grid are visible, as subtle anomalies, on the CBM grid. Weaker SBM grid anomalies are

over-printed by the stronger anomalies present on the CBM grid. Hence these grids present char-

acteristic problems faced during interpretation of gridded magnetic data (Verduzco et al., 2004).

“Bishop” models were designed invariably to help bridge the methods-testing gap by serving as

intermediate models between models of 2D idealized structures and sources ofreal field-acquired

∆T data. Until the introduction of “Bishop” models, magnetic interpretation methods were tested

using simple 2D models, after which the methods were directly applied to complex, real field data.

Since the shapes, locations, depths and composition of source edges, aswell as the inclination of

induced magnetisation of BM grids are all precisely known, these grids areideal for testing the

effectiveness of semi-automatic methods and techniques of magnetic data interpretation before

applying the method/technique to real field data. Also, since induced magnetisation is inclined at

25◦ and remanence is zero, these model grids, are easily transformed to their RTP and RTE equiv-

alents. Interpretations from these grids can be compared to evaluate the effects of anisotropy in

RTE datasets, for example. Hence, these BM grids can be used to evaluatehow well magnetic data

interpretation methods work when applied to the RTP or RTE equivalent of real field-acquired∆T

datasets. BM grids have been used to test the local wavenumber method (Fairhead et al., 2004),

Euler deconvolution (Reid et al., 2005; Williams et al., 2005), and phase or normalised deriva-

tives (Fairhead & Williams, 2006).

The main objective of this chapter is to initially evaluate the effectiveness of the“Tilt-Depth”

method when applied to gridded∆T datasets obtained from regions like NorthEastern Nigeria,

where inclination of induced magnetisation is low. Strategies adopted in this chapter were, there-

fore, designed to help determine, using BM∆T grids, the maximum possible loss in informa-

tion due to RTE-transformation as the strike azimuths of two-dimensional (2D) magnetic contacts

change from East-West (E-W) to North-South (N-S). The principal approach adopted involves

qualitative and/or quantitative comparisons between “Tilt-Depth” method estimates of the loca-

tions and depths of edges of model structures from RTE and RTP equivalents of the SBM and
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CBM grids. Since remanent magnetisation is absent, any differences between “Tilt-Depth” method

estimates from the RTP and RTE BM grids must be consequences of anisotropy due to RTE-

transformation of grids. These analyses assume that structures on the grids are mainly vertical,

two-dimensional (2D) structures.

4.3 RTP and RTE-transformed SBM and CBM grids compared

4.3.1 TMI anomaly (∆T) grids

The SBM and CBM∆T grids (Figures4.3aand4.3b) derive from various sources, of different

compositions, shapes and strike azimuths. It is not possible to correlate locations of edges on both

the basement depth grid (Figure4.2a) and the heterogeneous magnetic susceptibility grid (Fig-

ure4.2b), with ∆T on either the SBM grid (Figure4.3a) or CBM grid (Figure4.3b). Hence, with

induced magnetisation (α) inclined at 25◦, RTP and RTE versions of these grids were obtained in

order to compare the grids.

The SBM and CBM grids were each transformed to their RTP and RTE equivalents using mag-

netisation vector with inclination of 25◦, declination of 0◦ and strength of 50,000 nT. The RTP and

RTE-transformed equivalents for the SBM grid are shown, respectively, in figures4.4aand4.4b.6

The RTP and RTE-transformed equivalents for the CBM grid are shown,respectively, in fig-

ures4.5aand4.5b.7

6See less annotated, but sharper images of these grids in appendixC (FigureC.3).
7Less annotated, but sharper versions of CBM grids are shown in appendix C (FigureC.4).

(a) RTP (b) RTE

Figure 4.4: RTP and RTE transformed equivalents of the SBM grid (Figure4.3a). All fault scarps (FS)
in figure 4.2aare visible on SBM (RTP) grid (Figure4.4a) irrespective of strike directions. Of the three
major FS strike directions (N-S, E-W and NW-SE) in figure4.2a, the E-W striking FS is well imaged,
NW-SE striking FS are poorly imaged, while N-S trending FS are not imaged at all on the SBM (RTE) grid
(Figure4.4b).
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(A) SBM grids I begin by visually comparing the apparent locations of structures on both the

RTP and RTE equivalents (Figures4.4band4.4a, respectively) of the SBM grid (Figure4.3a) with

locations of sources on the homogeneous basement grid (Figure4.2a). These transformed grids

derive from a grid of only morphologically changing, but compositionally uniform basement that

is offset by vertically sided fault scarps, FS (Figure4.2a).

Most structures on the basement depth grid (Figure4.2a) produce anomalies that are imaged on the

SBM (RTP) grid (Figure4.4a) at their correct locations, irrespective of their strike. Of particular

significance, in the context of this study is the fact that the laterally extensive and approximately

NNE-SSW striking FS centred at grid locations (205,160) and (262,212) inthe Eastern part of

figure 4.2aalso generate persistent and continuous magnetic anomalies throughout their entire

lengths, and are completely obvious on the SBM (RTP) grid (Figure4.4a).8 The most promi-

nent ∆T on the SBM (RTP) grid (Figure4.4a) are associated with shallow (< 4,500 m) two-

dimensional (extensive, linear) features on the SBM basement grid (Figure4.2a).

The range of anomaly amplitudes on theSBM (RTE) grid (Figure 4.4b) is 72 nT, represent-

ing a significant (50%) reduction from 136 nT on the SBM (RTP) grid (Figure 4.4a). The only

prominent feature of the RTE grid is the ENE-WSW striking FS, with a positive anomaly, which

extends from the SouthWest corner of the grid. The occurence of anisotropy-induced interference

between adjacent anomalies and the anomaly amplitude difference makes it difficult to impossible

to correlate any FS on the input basement depth grid (Figure4.2a) with anomalies on the SBM

(RTE) grid (Figure4.4b). This is mainly because North-South (N-S) structures are invisible (not

imaged) on RTE grids (See figures2.6cand2.6a, also figures2.7cand2.7a). Also NorthNorthEast-

SouthSouthWest (NNE-SSW) and NorthNorthWest-SouthSouthEast (NNW-SSE), i.e., FS striking

with the range; N±20◦, are only imaged on RTE grids when isolated, invariant in cross-section

and continuous throughout their entire lengths. These criteria are not metin nature, as the input

basement depth grid (Figure4.2a) shows. Consequently, such sources generate discrete (discon-

tinuous) E-W dipolar anomalies that mimic their extents on RTE grids.

Dipole-like anomalies result from the leakage of magnetic flux induced in such(locally discon-

tinuous) structures along the en-echelon E-W striking plane of displacement (See figure2.8).

These dipolar anomalies are further enhanced by local changes in the strike of such structures.

Where such structures occur in close proximity to sources which strike in other directions, their

RTE anomalies interfere to produce artefacts that are not related to any real sources. Examples

of such RTE artefacts for NNW-SSE sources occur at grid nodes (10,200), (75,300), (108,250)

and (189,237) on the SBM (RTE) grid (Figure4.4b) compared with its RTP equivalent (Fig-

ure 4.4a). Similar examples for NNE-SSE sources on these grids occur at grid nodes (250,162)

and (262,262).9 The frequent occurrence of NNW-SSE and NNE-SSW sources and the closeness

of sources on the basement depth grid (Figure4.2a) appears to be a major reason for the inability

to recognise and correlate anomalies from similar sources on the RTP and RTE of SBM grids. It

8Grid location or node refers to a specific grid point with coordinates (x,y).
9These artefacts are more obvious on equivalent figures in appendixC (FigureC.3).
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was not possible to distinguish anomaly interference due to nearness of sources from those caused

by the RTE-induced azimuthal anisotropy. Consequently, any future reference(s) to anomaly in-

terference on RTE grids will imply both origins.

Anomalies due to the well isolated NorthWest-SouthEast (NW-SE) fault scarp along grid nodes

(92,281) and (125,225) are preserved on the SBM (RTE) grid (Figure4.4b). This applies also to

the NorthWest-SouthEast (NE-SW) structure containing grid nodes (50,50) and (175,75). Unfor-

tunately, the basement depth grid (Figure4.2a) does not contain as many structures with these

strike directions.

(a) RTP (b) RTE

Figure 4.5: RTP and RTE transformed equivalents of the CBM grid (Figure4.3b). All magnetic sources
(with 2D or non-2D contacts) in figure4.2bare visible on CBM (RTP) grid (Figure4.5a) irrespective of
shape and orientation. Fault scarps (FS) are only visible assubtle anomalies in figure4.5a. Subtle FS and
topographic anomalies are invisible on CBM (RTE) grid (Figure4.5b) as they are swamped by the relatively
higher amplitude anomalies of basement origin. Unlike the SBM (RTE) grid, edges of magnetic sources are
visible on CBM (RTE) grid. Negative anomalies occur directly above source bodies with mainly positive
anomalies occurring to the North and South of the edges of these sources.

(B) CBM grids TMI anomalies (∆T) on the CBM grid (Figure4.3b) result from varying magnetic

composition (Figure4.2b), as well as depths (Figure4.2a) of basement (Section4.2.2). CBM

grid anomalies are significantly higher in amplitude (by a factor of 2 or more) than those on SBM

grids, in direct response to the higher lateral magnetic susceptibilities (k) of CBM anomaly sources

(Figure4.2b).

The range of anomalies on theCBM (RTP) grid (Figure4.5a) is 840 nT compared with the 136 nT

range of the SBM (RTP) grid, a range factor> 6. Except where FS were significantly shallow and

located within lithologic terrains of high enough susceptibilities (k), these weaker (subtle) anoma-

lies are swamped (dominated) by the higher amplitudes rendering these sources semi-visible, if

not invisible, on the CBM (RTP) grid. Unlike the SBM (RTP) grid (Figure4.4a) in which the most

prominent∆T were mainly associated with shallower model sources, the most prominent anoma-

lies (>250 nT) on the CBM (RTP) grid are generally associated with intrusive model sources with

magnetic susceptibility contrasts (δk) exceeding 0.04 SI (Figure4.2b) and at depths shallower
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than 7 km. Note that anomalies from the equally strongly magnetised intrusive source located at

grid node (253,46) near the SouthWest (SW) corner of the grid, at depths exceeding 7 km are

significantly attenuated to intermediate range anomalies (50-250 nT). The NorthEast-SouthWest

(NE-SW) trending basement terrain (slab) withk=0.038 SI, which dominates the northern half of

the grid in figure4.2ais outlined by intermediate anomalies, which vary with depth on the CBM

(RTP) grid (Figure4.5a). The varying width of this structure seems to affect how it is imaged

on this CBM grid. For example, this intermediatek slab is at its thinnest around grid location

(232,250), but at depths exceeding 8 km. Consequently, it is not as wellimaged as it is when

shallower, West and East of grid location (232,250). Therefore, sources with small widths need

to either be at shallow depths or possess considerably higher magnetic susceptibility, to be fully

imaged. The dramatic impact that the combined effects of variable source depth and composi-

tion (k), as well as interference from adjacent sources can have on anomalies is demonstrated by

the rapid gradation of anomaly amplitudes across the intrusive source at grid node (130,272) in

the North-Central part of the CBM (RTP) grid (Figure4.5a). This grid (Figure4.5a) shows that

anomaly amplitudes increased generally with increasing magnetic susceptibility contrast(δk) and

reducing basement depth, with susceptibility changes having more significant effects on magnetic

anomaly magnitudes than the depth changes.

The CBM (RTE) grid (Figure4.5b) presents similar symptoms to those observed on the SBM

(RTE) grid (Figure4.4b). For instance, the range of anomalies (575 nT) on the CBM (RTE) grid is

considerably weaker than that on the CBM (RTP) grid (Figure4.5a) by a factor of 1.5, reflecting

the weaker induced field intensity at the geomagnetic equator (See section2.3.1for more details).

High susceptibility (> 0.013 SI) sources (Figure4.2b) that were imaged in figure4.5aas positive

anomalies are imaged as negative anomalies on the CBM (RTE) grid (Figure4.5b), with positive

side-lobes to the North and South of each major negative anomaly. These side-lobes can interfere

to dominate anomalies from relatively weaker sources to the North and South of such anomalies.

Such interference will further complicate matters, especially where a numberof adjacent E-W

striking non-2D sources also occur. Fortunately, this is not the case on the CBM grids. In gen-

eral, negative∆T on the CBM (RTE) grid (Figure4.5b) correspond to positive anomalies on the

CBM (RTP) grid (Figure4.5a). This seems to confirm the existence of the additive inverse rela-

tionship suggested in figure3.1 for profile datasets. Such an inverse relationship cannot exist for

the entire grid, since North-South (N-S) structures are not imaged at RTE. Also, NorthNorthEast-

SouthSouthWest (NNE-SSW) and NorthNorthWest-SouthSouthEast (NNW-SSE) structures are

only imaged on RTE grids when invariant in cross-section and continuous throughout their entire

lengths. These criteria are not met in nature. Hence, NNE-SSW and NNW-SSE structures generate

discrete (discontinuous) E-W striking anomalies on RTE grids that interfereto produce additional

artefacts that are not related to any real sources.10 Therefore, although RTE grids of real, uniso-

lated anomalies may contain inverses of their RTP equivalents from sourcesthat are not orientated

N-S, NNE-SSW or NNW-SSE, such grids also contain anomalies that resultfrom complex in-

10See examples of these artefacts for NNW-SSE sources at grid nodes (10,200), (75,300) and (108,250) on the CBM
(RTP) and CBM (RTE) grids (Figures4.5aand4.5b, respectively). Similar examples for NNE-SSE sources on these
grids occur at grid nodes (250,137) and (262,262).
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teractions between anomalies generated by genuine sources and artefacts resulting from the RTE

process.

In summary, RTP of “Bishop”∆T grids show that strong positive∆T are sourced from mag-

netic basement sources with susceptibilities greater than the surrounding lower susceptibility (k)

basement. Boundaries between such sources are contacts (locations ofsignificant magnetic sus-

ceptibility contrasts,δk). Moderate, positive to negative∆T are sourced from higher reliefs on the

basement surface, but these are significantly more attenuated with increasing depth. All sources,

irrespective of their spatial orientation (strike), were imaged at the correct locations on RTP grids.

Comparisons between SBM (RTP) and CBM (RTP) grids (Figures4.4aand4.5a) and their RTE

equivalents (Figures4.4band4.5b, respectively) show that negative∆T on RTE grids correspond

to positive anomalies on the RTP grids, suggesting an additive inverse (×−1) relationship. N-S

striking sources are not imaged at RTE. NW-SE or NE-SW structures appear to be well imaged,

while NNE-SSW or NNW-SSE striking sources are imaged as linear arrangements of discrete,

E-W striking dipolar anomalies on RTE grids (See figure2.8). Hence, RTE anomalies represent

inverses of their RTP equivalents for isolated sources striking in directions other than N-S, NNE-

SSW or NNW-SSE. Also, artefacts (not associated with any basement sources) generated by RTE

transformation and interference of anomalies from NNE-SSW and NNW-SSE structures confirm

that grids of RTE anomalies are not exactly additive inverses of their RTP equivalents. Interfering

anomalies caused by the RTE process could not be distinguished from those due to anisotropy.

Magnetic basement sources were generally associated with positive or moderately negative anoma-

lies (local crests/peaks) bound by relatively lower anomalies (local saddles/troughs) on the RTP

grids. The reverse is true for the RTE grids, barring the effects of anomaly interference due to

NNE-SSW or NNW-SSE striking structures. An example is centred close to grid node (62,50) on

both the CBM (RTP) and CBM (RTE) grids (Figures4.5aand4.5b, respectively).

4.3.2 Tilt angle (θ ) grids

θ grids consist of amplitude-gain-controlled and equalized equivalents of∆T (Section2.6.1). Un-

like grids generated from other derivatives that depend directly on∆T amplitudes, with grid values

decreasing with decreasing∆T amplitudes,θ equalizes prominent and subtle anomalies on both

RTP and RTE grids, by amplifying the ratio between Cartesian derivatives (Equation (2.6.1)),

making it possible to map both shallow and deeper sources of all compositions.11 Importantly,

θ is independent of susceptibility contrast (δk) distribution on the grid. Hence, anomalies on

the SBM (RTP) and SBM (RTE) grids (Figures4.4aand4.4b), as well as the CBM (RTP) and

CBM (RTE) grids (Figures4.5aand4.5b) were further simplified by transforming each grid to

their θ equivalents. However, positiveθ of RTP anomalies correspond, in general, to negativeθ
of RTE anomalies, and vice versa (Figure3.1). Consequently,only the additive inverse (×− 1)

11Subtle SBM and CBM∆T were sourced by lower susceptibility or deeper sources on RTP grids, while anisotropy
also contributed subtle anomalies to RTE grids.
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of θ -transformed RTE-∆T grids will be compared, qualitatively and/or quantitatively, with their

RTP equivalents in this study.Hence, theθ of the SBM (RTP) grid in figure4.4ais presented

in figure4.6a, while the additive inverse ofθ of the SBM (RTE) grid in figure4.4bis shown in

figure 4.6b.12 Equivalent grids for RTP and RTE equivalents of the CBM grid (Figure4.3b) are

shown in figure4.7.13

Major sources of∆T on the initial CBM grid (Figure4.3b), including those that were not apparent

even on the CBM (RTP) grid (Figure4.5a), are imaged on theθ of CBM (RTP) grid (Figure4.7a),

irrespective of their strike direction (azimuth). However, not all fault scarp locations on the SBM

grid are imaged in figure4.7a. This is because the weak∆T from these structures have been lost,

mainly to interference between∆T originating from basement morphology and lithology (mag-

netic susceptibility,δk). The higher∆T amplitude contrasts at intersections between the higher

susceptibility intrusives and NE-SW striking 2D magnetic contacts on the CBM (RTP) grid ap-

pear to displace itsθ = 0 contours from locating these intersections. These intersections are better

defined byθ = 0 contours of the CBM (RTE) grid. See grid nodes (180,205) and (212,212) for

examples.

Angular measurements of the strike directions of two-dimensional (2D) and non-2D contacts, as

well as, FS on theθ of CBM (RTP) grid (Figure4.7a) present four strike directions: (i) NW-SE

striking two-dimensional (2D) contacts; (ii) NNW-SSE striking FS; (iii) NNE-SSW striking FS;

and (iv) NE-SW striking 2D contacts. While two of the intrusive (3D and Non-2D) magnetic bod-

ies mainly have NE-SW trends, the other two strike NW-SE. The dominant orientations (strikes)

of structures on the complex "Bishop" model (CBM) is NE-SW (Sharper images of these grids are

presented in figureC.4).

12Figure4.6bwas derived fromθ of SBM (RTE) grid in appendixC (FigureC.5a).
13Figure4.7bwas derived from theθ of CBM (RTE) grid shown in appendixC (FigureC.5b).

(a) θ of RTP grid. (b) Inverse ofθ of RTE grid.

Figure 4.6: θ equivalents of the SBM grid (Figure4.3a). Black contour lines in figures4.6aand 4.6b
traceθ = 0, but also marks the edges ofall FS on the basement depth grid (Figure4.2a). Red contour in
figure4.6btraceθ = 0 on the RTEθ grid. Note that the black contour line in figure4.6bis same as that in
figure4.6a.
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(a) θ of RTP grid. (b) Inverse ofθ of RTE grid.

Figure 4.7: θ equivalents of the CBM grid (Figure4.3b). Black contour lines in figures4.7aand4.7btrace
θ = 0 on figure4.7a, but also marks the edges of all magnetic contacts on the magnetic susceptibility grid
(Figure4.2b) andsome FSon the basement depth grid (Figure4.2a). Red contour in figure4.7btracesθ = 0
on the RTEθ grid. Note that the black contour line in figure4.7bis same as that in figure4.7a.

The general loss of spatial relations between actual locations of sources and their anomalies occa-

sioned by the RTE process are more obvious on their equivalentθ grids. These displacements of

locations of anomalies on RTE grids relative to their actual locations were not undone by trans-

forming RTE grids to theirθ equivalents. For instance, although the 3 discrete three-dimensional

sources located at grid nodes (222,25), (263,20) and (292,20) on theSBM (RTP) grid (Figure4.6a)

are more obvious than they were on the equivalent∆T grid (Figure4.4a), these sources were

fused to form a spurious elongate E-W structure centred at (238,25) onthe SBM (RTE) grid

(Figure4.6b). Including the now more obvious continuous NNE-SSW or NNW-SSE (N000±20◦)

strikingθ anomalies on the SBM (RTP) and CBM (RTP) grids (Figures4.6aand4.7a), these struc-

tures cannot be identified with any certainty on the equivalentθ of SBM (RTE) and CBM (RTE)

grids (Figures4.6band4.7b). Also, interfering E-W striking anomalies from adjacent sources have

produced altogether new anomalies on RTE grids that are not related to anystructures on the input

basement grids (Figure4.2).

∆T side-lobes developed due to RTE transformation are welded onto anomalies from the Western

and Eastern curved (non-2D) edges of intrusive bodies, resulting in Westward and Eastward ex-

tension of these edges by about 100% of the radius of curvature of the actual edge. An example

of such spurious extensions imaged onθ of CBM (RTE) grid (Figure4.7b) is located at grid node

(250,50). Side-lobes such as these may have led to further interferencebetween adjacent∆T. The

extent of anomaly interference, and its effect on the apparent location of source edges on RTE-∆T

grids are certainly more obvious on theirθ equivalents. It is from theseθ RTP and RTE versions

of SBM and CBM grids that estimates of the locations and depths of edges will be obtained, using

the “Tilt-Depth” method. Estimates of locations from SBM and CBM grids in figures4.6and4.7,

respectively, will be compared in section4.5, while depths estimated for those locations will be

compared in section4.6.
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4.4 Prerequisites for analysing location and depth estimates

Critical variables required for assessing location and depth estimates fromthe “Tilt Depth” method

are the exact locations and depths of structural edges on the input SBM and CBM basement

grids (Figures4.2aand4.2b, respectively). These were not provided for this study. So, to enable

me to extract these critical pieces of information from BM grids for evaluatingthe "Tilt-Depth"

method, I tried different approaches. For example, I initially isolated the actual locations of FS

on the input basement depth grid (Figures4.2a) using the method of ridge maxima detection

of Blakely & Simpson(1986) (Section2.5.2). The method correctly traced most linear features on

the grid (AppendixC, FigureC.7). Unfortunately, the locations traced by this method could not

be used for this study.14 I expect edges of structures to be located at the inflection points (not at

peaks) of other input grids.

Since structural edges on the input basement grids (Figures4.2aand 4.2b) must be character-

ized by significant depth and/or magnetic susceptibility contrasts (δk), applying a combination

of spatial derivatives (Section2.5.1) to the grids could preferentially accentuate the locations of

the edges. The attributes corresponding to these edge locations can then be mapped. Different

derivative-based methods (Section2.5) or their combinations, including second vertical deriva-

tives (SVD), Tilt angles (θ ), total horizontal derivatives (HGM), analytic signal amplitude (ASA)

were applied to the input basement depth and complex magnetic susceptibility grids (Figures4.2a

and 4.2b, respectively). Some intermediate location grids extracted from BM input grids (Fig-

ures4.2aand4.2b) are presented in appendixC (FigureC.6).

Theθ = 0 contour of the SBM (RTP) grid correlated well (FigureC.6c) with edges of the major

features of the input basement grid (Figure4.2a). Hence, I extracted locations within theθ ≤ 45

range, so as to include a significant strip of fault scarp edges from figure 4.2a. These actual lo-

cations (extracted from figure4.2a) are presented in figure4.8a. Locations of edges on the input

complex basement (Figure4.2b) could only be obtained through the application of several filters

to the grid (FigureC.6d). These actual magnetic contact locations (extracted from figure4.2b)

were further distinguished on the basis of edge-shape in plan view. Thus, these locations, as well

as those for FS (Figure4.8a) are denoted by different colours (Blue and red-coloured sources) in

figure4.8b.15 Hence, only the locations shown in figure4.8afor FS edges will be used to evalu-

ate estimates obtained from all SBM grids. Similar evaluations for CBM grids will use only the

locations shown in figure4.8b. This grid of combined locations (Figure4.8b) was used to extract

a grid for the actual depth of edges of all∆T sources on the CBM (RTP) and CBM (RTE) grids

at these locations (Figure4.9a). It is to these extracted BM source-edge location and depth grids

(Figures4.8and4.9) that “Tilt-Depth” method location and depth estimates derived from RTP and

RTE versions of the SBM and CBM grids will be quantitatively compared in sections4.5and4.6.

14Since there are no peaks on the variable susceptibility grid (Figure4.2b), this method was not tested on it.
15These colours will be used to distinguish results obtained for each set of structures in most plots of depth estimates

later in this chapter.
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(a) Locations of edges on SBM grid. (b) Location of edges on CBM grid.

Figure 4.8: Locations of edges of∆T sources on the input BM basement grids. Edges of SBM and CBM
anomaly sources are colour-coded for clarity: FS (Green), 2D magnetic contacts (Red) and non-2D (3D)
magnetic contacts (Blue).

(a) Depths of all BM sources. (b) Histogram of all BM sources.

Figure 4.9: Actual depth of edges of all anomalous sources on the simple and complex BM grids. Depths
were extracted using the combined locations grid (Figure4.8b). Unlike figure4.8b, colours in figure4.9a
represent depths of basement, and not the type/shape of edges. Figure4.9b shows distribution statistics;
mean depth (Av.), standard deviation (S.D.) and coefficient of variation (CoV).

The bands of extracted locations and depths shown in figures4.8and4.9represent significant and

varied distances across the edges. However, these width variations pose no problems to the evalu-

ations intended since only “Tilt-Depth” method location or depth estimates at corresponding grid

locations on RTP and RTE grids will be used for the evaluations.

A composite histogram of the distribution of actual depths of edges of all BM sources, with class

size of 200 m (43 bins), is shown in figure4.9b. Depths are colour-coded to reflect source-types

in figure4.8b. I will use statistical parameters like mean depth (Av.), standard deviation (S.D.) and

coefficient of variation (CoV) to describe the variability of the actual depth of BM source edges.16

16S.D. increases as depth values spread out from the mean depth (Av.). Hence, smallerS.D. values characterize depth
distributions with data tightly grouped around the sample mean. TheCoV of a distribution is the ratio of itsS.D. to its
mean (Av.), reported as a percentage (Chapra, 2012, p.327).
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However, BM source depth distributions differ in their shapes and symmetries (Figure4.9b). They

are not Gaussian. Also, the depth distribution for each source type displays a number of local

peaks, reflecting the fact that each source type occurred more than once, at different locations

and depths, across the BM depth grid (Figure4.8b). Consequently, the statistical parameters ob-

tained for these generally multi-modal depth distributions (Figure4.9b) were compromise val-

ues (Press et al., 1992, p.615). It is these compromise parameters that will be used to qualitatively

compare each histogram in figure4.9b with those obtained from depths estimated for similar

sources, from RTP and RTE versions of SBM and CBM grids in section4.6.2.

4.5 Location estimates from RTP and RTE-transformed SBM and

CBM grids

In order to examine the accuracy of location estimates from the “Tilt-Depth” method, 0◦ con-

tours fromθ of RTP and RTE versions of both SBM and CBM grids were extracted and are

presented in figure4.10and compared below. Contours obtained from SBM grids (Figure4.6) are

shown in figure4.10a, while contours from the CBM grids (Figure4.7) are shown in figure4.10b.

The black and red contour lines represent estimated locations of edges, respectively, from RTP

(a) SBM grid. (b) CBM grid.

Figure 4.10:“Tilt-Depth” method estimates of location of model anomalysources on SBM and CBM grids.
Contour lines were extracted fromθ of RTP and RTE versions of: (a) SBM grids in figures4.6aand4.6b;
and (b) CBM grids in figures4.7aand4.7b. Black contours traceθ = 0 from θ of RTP grids, while red
contours traceθ = 0 from Tilt angle of RTE grids, respectively. While contours estimate edges of FS on the
SBM grid, they estimate edges of both faults scarps and magnetic contacts on the CBM grid.

and RTE grids. Anomalies from intersecting edges of sources interfere.Consequently, edges at

such locations could not be accurately imaged on RTP grids. Examples occur around grid nodes

(115,270) and (212,212). However, edges at such locations were better traced on the RTE grid,

probably because the discrete, dipolar E-W RTEθ anomalies which characterise such locations

aligned to make such edges continuous.θ = 0 contours of RTP grids are located directly above
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well isolated edges, but slightly displaced away from source edges where considerable anomaly

contrast and interference occur.θ = 0 contours of RTE grids tend to be shifted inwards from their

RTP equivalents at such locations.

Where possible, estimated locations (and subsequently, depths) were compared quantitatively, us-

ing the non-parametric Spearman’s rank-order correlation coefficient,rs (Equation (4.5.1)) and its

coefficient of determination (r2
s).17 Unlike rs which ranges from−1 to 1, r2

s ranges from 0 to 1

(or 0 to 100%), allowing correlation coefficients from similar sample populations to be compared

(Press et al., 1992; Hogg & Craig, 1995; Everitt, 2006).18
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∑
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(4.5.1)

where:C andD arem×n matrices containing the ranks of any pair ofm×n matricesA andB,

respectively;C andD are the mean of the values inC andD, respectively; Subscriptsj,k locate

elements in the correspondingjth row andkth column ofC andD, so that correlation is between

ranks at equivalent locations inA andB. m= 649 whilen= 631 for BM grids, a maximum degree

of freedom (N) of 409519.

The statistical significance (ρ) for all rs andr2 discussed in this study is the conventional value

0.05 (5%) used in scientific studies, assuming thatA andB have equal means (Press et al., 1992,

p.616).19 This ρ value corresponds to a confidence interval of 95%. Equation (4.5.1) will be used

to highlight any relationship(s) that may exist between actual locations of BManomaly sources

and their estimated locations derived from RTP and RTE grids. Different approaches used for

comparison of location estimates are discussed below.

(1) Comparisons between actual andθ = 0 estimated locations of edges on RTP and RTE ver-

sions of the SBM and CBM grids.For this analysis, locations corresponding to theθ = 0 contours

obtained from SBM (RTP) and SBM (RTE) grids (Figure4.10a) and CBM (RTP) and CBM (RTE)

grids (Figure4.10b) were extracted from the grid of actual location of SBM and CBM edges (Fig-

ure4.8aand4.8b, respectively). Unfortunately, these locations covered only≈0.3 to 0.5% of the

grids. The number of locations obtained from the SBM (RTP) and SBM (RTE) grids were 2000

and 2215, respectively, while it was 1406 and 1950 for the CBM (RTP) and CBM (RTE) grids,

respectively.≈11-40% more locations were obtained from RTE grids than RTP grids.

Sinceθ = 0 contour of the SBM (RTP) grid traced the edges of FS on the input basement grid

(Figure4.2a), its locations were used for correlating location estimates from both the SBM (RTP

17This technique highlights the existence or otherwise of a linear relationship between the ranks of any two
paired datasets, thus outperforming its parametric equivalent; the Pearson’s product-moment correlation coefficient,
rp (Press et al., 1992, p.640).

18r2
s will be hereafter shortened tor2.

19ρ defines the probability of obtaining the observedrs value by random chance, i.e., when the truers = 0.
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and RTE) grids. For SBM (RTP) gridr2 = 100% with degrees of freedom (N)=2000 andρ = 0.

For the SBM (RTE) gridr2 ≈ 6% with N = 22 andρ = 0.29 (far below the confidence limit set

for this study). Hence,rs andr2 for SBM (RTE) grid are unreliable for any inference(s). Similarly,

locations ofθ = 0 contours on the CBM (RTP) grid were extracted from grid in figure4.8bfor

correlation between location estimates obtained from CBM (RTP and RTE) grids.r2 = 100% with

N = 1406 andρ = 0 for the CBM (RTP) grid, whiler2 ≈ 27% with N = 16 andρ = 0.04 for

the CBM (RTE) grid indicates a moderate positive correlation. Although 27% correlation for the

CBM (RTE) grid is significant at 95% confidence level,N = 16 represents only 0.8% or 1.1%

of the total number of locations obtained from the CBM (RTE or RTP) grid, respectively. These

results show that RTE location estimates were generally unrelatable to their RTPequivalents. I

effectively assume that there is little or no correlation between estimated and actual locations of

sources on the BM (RTE) grid.

(2) Comparisons between whole RTP and RTE gridsin figures4.6and4.7(N= 409519). Sinceθ
grids present equalized anomalies, any correlation or otherwise betweenRTP and additive inverse

of RTE grids should reflect the fidelity between these grids. Forθ of SBM (RTP and RTE) grids

(Figure4.6) rs = 0.67, r2 = 45% andρ = 0 indicating a weak, but positive correlation betweenθ
anomalies on both grids. Only about 45% of anomalies on the SBM (RTE) grid were correlatable

with those on the SBM (RTP) grid. Consequently, 55% ofθ anomalies on the SBM (RTE) were

spurious, originating mainly from en-echelon NNE-SSW and NNW-SSE striking sources on the

basement depth grid (Figure4.2a).

For θ of CBM (RTP) and CBM (RTE) grids (Figure4.7) rs = 0.79, r2 = 62% andρ = 0, indicat-

ing moderately strong, positive correlation betweenθ anomalies on both grids. About two-thirds

(≈62%) of anomalies on the CBM (RTE) grid were correlatable with those on the CBM (RTP)

grid, while the remaining 38% of CBM (RTE) anomalies were of spurious origins. The signif-

icantly improved correlation, compared with that obtained for the SBM grids, appears to result

from attenuation of anomalies from NNW-SSE and NNE-SSW striking sources. Anomalies from

NNW-SSE and NNE-SSW striking sources on the CBM grids were lost to those from the broad

and extensive NE-SW striking, high susceptibility terrane on the CBM input grid (Figure4.2b).

The strong correlation between CBM (RTE and RTP) grids as opposed to less strong correla-

tion between SBM (RTE and RTP) grids reflects the dependence of RTE-induced anisotropy and

anomaly interference on the shape, strike and persistence of anomaly sources.

In conclusion, correlation coefficients obtained from comparisons betweenθ of RTP and RTE ver-

sions of BM grids increased with absence of NNW-SSE and NNE-SSW striking sources. In gen-

eral,θ = 0 contours of RTP anomalies accurately located source edges. Howeverit has problems

and provides less accurate location estimates where source edges intersect each other. The domi-

nance of spurious anomalies which could not be correlated with actual BM sources on RTE grids

renderθ = 0 contours from RTE anomaly grids ineffective for locating anomaly source edges.

The occurrence and dominance of these spuriousθ of RTE anomalies depend on the suscepti-

bility, shape, strike and persistence of anomaly sources. These results show that source locations
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estimated from∆T (RTE) grids, using only the “Tilt-Depth” method are unreliable. Hence, the

effectiveness of other semi-automatic methods of locating 2D source edgesfrom ∆T (RTE) grids

will also be evaluated in chapter5.

4.6 Depth estimates from RTP and RTE of SBM and CBM grids

“Tilt-Depth” method estimates of depth from profile∆T datasets showed least errors when imple-

mented using the distance between 0≤ |θ | ≤ 30 compared with 0≤ |θ | ≤ 45 (Sections3.3.2

and 3.3.3). Hence, depths of source edges on RTP and RTE versions of the SBMand CBM

grids were estimated in three modes, using the distances between 0≤ |θ | ≤ 45, 0≤ |θ | ≤ 27

and 0≤ |θ | ≤ 10. The−27≤ θ ≤ 27 and−10≤ θ ≤ 10 range, respectively, represent 0.5 and

0.2 of the physical distance (|h|) covered by−45≤ θ ≤ 45 range (Table3.1 on page 45). The ef-

fectiveness of the method will be evaluated in terms of the differences (errors) between the actual

source depths (Figure4.9) and depths estimated for these sources fromθ of SBM and CBM grids

(Figures4.6and4.7). Depth estimates obtained from SBM grids (Figures4.11band4.11d) and the

corresponding grids of 0≤ |θ | ≤ 45 range used for these estimations (Figures4.11aand4.11c),

are presented in figure4.11. Similar grids for estimates from the CBM grids are presented in

figure4.12.20

Discrepancies were observed when I compared grids of depths estimatedfrom both the SBM and

CBM grids by the GETECH Plc’s Geosoft EXecutable (GX) used in this studywith grids of the

respectiveθ ranges (0≤ |θ | ≤ 10, 0≤ |θ | ≤ 27 or 0≤ |θ | ≤ 45) from which these estimates were

meant to be derived (Figures4.11and4.12). Comparisons show that depths were estimated for

some locations outside those within the specifiedθ range. These discrepancies were computational

artefacts introduced to the depth estimates grid by a bug that I discovered in the GETECH Plc’s

Geosoft EXecutable (GX) used in this study. For instance, comparisons between depths estimated

from the 0≤ |θ | ≤ 45 range show that these artefacts occur around grid nodes (205,30), (238,40),

and (305,50) on the SBM (RTP) grid (Figure4.11b), as well as grid nodes (175,250), (200,315),

and (315,38) on the SBM (RTE) grid (Figure4.11d). Artefacts also occur at grid nodes (150,25),

(175,315), and (305,38) on the RTP and RTE versions of the CBM grid (Figures4.12band4.12d).

The SouthEastern part of these CBM grids is dominated by a major artefact. To minimise this

problem, only depth estimates from locations at whichθ values were within the ranges required

for depth computation (0≤ |θ | ≤ 10, 0≤ |θ | ≤ 27 and 0≤ |θ | ≤ 45) were retained for further

analysis.

200 ≤ |θ | ≤ 10 and 0≤ |θ | ≤ 27 ranges are subsets of 0≤ |θ | ≤ 45 range (Figure3.6). Hence, allθ ranges used
for depth estimation from SBM grids are presented in figures4.11aand4.11c, while equivalents for CBM grids are
presented in figures4.12aand4.12c.
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(a) θ of SBM (RTP). (b) Depths fromθ grid in figure4.11a.

(c) θ of SBM (RTE). (d) Depths fromθ grid in figure4.11c.

Figure 4.11: “Tilt-Depth” estimation of depth of fault scarp (FS) edges from SBM (RTP and RTE) grids,
using 0≤ |θ | ≤ 45 range. Black contour lines in figures4.11aand4.11ctraceθ = 0. Note that estimated
depths are for locations traced by theθ = 0 contours. Erroneous locations (discussed in text) are introduced
in RTE grids, and depths for such locations are spatially misplaced.

4.6.1 Methods used for analysing depth estimates

Analyses of depth estimates initially involved comparisons between histograms ofthe actual

depths of BM grid sources (FS and magnetic 2D and non-2D contacts) in figure4.9bwith those

of depths estimated for these sources from both the SBM and CBM grids (Section 4.6.2). Depths

estimated from RTP and RTE of BM grids or the errors associated with these estimates were

also compared with actual source depths using depth cross-plots.21 Cross-plots of depth estimates

obtained at BM source locations are discussed in section4.6.3.
21Cross-plots present paired datasets: (x1,y1), (x2,y2), (x3,y3),. . . , (xn,yn), wherex andy, respectively, refer to data

at equivalent locations on the actual basement depth grid and/or BM estimated depth grids (See figures4.15and4.18).
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(a) θ of CBM (RTP). (b) Depths fromθ grid in figure4.12a.

(c) θ of CBM (RTE). (d) Depths fromθ grid in figure4.12c.

Figure 4.12: “Tilt-Depth” estimation of depth of geological structures; fault scarp (FS) and magnetic con-
tact edges, on CBM (RTP and RTE) grids, using 0≤ |θ | ≤ 45 range. Black contour lines in figures4.12a
and4.12ctraceθ = 0. Note that estimated depths are for locations traced by theθ = 0 contours. Erro-
neous locations (discussed in text) are introduced in RTE grids, and depths for such locations are spatially
misplaced.

4.6.2 Comparisons between distributions of actual and estimated depths

Here, I compared the shapes and spreads of actual and estimated depthsof all sources on BM

grids using histograms and statistical parameters like the mean (Av.), standard deviation (S.D.),

and coefficient of variation (CoV).22 Histograms of actual depths of FS, as well as 2D and non-2D

contacts are shown in figure4.9b. These distributions are briefly discussed below.

(A) Actual depths of sources on BM gridsThe actual depths ofFS (Green-coloured histogram in

figure4.9b) ranged from 0.43 to 9.1 km (Figure4.9a). This distribution is bimodal but symmetric

about its mean (Av.) of 5 km, with most sources at depths of 2.3 to 4.7, and 4.7 to 8.3 km.S.D.

andCoV for actual depths of FS were 1.7 km and 35%, respectively. FS represent≈83% (de-

grees of freedom,N=85197) of all BM grid sources.2D contacts(Pale-red-coloured histogram in

figure 4.9b) were at depths ranging from 1 to 8.5 km (Figures4.9a), with Av., S.D. andCoV of

5 km, 1.9 km and 38%, respectively. 2D contacts represent only≈7% (N =6999) of all BM grid

22Introduced in section4.4.
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sources.Non-2D contacts(Blue-coloured histogram in figure4.9b) were at depths ranging from

2.4 to 9 km (Figures4.9a), with Av., S.D. andCoV of 5.8 km, 2 km and 34%, respectively. This

distribution represents≈10% (N =9813) of all BM grid sources.

(B) Depth estimates from SBM (RTP and RTE) gridsThe distributions of depths estimated for

FS obtained from SBM (RTP and RTE) grids using the distance between 0≤ |θ | ≤ 45, 0≤ |θ | ≤ 27

and 0≤ |θ | ≤ 10 contours are shown in figure4.13. Histograms (Figure4.13) show all SBM

(a) θ = 0 to±45 (b) θ = 0 to±27

(c) θ = 0 to±10

Figure 4.13:Histograms showing the distribution of “Tilt-Depth” method estimates of model source depths
from SBM (RTP and RTE) grids. The method was implemented in three modes;θ =±45, ±27 and±10.

depth estimates to be skewed to the right, compared with the mainly bimodal, but symmetrically

distributed actual depths shown in figure4.9b. According toPress et al.(1992), the mean of values

drawn from a probability distribution with broad tails may converge poorly or not at all. I expect

any poor convergence of the mean depth value (Av.) of each distribution to be reflected in its

S.D. andCoV.23 Hence, comparisons of dispersion between these multi-modal and/or skewed

distributions of actual and estimated depths for each BM sources, relies mainly on theCoV of

each distribution.
23For the relationship between these parameters, see section4.4.
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The number of estimates from SBM grids decreased, while the maximum depth estimated gener-

ally increased as the magnitude ofθ decreased from 45 to 10. TheCoV captures these variabili-

ties. For instance, for SBM (RTE) estimates, it increased from≈57% forθ =±45 (Figure4.13a)

through≈60% forθ =±27 (Figure4.13b) to≈72% forθ =±10 (Figure4.13c). Compared with

actual depth of FS (Figure4.9b) depths estimated from the SBM (RTP or RTE) grids were only

about 20% more spread out, except for estimates from the SBM (RTE) gridusingθ =±10 with a

spread of about 35% more.

Next, I compared the percentage of source edge locations retained, fordepths estimated from

each range ofθ , on the SBM (RTP or RTE) grid. Percentages represent the ratio of the number

of depths estimated from eachθ range (Figure4.13) to the total number of actual depth for FS

(Green-coloured histogram of figure4.9b). These percentages of retained estimates are presented

in table4.1. The ratio of the occurrence (frequency) of estimates obtained from SBM (RTP) or

SBM (RTE) grid to the total occurrence on both histograms from the SBM (RTP and RTE) grids

(Figure4.13) are also presented in table4.1. Estimates from the SBM (RTP) grid using 0≤ θ ≤ 45

Table 4.1:Retention of depth estimates from FS on the SBM (RTP or RTE) grid, relative to the total number
of actual depth locations in figure4.9a.

Fault scarps, Ratio of estimates retained on Ratio of occurrence of estimates
SBM grids grid, for θ = 0 to: in histogram, forθ = 0 to:

±45◦ (%) ±27◦ (%) ±10◦ (%) ±45◦ (%) ±27◦ (%) ±10◦ (%)

(1) RTP 95 59 23 59 60 62
(2) RTE 65 39 15 41 40 38

distance cover 95% of FS locations on the input basement grid (Figure4.8b) compared with those

from the SBM (RTE) grid, which represent 65% of FS locations. These statistics varied from

59% (SBM, RTP) and 39% (SBM, RTE) for estimates from 0≤ θ ≤ 27 distance, to 23% (SBM,

RTP) and 15% (SBM, RTE) for estimates from 0≤ θ ≤ 10 distance. There was an approximately

60%:40% constant ratio between SBM (RTP) and SBM (RTE) estimates on each set of histograms

in figure 4.13, irrespective of theθ range used (Table4.1). These relationships will be further

examined using estimates from the CBM grid.

(C) Depth estimates from CBM (RTP and RTE) grids Distributions of estimated depths for

FS, and 2D and non-2D contacts obtained from CBM (RTP and RTE) grids, using the distances

between 0≤ |θ | ≤ 45, 0≤ |θ | ≤ 27 and 0≤ |θ | ≤ 10 contours are shown in figure4.14. These

histograms (Figure4.14), colour-coded to reflect source-types in figure4.8b, showed all CBM

depth estimates to be skewed to the right, compared with the symmetrically distributed actual

depths of sources (Figure4.9b). Histograms for FS and non-2D contacts were more right-skewed.

Depth estimates obtained from CBM grids were dominated by those from FS sources, irrespective

of theθ value used for the estimation. Estimates from 2D sources were generally withinthe range

of their actual depths. The dominant trailing tails of histograms of FS and non-2D contacts, well

beyond the range of actual source depths identify these sources as major contributors to errors

in CBM depth estimates. Other than for FS, there were no significant differences between mean
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(a) θ = 0 to±45 (RTP). (b) θ = 0 to±45 (RTE).

(c) θ = 0 to±27 (RTP). (d) θ = 0 to±27 (RTE).

(e) θ = 0 to±10 (RTP). (f) θ = 0 to±10 (RTE).

Figure 4.14: Histograms showing the distribution of “Tilt-Depth” method estimates of CBM model
source depths. The method was implemented in three modes, using the distances between;θ = 0 and±
45, ±27 or ± 10. Histograms are mainly skewed to the right. The most skewed histograms were those
for fault scarps (FS), while the least skewed were those for 2D contacts. The dominance of FS depth esti-
mates well beyond the actual source depths can be a good reason for minimising certain wavelengths in∆T
datasets, based ona priori basement depth information.
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depth estimates (Av.) for 2D and non-2D contacts on CBM (RTP and RTE) grids (Figure4.14).

However, theS.D. varied significantly, allowing mainly for the use of theCoV for comparisons

between the spread of distributions of estimated and actual depth of CBM sources (Table4.2). The

Table 4.2:ComparingCoV statistics of depth estimates from CBM (RTP and RTE) grids (Figure4.14) with
actual source depths (Figure4.9).

All source types, CoV, for estimates CoV (%), Mean ratio
CBM grids from θ = 0 to: actual depths of CoV

(1) RTP ±45◦ (%) ±27◦ (%) ±10◦ (%)

(i) Fault scarps (FS) 51 50 59 35 1.5
(ii) non-2D contacts 25 25 23 34 0.7
(iii) 2D contacts 37 36 30 38 0.9
(2) RTE ±45◦ (%) ±27◦ (%) ±10◦ (%)

(i) Fault scarps (FS) 74 89 67 35 2.2
(ii) non-2D contacts 48 43 26 34 1.1
(iii) 2D contacts 38 32 28 38 0.9

average dispersion (Mean ratio ofCoV) in depths estimated for CBM sources from the variousθ
ranges (Table4.2) were compared. Results showed that FS depth estimates from CBM (RTE and

RTP) grids were, respectively, 2.2 and 1.5 times more dispersed than their actual depths. Estimates

for non-2D contacts on these grids were dispersed, respectively, by1.1 and 0.7 times their actual

depths. However, estimates for 2D contacts from the same grids showed constant dispersion of 0.9

times their actual depths.

I also compared the percentage of depth estimates retained for each rangeof θ , when applied to

the CBM (RTP and RTE) grid. These percentages were determined from the ratio of the number of

depths estimated from eachθ range (Figure4.14) to the total number of actual depth locations, for

each CBM source (Figure4.9a). For all sources on the CBM (RTP or RTE) grids, the percentage

of depth estimates decreased with decreasing range ofθ values used. For example, percentage

depths of 2D contacts retained reduced from 95 to 76% for CBM (RTP) and from 98 to 38% as

maximumθ used reduced from±45 to±10 (Table4.3). For all θ ranges used, percentage depth

estimates retained increased from its minimum values for FS, through intermediatevalues for non-

2D contacts to its largest values for 2D contacts (Table4.3). This observation may have resulted

from the attenuation of weaker anomalies sourced from basement topography.

Relative contributions of depths estimated from each source on CBM (RTP and RTE) grids were

also examined. These were reported as ratios of depth estimates in histogramand are presented in

table4.3. Irrespective of the range ofθ values used for depth estimation, the ratios were highest

(> 70%) for FS, and low (≈ 12 and 14%) for 2D and non-2D contacts (Table4.3). The dominance

of estimates from FS, especially at significantly greater depths than on actual basement, may

indicate a need to filter off certain short and/or long wavelength∆T from given datasets prior

to the application of the "Tilt-Depth" method.
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Table 4.3:Retention of depth estimates from CBM (RTP and RTE) sources,relative to the number of actual
depth locations in figures4.8band4.9a.

All source types, Ratio of estimates retained on Ratio of estimates in histogram,
CBM grids grid, for θ = 0 to: for θ = 0 to:

(1) RTP ±45◦ (%) ±27◦ (%) ±10◦ (%) ±45◦ (%) ±27◦ (%) ±10◦ (%)

(i) Fault scarps (FS) 61 38 15 77 73 73
(ii) non-2D contacts 93 70 28 13 15 15
(iii) 2D contacts 95 76 30 10 12 12
(2) RTE ±45◦ (%) ±27◦ (%) ±10◦ (%) ±45◦ (%) ±27◦ (%) ±10◦ (%)

(i) Fault scarps (FS) 59 34 13 77 72 70
(ii) non-2D contacts 81 57 23 12 14 14
(iii) 2D contacts 98 83 38 10 14 16

In conclusion, assuming that contact-like magnetic sources were infinite in depth extent did not

significantly simplify depth estimates from the "Tilt-Depth" method, in the presenceof a rugose,

weakly magnetic basement. Comparisons between actual depths of BM sources and their percent-

age of "Tilt-Depth" method estimates retained, as well as average dispersions showed FS sources

were responsible for the significant errors in depth estimates. Consequently, to obtain less erratic

depth estimates from the "Tilt-Depth" method, any non-magnetic contributions from basement

topography to the∆T datasets must be minimised. Such contributions may be estimated from

a-priori basement depth information from boreholes, seismic section, etc.

4.6.3 Relationship between estimated and actual depths of “Bishop” model sources

Here, I compared estimates of source depths obtained using half the physical distances between

three ranges ofθ ; θ = 0 to± 45, 0 to± 27 and 0 to± 10 for the three BM anomaly sources in

figure 4.8bwith their actual depths (Figure4.9a) using composite cross-plots. That is, although

estimates from each magnetic geological source-type (Figure4.8b) were obtained separately, re-

sults for each source-type on each BM grid will be presented along with results from other sources

on the same grid on the same figure. Three types of composite cross-plots were used in this section,

including; cross-plots between actual and estimated depths of sources, cross-plots between actual

and percentage errors in estimated depths of sources, and cross-plotsbetween depths estimated

from RTP of BM grid and its RTE equivalent. Where involved, the actual depths of source(s) were

plotted on the abscissae while estimated depths or percentage errors for these sources at equivalent

locations were plotted on the ordinates of the cross-plots. Cross-plots which compared RTP with

RTE estimates had RTP estimates on the abscissae and RTE estimates on the ordinate.

(A) Estimated and actual depths of SBM sources

The only anomaly source on SBM grids are fault scarps, FS. Hence, actual depths will refer only

to depths extracted from figure4.9aat locations shown in figure4.8a. Cross-plots between these

actual FS depths and their estimates from SBM (RTP and RTE) grids (Figures 4.11band4.11d)

are presented in (Figure4.15). Errors in these estimated SBM depths are presented as percentage
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errors in figure4.16. All analyses of depth estimates and error will include every estimated location

from the RTP or RTE grid, without consideration for whether or not the estimated locations were

accurate.24
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Figure 4.15: “Tilt-Depth” method estimates of SBM (RTP and RTE) source depths, using the|θ | =
0 to 45, 27 or 10 distance. The solid light-blue line is where a 1:1 correlation between the actual and esti-
mated depths should plot. The legend to figure4.15aapplies also to figures4.15band4.15c. Note the wide
spreads in data. Each dashed line represents the best-fitting least-squares function for each cross-plot of
paired datasets. For clarity, the equation and related statistical parameters for these least-squares functions
are presented in table4.4.

Cross-plots of estimated depths (Figure4.15) and those of their errors (Figure4.16) displayed

very wide spreads. These spreads were attributed to the non-magnetic composition of FS struc-

tures, since these structures do not meet the strict assumption of contrasting magnetic suscepti-

bility inherent in the “Tilt-Depth” method software used for estimating depths.25 Consequently,

only estimates from strictly 2D and non-2D features of the CBM grid may be relied upon. How-

ever, to extract any meaningful information from these SBM cross-plots for quantitative compar-

isons, the best-fitting least-squares functions/models for these paired datasets were computed, to

describe relationships in each cross-plot. Relationships between actual and estimated FS depths

were best described by linear least-square lines. I relied on the coefficient of determination,r2

(Equation (4.5.1)) and standard error,SE (Equation (4.6.1)) for regressions on these cross-plots

to compare them.26 The equations of the best-fitting function and the values ofSE and/orr2 are

presented on tables introduced in the caption to related sets of cross-plots.For example, see the

captions to figures4.15and4.16.

SE=

√

SSr

N−2
(4.6.1)

whereSErefers to the error in average estimates,SSr andN refer to the sum of squares of residuals

24This is to simulate what obtains in practice.
25This software belonged to Getech PLC, UK.
26r2 andSEquantified the "goodness-of-fit" and spread of data around regression lines, respectively (Chapra, 2012,

341). The statistical significance (ρ) for all rs andr2 presented is 0.05 (5%), corresponding to a confidence interval of
95%.
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(b) θ = 0 to±27
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(c) θ = 0 to±10

Figure 4.16: Error in “Tilt-Depth” method estimates of SBM (RTP and RTE) source depths. The method
was implemented in three modes, using|θ |= 0 to 45, 27 or 10 distance. The legend to figure4.16aapplies
also to figures4.16band4.16c. Note the wide spreads in data. Each dashed line represents the best-fitting
least-squares function for each cross-plot of paired datasets. For clarity, equations for these least-squares
functions and related statistical parameters were presented in table4.4.

and degrees of freedom, respectively.

Table 4.4:Statistical parameters for least-squares functions to each cross-plot in figures4.15and4.16.

Figure RTP (Black, dashed line) RTE (Brown, dashed line)
4.15a y= 0.8x+0.6; SE= 2.3; r2 = 27.6% y= 0.7x+0.4; SE= 2.1; r2 = 36.6%
4.15b y= 0.9x+0.8; SE= 2.8; r2 = 24.6% y= 0.8x+0.5; SE= 2.5; r2 = 32.2%
4.15c y= x+1.2; SE= 3.9; r2 = 17% y= 0.8x+1.2; SE= 2.7; r2 = 25.4%
4.16a y= 3x2−33.6x+74.9; SE= 42.9 y= 2.5x2−28.2x+52.3; SE= 33.6
4.16b y= 4.2x2−47.2x+125.7; SE= 56.4 y= 2.7x2−30.7x+72.6; SE= 42.6
4.16c y= 4.6x2−52.8x+161.2; SE= 85.1 y= 0.8x+1.2; SE= 52.2

rs were computed usingm× n matricesA and B which, respectively, contained the actual and

estimated depths at corresponding locations in the model basement depth grid(Figure4.2a) and

the grid of depth estimates obtained from the RTP or RTE version of the BM gridbeing compared.

These pair of matricesA and B were converted to column vectors, which contained data from

corresponding locations with significant depth figures.C andD were column vectors containing

the ranks of depth data inA andB, respectively. In this case,m=N andn= 1. The size ofN varied

with type of structure being considered and whether estimates were from RTP or RTE of BM grid.
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The minimumN for cross-plots of SBM depths was 12469.

Irrespective of theθ range used, estimated FS depths were not accurate (as they did not plot on or

very close to the 1:1 lines) in figure4.15. Depth estimates may be higher than, equal to or lower

than the actual depths of FS. This dispersion in the cross-plot increasedwith increasing depths

of FS. Linear best-fits (treated as averages) to these cross-plots (Figure 4.15) and ther2 andSE

values associated with them (Table4.4) will be used to compare these dispersions. Best-fit lines

show that depths estimated from SBM (RTP) and SBM (RTE) grids were generally closer when

−45≤ θ ≤ 45 range was used (Figure4.15a). However, these estimates were, on average, less

than the actual depths of FS. Estimates using−27≤ θ ≤ 27 range (Figure4.15b) were the most

accurate, since they were closest to the 1:1 line. Average estimates obtainedfrom SBM (RTE) grid

were closer to the 1:1 line (more accurate) than those from its RTP equivalent. r2 were lower for

RTP estimates compared with RTE estimates.r2 generally reduced asSE increased, with reducing

range ofθ used.

The equation for mean depths estimated (¯y) from the SBM (RTP) grid in terms of actual depths

(x) of FS was ¯y = 0.9(x+ 1). The equivalent for SBM (RTE) grid was ¯y = 0.8x+ 0.7. These

equations overestimate the actual FS depth, at errors of 20% or less when the ratio
y
x
≤ 1.2.

Percentage depth errors obtained from SBM grids were shown in figure4.16.27 Neither quadratic,

cubic and quartic least-square functions could satisfactorily relate cross-plots between percentage

errors and actual depths of FS sources. For example, the best-fitting quadratic function for the

cross-plots are shown (Figure4.16). For this function,SE increased from 43 (RTP) and 34 (RTE)

when using−45≤ θ ≤ 45 (Figure4.16a) through 56 (RTP) and 43 (RTE) when using−27≤
θ ≤ 27 (Figure4.16b), to 85 (RTP) and 52 (RTE) when using−10≤ θ ≤ 10 (Figure4.16c).

The increasingSEvalues associated with decreasingθ range used indicated that quadratic least-

squares fits could not adequately explain the relationship between actual depths of FS on SBM

(RTP and RTE) grids and errors in their "Tilt-Depth" method estimates.

Next, I examine the relationship between depths estimated for FS from SBM (RTP and RTE)

grids, by directly comparing RTP and RTE estimates (Figure4.17). The equations of the best-

fitting lines to cross-plots in figure4.17 show RTE estimates were generally smaller than RTP

estimates, irrespective of theθ range used (Table in figure4.17d).

The equation for mean depths estimated from the SBM (RTE) grid (y) in terms of mean depths

estimated from the SBM (RTP) grid (x) wasȳ= 0.5x+1.6. This equation overestimates the RTP

depth, at errors of 20% or less when the ratio0.8 ≤ y
x
≤ 1.2, or 35% or less when the ratio

0.7 ≤ y
x
≤ 1.3. Hence, using these equationsa priori depth information may be used to correct

depths estimated for those locations from∆T datasets from uniformly magnetised terranes. The

corrections may then be applied to the entire dataset. However, the extremely wide dispersions in

cross-plots of FS depth estimates and their errors indicate that conclusionsdrawn from analyses

27Outliers in percentage depth errors for FS sources occasionally exceeded 200%, but were not removed.
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(b) θ = 0 to±27.
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(c) θ = 0 to±10.

Figure Equation, SEand r2

4.17a y= 0.5x+1.7; SE= 2.7; r2 = 37.1%
4.17b y= 0.6x+1.6; SE= 3.9; r2 = 49%
4.17c y= 0.4x+2.5; SE= 4.5; r2 = 49.8%

(d) Linear fit equations and statistics.

Figure 4.17: Relationship between SBM (RTP) and SBM (RTE) source depths estimated using
|θ | = 0 to 45, 27 or 10 distance. The best relationship was obtained when|θ | = 0 to 27 range was used.
The legend to figure4.17bapplies also to all other figures here. The solid light-blue line is where a 1:1
(100%) correlation between depths estimated from SBM (RTP)and SBM (RTE) grids should plot, while
the dashed, magenta-coloured line represents the best-fitting least-squares function for each cross-plot of
paired datasets. For clarity, equations of these least-squares lines and related statistical parameters are pre-
sented in the table in figure4.17d.

above may be far-fetched. These wide dispersions were expected, since these sources (FS) do not

conform to the strict assumption of vertical infinite contact specified by the method.

(B) Estimated and actual depths of CBM sources

∆T sources on CBM grids included fault scarps (FS), as well as 2D and non-2D magnetic contacts

(Figure4.2b). “Tilt-Depth” estimates of the depths of these sources from the CBM (RTP)grid

were shown in figure4.12b, while figure4.12dpresented estimates from the CBM (RTE) grid.

The actual and estimated depth of sources have been extracted from these respective grids, and

are presented as cross-plots in figure4.18.28 Cross-plots were colour-coded to reflect source-types

(Figure4.8b). Cross-plots for RTP estimates are shown in figures4.18a, 4.18band4.18c, while

similar plots for RTE estimates are shown in figures4.18d, 4.18eand4.18f. Percentage errors in

these CBM estimates are presented in figure4.19.

28The actual locations and depths of these sources were shown in figures4.8band4.9a, respectively.
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Table 4.5:Comparing equations and statistics of least-squares functions to cross-plots shown in figures4.18and4.19.

Figure 2D estimate (km) Non-2D estimate (km) FS estimate (km)
4.18a(RTP) y= 0.6x+0.5; SE= 1; r2 = 80.2% y= 0.4x+1.3; SE= 0.4; r2 = 83.7% y= 0.5x+1.4; SE= 2; r2 = 21.6%
4.18d(RTE) y= 0.5x+0.7; SE= 1; r2 = 58.6% y= 0.5x+1.3; SE= 1.6; r2 = 23.5% y= 1.3x+0.5; SE= 5.1; r2 = 18.2%
4.18b(RTP) y= 0.7x+0.5; SE= 1.1; r2 = 81.1% y= 0.5x+1.2; SE= 0.4; r2 = 88.6% y= 0.6x+1.3; SE= 2.2; r2 = 25.7%
4.18e(RTE) y= 0.5x+0.9; SE= 0.8; r2 = 74.8% y= 0.5x+1.2; SE= 1.5; r2 = 31.7% y= 1.5x+1; SE= 7.6; r2 = 10.9%
4.18c(RTP) y= 0.6x+0.9; SE= 0.9; r2 = 86.5% y= 0.6x+1.4; SE= 0.6; r2 = 83.7% y= 0.8x+1.1; SE= 3; r2 = 21%
4.18f(RTE) y= 0.5x+1.2; SE= 0.9; r2 = 82.5% y= 0.5x+1.7; SE= 0.8; r2 = 60.6% y= 1.2x+2.1; SE= 5.7; r2 = 13.1%

Figure 2D error (%) Non-2D error (%) FS error (%)
4.19a(RTP) y= 0.2x2−4.5x−12.7; SE= 9.5 y= 0.6x2−11.8x+14.4; SE= 7.7 y= x2−17.1x+45.9; SE= 38.6
4.19b(RTE) y= 0.5x2−8.2x−3.8; SE= 12.7 y= 0.2x2−5.9x+0.3; SE= 25.9 y=−2.3x2−23.1x+11.7; SE= 88.2
4.19c(RTP) y= 0.4x2−6.3x−0.7; SE= 9.8 y= 0.5x2−10x+15.8; SE= 6.1 y= 2x2−27.7x+78.7; SE= 41.6
4.19d(RTE) y= 0.5x2−9.8x+8; SE= 8.9 y= 0.4x2−9x+11.1; SE= 20.4 y=−5.7x2+58x−63.3; SE= 129.6.2
4.19e(RTP) y= 0.6x2−10.8x+21.2; SE= 9.8 y= 0.7x2−12.9x+31.5; SE= 7.9 y= 4.4x2−51.4x+140.5; SE= 53.5
4.19f (RTE) y= 0.9x2−14.4x−28.5; SE= 9 y= 0.2x2−8.1x+16.6; SE= 12.9 y=−5.1x2+46.5x−23.6; SE= 99.8
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(c) θ = 0 to±10 (RTP).
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(d) θ = 0 to±45 (RTE).
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(e) θ = 0 to±27 (RTE).
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(f) θ = 0 to±10 (RTE).

Figure 4.18:“Tilt-Depth” method estimates of source depths from CBM (RTP and RTE) grids, using|θ |=
0 to 45, 27 or 10 distance. Estimates were truncated at 16 km for clarity of figures. The solid light-blue
line is where a 1:1 (100%) correlation between the actual andestimated depths should plot. The legend to
figure4.18aapplies also to all other figures here. Note the wider spreadsin FS data compared with those
for 2D and non-2D contacts. Each dashed line represents the best-fitting least-squares function for each
cross-plot of paired datasets. Errors in these estimates are presented in figure4.19. For clarity, equations
describing these least-squares functions, as well as related statistical parameters are presented in table4.5.

To simulate what obtains in practice, all analyses of depth estimates and errorincluded every esti-

mated location from the RTP or RTE grid, without consideration for whether or not the estimated

locations were accurate. Hence, data on each cross-plot were extracted only from corresponding

locations in the actual depth grid and depth estimates or percentage depth error grid. The number

of such corresponding locations for each BM source defined the degree of freedom (N) for such

cross-plots.

Locations of depths estimated for 2D contacts from the CBM (RTP) grid corresponded well with

locations of their actual depths (Section4.4). However, only about 80% of locations of estimates

of non-2D contacts and FS sources from the CBM (RTE) grid correspond with locations of their

actual depths.N generally reduced as theθ range used for depth estimation reduced. For example,
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(b) θ = 0 to±45 (RTE).
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(c) θ = 0 to±27 (RTP).
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(d) θ = 0 to±27 (RTE).
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(e) θ = 0 to±10 (RTP).
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(f) θ = 0 to±10 (RTE).

Figure 4.19: Error in “Tilt-Depth” method estimates of CBM (RTP and RTE) source depths, using|θ | =
0 to 45. The legend to figure4.19aapplies also to all other figures here. Note the wider spreadsin FS
data compared with those for 2D and non-2D contacts. Each dashed line represents the best-fitting least-
squares function for each cross-plot of paired datasets. For clarity, equations describing these least-squares
functions, as well as related statistical parameters are presented in table4.5.
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only≈ 22% of FS locations and≈ 30% of 2D and non-2D locations correspond when−10≤ θ ≤
10 range was used. The minimumN (from−10≤ θ ≤ 10) for cross-plots of depths of CBM (RTP)

were 2066 (for 2D contacts), 2748 (for 3D contacts) and 12941 (forFS). Equivalents for cross-

plots of depths of CBM (RTE) were 2632 (for 2D contacts), 2253 (for 3D contacts) and 11110

(for FS). Consequently, irrespective of theθ value used, depths obtained for magnetic (2D and

non-2D) contacts were more tightly clustered than those obtained for FS on CBM (RTP and RTE)

grids showed. Also, the regression equations and goodness-of-fit statistics (r2 andSE), show that

these estimates improved generally as the range ofθ used reduced from−45≤ θ ≤ 45, through

−27≤ θ ≤ 27 to−10≤ θ ≤ 10 (Figure4.18).

Despite the occurrence of significant anomaly interference on the CBM (RTP and RTE) grids,

depth estimates from these grids were dominated by estimates from FS (Figure4.18). Cross-plots

of estimated depths for CBM sources (Figure4.18) and those of their errors (Figure4.19) dis-

played wide spreads. In order to quantitatively compare these cross-plots, I obtained best-fitting

least-squares functions for the relationships between the paired datasetsin each cross-plot. I also

computedSE (Equation (4.6.1)) and/orr2 (Equation (4.5.1)) for the best-fitting function of the

cross-plot, usingN. Relationships between actual and estimated depths were well described by

linear functions. Best fitting functions on cross-plots of actual depth andpercentage errors in es-

timated depths for CBM sources were more complicated. For instance, while quadratic and cubic

functions satisfactorily described relationships on cross-plots of percentage depth errors and actual

depths of magnetic (2D or non-2D) contacts, these and even quartic functions could not satisfac-

torily describe relationships on similar cross-plots for FS sources. Consequently, I adopted linear

least-squares functions of actual source depths to compare cross-plotsof actual and estimated

depths (Figure4.18). Quadratic least-squares functions of actual source depths were adopted for

comparing cross-plots of actual depths and percentage errors in depthestimates (Figure4.19).

Equations describing these least-squares functions, as well as the relevant values ofSEand/orr2

are presented in table4.5.

The very wide dispersions in cross-plots of FS depth estimates and their errors for CBM (RTP

and RTE) grids, and inability to provide a convincing best-fit for FS depth errors for CBM (RTE)

grid, made it impossible to consider any further analyses of estimates from these sources. Hence,

attention focussed on the analyses of depths estimated for magnetic (2D and non-2D) contacts

from CBM (RTP and RTE) grids, and the errors associated with these estimates. Depths of 2D and

non-2D contacts obtained from CBM (RTP and RTE) grids, using−45≤ θ ≤ 45 and−27≤ θ ≤
27 were generally lower than their actual depths, while depths using−10≤ θ ≤ 10 appear to be

overestimated at shallow depths< 2.5 km, but underestimated at depths≥ 2.5 km. Implementing

"Tilt-Depth" method using−10≤ θ ≤ 10 range offered no significant improvement on estimated

depths of magnetic (2D and non-2D) contacts. The equations for mean depth estimates of 2D and

non-2D contacts from the CBM (RTP) grid were, ¯y= 0.6(x+1) andȳ= 0.5x+1.1, respectively.

Similar equations for estimates from the CBM (RTE) grids, were ¯y= 0.5x+0.9 andȳ= 0.5x+1.4,

respectively.
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Whereas estimated depths of 2D and non-2D contacts obtained from the CBM(RTP) grid using

−45≤ θ ≤ 45 range were in error of -20 to -35% and -12 to -40%, respectively, estimates from

the CBM (RTE) grid were in error of -12 to -40% (Figures4.19aand4.19b). Depth errors for

2D and non-2D contacts were -8 to -25% and -5 to -35% on CBM (RTP) grid, respectively, when

−27≤ θ ≤ 27 range was used (Figure4.19c). Depth error for estimates from the CBM (RTE) grid

using this range ofθ were 0 to -35% and -8 to -38%, respectively (Figures4.19d). Estimated depths

of 2D and non-2D contacts obtained from the CBM (RTP) grid using−10≤ θ ≤ 10 range were in

error of 10 to -25% and 8 to -30%, respectively, while these estimates fromthe CBM (RTE) grid

were in error of 12 to -30% and 0 to -38%, respectively (Figures4.19aand4.19b). These depth

errors are summarised in table4.6. Error in depth estimates generally increased with the actual

Table 4.6: Summary of average percentage depth error for estimates from magnetic (2D and non-2D)
contacts on CBM (RTP and RTE) grids. The magnitude of maximumdifference in range of error are shown
in brackets. Data were extracted from figure4.19.

CBM grid/ Percentage error for depths estimated usingθ = 0 to:
source types ±45◦ (%) ±27◦ (%) ±10◦ (%)

(1) RTP
(i) 2D contacts -20 to -35 (15) -8 to -25 (17) 10 to -25 (35)
(ii) non-2D contacts -12 to -40 (28) -5 to -35 (30) 8 to -35 (43)
(2) RTE
(i) 2D contacts -12 to -40 (28) 0 to -35 (35) 12 to -30 (42)
(ii) non-2D contacts -12 to -40 (28) -8 to -38 (30) 0 to -38 (38)

depth of magnetic (2D and non-2D) contacts, irrespective of the range of θ used (Figure4.19).

Curves representing best-fitting functions to depth errors for these sources tend to be slightly

steeper for estimates from the CBM (RTE) grid than the CBM (RTP) grid. Hence, the magnitude

of maximum difference in range of depth error (Numbers in brackets in table4.6) were generally

larger for estimates from the CBM (RTE) grid than CBM (RTP) grid. However, the method works

almost as well for non-2D contacts as it does for 2D contacts when the gridis RTE, irrespective of

the range ofθ used (Table4.6).

Implementing "Tilt-Depth" method using the−27≤ θ ≤ 27 range seemed more advantageous

since its errors for both 2D and non-2D contacts on CBM (RTP and RTE) grids were much less

than estimates using−45≤ θ ≤ 45 range (Tables4.5and4.6). These implementations only under-

estimated the actual depths of these sources, hence were easier and faster to interpret, as opposed

to implementations using the−10≤ θ ≤ 10 range which underestimated as well as overestimated

depths of contacts. The fact that the magnitude of maximum difference in range of depth errors

for estimates using−27≤ θ ≤ 27 were lower than those for−10≤ θ ≤ 10 appears to indicate

the−27≤ θ ≤ 27 range as a limiting distance for estimating depth from the “Tilt-Depth” method

(Table4.6). Grids of depths estimated from CBM (RTP and RTE) grids, using the−27≤ θ ≤ 27

range are presented for comparison in appendixC (FigureC.8).

Comparisons between depths of 2D and non-2D contacts estimated at corresponding locations
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on the CBM (RTP and RTE) grids (Figure4.20) showed that estimates from the RTE grid were

generally less than their equivalents from the RTP grid. However, RTE estimates approached RTP

estimates as theθ range used reduced from−45≤ θ ≤ 45 to−10≤ θ ≤ 10 (Table4.7). Depths
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Figure 4.20:Relationship between depths estimated using|θ |= 0 to 45, 27 or 10 distance at corresponding
CBM (RTP) and CBM (RTE) grid locations. Note that relationships improved with decreasing range ofθ
used. The solid light-blue line is where a 1:1 correlation between the actual and estimated depths should
plot. Each dashed line represents the best-fitting least-squares function for each cross-plot of paired datasets.
Figure4.20a(or 4.18a) presents the legend to all figures here. For clarity, equations describing least-squares
functions to these cross-plots, as well as related statistical parameters are presented in table4.7.

estimated for 2D contacts from the CBM (RTE) grid represented≈70% of their RTP equivalents

when obtained using either−45≤ θ ≤ 45 or−27≤ θ ≤ 27. They represented≈80% of their

RTP value when obtained using−10≤ θ ≤ 10. For 3D contacts, depths estimated from the CBM

(RTE) grid represented≈100%,≈80% and≈90% of their RTP equivalents when obtained using

−45≤ θ ≤ 45,−27≤ θ ≤ 27 and−10≤ θ ≤ 10 range, respectively. These relationships were

only for corresponding CBM (RTP and RTE) grid locations.

In summary, cross-plots of depths estimated (and their errors) for 2D andnon-2D contacts show
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Table 4.7:Comparing statistical parameters for least-squares fits tocross-plots in figure4.20.

Figure 2D estimate (km) Non-2D estimate (km)
4.20a y= 0.7x+1; SE= 1.1; r2 = 43% y= 1.03x; SE= 2.1; r2 = 43.4%
4.20b y= 0.7x+0.8; SE= 2; r2 = 68.6% y= 0.8x+0.7; SE= 1.7; r2 = 60.1%
4.20c y= 0.8x+0.6; SE= 1.3; r2 = 76.6% y= 0.9x+0.4; SE= 1; r2 = 75.8%
Figure FS estimate (km)
4.20a y= 1.5x+0.1; SE= 7.6; r2 = 40.6%
4.20b y= 1.7x+0.1; SE= 10.5; r2 = 26.2%
4.20c y= 1.1x+2.5; SE= 9.5; r2 = 20%

the “Tilt-Depth” method to under-estimate the actual depths of these sources.Estimates using

−27≤ θ ≤ 27 range were more advantageous, with errors much less than estimates using either

the−45≤ θ ≤ 45 or−10≤ θ ≤ 10 range. For estimates from the RTP grid, cross-plots for 2D

sources (in red) were tightly well and linearly clustered, with depth error linear to depth. Depth

estimates and associated errors for non-2D (3D) contacts (in blue) wereslightly more dispersed

than those for 2D contacts, mainly because these sources do not conform to the assumption of

vertical infinite contact on which the “Tilt-Depth” method is based. However,the “Tilt-Depth”

method works about as well for non-2D contacts as it does for 2D contacts when the grid is RTE,

irrespective of the range ofθ used. This seems to be due to azimuthal anisotropy effects on the

RTE grid, which preferentially accentuates and images the northern and southern W-E, NE-SW or

NW-SE edges of 3D bodies at the expense of their western and eastern near-North-South edges.

Estimates using−27≤ θ ≤ 27 range were in error of 25% or less, for 2D contacts on the RTP

grid. Similar estimates were in error of 25% or less, for non-2D contacts on the RTP grid, as well

as all (2D and non-2D) contacts on the RTE grid.

In this chapter, analyses of depths estimated from RTP or RTE of SBM and CBM grids using

“Tilt-Depth” method included all estimated locations, without consideration for whether or not

the estimated locations were accurate. Similar evaluations will be conducted, in chapter5, for

locations and depths of CBM sources obtained from other semi-automatic methods of magnetic

data interpretation, for comparison with those obtained from the−27≤ θ ≤ 27-based “Tilt-Depth”

method. Ultimately, location and depth estimates at only accurately estimated locationsfrom the

CBM (RTP or RTE) grid will be compared (Chapter5).
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Application of other methods to complex “Bishop” model

(CBM) datasets.

5.1 Introduction.

Previously (Chapter4), I tested the "Tilt-Depth" method on RTP and RTE versions of the SBM

and CBM grids. While conclusive results were obtained from tests using theCBM (RTP and RTE)

grids, results from the SBM (RTP and RTE) were inconclusive since the underlying assumptions of

significant magnetic susceptibility contrasts (δk) were not met. Hence, only CBM (RTP and RTE)

grids will be used to compare results obtained from other derivatives-based semi-automatic meth-

ods in this chapter.1 The objective here is to develop an interpretation strategy for RTE datasets,

by evaluating the relative effectiveness of these other method(s) on CBM(RTP and RTE) grids.

While RTP datasets are simpler to interpret, RTE datasets are characterised by anisotropy-related

problems (Section2.3.3).

Based on published reviews of the effectiveness of semi-automatic methodson RTP profile and/or

gridded datasets (Li , 2003; Phillips, 2000; Pilkington & Keating, 2004andPhillips et al., 2007),

I selected five semi-automatic methods for the estimation of source edge locationson the CBM

(RTP and RTE) grids.2 These methods include: the analytic signal amplitude (ASA:Nabighian,

1972); second vertical derivative (SVD:Hood & Teskey, 1989; Miller & Singh, 1994); horizontal

gradient magnitude of (RTP or RTE) dataset (HGM(∆T): Finn & Morgan, 2002); local wavenum-

ber (LW or SPITM: Thurston & Smith, 1997; Smith et al., 1998); as well as total horizontal gra-

dient ofθ (HGM(θ): Verduzco et al., 2004). I will further examine the ASA and LW methods in

terms of effectiveness in estimating depths of source edges from these grids. These methods were

introduced in section2.5.3 They are briefly discussed below.

The HGM(∆T) is the least sensitive to the noise content of the dataset, since it depends entirely

on first-order horizontal Cartesian derivatives (Phillips, 2000). Although the HGM(∆T) yields co-

1CBM (RTP and/or RTE) grid(s) or CBM grid imply CBM (RTP and/or RTE)∆T grid(s). Also, references to CBM
(RTP) grid and CBM (RTE) grid will imply CBM (RTP)∆T grid and CBM (RTE)∆T grid, respectively.

2Dataset refers to∆T dataset.
3Future reference(s) to HGM(∆T), SVD, ASA, LW and/or HGM(θ) will imply the method.
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herent contact locations for vertical contacts and is very resilient whenapplied to noisy RTP

datasets, its accuracy degrades when magnetisation direction and/or contact dips are not verti-

cal (Pilkington, 2007). On the contrary, the ASA, SVD, LW and HGM(θ) additionally require

vertical and/or second-order horizontal derivatives of the dataset.Using these derivatives makes

the ASA, LW and HGM(θ) independent of magnetisation directions and dips of two-dimensional

(2D) magnetic sources (Pilkington, 2007). These are very desirable attributes for interpreting any

∆T dataset. However, these methods require second-order derivatives. While these derivatives are

capable of delineating source locations from high-to-medium-resolution (lownoise) datasets, they

can degrade (mask) source locations as they enhance the noise contentof low-resolution (noisy)

datasets (Phillips, 2000andLi , 2003). These magnetisation direction-independent methods are,

therefore, sensitive to data quality.

Anomalous magnetic sources should be poorly resolved when these methodsare applied to low-

quality datasets resulting from under-sampled anomalies or flight-line effectsdue to poor survey

design and data-processing strategies. Since RTE anomalies exhibit anisotropy, these methods may

be even less effective when applied to the typically low resolution RTE datasets, like the NE Nige-

ria dataset to be interpreted in this study. These methods, all of which assumethat anomaly sources

are mainly 2D contacts (Sections2.5.2to 2.5.5), have been extensively evaluated using reduced-

to-pole (RTP) datasets (e.g.,Phillips, 2000, Li , 2003, Pilkington & Keating, 2004, Fairhead et al.,

2004, Phillips et al., 2007andPilkington, 2007). I am, however, not aware of any evaluation(s) of

these methods using either profile or gridded reduced-to-equator (RTE)∆T data. By simultane-

ously evaluating location estimates from HGM(∆T), ASA, SVD, LW and HGM(θ), I aim to gain

insights to how these methods can be used to obtain optimum (best) location and depth estimates

from RTE datasets.

5.2 Comparisons between RTP and RTE grids obtained from each

method.

CBM (RTP and RTE) grids were transformed to their SVD, HGM(∆T), ASA, LW and HGM(θ)

equivalents by applying functions of the vertical and horizontal derivatives specified for each

method (Section2.5) to the the grids. Amplitudes on these transformed CBM grids were quite

small (≤ 0.1×10−2), and poorly rendered for visualisation in MatlabTM. Hence, GETgridTM ver-

sions of the derived RTP and RTE grid pairs are presented (Figures5.1, 5.2 and5.3). For clarity,

graticules are not shown on these maps.4 Colour ranges on these GETgridTM maps range from

cyan to deep-blue at function minima, through greenish-blue and/or yellow at intermediate ampli-

tudes, to orange, gold or saddle-brown colour at function maxima. Thesetransformed grids form

the basis for all subsequent discussions in this chapter.

4The difference between coordinates on these GETgridTM figures (x0,y0) and those on MatlabTM figures (x1,y1),

e.g., figures4.5aand4.5b, is thatx1 =
x0−25000

1000
(km) andy1 =

y0−200000
1000

(km).
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In this section, each transformed RTP and RTE grid pair is compared, visually, for any differ-

ences that they might exhibit in terms of anomaly trends. Comparisons will be withreference to

transformed RTP grids, assuming that, likeθ of CBM (RTP) grid, anomaly trends on transformed

RTP grids are correctly located above their sources. For easy comparison, 2D contacts are labelled

A1-A1 and A2-A2, while intrusive bodies with non-2D contacts are labelledB1, B2, B3 and B4.

Major fault scarps (FS) are labelled C1-C1 and C2-C2, while minor FS arelabelled aa, bb, cc,

dd, ee, ff, gg and hh. Locations estimated from these derived RTP and RTE grids (Figures5.1, 5.2

and5.3) are discussed in section5.3. Subsequently, each grid pair will be compared with those

derived from the other methods.

5.2.1 Amplitude-based methods.

The HGM(∆T), SVD and ASA are amplitude-based methods, because they depend directlyon the

amplitude of∆T, directly reflecting magnetic susceptibility contrasts (δk).

(A) HGM (∆T) grids: HGM(∆T) (Equation (2.5.5a)) of CBM (RTP and RTE) grids are shown in

figures5.1aand5.1b. HGM(∆T) maxima of CBM (RTP) grid correspond well with locations of

contacts and fault scarps, FS (Figure5.1a). All 2D and non-2D contacts are clearly imaged, and

traceable across intersections between anomalies on this grid. Also, most FSare imaged at their

correct locations. Subtle FS on the CBM (RTP) grid that were imaged using HGM(∆T) are labelled

aa, bb, cc, dd, ee, ff, gg and hh (In black). However, false (secondary) HGM(∆T) maxima occur

parallel and to the North and South of the primary maxima that trace 2D contacts A1-A1 and

A2-A2. Similar examples labelled 2b and 3b (In white) occur around non-2D contacts. These

locations including those labelled 1a, 1b, 2a and 3b will be compared with equivalent locations on

the RTE grid (Figure5.1b). Pilkington(2007) attribute these false maxima to additional inflections

in anomalies sourced from bottom surfaces of dipolar sources. These maxima migrate towards the

source, while their magnitudes increase relative to the accompanying primarymaxima, either as

the width of the dipolar anomaly decreases or its depth reducesPilkington & Keating(2004).

Hence, primary maxima on B1 and B4 sources were not accompanied by false maxima.

On the HGM(∆T) of CBM (RTE) grid (Figure5.1b) all contacts (A1-A1, A2-A2, B1, B2, B3

and B4) were well imaged, except where they were intersected by FS. FSwere poorly imaged

except where they strike E-W, NW-SE or NE-SW (Only FS labelled dd was correctly imaged, for

example). N-S striking FS (C1-C1, aa, bb and cc) were not imaged. Anomalies from these sources

are imaged as discrete E-W striking sources, where they do not interfere(See sources labelled aa,

bb and cc). More prominent false (secondary) HGM(∆T) maxima occur parallel to 2D and non-2D

contacts as a result of interfering RTE-induced anomalies. Unlike on the RTP grid (Figure5.1a)

where false maxima were not limited to specific directions, maxima on CBM (RTE) grid occur

close to the Northern and Southern edges of the primary maxima. Examples of these false maxima

occur at locations labelled 1a and 1b, 2a and 2b, and 3a and 3b (Figure5.1a). These magnitudes

appear to increase as the primary maxima increases or as depth reduces.
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Figure 5.1: Horizontal gradient magnitude (HGM(∆T)) and analytic signal amplitude (ASA) of CBM (RTP
and RTE)∆T grids. 2D contacts (A1, A2) are labelled, in red; intrusive magnetic bodies (B1, B2, B3 and B4
labelled in blue) with non-2D contacts; and fault scarps, FS(C1 and C2) are labelled in blueish-violet. Other
locations where differences occur between RTP and RTE gridsare labelled in black lower case alphabets or
white alpha-numeric codes. Colour ranges on maps reflect function amplitudes: minima are cyan to deep-
blue, intermediate amplitudes are greenish-blue to yellow; while maxima are orange, gold or saddle-brown
in colour. Locations of 2D and non-2D contacts from CBM (RTP and RTE) grids correlate well, but those
for fault scarps correlate less. More details in text.
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In summary, HGM(∆T) maxima correspond well with locations of all contacts and FS on RTP

grid, irrespective of their depths. All contacts on RTE grid and the E-W trending FS were imaged

at their correct locations. Correspondence between HGM(∆T) maxima and source locations was

azimuth-dependent, so that N-S and near-N-S sources were not imaged. Discretised anomalies

from near-N-S sources interfered with adjacent anomalies, making them invisible. Source depths

did not hinder their imaging on the RTE grid. This may be a consequence of thedependence of the

HGM(∆T) on only horizontal derivatives. Edges of dipolar (non-2D contacts) were clearly imaged

on both RTP and RTE grids irrespective of the geometric shape of the source. True HGM(∆T)

maxima may be associated with false (secondary) maxima.

(B) ASA: The ASA (Equation (2.5.6c)) depends directly on both susceptibility contrast (δk) and

depth distributions of the input grid (Equation2.5.6d). Because of its reliance on the vertical

derivative, otherwise distinct ASA maxima coalesce as source depths increase and/or source width

decrease (Pilkington & Keating, 2004). Hence, the ASA images more 2D and non-2D contacts

than the non-magnetic FS, as depth increased across the grid. For example, the non-2D edges of

the deeper B3 were not as well resolved as those of other magnetic sources on the ASA of CBM

(RTP) grid (Figure5.1c). By incorporating the third component of magnetisation direction via the

vertical derivative, the ASA offered source-related 3D images of the subsurface, which appear

simpler than those afforded by the HGM(∆T). Maxima of ASA of CBM (RTP) grid (Figure5.1c)

correspond well with locations of all contacts (2D and non-2D), as well as FS. However, lat-

eral discontinuities or locations where these sources intersect each other were marked by discrete

monopolar anomalies which interfered with adjacent anomalies, along-strike,to re-enforce the

dominant trends of contact edges on the grid (See intersections between A1-A1 and FS marked cc,

dd, ff, as well as intersections between A2-A2 and FS marked gg, hh, ff, and C1-C1 in figure5.1c,

for examples).

ASA maxima from the CBM (RTE) grid correspond well with locations of all contacts; A1-A1,

A2-A2, B1, B2, B3 and B4 (Figure5.1d). Unlike the HGM(∆T) of CBM (RTE) grid, the dominant

N-S trending en-echelon FS (C1-C1) was imaged on the ASA (RTE) grid, at low ASA amplitudes,

as monopolar E-W anomalies originating at the discontinuities between fault segments aligned to

form a N-S string of pearl-shaped dipoles (See figure2.8and related section for details). However,

the segments of C1-C1, North of 2D contact labelled A2-A2 were not imaged, perhaps because

anomalies from these sources were swamped by the comparatively higher amplitudes associated

with 2D contacts (A1-A1 and A2-A2). Severe interference between monopolar ASA anomalies

from adjacent en-echelon (locally discontinuous) FS sources resultedin the re-enforcement of

mainly dominant E-W trending FS sources e.g., C2-C2, at the expense of theunisolated NE-SW,

NW-SE, N-S and near-N-S striking FS (Compare FS labelled aa, bb, cc, dd, ee, ff, gg, and hh

on figures5.1c and5.1d). Where correctly imaged, ASA anomalies were wider than their RTP

equivalents.

In summary, ASA maxima correspond well with locations of susceptibility contrast (δk) and

prominent FS on RTP grid, irrespective of source orientation. However, shallower sources were
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more obvious than deeper sources. On the RTE grid, correspondencebetween maxima and source

locations was azimuth-dependent, so that near-N-S sources were not directly imaged. However,

discrete dipolar anomalies from prominent N-S and near-N-S sources aligned to indicate the pres-

ence of N-S sources. Shallower sources were more obvious than deeper sources on ASA of RTE

grids.
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(b) SVD (RTE)

Figure 5.2: Second vertical derivative (SVD) of CBM (RTP and RTE) of∆T grids. Traces of: (1) 2D con-
tacts (A1, A2) are labelled in red; (2) intrusive magnetic bodies (B1, B2, B3 and B4) with non-2D contacts
are labelled in blue; and (3) fault scarps (C1 and C2) are labelled in blueish-violet. Locations of sources are
marked by SVD frequency changes across grids. Colour rangeson maps reflect function amplitudes: min-
ima are cyan to deep-blue, intermediate amplitudes are greenish-blue to yellow; while maxima are orange,
gold or saddle-brown in colour. Locations of 2D and non-2D contacts from CBM (RTP and RTE) grids
correlate well (See text). Other locations where differences occur between RTP and RTE grids are labelled
in black lower case alphabets.

(C) SVD: SVD (Vertical derivative of equation (2.5.4)) of CBM (RTP and RTE) grids are pre-

sented in figure5.2. All source edges on CBM grid were imaged on the SVD of CBM (RTP) grid

(Figure5.2a). 2D and non-2D contacts (A1-A1, A2-A2, B1, B2, B3 and B4), major FS (C1-C1 and

C2-C2) and minor FS at shallow depths were imaged as persistent low-amplitude SVD anomalies.

Minor FS sources at greater depths were imaged indirectly as strings of discontinuous alternating

anomalies, the trends and lateral extents of which correspond with sources on the input basement

grids (Figures4.2aand4.2b). The frequency of occurrence of these aligned anomalies, as well as

rate of change of these frequencies appear to be a useful tool for discriminating between highly

dissected (faulted) and unfaulted terrains on the grid.

Only contacts (2D and non-2D) and the major E-W striking FS (C2-C2) wereimaged directly on

the the additive inverse (×-1) of SVD of CBM (RTE) grid (Figure5.2b).5 Also, only well isolated

5Additive inverse of SVD used to keep its features in phase with those on SVDof CBM (RTP) grid (Figure5.2a).
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E-W, NW-SE striking FS were indirectly imaged (by strings of discontinuous alternating anoma-

lies, e.g., C1-C1, bb, cc, dd and hh) on the RTE grid. The combined effects of source depths and

anomaly interference rendered subtle sources around B4 and below B2invisible. Higher frequen-

cies at locations labelled aa and bb indicate terrain characterised by shallower sources. The bound-

aries of these terrains correspond with transitions from fast to low rates of frequency changes.

The common benefits and/or problems of HGM(∆T), ASA and SVD-enhanced RTP and RTE ver-

sions of the CBM∆T grid can be summarised as follows:

(1) On the CBM (RTP) grid, all major FS and contact (2D and non-2D) edges were well imaged

at their correct locations. Weaker E-W and N-S striking FS were also reasonably imaged. The

degree of resolution of minor FS edges reduced as depth of the FS increased. Edges of contacts

persisted and were well resolved at great depths.

(2) N-S striking FS and non-2D contact edges were not imaged at all on the CBM (RTE) grid.

However, E-W and well isolated NW-SE trending FS and contact edges were well imaged.

Also well imaged were the Northern and Southern E-W trending edges of non-2D contacts.

Anisotropy-induced anomaly interference makes it difficult, if not impossible, to image sub-

tle FS edges in their correct locations. Thus, FS location estimates in the NW quadrant and

Western parts of the grid were totally unreliable. E-W, NW-SE and NE-SW edges of contacts

persisted and were well resolved, even at great depths.

5.2.2 Phase-based methods.

The local wavenumber, LW (Equation (2.5.8)) and the horizontal magnitude of tilt angles, HGM(θ)

(Equation (2.6.2)) are compared next. LW and HGM(θ) of CBM (RTP and RTE) grids are shown

in figure 5.3. These methods are based on the local wavenumber (Verduzco et al., 2004), hence,

are not discussed independently.

All 2D and non-2D contacts were correctly imaged on the both the LW and HGM(θ) of CBM

(RTP) grid (Figures5.3aand5.3c, respectively). Like Tilt angles (θ ), these methods depend on

ratios between Cartesian derivatives, hence, are independent of susceptibility contrast,δk (and

amplitudes of∆T). Consequently, LW and HGM(θ) provided more detailed images of subtle FS

on the CBM grid than previous methods (Section5.2.1). The HGM(θ) of CBM (RTP) grid (Fig-

ure 5.3c) provided more detail of sources imaged on its LW equivalent (Figure5.3a). However,

some sources that were visible on the LW grid were invisible on the HGM(θ) grid. Examples in-

clude the outer edge of the unfaulted basin (labelled F1, SE of B3) as well as other FS sources

(labelled F2 and F3, SW of B3) which were only visible on the LW grid (Figure5.3a). This dif-

ference between LW and HGM(θ) resolution might be a consequence of interference between

adjacent HGM(θ) anomalies (Pilkington, 2007).
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Figure 5.3: Local wavenumber (LW) and HGM(θ) of CBM (RTP and RTE) of∆T grids. Colour ranges on
maps reflect function amplitudes: minima are cyan to deep-blue, intermediate amplitudes are greenish-blue
to yellow; while maxima are orange, gold or saddle-brown in colour. 2D magnetic contacts (A1, A2) are
labelled in red; intrusive magnetic bodies ( B1, B2, B3 and B4) with non-2D contacts are labelled in blue;
and fault scarps (C1 and C2) are labelled in blueish-violet.Other locations where differences occur between
RTP and RTE grids are labelled in black lower case alphabets or white alpha-numeric codes. Locations of
2D and non-2D contacts from CBM (RTP and RTE) grids correlatewell, but those for fault scarps correlate
less. Observe also that sources marked F1, F2 and F3 in figures5.3aand5.3bwere not imaged in figures5.3c
and5.3d.
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Although LW and HGM(θ) are independent of magnetisation and dip effects, for sources at RTP

(Thurston & Smith, 1997, Verduzco et al., 2004, andPilkington, 2007), interference effects due

to RTE-induced anisotropy on the LW and HGM(θ) of CBM (RTE) grids (Figures5.3band5.3d)

show the methods to be affected by the horizontal magnetisation direction (Forexamples, compare

locations labelled aa to hh, in black, on the RTP of these methods with their RTE equivalents). All

2D and non-2D contacts were correctly imaged on the both the LW and HGM(θ) of CBM (RTE)

grids (Figures5.3band5.3d, respectively). Similarly, well isolated NW-SE and NE-SW sources

were well imaged (e.g., compare locations labelled dd and hh on RTP and RTE pair of maps). The

N-S striking FS (C1-C1) was not directly imaged on both LW and HGM(θ) of CBM (RTE) grids.

However, the presence of this and other N-S sources (e.g., labelled aa and gg) could be imprecisely

inferred from linear N-S alignments of discrete E-W trending LW and HGM(θ) anomalies.

Primary maxima of LW and HGM(θ) of CBM (RTP and RTE) grids were also accompanied by sec-

ondary maxima, especially around non-2D contacts. These false maxima were not visible where

anomalies between adjacent sources interfered. Examples occurred atlocations labelled (in white)

1b, 2b and 3b on LW and HGM(θ) of CBM (RTP) grids. More of these maxima occurred on CBM

(RTE) grids at locations labelled 1a, 1b, 2a, 2b, 3a and 3b.

5.2.3 Comparisons using profiles across RTP and RTE grids.

Additional comparisons between HGM(∆T), SVD, ASA, LW and HGM(θ) of CBM (RTP and

RTE) grids were carried out using eight profiles with identifiers and orientations as shown in

figure 5.4a. Profiles were overlaid on figure4.8b to illustrate relationships between profiles and

source types on the CBM grid. The distribution and general orientation of the profiles (reflected by

the different profile colours in figure5.4a) were: NW-SE (4 profiles); NE-SW (2 profiles); and E-

W (2 profiles). Profiles were so orientated to intersect major CBM sources. I begin by comparing

the amplitudes of the method-specific functions when applied to the CBM grids (Figure 5.4b).

Because HGM(∆T) and ASA of CBM (RTP and RTE) grids depend directly on∆T amplitudes

and their first derivatives, profiles extracted from these grids show amplitudes that are several

orders of magnitude larger than those from SVD, LW and HGM(θ) of CBM (RTP and RTE) grids

(Figure5.4b). Consequently, SVD amplitudes were multiplied by 1000, while LW and HGM(θ)

amplitudes were multiplied by 100 to make them visible for comparison. The resultingprofiles

are presented in figures5.5and5.6. Consequently, it is mainly the shapes and the widths of these

functions that are compared.

Profiles show that all major sources, irrespective of strike, were imagedas peaks of functions

of the RTP grid (Figures5.5 and5.6). However, only non-N-S, NE-SW, NW-SE and E-W strik-

ing sources were imaged on RTE grid. Examples include absence of peaksof functions for N-S

striking FS located between 50 to 75 km along RTE profiles, relative to their RTP equivalents

in figure 5.5a. Where only single ASA peaks occur over adjacent sources, HGM(∆T), LW and

HGM(θ) peaks revealed the finer structural details at such locations. Clear examples occur be-
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Figure 5.4: Location and orientation of profiles used to compare method-specific functions in fig-
ures5.2, 5.1 and5.3. Profiles are overlaid on the actual location of edges of CBM (RTP and RTE) grid
anomaly sources (Figure4.8b): fault scarps, FS (Green); 2D contacts (Red lines for A1 andA2); and non-
2D contacts (Blue for intrusives B1, B2, B3 and B4). Profiles were colour-coded to reflect their orientation.
SVD, LW and HGM(θ) amplitudes were very small compared with those of ASA and HGM(∆T), e.g., com-
pare true amplitudes along profile NW-SE1 (Figure5.4b). Hence, SVD, LW and HGM(θ) amplitudes were
enhanced by several factors: SVD×1000; LW×100; and HGM(θ)×100, for easy comparison in figures5.5
and5.6.

tween 120 to 175 km (Figure5.5a), 75 to 100 km (Figure5.5c), and in figure5.5d. However,

some of the finer details provided by these methods were false maxima, where sources were sig-

nificantly isolated. For example 2D contacts (Labelled A1 and/or A2) were flanked by smaller

maxima (Figures5.5a, 5.5b, 5.6a, and5.6d).

Because of their small amplitudes, false LW and HGM(θ) maxima were not obvious where high

susceptibility sources were juxtaposed with FS. An example occurs between135 and 155 km

(Figure5.6c). However, very high amplitude false maxima resulting from interference between

adjacent false maxima dominated locations where FS were closely spaced. Examples includes

locations labelled gg (Figure5.5a), ff (Figure 5.5d), hh (Figure5.6a) as well as bb, cc, ee (Fig-

ure5.6b).

Where profiles cut across 2D and non-2D contacts, they were dominatedby HGM(∆T) and ASA

amplitudes. Since HGM(∆T) and HGM(θ) peaks were associated with locations of these isolated

edges on grids (See location labelled B4 and A2 in figure5.5a), the minimum width of contact-

like edges may be determined from inflection points of these functions.6 Maximum widths of such

edges may similarly be obtained from inflection points of the ASA. Slopes of HGM(∆T), ASA and

HGM(θ) were generally steeper for RTP grid than RTE grid (Figures5.5aand5.5c). Consequently,

widths (or lengths) obtained from RTP grids are expected to be narrower(or shorter) than RTE

equivalents.

6or length, depending on profile direction, relative to source strike.
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Figure 5.5: NW-SE oriented profiles of method-specific special functions of CBM (RTP and RTE) grids.
NW, SE and ESW, respectively, represent NorthWest, SouthEast and East of SouthWest, of the variously
transformed CBM (RTP and RTE) grids. Profiles are shown in figure 5.4a. Actual cardinal direction of
profile on the grids are shown at the bottom right and left corner of each figure.

5.3 Location estimates.

The HGM(∆T), ASA, LW and HGM(θ) are usually at their maximum (peak) directly above or very

close to locations of well isolated, vertical 2D edges, when obtained from RTP datasets (Phillips,

2000; Pilkington, 2007; Pilkington & Keating, 2004). It is the inflection points of the SVD, on the

other hand, that trace these edge locations on RTP datasets (Wickerham, 1954, Miller & Singh,

1994). Since, Tilt angles (θ ) of RTE (Section4.3.2) and SVD of RTE (Section5.2.1) are mainly

additive inverses of their RTP equivalents, the RTP maxima or inflection pointprinciple was ex-

tended to the applicable special function(s) of the CBM (RTE) grids. Hence, estimates of source

edge locations on CBM (RTP and RTE) grid have been extracted from the SVD, HGM(∆T), ASA,

LW, and HGM(θ) grids in figures5.1 to 5.3. These edge location grids are shown in figure5.7.

For easy comparison of RTP and RTE estimates from each method, each gridshown in figure5.7

presents locations obtained from RTP grid (in red) and RTE grid (in blue) using the specified

method.

SVD location estimates were extracted using the SVD=0 contour (Figure5.7a), while maxima
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Figure 5.6:NE-SW and E-W oriented profiles of method-specific special functions of CBM (RTP and RTE)
grids. W, E, NW, NE and SW, respectively, represent West, East, NorthWest, NorthEast and SouthWest, of
the variously transformed CBM (RTP and RTE) grids. Profiles are shown in figure5.4a. Actual cardinal
direction of profile on the grids are shown at the bottom rightand left corner of each figure. Legend is the
same for all figures.

locations were effectively traced from HGM(∆T), ASA, LW, and HGM(θ) of CBM (RTP and RTE)

grids usingBlakely & Simpson(1986)’s method of local maxima detection (Section2.5.2). To

minimise uncertainties and declutter traces, only locations at which two or more ofBlakely & Simpson

(1986) inequalities were satisfied, were retained from these grids (Figures5.7b, 5.7c, 5.7dand5.7e).

5.3.1 Comparison between estimates from RTP and RTE grids.

Location estimates extracted from CBM (RTP and RTE) grids (Figure5.7) will now be quantita-

tively compared, using Spearman’s rank-order correlation coefficient, rs (Equation (4.5.1); Press et al.,

1992) and coefficient of determination (CoD= r2 in %).7 The main objective here was to highlight

any differences between estimates from RTP and RTE grids, in terms of anomaly trends and corre-

lation statistics (correlation coefficient,r and coefficient of determination,CoD= r2%). For each

method, the total number of edges estimated from the CBM (RTP) grid (N1), the CBM (RTE) grid

7Statistical significance,ρ=0.05, i.e., confidence interval of 95%. The inherent assumption is that the RTP and RTE
datasets being compared have equal means (Press et al., 1992, p.616).
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(a) SVD (r = 0.82; r2 = 67%) (b) HGM(∆T) (r = 0.21; r2 = 4%)

(c) ASA (r = 0.19; r2 = 4%) (d) LW (r = 0.18; r2 = 3%)

(e)HGM(θ) (r = 0.2; r2 = 4%)

Figure 5.7: Comparisons between location estimates derived from various derivatives of the CBM (RTP
and RTE) grids: HGM(∆T) and HGM(θ), respectively, represent the absolute value or magnitude of the
horizontal gradient of the∆T and local wavenumber (LW); SVD and ASA represent the second vertical
derivative and analytic signal amplitude. Locations from the CBM (RTP) grid are in red, while those from
the CBM (RTE) grid are shown in blue. More locations were obtained from RTE than RTP grid (Table5.1).
However, many RTE locations correspond well with RTP locations, although not reflected in the correlation
statisticsr andr2 quoted for each figure.
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(N2), the number of corresponding (equivalent) RTP and RTE edge locations (Degree of freedom,

N) used in each correlation, and results obtained are presented in table5.1.

Table 5.1:Correlation statistics for location estimates from CBM (RTP or RTE) grids.

Method
Estimated locations for: Equivalent N2

N1
(%)

N
N1

(%)
N
N2

(%) r2 CoD
RTP (N1) RTE (N2) locations (N) (%)

SVD 407937 408341 407652 100.09 99.93 99.83 0.82a 67

HGM(∆T)
9253 5818 1879 62.88 20.31 32.3 021a 4

406963 388750 388750 95.52 95.52 100 -b -

ASA
31036 26968 6541 86.89 21.08 24.25 0.19 4
406963 406963 406963 100 100 100 - -

LW
18478 13483 2362 72.97 12.78 17.52 0.18 3
406963 406334 406334 99.85 99.85 100 - -

HGM(θ)
17936 15763 2829 87.88 15.77 17.95 0.2 4
406963 406334 406334 99.85 99.85 100 - -

a Approach 1: Raw data fromBlakely & Simpson(1986)’s maxima score varied from 1 to 4, hence a mean and its residualsexist
for RTP and RTE estimates. Therefore,r andr2 could be computed. Approach 1 yields minimumN1, N2 andN.

b Approach 2: Assigned a constant value, 4, to all estimates from Approach 1, irrespective of actual score. Means exist for both
RTP and RTE estimates, but residuals do not. Hence,r andr2 do not exist when approach 2 is used. Approach 2 yields accurate
N1, N2 andN.

Visual inspection of the SVD estimates (Figure5.7a) suggested generally poor correlation. How-

ever, anr2 = 0.82 andCoD= 67% indicates strong, positive correlation between RTP and RTE

estimates (Table5.1). SVD estimates of the Western and Eastern curved (non-2D) edges of intru-

sive bodies were extended further Westward and Eastward by about 50% of the radius of curvature

of the actual edge, compared with extensions of 100% inθ estimates. The resulting lower rate of

anomaly interference on SVD of RTE compared withθ of RTE explains the significantly higher

correlation for SVD (CoD of 67% betweenN=407652 equivalent) RTP and RTE location esti-

mates (Table5.1). On the other hand, the quality of peaks detected from HGM(∆T), ASA, LW and

HGM(θ) of CBM (RTP and RTE) grids varied randomly (from 1 to 4;Blakely & Simpson, 1986).

Hence, the medium-good visual correlations exhibited by RTP and RTE estimates from these

maxima-based methods (Figures5.7b, 5.7c, 5.7dand5.7e) were not confirmed by the generally

low correlation coefficients,r ≤ 0.25 andr2 ≤ 4% computed for these RTP and RTE estimates.

These statistics were difficult to explain since these RTP and RTE estimates seemed to be well

correlated visually. The SVD, thus appeared to outperform the other methods in terms of locating

edges of RTP and RTE estimates.

To verify discrepancies in qualitative and quantitative correlations between RTP and RTE esti-

mates derived from maxima-based methods, I assigned a constant score toall location estimates

from the CBM (RTP and RTE) grids. I referred to this approach asApproach 2, while the previ-

ous comparisons between RTP and RTE estimates derived fromBlakely & Simpson(1986) was

referred to asApproach 1. The main difference between these approaches were as follows:

(i) Data used in approach 1 wereBlakely & Simpson(1986) maxima scores, which varied from

1 to 4. Since the resulting RTP and RTE datasets varied, each dataset had amean and set of

residuals. Therefore,r andr2 could be computed. This approach yielded minimumN1, N2
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andN.

(ii) Since approach 2 assigned a constant value of 4, irrespective of the actualBlakely & Simpson

(1986) maxima score, to RTP and RTE location estimates, each dataset had a mean, but no

residuals (since datasets did not vary). Consequently,r andr2 did not exist for this approach.

However, approach 2 yielded more accurateN1, N2 andN than approach 1. HigherN from

approach 2 confirm the existence of good to excellent correlations between RTP and RTE

estimates.

Results obtained from approaches 1 and 2 for RTP and RTE estimates fromthe HGM(∆T), ASA,

LW and HGM(θ) of CBM grids are also presented in table5.1. While results from approach 1 were

presented on top, those from approach 2 were presented below. Moreestimates were obtained from

RTP than RTE grid from approach 1. Approach 2 showed that even where good visual correlation

between RTP and RTE estimates existed, RTP estimates were denser than their RTE equivalents

(Table5.1).

In conclusion, results showed medium to strong positive correlations between RTP and RTE loca-

tion estimates from SVD, HGM(∆T), ASA, LW and HGM(θ) methods. Like correlations between

estimates fromθ of CBM (RTP and RTE) grids, correlations between estimates obtained from

these grids, using these methods increased as the density of NNW-SSE andNNE-SSW (or near-

N-S) striking sources reduced.

5.3.2 Strategies for estimating location of source edges from RTE datasets.

Edges estimated from the CBM (RTP or RTE) grid are co-presented in figure 5.8 for initial com-

parison. Estimates from the CBM (RTP) grid are compared in figure5.8a, while estimates from

the CBM (RTE) grid are presented in figure5.8b. Estimates were colour-coded for easy identifi-

cation of the method used, and plotted in the following order: ASA (Black); LW(Red); HGM(θ)

(Green); HGM(∆T) (Yellow); SVD (Pink); andθ (Brown, dashed line). ASA and other maxima-

based estimates were plotted first because these also included traces fromrugose, sloping surfaces

of anomalies, which were unrelated to and directed at various angles awayfrom actual source

edges. SVD andθ estimates were not so affected (Figure5.7). Cleaner equivalents of figure5.8

that exclude ASA estimates are presented in appendixD (FigureD.1).

Anomalies on the CBM grid were mainly sourced from NE-SW and NW-SE striking 2D contacts

(labelled A1-A1 and A2-A2), variously shaped and oriented intrusivesor 3D sources (labelled B1,

B2, B3 and B4) with non-2D contact-like edges, as well as two major en-echelon fault scarps (FS);

one striking N-S (labelled C1-C1), and the other striking E-W (labelled C2-C2). FS were locally

discontinuous, in general.

Except where anomalies from these sources interfered, estimated locations of contacts and well
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(a) RTP (b) RTE

Figure 5.8: Comparisons between all estimates of edge locations from CBM (RTP) grid (BMgridALL-
loxRTP) or CBM (RTE) grid (BMgridALLloxRTE). Estimated location plots are colour-coded for easy
identification of the method used: HGM(∆T) (Yellow); SVD (Pink); ASA (Black); LW (Red);θ (Brown,
dashed line); and HGM(θ) (Green). Because of the wider spread of ASA estimates, they were plotted first,
followed by estimates from LW, HGM(θ), HGM(∆T) and SVD. Estimates fromθ were included for com-
parison. FigureD.1 is equivalent to this figure, but it excludes ASA estimates.

isolated NE-SW and NW-SE striking minor FS, as well as E-W striking FS from both CBM (RTP

and RTE) grids exhibited excellent visual correlation, irrespective of the method used (Figure5.8).

Consequently, these, as well as the isometric 3D and rectangular intrusives with 3D edges can

be confidently interpreted as tracing actual source edge locations on RTEgrids. The LW and

HGM(θ) mainly traced the Northern and Southern edges of 3D sources on the RTE grid. Like θ ,

both HGM(∆T), ASA and SVD traced all edges of 3D sources. However, ASA edges were reliable

only where 3D sources had constant or near-constant planar cross-section. Otherwise ASA traces

represented only a fraction of edges of 3D sources. Correspondences between zero contours of

SVD andθ of RTE datasets confirmed the presence of sources at their correct orientations. For 3D

sources (non-2D edges), any N-S dimensions between SVD andθ -located edges were accurate.

These may be used to estimate the actual planar dimensions of 3D sources. 3Dedges of isolated

rectangular intrusives were located inward of the SVD estimate by a distanceequal to its radius of

curvature. These edges were located inward of theθ estimate by a distance approximately equal

to twice its radius of curvature.

Intersecting edges were better imaged on the RTE than the RTP grid, using these methods. Ex-

amples occur around grid nodes (115,272) and (212,212) in figure5.8. Such differences in source

edge continuity were attributed to local alignment of RTE-induced discrete, E-W striking dipolar

anomalies on RTE grids.

Few or no correlations were observed between RTP and RTE locations where near-N-S trending

FS (C1-C1) or minor FS occurred (Figure5.7). Linear stacks of short wavelength E-W trending

maxima of HGM(∆T), ASA and HGM(θ) indicated the presence of these near-N-S striking edges
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on RTE grids. They were also inferable from isolated linear frequency changes across SVD of

RTE grids. Similarly located trends on both the LW and HGM(θ) will be used to confirm these

sources and map more sources with near-N-S and/or other trends that were not obvious on the

HGM(∆T), SVD and ASA of RTE grids. Minimising uncertainties by removing peak locations

with certainBlakely & Simpson(1986)’s score while tracing maxima locations appear to bias

location estimates in favour of wavelengths that are generally longer than those that characterise

locations of N-S sources. For example, few of the high frequency E-W peaks associated with the

N-S striking FS (C1-C1) were retained in RTE estimates shown in figures5.7b, 5.7dand5.7e, for

which a score of 2 or more satisfied inequalities was used. To effectively map locations of near-N-

S sources by inference, from RTE grids, estimates need to include all location traces (score 1 to 4

of Blakely & Simpson, 1986).

Not all minor FS were resolvable, since the subtle anomalies associated with these sources were

suppressed within the dynamic range of signals on the grid. Amplitude-basedmethods (HGM(∆T)

and ASA) were ineffective in resolving subtle anomalies from the CBM (RTPand RTE) grids,

while phase-based methods like LW and HGM(θ) were effective in tracing subtle anomalies. How-

ever, these methods are sensitive to noise and interference effects, especially since estimates from

these methods also include secondary (false) maxima locations (Figures5.7 and5.8). HGM(∆T)

estimates were similarly characterised by false maxima. Hence, only HGM(∆T), HGM(θ), ASA

and LW estimates that are coincident or closest toθ and/or SVD estimates should be treated as

certain and retained. RTE estimates that do not meet this criterion should be treated as false edges

(Figure5.8), and not be included in the final interpretation.

Since curvilinear FS edges in the Western part of CBM grid were better imaged by HGM(∆T) and

ASA of CBM (RTE) grid than their LW and HGM(θ) equivalents, comparisons between trans-

formed RTP and RTE of∆T grids or location estimates from these grids should commence with

ASA and HGM(∆T), then SVD andθ , and finally LW and HGM(θ). Each set of estimated locations

should first be overlain on its source grid, to establish relationships between trends, taking notes

of any near-N-S trends, where present.

5.3.3 Structure maps derived from CBM (RTP and RTE) grids.

Maps have been generated for structures which could be mapped with certainty from the CBM

(RTP and RTE) grids (Figure5.9), using strategies outlined in section5.3.2. While structures

mapped from the CBM (RTP) grid are shown in black, corresponding structures from the CBM

(RTE) grid are shown in red (Figure5.9a). For clarity, RTE structures are also presented separately

in figure5.9b. Each structure map is underlain by an image of figure4.9a, which shows the actual

locations and depths at or close to CBM source edges.

Mapped structures in figure5.9, represent locations of magnetic susceptibility contrasts (δk), while

arrows (Green or orange-coloured) point across structures in directions of decreasingk (from
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(a) RTP and RTE (b) RTE

Figure 5.9: Structure maps derived from CBM (RTP and/or RTE) grids, overlaid on an image of location
and depths at or close to actual CBM source edges (Figure4.9a). Depth scales apply to locations only. While
edges with strike in all directions (Shown in black) were mapped with certainty from the RTP grid, only
E-W, NW-SE and NE-SW striking edges (Shown in red) could be mapped with any certainty from the CBM
(RTE) grid. Arrows point across edges, from high to lower susceptibility bodies. Green or orange-coloured
arrows indicate edges with large or small susceptibility contrasts, respectively. Underlying map image show
that several subtle edges were not mapped from the RTP grid (Figure5.9a). Even more of these edges were
not mapped from the RTE grid (Figure5.9b).

higher to lowerk bodies). While green-coloured arrows represent structures with largeδk, orange-

coloured arrows represent structures with smallδk.

Structures on the RTP grid (Black-coloured in figure5.9a) were easily mapped by comparing

the co-presented location estimates shown in figure5.8a.8 On the other hand, the red-coloured

(RTE) structures in figure5.9awere obtained from corresponding RTP and RTE location estimates

from the ASA, HGM(∆T), LW, HGM(θ) and "Tilt-Depth" methods (Figure5.7). These equivalent

locations are shown for the various methods in appendixD (FiguresD.3 to D.7).

Comparisons between the underlying map image and the RTP structure map in figure 5.9ashow

that several fault scarp (FS) edges could not be mapped from the CBM(RTP) grid. This is mainly

because the subtle anomalies from these sources were masked (swamped)by the larger amplitude

anomalies on the grid. Even more of these FS edges could not be mapped from the CBM (RTE)

grid (Figure5.9b), due to the combined effect of local, anisotropy-induced anomaly interference

and subtle anomaly masking.

Practically every significant anomaly-generating structure could be mapped from the CBM (RTP)

grid, irrespective of their strike and composition (Figure5.9a). However, only E-W, NW-SE

and NE-SW striking structures could be mapped with certainty from the CBM (RTE) grid (Fig-

ure 5.9a). Linear and curved edges with N-S strikes cannot be mapped from RTEgrids. Also,

NNW-SSE, NNE-SSW and North±20◦ striking structures are difficult to map from RTE grids,

8Location estimates from maxima-based methods like ASA, HGM(∆T), LW and HGM(θ) were first decluttered to
ease structural mapping, by selectively removing class 1 maxima from these estimates. See appendixD (FigureD.2),
for example.
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with certainty, especially where anomalies interfere. Although these RTE observations applied to

sources of all compositions, spatial relations between anomalies and comparisons between loca-

tions estimated from various methods may provide a basis on which other less certain structures

may be inferred from RTE grids (Section5.3.2).

5.4 Depths estimated from all source locations using ASA and LW

methods.

Depths of CBM (RTP and RTE) grids sources have been estimated using theASA and LW meth-

ods. ASA and LW estimates were obtained by applying equations (2.5.7) and (2.5.8d) to ASA and

LW grids, respectively. ASA estimates are shown in figure5.10, while LW estimates are shown in

figure5.11. ASA estimates were slightly easier than LW estimates. Since LW estimates are derived

from the inverse of peak LW amplitudes (Equation2.5.8d), amplitudes close to zero (singularities

of Fairhead et al., 2004) result in larger than desired depth estimates. Hence, maxima locations

corresponding to singularities and/or spurious peaks due to false (secondary) maxima had to be

removed (masked out) from LW grids (Figures5.3aand5.3b) before deriving LW depth estimates.

This required the specification of a cut-off LW value. By trial and error,I found this value (m3)

using an algorithm comprising the minimum mean value and the standard deviation oneach LW

grid (Equation5.4.1).

m1= min(mean(gr,1))+1.5×min(std(gr,0,1)) (5.4.1a)

m2= min(mean(gr,2))+1.5×min(std(gr,0,2)) (5.4.1b)

m3= mean(m1+m2) (5.4.1c)

where:gr represents the grid of LW peaks;min(mean(gr,1)) andmin(mean(gr,2)) refer to the

minimum (min) average (mean) value along thex (1st) andy (2nd) grid dimensions, respectively;

min(std(gr,0,1)) andmin(std(gr,0,2)) refer to the minimum standard deviation (std) along thex

(1st) andy (2nd) grid dimensions, respectively; andm3 refers to the cut-off LW peak value used to

mask singularities and spurious peaks ingr.

Two temporary grids in which LW estimates belowm3 were treated as singularities and/or spurious

LW peaks and were, thus, masked out were generated from the LW of RTP and RTE grids. Only

LW (RTP or RTE) estimates at locations that correspond with unmasked values on each temporary

grid were retained. The resulting masked/windowed CBM (RTP and RTE) grids are presented in

appendixD (FigureD.8). LW depth estimates (Figure5.11) were obtained from maxima of these

windowed LW (RTP and RTE) grids.9

Maximum LW estimates (Figure5.11) were slightly less than that of actual BM basement depths

9Locations of LW maxima used for depth estimates (Figure5.11) were, thus, fewer those shown in figure5.7d.
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(a) Unedited ASA estimates (RTP) (b) Unedited ASA estimates (RTE)

(c) ASA estimates≤ 38 km (RTP) (d) ASA estimates≤ 38 km (RTE)

Figure 5.10:Unedited and edited ASA estimates from CBM (RTP and RTE) gridsources. Estimated depths
are for source edges shown in figure4.8b. Maximum of unedited ASA estimates were up to 250 km (Fig-
ures5.10aand5.10b), more than 20× the maximum of actual BM basement depths (Figure4.9b). Estimates
were edited using maximum ofθ =±27 estimate, 38 km (Figures4.14cand4.14d).

(a) RTP (b) RTE

Figure 5.11:LW estimates from CBM (RTP and RTE) grid sources. Estimated depths are for source edges
shown in figure4.8b. LW estimates may be deeper for some shallow sources (Compare estimates for sources
in NW of CBM grid and actual depths on basement depth grid in figure4.2a). Maximum LW estimates were
within the range of actual depths of BM sources (Figure4.9b).
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(Figure4.2a), while maximum ASA estimates (Figures5.10aand5.10b) were more than 20×
that of the actual basement depths. However, colour-bars in figures5.10aand5.10bsuggest ASA

estimates to be mostly≤ 50 km. For easy comparison with “Tilt-Depth” method estimates, ASA

estimates exceeding the maximum ofθ = ±27 estimate, 38 km (Figures4.14cand4.14d) were

removed (Figures5.10cand5.10d). This is well justified, since the 2D mean (average mean) of

ASA estimates from CBM (RTP and RTE) grids were 32.09 and 37.03 km, respectively.

Mean average LW estimates of CBM (RTP and RTE) grids were 5.92 and 7.13km, respectively

(Figure5.11). LW estimates for some shallow sources (NW of grid) were deeper than shown on

actual basement depth (NW of figure4.2a). For θ = ±27 estimates from CBM (RTP and RTE)

grids, see appendixC (FigureC.8). The distribution of these estimates will be examined below.

5.4.1 Distributions of ASA and LW estimates compared with actual basement depths.

In this section, I compare composite histograms of ASA or LW estimates with that ofactual depths

of edges of all BM sources (Figure4.9b). Where necessary, histograms were colour-coded to re-

flect source-types in figure4.8b, at a constant class size of 200 m. The shapes and spreads of

these histograms, as well as related statistics:10 mean (Av.), standard deviation (S.D.), and coef-

ficient of variation (CoV); were used to compare them. Comparisons between distributions did

not take locations of estimates into account. Distributions of ASA, LW andθ = ±27 depths es-

timated from CBM (RTP and RTE) grids are presented as histograms, for comparison, in fig-

ure5.12. Histograms of ASA estimates (Figure5.12a) were obtained from the ASA estimate grids

(Figures5.10aand5.10b). These histograms were significantly skewed to the right, with infre-

quent outliers dominating the≥ 50 km range. Since estimates are to be compared withθ =±27-

based “Tilt-Depth” estimates, outliers and estimates exceeding the maximum ofθ = ±27 esti-

mate, 38 km (Figures5.12d, 4.14cand4.14d) were removed from ASA estimates (Figures5.10a

and5.10b). Figures5.10cand5.10dpresented grids of edited ASA estimates, but their histograms

are presented in figure5.12c.

The average ASA depth was 11 km for the RTP grid and 9.7 km for the RTE grid. These averages

exceed the maximum actual depth of CBM sources (Figure4.9a). Equivalent statistics for these

grids using the LW method were 3.8 and 4.4 km, while they were 5 and 11.2 km forthe−27≤
θ ≤ 27 method. While averages for LW estimates from RTP and RTE grids, and−27≤ θ ≤ 27

estimates from RTP grid were well within the range of actual depth of CBM sources (Figure4.9a),

−27≤ θ ≤ 27 estimates from RTE grid exceed the maximum actual source depth. With standard

deviation (S.D.) of 1.4 km (RTP) and 1.8 km (RTE), LW estimates were less dispersed than ASA

estimates, which hadS.D. of 11.4 km (RTP) and 8.5 km (RTE). These statistics and the associated

CoV are shown on the histograms in figure5.12. A summary comparing the number of estimates

obtained by each method from these RTP and RTE grids (Figure5.12) are presented in table5.2.

10Introduced in section4.4.
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(a) Unedited ASA (b) LW

(c) Edited ASA (d) −27≤ θ ≤ 27.

Figure 5.12:Histograms for ASA, LW and−27≤ θ ≤ 27 estimates of source depths from RTP and RTE
grids. Histograms of unedited ASA estimates (Figures5.12a) were mainly skewed to the right, with infre-
quent outliers dominating the 50-250 km range. These ASA outliers were removed using the maximum of
−27≤ θ ≤ 27 depth estimates (38 km). The distribution on the edited ASA grids (Figures5.10cand5.10c)
are shown in figure5.12c. Histograms of LW estimates (Figure5.12b) were simpler, without any outliers.
They show the range of LW estimates from CBM (RTE) grid to be wider than equivalents from the CBM
(RTP) grid. Figures5.13and5.14present detailed, source-type based histograms derived from figures5.12c
and5.12b.

Table 5.2:Summary of ASA, LW andθ =±27 estimates.

Method
Number of estimates for: Ratio (%)⊛

RTP RTE Total RTP RTE
ASA (unedited) 43254 43952 87206 49.6 50.4
ASA (edited) 42553 42624 85177 49.96 50.04

LW 30463 35257 65720 46.35 53.65
θ =±27 134541 92310 226851 59.31 40.69

∗ Estimates included all source-types (2D and non-2D contacts, and FS).
⊛ Ratio is relative to total number of estimates in figure5.12.
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More LW estimates were obtained from the RTE (54%) than from RTP (46%) grid, while an

equal number (50%) of ASA estimates was obtained from RTP and RTE grids(Table5.2). More

θ = ±27 estimates were obtained from RTP (59%) than from RTE (41%) grid. More detailed,

source-type based histograms, which highlight the distributions of edited ASA estimates and those

of LW estimates were also produced (Figures5.13and5.14). The distribution of ASA and LW es-

timates are summarised in table5.3. The table shows that about 30, 15 and 55% of ASA estimates

were from 2D contacts, non-2D contacts and FS, respectively, while≈15, 15 and 70% of LW

estimates were from these respective sources.

(a) Edited ASA (RTP)

(b) Edited ASA (RTE)

Figure 5.13: Histograms for edited ASA estimates of depths of source edges on CBM (RTP and RTE)
grids. Figures5.13aand5.13brepresent the distribution of estimates shown in figures5.10cand5.10d,
respectively. Histograms are mainly skewed to the right, but with most estimates occurring within the range
of actual depth of BM source edge distributions (Figure4.9b). Distributions for fault scarps (FS) were the
most skewed, while the least skewed were those for 2D contacts.

Histograms of ASA estimates (Figures5.13aand5.13b) were skewed to the right, with most esti-

mates occurring within the range of actual depths of BM source edges (Figure4.9b). Distributions

for fault scarps (FS) were the most skewed, while the least skewed were those for 2D contacts.
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(a) LW (RTP).

(b) LW (RTE).

Figure 5.14: Histograms for LW estimates of depths of source edges on CBM (RTP and RTE) grids. Fig-
ures5.14aand5.14brepresent the distribution of estimates shown in figures5.11aand5.11b, respectively.
Histograms indicate multi-modal distribution of LW estimates, with all estimates occurring within the range
of actual depth of BM source edge distributions (Figure4.9b). Histograms were slightly skewed to the right.

Table 5.3:Distributions of ASA and LW estimates, at source edges.

Method
Number of estimates for:a

Total
Percentage of estimates (%)b

2D Non-2D FS 2D Non-2D FS
ASA (RTP), edited 4725 2418 8887 16030 29.48 15.08 55.44
ASA (RTE), edited 4683 2712 9177 16572 28.26 16.37 55.38
LW (RTP) 2022 1909 11765 15696 12.88 12.16 74.96
LW (RTE) 2095 2213 9122 13430 15.6 16.48 67.92
a 2D and FS represent 2D contacts and fault scarps, respectively.
b i.e., ratio of the number of estimates per source-type to the total number of estimates from each grid.
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However, there were more estimates≥ 10 km for 2D contacts and FS on the RTP than RTE dis-

tributions. Since source depths were the same for all CBM grids, these differences were attributed

to anisotropy-induced interference between anomalies sourced from FSand contacts on the CBM

(RTE) grid (Figure4.5b). Further evidence is provided by the fact that more ASA estimates were

obtained for non-2D contacts on the RTE than RTP distributions (Table5.3). Otherwise, these

ASA (RTP and RTE) estimates (Figures5.13aand5.13b) were statistically similar. This similarity

is captured by theCoV statistics of ASA estimates.CoV for RTP estimates were 45.2, 67.8 and

78.3 for 2D contacts, non-2D contacts and FS, respectively. Equivalents for RTP estimates were

47, 62.4 and 72.3%. These and related statistics are shown in figures5.13aand5.13b.

Figure5.14presents detailed, source-type based histograms derived from figure5.12b. Histograms

of LW estimates (Figures5.14aand5.14b) were mainly uniform, although those for 2D and non-

2D contacts were multi-modal. Histograms (Figure5.14) show the range of LW estimates from

RTE grid to be wider than equivalents from RTP grid. The maximum estimate fromthe RTP grid

was 6.6 km, while it was 8.1 km for the RTE grid. These were less than the maximumactual depth

of CBM source edges (Figure4.9a). Similar number of estimates were obtained from the RTP

and RTE grids.≈15, 15 and 70% of estimates were from 2D contacts, non-2D contacts and FS

(Table5.3). Estimates from 2D and non-2D contacts were statistically similar. Estimates fromthe

RTP grid hadAv. of 3.9 and 4.1, andCoV of 34.2 and 24.5%, respectively. Equivalents from the

RTE grid hadAv. of 3.8 and 4.4, andCoV of 34.3 and 27.8%, respectively.CoV of 35.9 and 42.7%

for estimates of FS from the RTP and RTE grids, respectively, indicates that RTE estimates were

slightly more dispersed than RTP estimates. These and related statistics are shown in figures5.14a

and5.14b. Next, I evaluate ASA and LW estimates with specific reference to source locations.

5.4.2 ASA and LW estimates from all source locations on RTP or RTE grid.

This section examined the errors in ASA and LW estimates in relation to the actual BM depths

(Figure4.9) at equivalent locations on the estimated and actual depth grids. These analyses in-

cluded every estimated location from the RTP or RTE grid, without consideration for whether or

not the estimated locations were accurate.11 Errors in ASA and LW estimates were compared with

those from−27≤ θ ≤ 27 estimates from the CBM grids (Figures4.19cand4.19d). Errors in ASA

and LW estimates only at accurate source locations (Figure5.9) will be the subject of section5.5.

I begin by comparing ASA and LW estimates obtained from CBM (RTP or RTE) grids with ac-

tual source depths at equivalent locations, using composite cross-plotsand their related statistics.

Constituent cross-plot of these composite cross-plots were obtained separately, and have been

colour-coded to reflect the various CBM grid source-types (Figure4.8b), so that red, blue and

green-coloured cross-plots were obtained from 2D contacts, non-2Dcontacts, and FS, respec-

tively. For example, cross-plots between actual depths and ASA depth estimates of these CBM

11This is to simulate what obtains in practice.
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sources or errors in estimates are presented in figure5.15.
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(b) ASA (RTE)
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(c) LW (RTP)
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(d) LW (RTE)

Figure 5.15: Comparisons between actual depth and depths estimated fromRTP and RTE grids, using
ASA and LW methods. Estimates were truncated at 20 km for clarity of figures. The solid cyan-coloured
line marks where the 1:1 (100%) correlation between the actual and estimated depths should plot. The
legend in figure5.15capplies to all figures here. Dashed black, gold and brown-coloured lines show linear
fits, respectively, to data for 2D contacts (in red), non-2D contacts (in blue), and FS (in green). Note the
wider spreads in RTE compared with RTP plots, also in FS data compared with those for 2D and non-2D
contacts. For clarity figures were produced to a maximum of 1:2 aspect ratio, while equations describing
least-squares functions to each cross-plot, as well as related statistical parameters are presented in table5.4.

I used three types of composite cross-plots in this section: (1) cross-plotsbetween actual and es-

timated depths of sources; (2) cross-plots between actual depths of sources and percentage errors

in estimate; and (3) cross-plots between depths estimated from the CBM (RTP)grid and its RTE

equivalent. Where involved, the actual depths of source(s) were plotted on the abscissae while

estimated depths or percentage errors for these sources at equivalent locations were plotted on the

ordinates of the cross-plots. Cross-plots which compared RTP with RTE estimates had RTP esti-

mates on the abscissae and RTE estimates on the ordinate. Where cross-plotsinvolved estimated

depths, they were limited to 20 km, to keep the figures at a readable 1:2 aspectratio.
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Table 5.4:Comparing equations and statistics of least-squares functions to cross-plots shown in figure5.15.

Sources Figure 5.15a(RTP) Figure 5.15b(RTE)
2D y= 0.7x+3; SE= 2.7; r2 = 22.5% y= 0.6x+3; SE= 2.6; r2 = 16.2%
Non-2D y= 1.6x−1; SE= 4.4; r2 = 26.4% y= 1.2x; SE= 3.9; r2 = 23.7%
FS y= 0.9x+4; SE= 6.4; r2 = 5.1% y= 0.7x+5; SE= 5.4; r2 = 4.8%
Sources Figure 5.15c(RTP) Figure 5.15c(RTE)
2D y= 0.7x+0.6; SE= 0.9; r2 = 89.7% y= 0.6x+0.8; SE= 0.9; r2 = 76%
Non-2D y= 0.6x+1.1; SE= 0.5; r2 = 91.2% y= 0.4x+2; SE= 0.9; r2 = 45.3%
FS y= 0.3x+2.1; SE= 1.3; r2 = 23.6% y= 0.4x+2.4; SE= 1.7; r2 = 17.9%

Cross-plots of ASA or LW depth estimates versus actual depths of all threesources (Figure5.15)

did not have a 1:1 relationship, hence data-points were not on/close to the 1:1 cyan-coloured solid

line. Cross-plots exhibited various degrees of spread (variability), with cross-plots for FS depths

showing the most variability. Such variabilities, previously observed in cross-plots from “Tilt-

Depth” method estimates, are attributable to the fact that FS sources do not meet the strict 2D

assumption implied by these methods. Since the weak anomalies due to FS-type sources attenuate

rapidly and significantly with source depth, especially with the interference characteristic of RTE

grids, I paid no further attention to cross-plots of FS estimates.

To highlight and extract any relationships between the paired dataset in each cross-plot for quan-

titative comparisons, the best-fitting least-squares function for the paired dataset were computed.

Relationships between actual and estimated FS depths were best describedby linear least-square

lines, with zero intercepts. The coefficients of determination,r2 (Equation (4.5.1)) and standard er-

rors,SE(Equation (4.6.1)), quantities which, respectively, express the "goodness-of-fit" and spread

of data around least-squares regression lines (Chapra, 2012), will be used to compare the linear

least-square lines.12 These comparisons/correlations were between corresponding grid locations

of actual source depths (Figure4.9a) and ASA or LW estimates. Table5.5 presents a summary

of corresponding estimates (%), i.e., the ratio between the number of corresponding locations of

estimated and actual depth locations per source-type, as a measure of the relative effectiveness of

ASA and LW methods.

Corresponding estimates (%) for ASA and LW estimates from RTP and RTE grids were similar

(Table5.5). These locations may not, and need not, be equivalent to both CBM (RTP and RTE)

grids. Equivalent RTP and RTE locations are examined in section5.5. For 2D contacts, ASA

estimates corresponded with≈ 67% (4725) of actual depth locations, while only≈ 30% (2095)

of LW estimates corresponded with these actual locations (Table5.5). The table shows that about

25 and 20% of locations of ASA and LW estimates, respectively, corresponded with locations

of actual depths of non-2D contacts. Only about 11% location correspondence was attained by

ASA and LW estimates for FS depth locations. These equivalence between the correspondence

of locations of RTP and RTE depth estimates and actual depth locations appear to confirm the

inclination-independence of the ASA and LW methods. Equation of the linear regression line

applicable to the cross-plot of each source-type in figure5.15, as well as theSE and r2 value

12As in section5.3.1, statistical significance (ρ)=0.05, i.e., confidence interval of 95%.
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associated with the fit are presented in table5.4. Theser2 values will be used to compare ASA and

LW estimates below.

Table 5.5: Correspondence between grid locations of estimated and actual depths of CBM sources, and
correlation between the depth values.

Method
Corresponding estimates, %:∗ CoD, r2(%)∗∗

2D Non-2D FS 2D Non-2D FS
ASA (RTP), edited 67.51 24.64 10.43 22.5 26.4 5.1
ASA (RTE), edited 66.91 27.64 10.77 16.2 23.7 4.8

LW (RTP) 28.89 19.45 13.81 89.7 91.2 23.6
LW (RTE) 29.93 22.55 10.71 76 45.3 17.9

∗ This expresses the ratio between the number of correspondingestimated and actual depth locations
per source-type shown in figure4.8b. There were 6999, 9813 and 85197 actual depth locations for
2D contacts, non-2D contacts, and FS, respectively (Figure4.9a).

∗∗ r2 values reproduced from table5.4to ease comparison.

(A) Errors in ASA estimates.

Linear regression lines to ASA depth estimates from CBM (RTP and RTE) grids (Figures5.15a

and5.15b) show that 2D contact were the least scattered, with standard error (SE) of 2.7 (RTP)

and 2.6 (RTE). These and other regression information are presented intable5.4. SE for non-2D

contacts were 4.4 (RTP) and 3.9 (RTE) indicating intermediate variability, whencompared with the

widely variableSEof 6.4 (RTP) and 5.4 (RTE) for FS. Also, regression equations show that mean

depths of 2D contacts on RTP and RTE grids were generally underestimated, by about 30 and 40%,

respectively. FS were similarly understimated by about 10 and 30%, respectively. ASA estimates

for non-2D contacts were overestimated, by about 60 and 20% on RTP and RTE grids, respectively.

However, withr2 ≈ 5% estimates for FS need no further consideration. Withr2 ≥ 20%, cross-

plots of percentage errors in ASA depth estimates for 2D and non-2D contacts (Figure5.16) will

now be discussed.13 The best-fitting quadratic least-squares functions will be used to compare

these percentage error versus actual depth cross-plots. Equations describing these quadratic least-

squares functions, as well as the related standard errors (SE) are presented in table5.6.

The large dispersion expressed by theSE> 180 for quadratic regression fits to ASA estimates of

FS from RTP and RTE grids reflect the extent to which the assumption of 2D contact was violated

by these sources. Hence, errors in FS estimates are not included in the discussion below. Although

errors could be positive, zero or negative, errors in depths estimated for 2D and non-2D contacts

will be discussed mainly in terms of the quadratic regression fits to cross-plotsof error in ASA

estimates for these sources, i.e., the dashed lines in figures5.16aand5.16b. These error estimate

fits show that average errors were mainly positive, indicating that sourcedepths were mainly over-

estimated by the method. Errors ranged from 10 to 150% and 25 to 70% for 2Dand non-2D

contacts on the RTP grid. For these sources, error in depths estimated from the RTE grid ranged

from -5 to 100% and 25 to 45%, respectively, for 2D and non-2D contacts (Figure5.16b). The error

range (margin) were higher for 2D contacts (140% for RTP and 105% for RTE estimates) than

for non-2D contacts (45% for RTP and 20% for RTE estimates). These error margins far exceed

13Depth errors frequently exceeded 200%. Such are not shown in figure5.16.
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(a) RTP
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(b) RTE

Figure 5.16:Comparisons between errors in depths estimated from RTP andRTE grids, using ASA method.
Estimates were truncated at 200% for clarity of figures. Dashed black, gold and brown-coloured curves show
quadratic fits, respectively, to data for 2D contacts (in red), non-2D contacts (in blue), and FS (in green).
See figure5.15cfor the legend to these figures. Note the wider spreads in FS data compared with those for
2D and non-2D contacts. Equations of quadratic least-squares functions on each cross-plot, and the related
SEstatistic are presented in table5.6.

the±20% cited in publications for ASA estimates from RTP data (Reeves, 2005). However, the

average (RTE and RTP)SE≈ 57 andSE≈ 77 obtained from the quadratic regressions to estimates

of 2D and non-2D contacts, respectively, show that ASA estimates from 2D contacts were less

dispersed than those from non-2D contacts on RTP and RTE grids. Thus, the wider error margins

observed in estimates from 2D contacts could not be attributed to dispersion intheir estimated

depths.

Table 5.6:Equations and statistics of least-squares functions to cross-plots shown in figure5.16.

Sources Figure 5.16a(RTP) Figure 5.16b(RTE)
2D y= 4.2x2−57.8x+209; SE= 59.5 y= 1.4x2−28x+128.2; SE= 54.9
Non-2D y= 1.9x2−17.3x+66.2; SE= 79.2 y= 1.2x2−15.8x+76.4; SE= 74.1
FS y= 15.6x2−175.7x+541.9; SE= 184.4 y= 13.9x2−162.3x+503.9; SE= 181.9

Regression fits suggest the existence of basement depth control on error margins for estimates of

both 2D and non-2D contacts from RTP and RTE grids. For 2D contacts, error only ranged from

10 to 25% (RTP grid, with only 15% margin) or -10 to 25% (RTE grid, with 35% margin) at ac-

tual depths exceeding≈50% of maximum actual basement depth. Hence, the generally wide error

margins associated with 2D contacts at depths≤50% of maximum actual basement depth can be

attributed to interference between anomalies from FS and 2D contacts. This control appears to

be confirmed by the denser cross-cutting relationship between FS and 2D contacts in the Western

half of the CBM grid (Figure4.8b) at shallow (≤50% of maximum) actual basement depth (Fig-

ure4.9a).

(B) Errors in LW estimates.

Next, I discuss cross-plots of LW depth estimates versus actual depths ofall three CBM (RTP
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and RTE) sources (Figures5.15cand5.15d, respectively). Although LW estimates, for all sources

from both the RTP and RTE grids, were limited to< 7 km and just over 8 km (Figures5.15c

and5.15d), respectively, data-points did not cluster onto the 1:1 cyan-coloured solid line. There-

fore, LW estimates did not have a 1:1 relationship with actual source depths.

Various degrees of dispersion were exhibited on these cross-plots. The SE, r2 and equations of

linear regression fits to LW estimates from the CBM grids (Figures5.15cand5.15d) were used to

compare dispersions in LW estimates from these RTP and RTE grids. Cross-plots for FS depths

were the most variable, with standard error (SE> 1) andr2 of 24% (RTP) and 18% (RTE). For

reasons previously stated for ASA estimates, no further attention will be paidto cross-plots of FS

estimates. LW estimates of non-2D contacts were the least dispersed, withSEof 0.5 (RTP) and 0.9

(RTE), andr2 of 91% (RTP) and 45% (RTE). However, LW estimates from 2D contacts exhibited

constant dispersion (SE= 0.9) for RTP and RTE grids, andr2 of ≈ 90% (RTP) and≈ 80% (RTE).

These consistencies indicate the LW method to be more effective than ASA mehods in estimating

depths of 2D and non-2D contacts. Regression equations show that meanLW depths of 2D and

non-2D contacts were generally underestimated, respectively, by about 30 and 40% (RTP grid),

and 40 and 60% (RTE grid).

Errors in LW estimates are presented in figure5.17. Quadratic regression fits to cross-plots of

these depth errors will now be used to compare LW estimates obtained from CBM (RTP and RTE)

grids. Quadratic fits to errors in LW depth estimates of 2D and non-2D contacts (Figures5.17a

and 5.17b) show that average errors were mainly negative, indicating that depths were mainly

underestimated by the method. Errors ranged from 0 to -25% and 5 to -30% for 2D and non-2D

contacts on the RTP grid. Equivalents for 2D and non-2D contacts from the RTE grid ranged from

-5 to -30% and 10 to 38%. The error range (margin) were very close: 25% for 2D contacts at RTP
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Figure 5.17:Comparisons between errors in depths estimated from RTP andRTE grids, using LW method.
Estimates were truncated at 200% for clarity of figures. Dashed black, gold and brown-coloured curves
show quadratic fits, respectively, to data for 2D contacts (in red), non-2D contacts (in blue), and FS (in
green). Note the wider spreads in FS data compared with thosefor 2D and non-2D contacts. Equations
of least-squares fits to each cross-plot and theirSE statistics are shown, with coefficients rounded-off for
clarity of figures.
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and RTE, respectively; and 35 and 40% for non-2D contacts at RTP and RTE. These error margins

show the LW method to be a more effective depth estimator for contact-like sources than the ASA

method. The tapering of LW estimates from FS with increasing depth (Figure5.17) appear to

suggest that the LW method may be better able to estimate relatively deeper FS than equivalents

at shallower depths.

(C) Summary of depths estimated for 2D and non-2D contacts, using the θ = ±27-based

“Tilt-Depth”, ASA and LW methods.

Here, I compare ASA, LW and−27≤ θ ≤ 27 estimated depths for 2D and non-2D contacts, from

CBM (RTP or RTE) grid. Cross-plots of ASA and LW errors (%) were presented in figures5.16

and5.17. Similar plots for−27≤ θ ≤ 27 estimates were presented in figures4.19cand4.19d.

Average error ranges obtained from these methods are summarised in table5.7. LW estimates

were the most accurate and consistent, and provided minimum depths for these sources.θ =

±27 estimates were also accurate and consistent, providing minimum to intermediate depths for

these sources. ASA estimates were the most inconsistent, with large error margins. Hence, depths

estimated from this method will be treated as maximum source depths.

Table 5.7:Summary of average depth error for ASA, LW and−27≤ θ ≤ 27 estimates for magnetic (2D and
non-2D) contacts on RTP or RTE grid. The magnitude of maximumdifference in range of error are shown
in brackets. Data for ASA and LW estimates were extracted, respectively, from figures5.16and5.17. Data
for −27≤ θ ≤ 27 estimates were previously presented in table4.19.

CBM grid/ Error (%) for depths estimated using:
source types ASA LW −27≤ θ ≤ 27

(1) RTP
(i) 2D contacts 10 to 150 (140) -25 to 0 (25) -25 to -8 (17)
(ii) non-2D contacts 25 to 70 (45) -30 to -5 (25) -35 to -5 (30)
(2) RTE
(i) 2D contacts -5 to 100 (105) -30 to 5 (35) -35 to 0 (35)
(ii) non-2D contacts 25 to 45 (20) -38 to 10 (48) -38 to -8 (30)

5.5 Depths estimated from equivalent RTP and RTE locations using

the ASA, LW and θ =±27-based “Tilt-Depth” methods.

This section deals with depths estimated only at equivalent source locations on both the CBM (RTP

and RTE) grids, using ASA, LW and−27≤ θ ≤ 27-based “Tilt-Depth” methods.14 Analyses in

this section were aimed at determining the degree of error that may be associated with structures

estimated from RTE grids with certainty. Thus, only depths estimated for the locations from which

structures could be mapped with certainty from the RTE grid (Figure5.9) will be considered in

the evaluations discussed below.
14Since locations estimated from RTP grids are usually accurate, these estimates were only for accurate RTE source

locations (Figure5.9a).
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Composite cross-plots and related statistics were obtained for depths estimatedat equivalent source

locations on the CBM (RTP and RTE) grids, using the ASA, LW and “Tilt-Depth” methods.15 Each

cross-plot in these composite cross-plots was obtained separately, and has been colour-coded to

reflect the various CBM grid source-types (Figure4.8b): red, blue and green-coloured cross-plots

represent estimates from 2D contacts, non-2D contacts, and FS, respectively. Cross-plots between

the actual and estimated depths or associated errors for these CBM sources, obtained using the

ASA, LW or θ =±27-based “Tilt-Depth” methods are presented in figure5.18.

Three types of composite cross-plots were used in this section: (1) between actual and estimated

depths of sources; (2) between actual depths of sources and percentage errors in estimate; and

(3) between depths estimated from the CBM (RTP) grid and its RTE equivalent. Other attributes

of these plots remain as introduced in section5.4.2. Where cross-plots involved estimated depths

they were limited to 20 km to keep the figures at a readable 1:2 aspect ratio.

Cross-plots between ASA, LW and “Tilt-Depth” estimated depths and actual depths of all three

sources did not have a 1:1 relationship (Figure5.18), since data-points were not on/close to the

1:1 cyan-coloured solid lines. Various degrees of data spread (dispersion) were exhibited, with

cross-plots for FS depths showing the most variability. The large dispersion in FS estimates have

already been attributed to the fact that FS sources do not meet the strict 2Dassumption implied

by either the ASA, LW or “Tilt-Depth” methods. Consequently, no further attention was paid to

cross-plots of FS estimates.

The best-fitting least-squares function for the paired dataset presentedin each cross-plot was

obtained, to highlight relationships. Least-square lines obtained from RTPand RTE grids were

compared for their "goodness-of-fit" and spread of data around these lines using statistics like

coefficients of determination,r2 (Equation (4.5.1)) and standard errors,SE (Equation (4.6.1)).16

Relationships between actual and estimated FS depths were best describedby linear least-square

lines (Figure5.18). Equations describing these linear least-squares functions and relatedstatistical

parameters are presented in table5.8.

Linear regression lines to depths estimated using ASA, LW and “Tilt-Depth” method from CBM

(RTP and RTE) grids show estimates from 2D contacts to be the least scattered (Figure5.18and

table5.8). Regressions to cross-plots of LW and “Tilt-Depth” estimates of 2D and non-2D contacts

exhibited standard errors (SE) that were<1, irrespective of whether estimates were derived from

the RTP or RTE grid (Compare figure5.18cwith 5.18d, and figure5.18ewith 5.18f). SE for all

ASA estimates (RTP or RTE) were>1 (a similarity shared with FS plots) indicating very wide

data dispersions around least-squares lines (Figures5.18aand5.18b). The ASA method appears

to be the least amenable to the error limits sought in this study.

Cross-plots of the errors associated with depths estimated using ASA, LW or“Tilt-Depth” meth-

15Hereafter, “Tilt-Depth” method refers to implementations using the−27≤ θ ≤ 27 range.
16Statistical significance (ρ)=0.05, i.e., confidence interval of 95%.
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(c) LW (RTP).
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(d) LW (RTE).
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(e) θ =±27 range (RTP).
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(f) θ =±27 range (RTE).

Figure 5.18: Depths estimated at equivalent locations on the CBM (RTP andRTE) grids, using the ASA,
LW and θ = ±27-based “Tilt-Depth” methods. Where necessary, estimateswere truncated at 20 km for
clarity of figures. Legend to figure5.18capplies to all figures here. Dashed black, gold and brown-coloured
lines show linear fits, respectively, to data for 2D contacts(in red), non-2D contacts (in blue), and FS
(in green). The solid cyan-coloured line marks where the 1:1(100%) correlation between the actual and
estimated depths should plot. Table5.8presents equations of least-squares functions to these cross-plots, as
well as related statistical parameters (SE andr2). FS estimates were more widely spread (largerSE) than
those for 2D and non-2D contacts.SE increased from its lowest for LW estimates to its highest forASA
estimates. Hence, estimates from LW andθ = ±27-based “Tilt-Depth” methods were more reliable than
their ASA equivalents. Figures were produced to a maximum of1:2 aspect ratio.
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Table 5.8:Equations and statistics of least-squares functions to cross-plots shown in figure5.18.

Sources Figure 5.18a(RTP) Figure 5.18b(RTE)
2D y= 0.6x+3; SE= 2.6; r2 = 16.6% y= 0.3x+4; SE= 1.8; r2 = 10.6%
Non-2D y= 2.3x−7; SE= 3.1; r2 = 43.3% y= 1.8x−4; SE= 3; r2 = 30.3%
FS y= 0.7x+3; SE= 4.5; r2 = 5.6% y= 0.3x+4; SE= 3.5; r2 = 2%
Sources Figure 5.18c(RTP) Figure 5.18d(RTE)
2D y= 0.6x+0.6; SE= 0.8; r2 = 96.7% y= 0.6x+0.9; SE= 0.7; r2 = 93.1%
Non-2D y= 0.6x+1.1; SE= 0.4; r2 = 97.1% y= 0.5x+1.3; SE= 0.6; r2 = 80.8%
FS y= 0.5x+1.3; SE= 1.2; r2 = 43.6% y= 0.5x+1.7; SE= 1.5; r2 = 27.9%
Sources Figure 5.18e(RTP) Figure 5.18f (RTE)
2D y= 0.6x+0.6; SE= 0.8; r2 = 92.2% y= 0.5x+0.8; SE= 0.7; r2 = 88%
Non-2D y= 0.5x+1.2; SE= 0.4; r2 = 94% y= 0.5x+1.3; SE= 0.6; r2 = 76.5%
FS y= 0.6x+1.1; SE= 2.2; r2 = 23.4% y= 1.2x+1.8; SE= 7.8; r2 = 5.1%

ods (Figure5.18) are presented in figure5.19. Relationships between actual depths and errors

associated with their estimates were best described by quadratic least-square functions. Equations

describing these quadratic least-squares functions, as well as their standard errors (SE) are pre-

sented in table5.9. A summary of the range of depth errors obtained from these regressionlines

to ASA, LW and “Tilt-Depth” estimates is presented in table5.10.

Dispersions were slightly higher in cross-plots of LW and “Tilt-Depth” estimates from RTE than

RTP grid (Compare figure5.19cwith 5.19dand figure5.19ewith 5.19f). LW estimates of 2D and

non-2D contacts exhibited the least dispersion in its errors, withSE ranging between 3-4 for RTP

estimates (Figure5.19c), and 4-10 for RTE estimates (Figure5.19d). Regression lines to these

estimates showed error in LW estimates to range from -10 to -30 and -5 to -30 for 2D and non-2D

contacts (RTP), respectively. RTE equivalents for these sources range from 5 to -30 and -10 to -40,

respectively.

θ = ±27-based “Tilt-Depth” estimates of 2D and non-2D contacts exhibited dispersions in its

errors (slightly higher than those from LW estimates), withSE ranging between 5-6 for RTP esti-

mates (Figure5.19e), and 6-10 for RTE estimates (Figure5.19f). Regression lines to “Tilt-Depth”

estimates showed error to range from -10 to -30 and -5 to -30 for 2D and non-2D contacts (RTP),

respectively. RTE equivalents for these sources range from 0 to -35and -12 to -42, respectively.

Since it was difficult to convincingly determine any narrow error limit (range) from the cross-plots

of ASA estimates from RTP and RTE grids, henceforth, no further considerations is paid to the

method.

Thus far, semi-automatic methods have been examined using the simple and/or complex “Bishop”

model (SBM and/or CBM) grids. Evaluations were based on the exactly known locations and

depths of SBM and/or CBM sources. In appendixE, I compare interpretations from RTP and RTE

of a real, field-derived∆T grid from Southern Tanzania, for further observations that can facilitate

interpretation of∆T (RTE) datasets.
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(c) LW (RTP).
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(e) θ =±27 range (RTP).
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(f) θ =±27 range (RTE).

Figure 5.19:Error in depths estimated at equivalent locations on the CBM(RTP and RTE) grids, using the
ASA, LW andθ =±27-based “Tilt-Depth” methods. The legend to figure5.19capplies to all other figures
here. Equations of least-squares functions to these cross-plots, as well as related standard errors (SE) are
presented in table5.9. FS estimates were more widely spread (largerSE) than those for 2D and non-2D
contacts.SE increased from its lowest for LW estimates to its highest forASA estimates. Hence, estimates
from LW andθ =±27-based “Tilt-Depth” methods were more reliable than their ASA equivalents.
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Table 5.9:Equations and statistics of least-squares functions to cross-plots shown in figure5.19.

Sources Figure 5.19a(RTP) Figure 5.19b(RTE)
2D y= 3.7x2−53.8x+201.3; SE= 48.9 y= 3.2x2−51.7x+191.7; SE= 43.5
Non-2D y=−1.5x2+40.7x+173.2; SE= 43.4 y= 22.4x2−220x+529.8; SE= 40
FS y= 10.5x2−117.2x+337.2; SE= 97 y= 7.3x2−92.7x+293.5; SE= 91.1
Sources Figure 5.19c(RTP) Figure 5.19d(RTE)
2D y= 0.1x2−3.8x−7; SE= 3.7 y= 0.9x2−13.8x+20.3; SE= 4.7
Non-2D y= 0.3x2−7.1x+6.3; SE= 3.3 y= 0.2x2−6.5x+5.1; SE= 8.5
FS y= 2x2−26.5x+55.6; SE= 20.3 y= 1.2x2−20.4x+55.5; SE= 28.8
Sources Figure 5.19e(RTP) Figure 5.19f (RTE)
2D y= 0.2x2−4.7x−5.2; SE= 5.5 y= 0.7x2−11.5x+11.1; SE= 5.9
Non-2D y= 0.5x2−9.8x+14; SE= 4.6 y= 0.1x2−5.4x+1.4; SE= 9.4
FS y= 2.2x2−28.3x+69.5; SE= 33.5 y=−12.3x2−118.8x+201.8; SE= 133.3

Table 5.10:Summary of average error in depths estimated at corresponding 2D and non-2D contacts loca-
tions on CBM (RTP and RTE) grids, using the ASA, LW andθ = ±27-based “Tilt-Depth” methods. The
magnitude of maximum difference in range of error are shown in brackets.

CBM grid/ Error (%) for depths estimated using:
source types ASAa LWb −27≤ θ ≤ 27c

(1) RTP
(i) 2D contacts 5 to 150 (145) -30 to -10 (20) -30 to -10 (20)
(ii) non-2D contacts -50 to 30 (85) -30 to -5 (25) -30 to -5 (25)
(2) RTE
(i) 2D contacts -20 to 140 (160) -30 to 5 (35) -35 to 0 (35)
(ii) non-2D contacts -10 to 120 (130) -40 to -10 (30) -42 to -12 (30)
a Extracted from figures5.19aand5.19b.
b Extracted from figure5.19cand5.19d.
c Extracted from figure5.19eand5.19f.

5.6 Summary of edge location and depth estimation from RTE grids

(A) Location estimation

ASA peaks are slightly broader in cross-section than HGM(∆T), LW and HGM(θ) peaks. Hence,

ASA anomalies from sufficiently close sources may readily coalesce to formdominant peaks or

interfere destructively, compared with these other methods. Consequently, the ASA method im-

aged relatively well isolated CBM (RTP and RTE) grid sources better. Because of its dependence

on both susceptibility contrast (δk) and vertical derivative, only shallow subtle FS were imaged

by the ASA method. However, non-North-South striking 2D contacts (i.e, withstrike outside the

N±20◦ range), as well as the Northern and Southern non-2D contact-like edges of 3D sources

were well imaged by the ASA method. HGM(∆T) peaks are narrower than ASA peaks, persisting

as separate peaks for most adjacent anomalies. Hence, the HGM(∆T) method performed better than

the ASA method at imaging subtle FS, clearly outlining all non-North-South striking 2D contacts,

intersections between sources, as well as all the non-2D contact-like edges of 3D sources. Like the

ASA method, the HGM(∆T) method also depends onδk. Hence, where sources with significantδk

occur, they were preferentially imaged at the expense of the subtle FS.

The indirect dependence of Tilt angles (θ ) and local wavenumber onδk means that the “Tilt-
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Depth”, LW or HGM(θ) methods were able to equally image edges of both subtle and dominant

sources. While maxima locations represent source edges for LW and HGM(θ) methods, equivalent

locations are marked by theθ = 0 contour for the “Tilt-Depth” method. The LW and HGM(θ)
methods depend on second-order derivatives. Hence, they are sensitive to noise and interference

effects. Also, sufficiently close LW or HGM(θ) maxima interfere to generate secondary maxima.

The complex nature of the CBM grid and the complex anomaly interference thatresulted from

RTE-induced azimuthal anisotropy also led to complexθ , LW or HGM(θ) estimates, which cor-

related poorly with their RTP equivalents. However, these comparisons, and those from the less

complex Tanzania grids (AppendixE, figureE.4), show thatθ estimates were very reliable, and

easier to interpret, for relatively well isolated 2D structures. Only HGM(∆T), HGM(θ), ASA and

LW estimates that are coincident or closest toθ and/or SVD estimates should be treated as certain

and retained. An integrated approach to edge location estimation from RTE of∆T grids should

commence with ASA and HGM(∆T), then SVD andθ , and finally LW and HGM(θ).

(B) Depth estimation

FS depths estimated from the RTP or RTE grid, using the ASA, LW andθ = ±27◦-based “Tilt-

Depth” methods, were highly dispersed and erroneous, compared with estimates for 2D and non-

2D contacts. ASA estimates of the depths of 2D and non-2D contacts from theCBM (RTP or

RTE) grid were unreliable. Similar estimates of contact depths from the RTE grid, using LW

andθ = ±27◦-based “Tilt-Depth” methods, were as good as those obtained from the RTPgrid.

Although errors in estimates of 2D and non-2D contact depths clustered tightly around and along

regression lines for these contacts, these clusters and their trend lines were not aligned with or

around the 1-to-1 line (which marks equivalence between actual and estimated source depths).

LW and θ = ±27◦-based “Tilt-Depth” methods underestimated depths of 2D contacts by up to

30% from RTP and RTE grids, and underestimated non-2D contacts by up to40% from the RTE

grid.
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Interpretation of northeastern (NE) Nigeria aeromagnetic

dataset.

6.1 The study area (NE Nigeria).

6.1.1 Location

The study area is located within longitudes 8◦ E and 18◦ E and latitudes 8◦ N and 16◦ N, in the

NE part of Nigeria (Figure6.1).1Nigeria is generally a hot country, with an average temperature

of 27◦ C (Iloeje, 1981). Temperature ranges vary significantly with location and between the two

seasons; the rainy and the dry season. The main controlling factors of temperature in Nigeria are

the amount of rainfall and elevation (Udo, 1970). The amount of precipitation generally decreases

as the elevation increases from the Southern parts of the country northwards. Consequently, the

vegetation cover grades from dense equatorial rainforests in the South,through Savannah grass-

lands in the middle belt, to the very sandy and sparse grass patches of the Sahel-type savannah in

the NorthEast of Nigeria (Iloeje, 1981; Udo, 1970). Kogbe(1983) reports grasslands, bare-rock

surfaces and sparse woodlands from the northern highlands. Arid conditions of NE Nigeria (the

study area) are attributable to the persistence of the dry season, which can be 7 or more months

long, every year.

The study area consists of most of the highest, and therefore the coldest,locations above mean

sea level (msl) in Nigeria. These locations include: the> 1 km high Mambilla/Adamawa Plateau

(Taraba State) in the Mambilla/Adamawa Highlands in the Eastern part of the study area; the

1.28 km high Jos Plateau (Plateau State) in the Central Highlands to the West ofthe study area;

and, the 0.7 km high Biu Plateau in Borno State. According toIloeje (1981) these locations are

typically characterised by warm to cold temperate and montane-type climates, with temperatures

always below 25◦C. Figure6.1b, which has been extracted from the 30 m× 30 m SRTM-derived

digital elevation dataset, presents the elevation and main topographic features of NE Nigeria. The

1For clarity of details, magnified versions of figure6.1band most NE Nigeria-wide figures shown in this chapter,
are also presented in appendixH.
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(a) Political map shows study area.

(b) Elevation above msl (m).

Figure 6.1:Map showing: (a) the location and extent (shaded) of the study area in Nigeria (Commonwealth,
2011). Inset is the location of Nigeria on the globe; and (b) the topography of NE Nigeria. Figure6.1b
was extracted from the 1 arc-second (≈30 m) SRTM elevation dataset (Farr et al., 2007). Maps also show
main cities/towns and river system of the area. A magnified version of figure6.1bis shown in appendixH
(FigureH.1).
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SRTM datasets are presented at an absolute height and absolute geolocation error, respectively, of

≈6% and≈12% (Farr et al., 2007). NE Nigeria in the context of this research includes both the

SouthWestern Chad basin and the Upper Benue Trough, the geology and main tectonic elements

of which are presented in section6.1.2.

For ease of comparison between maps, maps covering similar areas are presented using similar

geographic (Equatorial Mercator/Clarke 1880 spheroid) and/or UTM (WGS 84/UTM Zone 32N)

graticules.

6.1.2 Geology

Benkhelil(1989) described the Benue Trough as a major NE-SW intracontinental Cretaceous basin

which is filled with folded Cretaceous sediments and scarce volcanic rocks,is about 1000 km long

and about 50 to 100 km wide, and runs from the Niger delta to the Chad basin. Guiraud(1990)

reconstructed the Early Cretaceous tectonic history of the Upper Benue Trough, subdividing this

part of the Benue Trough into three (3) sub-basins on the basis of the general strike of structures of

regional extent. The sub-basins and their orientations are as follows (Figure6.2): (i) the Gongola

and Kerri-Kerri sub-basins, which make up the Northern branch and trend N10◦E; (ii) the Yola

sub-basin or eastern branch, which trends W-E; and (iii) the Bashar-Muri sub-basin, which is the

southern branch and trends N50◦E. These elements of NE Nigeria are presented in figure6.2,

which shows both the areal extent, as well as the outcrop geology of the study area. Note that sed-

imentary rocks in these basins directly overlie crystalline basement rocks ofPrecambrian age, as

is the case throughout Africa (Key, 1992). Locations of outcropping sedimentary rocks/sediments

and basement/sediment contacts have been extracted for use in comparing the structural and depth

maps that will be obtained from this geophysical study.

Murat (1972) subdivided Southern Benue Trough sedimentary-fill using eustatic sealevel fluctua-

tions. Subsequently, stratigraphic studies of other Nigerian depocentreshave mainly adopted this

approach. The chronological successions and lateral equivalenceof sedimentary units in the study

area are presented in figure6.3. The relative ages of sediments were determined using their faunal

contents (biostratigraphic methods).Carter et al.(1963), Petters & Ekweozor(1982), Benkhelil et al.

(1989), Kogbe(1989), Guiraud(1990) andOkosun(1992) provide detailed descriptions of NE

Nigeria sedimentary succession.

The outcrop geology of NE Nigeria (Figure6.2) also include Precambrian and Palaeozoic crys-

talline, as well as Late Mesozoic and Cenozoic volcanic rocks.McCurry (1989) recognised four

types of Palaeozoic and Precambrian rocks in Northern Nigeria. They are: (I) thebasement com-

plex, which includes all pre-Proterozoic rocks like para and orthogneisses, basic and calcareous

schists, granites, marbles, quartzites, as well as Birrimian age metasediments.Several cycles of

regional tectonothermal activities have altered most basement complex rocks to migmatites and

gneissose equivalents, containing reworked fabrics; (II) Youngermetasediments are low meta-
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Figure 6.2: Simplified geological map of NE Nigeria, showing the major tectonic magnetically distinct
rock units (Modified fromBenkhelil et al., 1989, NGSA, 2006andFrere, 2010). Superimposed on this map
is the main Cretaceous stress field, purple arrows (Fairhead & Binks, 1991). Note outcropping NE-SW,
NW-SE, and NNE-SSW trending faults. Inset is geological mapof Nigeria, showing study area (shaded). A
magnified version of this figure is shown in appendixH (FigureH.2).

Figure 6.3: Lithostratigraphic chart for NE Nigeria (Adapted fromAvbovbo et al., 1986; Kogbe, 1989;
Matheis, 1989; Olugbemiro et al., 1997). ND represents periods of non-deposition.
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morphogenetic psammitic and pelitic sediments. Also, conglomerates and interbedded lavas may

occur; (III) Older Granite Series include rocks emplaced during the PanAfrican tectonothermal

event and mainly include basic and intermediate mafic/felsic rocks like gabbro,diorite, and mas-

sive quartz or hydrothermal vein deposits. The main alteration process affecting this rock series

is granitisation of basic and ultrabasic mineral phases; and (IV) JurassicBasalts and other vol-

canics emplaced during the late and final stages of the Pan African tectonothermal event. Similar

crystalline rocks have been reported from the SouthWestern parts of Nigeria (Rahaman, 1989).

Ekwueme(1990) also reported Precambrian rocks of similar compositions from SouthEastern

Nigeria. These rocks have been encountered in wells at various depthsin most parts of Nige-

ria (Avbovbo, 1980).

Woakes et al.(1987) subdivided these basement rocks into three groups, based on their metamor-

phic history. These are: (I) Medium-to-high grade, polymetamorphic, migmatite-gneiss-quartzite

complex of Pan-African (≈ 600 Ma) to Eburnean (2200-1680 Ma) age (Caen-Vachette & Umeji,

1988); (II) N-S trending low grade, metavolcanic units in schist belts of upper Proterozoic supracrustal

rocks which are folded into rocks of the migmatite-gneiss-quartzite complex; and (III) Pan-African

aged Older Granite rock suite constituting migmatite-gneiss quartzite complex and rocks of the

schist belts. The Pan-African orogeny is mainly associated with medium-grade metamorphism

but also mega-shear zones and granitic batholiths, characterized by a high temperature gradi-

ent.Kampunzu et al.(1993) report similar alkaline assemblages from the East African rift.

6.1.3 Tectonic framework.

Burke(1977) inferred a collisional tectonic (subduction) origin for the Benue Trough, based on the

occurrence of andesitic and related intrusives in its SouthEastern parts.However, these andesitic

rocks were not found whenOlade(1978) re-examined rock samples from the Ogbagu-1 and Ikono-

1 oil exploration wells ofBurke (1977). Also, after examining petrogenetic assemblages from

Cretaceous-Recent volcanism in the Benue Trough, including older Abakiliki flood basalts,Olade

(1978) showed that the basalts were potash-depleted and, therefore, of oceanic crust composition.

Hence, the composition of Cretaceous-Recent volcanic basalts in Nigeria isfurther strong evidence

of the rift (extensional tectonic) origin of the Benue Trough.Avbovbo et al.(1986) provides other

evidences for the rift origin of the Benue Trough, observed from seismic sections acquired from

NE Nigeria. These evidences include: (i) the zig-zag pattern of faults on these seismic sections; and

(ii) the fact that folds observed on deep seismic reflectors generally die out with reducing depths

and along the direction of sedimentary pinch-out. The dominant force responsible for creating

sediment accommodation during the formation of the intracontinental sag Chad basin was the

combined weight of sediments and the water responsible for their deposition (Burke, 1976).

The Benue Trough is a mega-Shear zone, which lies entirely between the continental exten-

sions of the Romanche and Chain Charcot fractures (Ajakaiye et al., 1986; Fairhead & Okereke,

1990; Fairhead & Binks, 1992). The Trough is marked by a 400 km-wide positive axial gravity
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anomaly (Fairhead & Okereke, 1990), which thins to about 70 km in the Upper Benue Trough (Adighije,

1979). Girdler (1983) associated these broad axial positive anomalies with the presence of a

thinned crust. Thinned crusts are thought to develop when dense uppermantle material gain access

to and is emplaced at shallow depths in the crust. The broad axial positive gravity anomalies are

geophysical expressions of these denser materials. After comparing theseismicity map of Africa

for the 1964 to 1975 period with the gravity-deduced lithospheric thinning mapof Africa, Girdler

(1983) observed that thinned crusts were not associated with some seismically-active rifts, con-

cluding that crustal fracturing and faulting may precede the development of lithospheric thinning.

While the thickness of the crust in the area South of the Yola basin (Figure6.2) has been esti-

mated to be about 34 km (Stuart et al., 1985), these authors also showed that the crust beneath the

Yola basin is thinned by≈12 km. Thus, the preferred tectonic origin of the axial positive gravity

anomaly of the Benue Trough is that of a failed rift or an aulacogen (Fairhead & Okereke, 1990;

Guiraud et al., 1992). However,Karner et al.(2005) has reported the occurrence of a rift, which

is associated instead with axial negative free air and Bouguer gravity anomalies, which could not

be explained by either crustal intrusions (locally elevated Moho) or magmatic underplating. They

attributed this negative correlation between the sediments and the gravity data as a consequence

of differences in the flexural strength of the lithosphere during rifting and during sedimentation.

Nigeria is entirely located within the Pan African orogenic (mobile) tectonic belt, and has expe-

rienced episodes of widespread crustal rejuvenation since the occurrence of this tectonothermal

event some 550±100 Ma (Woakes et al., 1987; Wright, 1985). Hence, NE Nigeria is underlain

by reactivated and heterogeneous crystalline Precambrian crust with Cretaceous to Quaternary

age sediments infilling the Trough and associated basins. The Upper BenueTrough is part of the

more extensive West African rift System (WAS), which in turn, is an arm of the West and Cen-

tral African Rift System (WCARS). The WCARS is a chain of genetically andphysically-related

intra-continental rifts (Fairhead & Green, 1989; Fairhead & Okereke, 1990; Guiraud et al., 1992

and Fairhead et al., 2012) that straddles Africa from Nigeria through Cameroon to the Kenyan

rifts (Fairhead & Binks, 1991). The associated rift basins are a result of lithospheric shear and ex-

tension tectonics of McKenzie (1978) type, resulting from the passive response of the African plate

to the opening of the South Atlantic rifts and the stresses generated by the northward propagation

of the rift (Fairhead & Okereke, 1990). Phases of compressional tectonics related to the collision

of the African and Eurasian plates and the onset of major readjustments in therelative motion

of the African plate are recorded in sediments within the Trough (Maurin et al., 1986; Benkhelil,

1989). The isostatic response has been the passive upwelling of buoyant mantle material, concomi-

tant ductile deformation of the lower crust mainly in the form of necking or thinning, and brittle

deformation of upper crustal crystalline basement. This has resulted in overall subsidence and high

angle block-bounding planar normal faults (Genik, 1992; Mandl, 2000). Such faults are known to

control the distribution, architecture and basin-fill history of sedimentary depocenters. The tectonic

setting of the area is consistent with the McKenzie (1978) rift basin model (Fairhead & Okereke,

1990). The Benue Trough runs parallel to the Cameroon line, which is a tectonic fault stretching

from Sao Tome and Principe to Nigeria (Fitton, 1980andOkereke, 1988).
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Crustal extension and subsidence temporarily ceased in the Campanian ( 75Ma ago) leading to

the propagation of the Equatorial Atlantic Shear Zones into the study area.Maurin et al.(1986)

discussed the presence of sinistral movements along NNE shear faults in theBenue Trough using

the “en echelon” disposition of some fold axes in the Middle Benue. These sinistral shear move-

ments (marked in figure6.2using grey-coloured arrows) and folding are thought to have resulted

from the changes in stress patterns which accompanied the propagation ofthe Equatorial Atlantic

Shear Zones into the study area as a result of the differential opening ofthe Central and South

Atlantic Oceans (Fairhead, 1988b; Fairhead & Okereke, 1987, 1990). This has led to the inversion

of basin-fill (Avbovbo et al., 1986; Benkhelil, 1987).

Odeyemi(1981) andEkwueme(1990) suggest that the Nigerian basement complex suffered its

most extensive reworking and remobilisation during the Pan-African tectonothermal event (550±100

Ma), when the preferred direction of plate motion and fractures was NorthEast-SouthWest (NE-

SW). The presence of NorthWest-SouthEast (NW-SE) trends in relicts or older Nigerian basement

complex rocks have also been interpreted to represent previous reworking and remobilisation in-

duced by the Kibaran tectonothermal event (1100±200 Ma).Grant (1985) show that extensive

granitisation, such as characterised the extensive remobilisation of the Nigerian basement, de-

pletes the magnetite content of extrusive calc-alkaline (Fe-Ti oxides and silica-rich) metamorphic

rock assemblages. By the same process, magnetite may be concentrated in intrusive equivalents

of these calc-alkaline rocks, which are of acidic-to-intermediate composition(Grant, 1985). Since

bulk rock magnetism depends on the magnetite content of rocks (Section2.2.3), it is valid to as-

sume that the distribution of magnetic anomalies in NE Nigeria reflects the compositionof the

underlying magnetic basement.

6.2 NE Nigeria TMI anomaly (∆T) dataset and its quality.

6.2.1 The dataset.

The TMI anomaly (∆T) grid used for this study (Figure6.4) was obtained from reducing two

aeromagnetic total magnetic field intensity (TMI) datasets released for this research (AppendixF)

by: (1) GETECH Group Plc., UK.2; and (2) Dr. Sally Baritt of the ITC, Enschede, The Netherlands.

While GETECH supplied aTMI anomaly (∆T) grid, Dr. Baritt’s complimentary dataset for the

northern-most part of NE Nigeria were TMI (T) data supplied in theirraw (un-reduced) state,

as a spreadsheet of observations. The first challenge was to reduce Dr. Baritt’s data to the same

specification as the GETECH dataset (AppendixF), and then to merge the two datasets. Further

details on these two datasets and the procedure adopted to address these challenges, are presented

in appendixF.

2GETECH Group Plc., UK is shortened to GETECH in future references, for brevity
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Figure 6.4: The NE Nigeria TMI anomaly (∆T) dataset, obtained from merging GETECH and Dr. Barritt’s
grids (AppendixF). Thick and wavy black line is the Nigerian border in the study area. A magnified version
of this figure is shown in appendixH (FigureH.3).

The NE Nigeria aeromagnetic dataset (Figure6.4) was compiled as part of the African Mag-

netic Mapping Project (AMMP), which lasted from January 1989 to mid 1992(Barritt et al.,

1993; Fairhead et al., 1997). The AMMP was conducted by a consortium of institutions, includ-

ing the Institute of Geophysics and Tectonics (IGT), University of Leeds, and the ITC, Enschede,

The Netherlands (Barritt et al., 1993). The 1× 1◦ (1:250000 scale) TMI anomaly map sheets3

show that the flightline directions during surveys were generally NorthNorthWest-SouthSouthEast

(NNW-SSE) and North-South (N-S). The maps also show that the AMMP aeromagnetic data for

Nigeria were collected during the 1975 to 1976 period by three companies; Polservice GeopolTM,

Fairey Surveys LimitedTM and Hunting Geology and Geophysics LimitedTM.

About 50% of these NE Nigeria TMI datasets were obtained at nominal flyingheights (mtc, i.e.

mean terrain clearance) of 500 ft (≈ 150 m), while the remaining 50% were aquired at 2500 ft

(≈ 760 m). While the flightline spacing was kept constant at 2 km, the tieline spacings varied in

relation to the flying height: 10 km when flying height is 2500 ft; 20 km when theflying height

is 500 ft. Furthermore, the maps show that, when the flying height is 2500 ft, the flightlines were

oriented 0/180◦ (N-S) and the tielines were oriented 90/270◦ (East-West, W-E). On the other

hand, when the flying height is 2500 ft, the flightlines were oriented 150/330◦ (NorthNorthWest-

SouthSouthEast, NNW-SSE) and the tielines were oriented 60/240◦ (NorthNorthEast-SouthSouthWest,

3The map sheets were provided by Professor C. S. Okereke, Department of Geology, University of Calabar, Calabar,
NIGERIA.
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NNE-SSW). The direction of the flightlines were perpendicular to the direction of strike of the ma-

jor geological features in the area. The tielines were oriented perpendicular to the flightlines. These

survey design specifications are typical for geological basin reconnaissance during petroleum ex-

ploration (ULIS, 1993).

Although considerable improvements have been achieved in the area of spatial data processing,

Fairhead et al.(1997) indicated that processing artefacts, e.g., long wavelength distortions due

to lack of adequate regional controls may be present in some AMMP sub-grids. Efforts to min-

imise these artefacts are reported to include(Barritt et al., 1993): (I) Filtering off of TMI wave-

lengths hundreds of kilometres (100-800 km) in width, to remove long wavelengths introduced

by data processing procedures, like merging and gridding (Fairhead et al., 1997). The Lowes-

Mauersberger spectrum plot obtained for MAGSAT (Magnetic FieldSatellite 1979-1980) dataset

(Figure2.1), was used to initially remove the core and crustal fields from the AMMP gridULIS

(1993); and (II) The filtered wavelengths in (I) were then replaced with crustal MAGSAT TMI data

which had been stably downward-continued to 1 km above the Earth’s surface. Other processing

problems led to a not so smooth merge along the common edges of some AMMP constituent

grids (Fairhead et al., 1997). This problem may have resulted from errors introduced during the

manual digitisation of the TMI maps. Other sources of this error may be inadequate levelling or

positioning of TMI observations at varying flight heights. Some of these problems were observed

in the NE Nigeria dataset (Figure6.4).

The geology of NE Nigeria consists mainly of Albian-Pleistocene sedimentary rocks, as well as

Precambrian crystalline basement complex and Cretaceous volcanic rocks(Section6.1.2). While

such sedimentary rocks are generally considered to be non-magnetic, themore Fe- and Mg-

rich crystalline rocks are considered magnetic (Grant & West, 1965; Reford, 1964; Bath, 1968;

Nettleton, 1971). Therefore, the boundaries between these rock-types representinterfaces/across

which significant magnetic susceptibility contrasts (δk), hence, magnetic anomalies exist (Blakely,

1996). Suchδk interfaces may also occur within sedimentary rocks, generating weak magnetic

anomalies (e.g.,<10 nT (Nabighian et al., 2005; Pilkington et al., 2006) and<50 nT (Pozza et al.,

2004)). Fortunately, these weak magnetic anomalies are not detectable at flight heights exceeding

300 m (Pilkington et al., 2006). Since the∆T dataset for this study was acquired at an average

mean terrain clearance exceeding 450 m,∆T are considered to derive only from the magnetic

crystalline basement and volcanic rocks underlying the area.

Recently, a higher resolution∆T dataset was acquired (2003 to 2010) by Fugro Airborne Surveys

for the Federal Government of Nigeria (Chandler, 2010), at 500 m line spacing and 80 m mtc.

At different stages of this research we made efforts (AppendixG), including a personal visit to

both the Nigerian Ministry of Mines and Solid Minerals Development, now Nigerian Ministry

of Mines and Steel Development and the Geological Survey of Nigeria to secure some of this

dataset. Oil companies, like Chevron, Total and Shell, with significant interest in the study area

were also approached (e.g., figureG.2) to help extend the study beyond NE Nigeria, but without

success. Consequently, the∆T dataset in figure6.4is the basis of all interpretations of NE Nigeria
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basement structure and composition in this chapter.

6.2.2 Dataset quality.

No information on pre-survey quality control and calibration was available for the NE Nigeria∆T

dataset. While flightlines had constant spacing of 2 km, tielines were either 10 or 20 km apart. The

original NE Nigeria∆T dataset was thus, a coarse mosaic of cell sizes of 2 km× 10 km and 2 km

× 20 km, and did not contain∆T data for intervening NE Nigeria locations. Hence, the dataset was

interpolated by GETECH at≈ 1
4 of the sampling interval onto a 1 km× 1 km grid, to provide data

for unsampled locations (ULIS, 1993). Consequently, approximately 80% of the available∆T data

grid for NE Nigeria has been interpolated (Section6.2.1). Reid (1980) showed the dependence

of the quality of all post-acquisition data processing on survey design specifications. The two

quantities which control the fidelity of discrete frequency-domain and time-domain datasets are,

respectively, the Nyquist frequency,fN (Sheriff, 2002) and Nyquist wavenumber,rN (Reid, 1980).

Equation (6.2.1) relatesrN, λN and∆x. The 1 km sampling interval imposes a Nyquist frequency,

fN (Equation (6.2.1a)) of 0.5 cycles/ km and Nyquist wavenumber,rN (Equation (6.2.1b)) of π
cycle/ km on the∆T dataset from NE Nigeria. Therefore, anomalies on the NE Nigeria datasetare

at much higher frequencies than thefN of the original dataset.

rN andλN specify the limits of wavenumbers and wavelengths that can be accurately represented

within a discrete dataset. Wavelengths (λ ) belowλN arealiased, i.e., rolled into wavelengths> λN.

To avoid aliasing, therefore, the power of the radial average spectrumof the data must be negligible

for all λ < λN (Reid, 1980). All wavenumber components of the NE Nigeria dataset belowrN = π
cycle/ km would have been irrecoverably lost to aliasing due to the filtering effects of re-sampling,

gridding and contouring processes.

fN =
fs
2

(6.2.1a)

rN =
2π
λN

≡ π
∆x

(6.2.1b)

where fs=
1

∆x
is sampling frequency,∆x is sampling interval, andλN=2∆x is Nyquist wavelength.

The constant sampling interval of 1 km along both flightlines and tielines (∆x ≡ ∆y) means that

the minimum∆T wavelength resolvable on the NE Nigeria dataset is 2 km (Equation6.2.1). This

limit poses no problem because the regional features of interest to this study should usually have

wavelengths in excess of 50 km (Ajakaiye et al., 1986).

Reeves & Wu(1989) show that potential field data are adequately sampled once the sampling

interval (∆x) is less than one-half (1
2) of the source-sensor separation, i.e., the mean height of the

magnetometer above the magnetic source (the magnetic basement in NE Nigeria).The 1
2 to 1

5 of

the flightline spacing chosen for gridding the Nigerian AMMP dataset meet thiscriterion. The
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resulting high fidelity dataset was not expected to pose any aliasing problems. If present, however,

aliasing effects could be identified on airborne magnetic maps and their derivatives as stripes,

which are parallel to the flightlines (Pedersen et al., 1990), and minimised by frequency-domain-

based filtering.

Smith & O’Connell(2005) andO’Connell & Owers(2008) show that both the bi-cubic (Akima)

and MINC gridding techniques can spatially alias anomalies when the major axes(trend) of the

anomaly is oblique (acute) to the flightline direction, resulting in “boudinage patterns” on the

new grids. These “boudinage patterns” ofSmith & O’Connell(2005) were not observed in the NE

Nigerian aeromagnetic dataset (Figure6.4). However, interpolation involves mathematical pre-

diction of anomalies for unsampled locations, and can lead to inaccuracies. Similarly, navigation

problems may result in incoherences between flightlines. Any inaccuraciesdue to these sources

will be treated as noise. Although noise content in the NE Nigeria∆T data have been suppressed

(smoothed) by the application of a low-pass upward-continuation (to 1 km) filter (Nabighian,

1972; Pedersen et al., 1990; Reid, 1980), any remaining noise may be amplified to unacceptable

limits when computing spatial derivatives from the∆T data, especially vertical derivatives when

calculated in the Fourier domain (Fairhead, 2007; Li , 2003; McMullan & McLellan, 1997). Hence,

processes requiring such computations require special attention.

Using the expected value of the power spectrum profile derived from a reduced-to-pole (RTP)

ensemble of magnetised blocks (Spector & Grant, 1970), Reid(1980) defined the amount (%) of

the∆T power aliased (FT), a measure of frequency loss, as the ratio between two quantities;h̄ (the

mean terrain clearance, i.e., mean height of the magnetometer above the magneticbasement) and

∆w (Equation (6.2.2)):

FT = exp







−2πh̄
∆w







(6.2.2)

where∆w refers to the least between flightline spacing and the sampling interval.

Equation (6.2.2) holds only whenr∆h≤ 0.5, wherer is the wavenumber,h is the distance between

the magnetometer and the top of the magnetic basement and∆h = hmax− hmin (amplitude ofh

variations). The optimum ratio for
∆w

h̄
is 2:1 for ∆T surveys, 1:1 for vertical gradients of∆T

surveys or 1:0.5 for forward-modelling of isolated∆T (Reid, 1980). Thus, to keep aliased power

below 5% when interpolating/gridding aeromagnetic survey data, the maximum flightline spacing

must not exceed twice the mean height of the magnetometer above the magnetic source. Lower

sampling rates along flightlines than specified for the flightline spacing will further ensure high

fidelity of acquired data (Reid, 1980).

Outcropping basement complex rocks dominate more than 45% of the study area while basement

complex rocks are readily encountered at shallow depths (< 1 km) in boreholes (Avbovbo, 1980).

These are indications of the genarally high (≥ 1)
∆w

h̄
ratios, i.e., lowFT (Equation (6.2.2)) of the

NE Nigeria dataset. These quantities seem to reflect the fact that the Nigeriadata were acquired
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along flightlines, which were generally perpendicular to the dominant geological strike, ensuring

that short wavelength power constitutes a small fraction of the dataset (Reid, 1980).

6.2.3 Reduced-to-equator (RTE) of dataset.

This section describes the further processing required to transform themerged∆T dataset (Fig-

ure6.4) to one that could be used for interpretation. A primary processing step was to transform

the dataset presented in figure6.4to its RTE equivalent (Section2.3.2), since NE Nigeria straddles

the geomagnetic equator (AppendixA). Grids of inclination and declination across the area were

required (Figures6.5aand6.5b, respectively), to transform the dataset to its RTE equivalent. The

inclination of the geomagnetic field vector ranged from about -7 to 7◦ (Figure6.5a), while the dec-

lination of the vector ranged from about -5.5 to -2.5◦ (Figure6.5b). Actual ground measurements

of these elements of the geomagnetic field in parts of the study area agree wellwith the DGRF

(1945-1985) global field model (Ofoegbu, 1986, 1988).
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Figure 6.5: Inclination and declination of the regional DGRF (1945-1985), NE Nigeria, during mean aero-
magnetic data acquisition date of 1st January, 1975. The Nigerian boundary around NE Nigeria is shown in
black.

Because the dataset (Figure6.4) covered more than 10◦ in range of geomagnetic latitudes, its RTE

transformation was cumbersome and not at all straight-forward. The steps involved were similar

to those ofArkani-Hamed(1988); Swain(2000), including the following:

(1) First, the range of inclinations on the inclination grid for NE Nigeria (Figure6.5a) was divided

into ten (10) equal parts (bands). Each division was allowed to overlap adjacent divisions by 0.5◦,

giving a total overlap between divisions of 1◦. Then the grid of declination (Figure6.5b) was also

divided into ten (10) equal bands, each corresponding to the overlapping inclination band;

(2) The mean inclination and declination from corresponding pairs of inclination and declination

bands were used to transform the entire NE Nigeria∆T dataset to its RTE equivalent, resulting
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in 10 different RTE versions of the dataset. However, each RTE version was only accurate over

the area defined by the band (sub-grid) used for the transformation. Subsequently, based on the

dimensions of the inclination and declination bands, ten (10) accurately RTE-transformed bands

of ∆T datasets were extracted from these 10 different RTE versions of the dataset;

(3) Finally, the 10 accurately-transformed bands of RTE-transformed TMI data grid were merged

to produce the RTE equivalent (Figure6.6) of the NE Nigeria∆T dataset (Figure6.4). Compar-

isons between the ranges of power and the shapes of power spectra ofNE dataset in figures6.4

and6.6 (FigureF.3, appendixF) show that the RTE-transformed dataset display significant im-

provements in signal power, as power is more focussed along the better defined linear segments

of the RTE power spectrum. However, although the RTE process considerably simplifies anoma-

lies, the process introduces azimuth-dependent complexities in anomaly amplitudes and shapes,

resulting in their displacement relative to locations of their sources (Section2.3.3).

Figure 6.6: RTE of NE Nigeria∆T grid (Figure6.4). The Nigerian border with Niger, Chad and Cameroon
is shown. Major cities/towns are shown in white for easy reference. A more annotated, magnified version
of this figure is shown in appendixH (FigureH.4).

Although∆T can be traced across the RTE grid (Figure6.6), linear striations that correlate roughly

with the 150/330◦ flightline direction, tend to mask some anomalies. These micro-levelling prob-
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lems are, to a lesser degree, obvious on the original∆T grid (Figure6.4), but have been enhanced

by the RTE process. So, further processing ensued with micro-levelling of the data. The RTE grid

(Figure6.6) was micro-levelled using bidirectional gridding in Oasis montajTM. The grid was then

filtered to rid it of wavelengths shorter than 3.5 km, using a 3rd-order Butterworth filter with 3.5 km

cut-off wavelength. Figure6.7 presents maps of the resulting short wavelength (Figure6.7a) and

long wavelength (Figure6.7b) components of the levelled RTE of∆T grid (Figure6.6). It is these

derived grids that will be used to map basement structures, their relationships and depths across

NE Nigeria.

(a) High-Pass (RTE) grid. (b) Low-Pass (RTE) grid.

Figure 6.7: 3rd-order Butterworth-filtered versions of the RTE of NE Nigeria ∆T grid. The filter cut-off
wavelength (λc) used was 3.5 km, the sampling interval of the Nigerian dataset. While grid shown in fig-
ure 6.7arepresents all wavelengths less thanλc, grid shown in figure6.7brepresents all wavelengths ex-
ceedingλc. Black wavy line in (a) and (b) represent the Nigerian boundary around the study area. Magnified
versions of these figures are presented in appendixH (FigureH.5).

6.3 Qualitative structural interpretation

I begin by describing observations drawn from both the grid of∆T wavelengths< 3.5 km (Fig-

ures6.7a) and that of∆T wavelengths> 3.5 km (Figure6.7b). While only brief attention is paid to

figure6.7a, a lot more focus is on the grid of longer wavelength RTE∆T (Figure6.7b), from which

various spatial amplitude derivatives and Tilt angles have been computed for use both in further

qualitative and quantitative interpretations (Section6.4). In general, the interpretation strategy I

have adopted for this study is based on the procedure recommended byGunn et al.(1997) andLi

(2003) for interpreting aeromagnetic data from regions with limited geologic control.

This interpretation involved both the outcrop geology (Figure6.2) and the tectonic framework of

the study area (Sections6.1.2and6.1.3), which were based mainly onBenkhelil(1989), Fairhead & Green
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(1989) and Fairhead & Okereke(1990). Qualitative observations made while examining model

∆T profiles (Chapter3), “Bishop” model grids (Chapters4 and5) and the Ruhuhu sub-grid from

Southern Tanzania (AppendixE) were also integrated into this interpretation.

6.3.1 Amplitudes, shapes and wavelengths of anomalies (∆T) from NE Nigeria.

I begin by repeating pertinent conclusions drawn from comparisons between RTP and RTE equiv-

alents of∆T datasets in chapters3 to 5: (I) Positive amplitudes were directly located above rocks

with higher magnetisation and/or shallow depths on RTP of∆T datasets. This relationship was

reversed on RTE of∆T datasets. Throughout this discussion, therefore,NE Nigeria ∆T will be

described by their actual amplitudes on the∆T (RTE) grid/map (Figure6.6). That way, positive

RTE ∆T will represent negative RTP∆T, and vice versa.4 Consequently, locations of basement

rocks with higher magnetisations and/or shallow depth should positively correlate with negative

anomalies on the NE Nigeria (RTE) dataset (Figure6.6), with positive anomalies indicating loca-

tions underlain by lower magnetisation and/or deep sources; (II) The reverse-polarised RTE∆T

were almost half their RTP equivalents in amplitude; (III) RTE amplitudes varied with the az-

imuth of its source (two-dimensional magnetic edges or faults). Consequently, ∆T magnitudes

were highest for W-E striking edges, intermediate for NW-SE and NE-SW striking edges, min-

imum for NNW-SSE and NNE-SSW striking faults, and zero for N-S trendingfaults; (IV) The

shape of∆T from NNW-SSE and NNE-SSW striking faults depended on their degree ofisolation

and linearity, i.e., en-echelon or dissected faults develop dipole-like anomalies; and (V) All W-E

striking dipolar anomalies were preferentially extended further West and East of their sources.

Unisolated dipolar anomalies from adjacent sources usually interfered to produce anomalies that

were altogether unrelated, both in magnitude and extent, to their causative bodies.

As expected, North-South (N-S) trending∆T were not observed on the NE Nigeria (RTE) grid

(Figure6.6). Also, while a swarm of NE-SW trending∆T occur, only a handful of NW-SE, NNW-

SSE and NNE-SSW striking∆T are observable on this grid. This observation is important, because

faults with these attitudes have been reported from the combined outcrop (Guiraud, 1990), geo-

physical data and Side-looking airborne radar, SLAR (Benkhelil, 1987, 1989) studies of parts of

the study area. Comparisons between RTE and RTP of the Ruhuhu grid (AppendixE, FiguresE.3

to E.5) showed that RTE grids sourced from locations at which N-S and near N-S (N±20◦) trend-

ing sources abound do not image N-S striking sources, but can be dominated by prominent W-E,

NW-SE and/or NE-SW trending anomalies, which result from interferencebetween adjacent dis-

crete dipolar anomalies that develop along the discontinuous (en-echelon)edges of these sources

(Figure2.8).

The N-S, NNW-SSE and NNE-SSW trending structures reported from NENigeria may very well

have originated from the transmission of regional crustal stresses through pliable sediments, in di-

4The NE Nigeria∆T (RTE) grid (Figure6.6) will be hereafter referred to as NE Nigeria (RTE) grid or RTE grid.
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rections which may be unrelated to those etched in the underlying magnetic basement, and respon-

sible for the observed∆T. The widespread Santonian (80 Ma) compressional event which reacti-

vated pre-existing dextral Pan African shear zones in the study area (Maurin et al., 1986; Benkhelil et al.,

1989), was capable of such un-correlated deformation in the overlying sediments. In that case, N-

S, NNW-SSE and NNE-SSW striking structures (Benkhelil, 1987, 1989; Guiraud, 1990) will be

limited to the outcropping sediments, and will have no equivalent trends in the basement beneath

NE Nigeria, as imaged by∆T (RTE) grid. To constrain my efforts at relating∆T shapes and trends

on the RTE grid (Figure6.6) to structures reported from NE Nigeria, I will use an equivalent

grid of Bouguer gravity (BA) anomalies, provided by Getech Plc., UK (Figure6.8). This grid was

compiled from profiles of various vintages, and presented on a 5′×5′ regular grid in Equatorial

Mercator ProjectionULIS (1988). BA grids present bulk rock density variations of both the crust

and upper mantle.

Figure 6.8: Bouguer gravity anomaly (BA) grid of NE Nigeria. Locations of gravity stations from which
the grid was obtained is superimposed to indicate the limited constraint that can be derived from this sparse
dataset within NE Nigeria. The data provides better constraint outside the study area. White labels refer to
neighbouring countries and selected towns/cities in Nigeria. A magnified version of this figure, with more
annotations, is shown in appendixH (FigureH.6).

The gravity station distribution is sparse within the study area compared with neighbouring coun-

tries (Figure6.8). Therefore, the BA grid is biased in favour of locations with dense stations. How-

ever, the grid is slightly better constrained in the NorthEastern (Maiduguri-Monguno-Dikwa area),

NorthCentral (Potiskum-Damaturu), SouthCentral and SouthEast (Gombe-Kaltungo-Jalingo-Yola

area), as well as Western and SouthWestern (Jos-Shendam area) parts of the study area (Fig-

ure6.8). It is mainly at such locations that this grid will be used to constrain inferredstructures.
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Negative BA of long wavelengths dominate the African continental crust compared with its sur-

rounding oceanic crust (R. Hartley, 1996). Some of these long wavelength BA were observed (in

blue) in the Western (Jos area), Eastern (Mubi-Bazza area) and SouthEastern parts of NE Nigeria

(Figures6.8 andH.6 in appendixH). However, several shorter wavelength anomalies with pos-

itive or negative amplitude are superimposed on the large negative long wavelength BA. These

short wavelength positive BA occur where the crust is thin (mantle is elevated, i.e., shallow),

while negative BA occur where the crust is relatively thick (mantle is deeper). Where these short

wavelength anomalies are linear, their trends have been traced and labelled(in grey) in figureH.6

(AppendixH). The figure shows that BA with N-S and near-N-S (N±20◦) strikes occur in the

Northern and Southern parts of NE Nigeria (labelled A-A’), while W-E andnear-W-E striking BA

(labelled D-D’) seem to be limited to the SouthWestern and SouthEastern parts of NE Nigeria.

NW-SE and NE-SW trending BA (B-B’ and C-C’) also occur. However,the BA grid is dominated

by NW-SE trends. Isolated three-dimensional (3D) anomalies also occur,e.g., in the Kaltungo-Biu

area. The variously-oriented linear BA trends confirm the presence ofN-S and near-N-S crustal

trends as indicated byBenkhelil(1989) andGuiraud(1990).

Other observations from the NE Nigeria (RTE) grid (Figure6.6) include (See figureH.4 in ap-

pendixH for more annotations): (1)∆T trend mostly NE-SW; (2)∆T are generally blocky, with

jagged East-West (E-W) directed edges. These may have resulted fromdiscontinuities in the struc-

ture responsible for the observed anomaly; (3) A broad, W-E trending negative RTE∆T (denoted

by white A in figureH.4) dominates the area bound on its Northern end by the following lo-

cations; Kano, North of Dutse, North of Azare, Daura, Goniri, Maiduguri, and Gamboru. The

Southern limits of this anomaly runs from just North of Bauchi, Biu to about 70 km North of

Mubi. The excellent correlation between the central part of this anomaly and parts of the nega-

tive BA establishes it as originating from underlying basement sources ; (4) The broad negative

anomaly in (3) is dissected on its West by two prominent, but discontinuous NE-SW trending pos-

itive RTE anomalies (one is SW of Azare, and the other is NW of Bauchi and appears to extend

to, and beyond, the Jos area) and on its East by two other anomalies of similarcharacteristics

(Bama town is located between these anomalies). These two sets of anomalies are sub-parallel

to each other (Black lines in figureH.4), and seem to have originated within the positive (RTE)

anomaly-dominated belt below. The extensive discretisation of the Western and Eastern parts of

the broad negative RTE anomaly in (3) is consistent with the degree of interference that would

be induced by the presence of the N-S and near-N-S striking basement sources (FigureH.6, ap-

pendixH), although invisible on the RTE grid (Figure6.6), especially when intersected by the

dominant NE-SW striking sources in (4); (5) Above and parallel to this beltis a belt dominated by

more NE-SW trending anomalies, shown to continue from the Southern parts of the study area by

the 5 and 8 km upward-continued equivalents of the Nigerian (RTE) grid (AppendixF, FigureF.4);

(6) The Western and Eastern limits of the Benue Trough appears to be marked by two prominent

NE-SW trending, positive RTE anomalies (Grey lines in figureH.4, appendixH). These anoma-

lies, respectively, extend from about 75 km NE of Lafia to Damaturu, andfrom about 50 km East

of Wukari through the North of Jalingo and Numan towards Mubi; and (7) That the Benue Trough
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(area sandwiched) between these anomalies is not homogeneous is indicated by a sub-parallel

NE-SW trending, but negative RTE anomaly. Together, these linear anomalies appear to be offset

by several NW-SE and E-W trending anomalies between Keana and Gombe (Black dashed lines

in figure H.4). The offsets are more obvious on the negative anomaly than their adjoiningposi-

tive (RTE) anomalies. Similar trends were mapped from some positive BA (Figure H.6) at these

locations, where they generally correlate with negative RTE anomalies (Figures 6.7b and their

upward-continued equivalents shown in figureF.4), e.g., axial positive BA in the Benue Trough

correspond to the negative anomalies described in (3) and (4) above. The same correlation is ob-

served around Gashua, Dutse and Bauchi. However, significant departures from such correlations

were observed in the Jos, Biu and Mubi areas (Marked by black letters B, C and D in figureH.4,

appendixH). These non-correlations are discussed further below.

A circular, negative∆T, with isolated positive∆T lobes to its North and South seem to mark the

source of the dormant Biu Plateau (Figure6.6and black letter C in figureH.4, appendixH). This

volcanic conduit is located some 35 km due West of Biu, with a maximum radius of≈25 km.

Similar conduits appear to occur some 60 km NNE of Kaltungo (about 50 km NNW of Longuda).

Two major linear anomalies; one trending NE-SW and the other trending NW-SE, tend to intersect

close to the centres of these volcanic conduits (Figures6.6andH.4), where a large (150 km wide)

positive three-dimensional (3D) BA also occurs (Figure6.8). Therefore, the intersecting NE-SW

and NW-SE∆T may identify locations beneath which denser upwelling upper mantle materials

may have flown, i.e., thinned crust.

High amplitude, positive (RTE)∆T (equivalent to negative RTP∆T) are observed over the Jos

plateau area, as well as the area up to 170 km NW of Mubi (Black letters B and D in figureH.4,

appendixH, respectively), suggesting that the magnetic basement is deeper at theselocations than

in the surrounding areas. In other words,∆T suggest the presence of a basement depression (basin).

But, geological observations from these areas show that plateaus consisting of volcanic rocks out-

crop in these areas (Ajakaiye et al., 1986; Caen-Vachette & Umeji, 1988). Therefore the positive

(RTE) ∆T observed at these two locations may have resulted from the depletion of magnetite and

related phase changes (Grant, 1985) during granulite facies metamorphism-induced migmatisa-

tion of pre-existing basement (McCurry, 1989). That these observations derive from deep-seated

sources is confirmed by their correlation with long wavelength negative BA labelled E and F in

figure H.6 (AppendixH), as well as their persistence on the 5 and 8 km upward-continued NE

Nigeria (RTE) grid (FigureF.4).

Anomalies on the high-pass (HP) filtered grid (Figure6.7a) will be described mainly in terms of

perceived rates of change of anomaly wavelengths and/or continuity (Famp) across the grid. Vari-

ations inFamp across the grid correlates well with major outcrop features in NE Nigeria, since

high Famp corresponds to outcropping or shallow crystalline basement (short wavelength∆T) and

low Fampcorresponds to sediment-covered (deeper) crystalline basement (longer wavelength∆T),

respectively (Compare figures6.7aand6.2). High Famp (labelled A in black in appendixH, fig-

ureH.5a) dominates much of the study area, especially, the Northern 50% (from latitude 10◦ 50"
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N). HighFamp(shallow) basement underlie two major parts of NE Nigeria: (i) North and NW parts,

e.g., Gashua, Kano, Sumaila, Ningi and Azare area; and (ii) NNE of Biu, i.e., South of Maiduguri

down to Bazza.5

Low Famp(labelled B in black in appendixH, figureH.5a) were associated with a relatively smaller

area North of Maiduguri in the Chad basin, the Upper Benue Trough (Gongola and Kerri-Kerri

basins) and the Middle Benue Trough (Bashar-Muri and Yola basins).These parts of NE Nigeria

characterised by lowFamp correlate well with known crustal depressions, where the basement is

generally expected to be deep. Hence, lowFamp appears to indicate the spatial limits and orienta-

tions ofbasinal or basin-likestructures, i.e.,sedimentary depocenters. An example occurs in the

area just North of Maiduguri, suggesting the presence of a narrow, but deep basement surrounded

by broad, relatively shallow basement beneath the Nigerian sector of the Chad basin.

IntermediateFamp (labelled C in black in appendixH, figureH.5a) were associated with the vol-

canic conduits and Palaeogene (Tertiary) emplacement of basaltic intrusions and the associated

amphibolite-granulite facies metamorphism (Wright, 1985). The area covered by intermediate

Famp include the following (FigureH.2): (i) the area≈ 100 km North of Jos; (ii) the area North, up

to 100 km East, and NE of Lafia through Potiskum, to the South and SouthWestof Damaturu; (iii)

the area South of Yola, South of Jalingo and East of Wukari; (iii) the area South of Damboa, North

and NorthWest of Biu, and Mubi; and (iv) South of Kala, North of Dikwa and Monguno, Kukawa

and Damasak to the North, and the area NE and NW of Damaturu. The correlation of this in-

termediateFamp locations with isolated short wavelength, negative-to-positive three-dimensional

BA (Figure H.6), as well as with Tertiary alkaline to peralkaline (Biu-Mubi area) and Jurassic

alkaline to tholeiitic (Jos) and alkaline-calc alkaline (Benue Trough) metamorphic/igneous as-

semblages ofWright (1989), is evidence of the extent of migmatisation and granitisation of the

basement complex (McCurry, 1989) during the opening of the Benue Trough and associated in-

tracontinental basins in NE Nigeria (Benkhelil et al., 1989). Trends reported here conform with

those ofBenkhelil(1989).

A few generally near-N-S trends were also apparent from the high-pass (HP) filtered grid (Fig-

ure6.7a), at boundaries between high and intermediateFamp. These are traced by the grey lines in

figure H.5a(AppendixH). Inferences based onFamp variations require further refinements, e.g.,

integration with enhanced versions of the RTE dataset.

The inferences and conclusions I have reached above, as well as subsequent, interpretations can be

erroneous, if the unknown details relating to the acquisition and initial processing of the NE Nige-

ria dataset (Section6.2.1, and figure6.4) were to have resulted in a significantly biased dataset.

If that were the case, important anomalies on the dataset may have been masked, introducing

significant errors to my interpretations for NE Nigeria.

5See appendixH, figureH.2 for basin and other locations cited in this section.
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6.3.2 Location and trends of basement-involved faults, and other structures in NE
Nigeria.

Locations of 2D and non-2D structural edges from RTE of the complex “Bishop” model grid were

only effectively mapped by integrating estimates from the “Tilt-Depth” (θ ), the Second vertical

derivatives (SVD), Analytic signal amplitude (ASA), Local wavenumber(LW), Horizontal gradi-

ent magnitude (HGM) ofθ (HGM(θ)) and HGM of∆T (HGM(∆T)) methods (Chapters5 and6,

and appendixE).

Results obtained from comparing locations of structural edges estimated using these functions

from RTE and RTP equivalents of “Bishop” model grids (Sections5.3.2, 5.3.3 and 5.6) and a

Southern Tanzania subgrid (AppendixE) show that:

(I) NW-SE, NE-SW, ENE-WSW, WNW-ESE and W-E striking structures on bothRTP and RTE

grids correlated strongly and positively;

(II) NNW-SSE and NNE-SSW (N±20◦) trending structures showed no correlations at all;

(III) The relative spatial density or frequency and closeness of NNW-SSE and NNE-SSW trending

structures relative to NW-SE, NE-SW, ENE-WSW, WNW-ESE and W-E striking structures on any

grid was critical to the degree of destructive interference observed ona ∆T grid. The further W-

E extension of W-E trending anomalies and dipolar anomalies from NNW-SSE and NNE-SSW

trending structures was the main source of the destructive interference (anomaly cancellation) and

∆T losses on RTE grids;

(IV) Because of the indirect dependence of Tilt angles (θ ) and local wavenumber onδk the “Tilt-

Depth”, LW and HGM(θ) methods were able to equally image edges of both subtle and domi-

nant sources. While LW and HGM(θ) maxima represent locations of source edges,θ = 0 contour

marked equivalent locations for the “Tilt-Depth” method. However, adjacent LW or HGM(θ) max-

ima may interfere to generate secondary maxima, requiring constraint basedon estimates from

ASA, HGM(∆T), SVD andθ of the same∆T dataset;

(V) While θ estimates for relatively well isolated 2D structures were very reliable and easier to

interpret, only HGM(∆T), HGM(θ), ASA and LW estimates that are coincident or closest toθ and/

or SVD estimates should be treated as certain;

(VI) The presence of near-N-S (N±20◦) striking edges on RTE grids were indicated by isolated

linear frequency changes across SVD of these grids. These edges can be mapped from isolated

linear stacks of short wavelength, E-W trending zero contours of the SVD, and maxima of the

HGM(∆T), ASA, LW and HGM(θ). Every maxima location trace (scores 1 to 4 ofBlakely & Simpson,

1986) from the HGM(∆T), ASA, LW and HGM(θ) methods is required to effectively map locations

of near-N-S edges, by inference, from RTE grids; and
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(VII) An integrated approach to edge location estimation from RTE of∆T grids should commence

with ASA and HGM(∆T), then SVD andθ , and finally LW and HGM(θ).

The NE Nigeria (RTE) grid was transformed to its spatial vertical and horizontal derivatives, from

which ’special functions’ (Phillips, 2000) or enhanced (Finn & Morgan, 2002; Gunn et al., 1997)

grids were derived. Enhancements applied to NE Nigeria (RTE) grid (Figure 6.6) included the

second vertical derivatives (SVD), horizontal gradient magnitude (HGM(∆T)), analytic signal am-

plitude (ASA), local wavenumber (LW), Tilt angles (θ ), and horizontal gradient magnitude ofθ
(HGM(θ)).

6 The potential advantages to interpretation that transforming the NE Nigeria (RTE)

grid to itsθ and HGM(θ) equivalents were outlined in section2.6.1.

Here, enhanced versions of NE Nigeria (RTE) grid (Figure6.6) will be used to map the horizontal

locations, trends/continuity of, and relationships between anomalous magneticstructures in the NE

Nigeria basement, with attempts made to correlate major structures observed on the enhanced with

the outcrop geology ofMaurin et al.(1986), Benkhelil(1989); Benkhelil et al.(1989) andGuiraud

(1990) and long wavelength Bouguer gravity anomaly map (Figure6.8). However, since near-N-S

(N±20◦) striking edges generate spurious∆T that can make it difficult to correctly image non-N-S

striking edges, extreme caution will be exercised when correlating observations.

Figures6.9a, 6.9b, 6.10aand6.10b, respectively, present the SVD, the additive inverse ofθ , ASA

and HGM(∆T) equivalents of the NE Nigeria (RTE) grid.7 The LW and HGM(θ) equivalents of

these grids are shown in figures6.11aand6.11b, respectively. HGM(∆T), ASA, LW and HGM(θ)

are absolute values (non-directional), hence, are not affected by polarity changes (Sections5.2

and5.3).

I begin by examining the grids in figures6.9a, 6.9b, 6.10aand6.10bfor similarities between

structural trends already indicated on the grids in figuresH.4, H.6 andH.5a, with special interest

in confirming the presence or absence of near-N-S striking basement structures. The ASA grid

(Figure6.10a) is dominated by the characteristic pearly or dipole-like anomalies, some of which

align to form ’strings of pearls’ (Figure2.8), especially, in the area North of latitude 10◦ 50’ N

(AppendixH, figureH.8a). Such anomalous strings occur above discontinuous (en echelon), near-

N-S striking magnetic sources and their edges in RTE datasets (Section2.4.2). Similar near-N-S

striking anomalies occur at similar locations, and are shown along with other trends as dashed-

black lines, on the HGM(∆T) map (AppendixH, figureH.8b), as well as on the SVD (AppendixH,

figureH.7a). Examples of near-N-S striking anomalies occur in the Dikwa, Bama and Bazza area

(NE part of the study area), and in the Gashua area (Northern parts ofthe study area). On these

grids, other linear features of the magnetic basement appear to be limited to the Gombe area and

the area South of latitude 10◦ 50’ N, where mainly well-defined NE-SW and NW-SE striking

magnetic edges occur, as well as the area just South of Bundi and Monguno (in the Chad basin),

6The HGM(θ) is also recently introduced special function (Verduzco et al., 2004).
7Additive inverse ofθ translatesθ of RTE amplitudes to their correct polarities. This correction addresses polarity

changes observed betweenθ of RTP and RTE grids (Section4.3.2). Throughout this chapter, references toθ will imply
its additive inverse.
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(a) SVD (b) θ ×−1

Figure 6.9: SVD andθ maps of NE Nigeria. These maps were derived from the Low-Passfiltered ∆T
grid (Figure6.7b). Locations of structural edges are estimated using SVD=0 or θ = 0 contours. Magnified
versions of these figures are presented in appendixH (FigureH.7).

(a) ASA (b) HGM(∆T)

Figure 6.10: ASA and HGM(∆T) maps of NE Nigeria. Maps were derived from the Low-Pass filtered∆T
grid (Figure6.7b). Local maxima of ASA or HGM(∆T) estimate locations of structural edges. Magnified
versions of these figures are presented in appendixH (FigureH.8).

where a prominent W-E trending anomaly occurs. It was nearly impossible toindependently map

isolated anomalies (structures) from the LW and HGM(θ) maps (Figure6.11), as well as the SVD

map (Figure6.9a). These maps were integrated mainly to map lateral extents, since locations

dominated by sedimentary rocks in figureH.2, i.e., deep basements (depocenters) were gener-

ally characterised either by greenish-yellow coloured SVD anomalies (AppendixH, figureH.7a),

light-green to greenish blue LW anomalies (AppendixH, figureH.9a), or greenish-blue to deep

blue HGM(∆T) anomalies (AppendixH, figureH.8b) and HGM(θ) anomalies (AppendixH, fig-

ureH.9b).
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(a) LW (b) HGM(θ)

Figure 6.11:LW and HGM(θ) maps of NE Nigeria. Maps were derived from the Low-Pass filtered∆T grid
(Figure6.7b). Local maxima of LW or HGM(θ) estimate locations of structural edges. Note that values that
tend very close to 0 have been masked from the LW grid (Figure6.11a). Magnified versions of these figures
are presented in appendixH (FigureH.9).

More than all other functions, more plausible anomalous structures with strikedirections other

than N±20◦ were imaged on theθ map (Figure6.9b), e.g., in the Jos area. Integrating interpreta-

tions fromθ and SVD maps allowed the mapping of intricate tectonic structures of the NE Nigeria

basement. Especially obvious from these functions was the relationship between transpressional

and transtensional structures in the Gombe, Kaltungo, Numan and Biu area.This may reflect the

independence ofθ derivatives fromδk. Locations of magnetic structural edges (contacts) have

been extracted from all grids shown in figures6.9, 6.10and6.11, using methods described in sec-

tions4.5and5.3. These locations are presented in appendixF (FiguresF.5, F.6andF.7), but have

been integrated to infer the fault locations presented in figure6.12, with trends on theθ location

estimates map (FiguresF.5) as the main basis. To ease comparisons, locations where sediments

and/or basement-sediment contact outcrop in NE Nigeria (Figure6.2) have been superimposed on

inferences presented in figure6.12.

The difference between the character of my interpretation of the Tanzaniadataset (FigureE.5) and

that of figure6.12or H.10 is that the former only considered edge locations for sources on the

Ruhuhu grid (Tanzania), while the latter have superimposed edge location estimates on inferences

of basement configuration between edge locations for sources in NE Nigeria. The inclusion of

inferences of basement configuration from entire special function grids of NE Nigeria defines the

principal difference in character between interpretations for NE Nigeriaand those for the Ruhuhu

area of Tanzania (FigureE.5).

Fault (source edge) orientations across NE Nigeria (Figure6.12) display four distinct sub-parallel

sets: (I) three NE-SW striking sets; (II) at least four NW-SE trending sets; (III) three nearly N-S

trending sets; and (IV) one W-E striking set. NW-SE trending faults cross-cut NE-SW trending
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Figure 6.12: Gross magnetic basement structure map of NE Nigeria, showing the major tectonic units in
the basement. Elevated basement is loosely used to represent possible basement horsts (where they occur
within deep basement) or plutonic, granite-like emplacements (where they occur within the “homogeneous
basement”). Locations of outcropping sediments and/or basement-sediment contact in NE Nigeria extracted
from figure6.2 is superimposed to ease comparisons. A magnified version of figure6.12 is shown in ap-
pendixH (FigureH.10).

faults in the Maiduguri, Mubi, Kaltungo, Jalingo and Shendam areas of NE Nigeria. Sets of NE-

SW striking faults occur across the Jos-Bauchi axis, Shendam-Yankari axis, South of Jalingo,

Gombe area, as well as the area North of Potiskum, Damaturu and Maiduguri.Sets of NW-SE

striking faults occur: in the Gashua-Maiduguri-Bama axis; about 40 km NWof Bazza, extending

NW through Potiskum to the Dutse areas; in the Kaltungo-Yola axis; and in the area 150 km NE of

Lafia. Sets of N-S striking faults occur: North of Bazza; and Gashua. The only set of W-E striking

faults occur in the Awe-Lafia area.

Sinceθ > 0 on RTP and RTE×−1 datasets only occur over footwalls or the upthrown sides of ver-

tical faults (Figure3.1), masking all locations whereθ < 0 on the NE Nigeriaθ grid (AppendixF,

figureF.8), leaves locations where probably elevated basements (possibly basement horsts or plu-

tons) occur (Figure6.12). Theseθ anomalies were constrained using SVD, ASA and HGM(θ)

anomalies (Figures6.9a, 6.10aand6.10b). Along with both the NE Nigeria (RTE) and gravity

datasets (Figures6.6and6.8, respectively), these anomalies were also used to map probable loca-

tions of dormant volcanoes (or volcanic plugs) in the area (Figure6.12). The possible distribution

of “basin-like” structures (i.e., locations of long wavelength anomalies) in figure6.12was mapped

by integrating observations on rates of change and/or continuity of∆T, as well as SVD, HGM(∆T),

ASA, LW and HGM(θ) anomaly wavelengths.
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The HGM(∆T) grid remarkably resolved linear structures that correlate well with those onthe

additive inverse ofθ grid. These grids show several NE-SW trending linear anomalies, which

are offset by a few NW-SE striking features. A major NE-SW feature resolved on these grids

corresponds to the axial positive Bouguer anomaly of the Benue Trough. This extensive basement

horst, identified using the direction of increasingθ (FigureF.8), up to 50 km in width, extends

from about 30 km NW of Makurdi to the Kaltungo area (distance of≈ 350 km) where it appears

to have aided the emplacement of the Kaltungo Inlier (Benkhelil, 1989). This axial basement

horst is intersected by NW-SE trending linear edges in the Shendam area,the Muri area, and the

area South of Kaltungo. In the Muri area, the horst bifurcates into two arms for about 50 km,

where it is bisected by the NW-SE trending Northern boundary fault of theYola basin. One≈
25 km thick NNE-SSW arm runs under the Gongola basin, around the Western boundary of the

Kaltungo Inlier and terminates in the vicinity of the root of the Biu volcano (at about 35 km

NW of Biu). The second≈ 15 km thick NE-SW arm, appears to thicken in the vicinity of its

intersection with the NW-SE trending Northern boundary fault of the Yola basin, bifurcating into

two NE-SW trending horst structures. The Western arm of these 10-15 km wide NE-SW horsts

runs through the middle of the Kaltungo Inlier, while the other arm circumvents the Eastern side

of the Kaltungo Inlier. These two then meet up and terminate at the root of the Biu volcano. Other

structures identified in the magnetic basement of NE Nigeria include: (I) a 30-50 km wide, NE-SW

trending horst in the area SW of Jos. The propagation direction of the horst structure coincides with

the linear NE-SW striking outcrops of basalts in the area (Figure6.2); (II) the NE-SW trending

linear anomalies which mark the limits of the Benue Trough. The location and orientation of

these basement horsts and other linear structures clearly indicate the impactof the Gulf of Guinea

transform faults in NE Nigeria (Ajakaiye et al., 1986; Benkhelil & Robineau, 1983). The linear

NE-SW propagation direction and continuity of SVD, HGM(∆T) and positiveθ anomalies, as well

as their correlation with axial positive gravity anomalies in the Lower Benue Trough (Benkhelil,

1989; Benkhelil et al., 1989; Fairhead & Okereke, 1987, 1990) are further proofs of the tectonic

origin of the Benue Trough.

The Jos, Kaltungo, Longuda and Mubi areas, well documented for theiroutcropping tholeiitic (al-

kaline) basalts and undifferentiated crystalline basement fabrics (Benkhelil, 1989; Benkhelil et al.,

1989; Wright, 1985), were also mapped as basin-like (Figure6.12). Hence, the following questions

arise: (1) Why are these areas identified as basinal features? (2) Could it be that magnetisations in

rocks of these areas are low, even though they are mainly igneous?

Tholeiitic (sodic and potassic) basalts are believed to be fractional crystallization products of

silica-rich primary basaltic magma (Benkhelil, 1989), which are deficient in Fe and Ti (Grant,

1985). These basalts, common to orogenic belts like the Pan African belt in Nigeria,typically

have lower Fe:Ti ratios and are, therefore, weakly magnetic (Grant, 1985). However, basalts which

crystallize at low oxidation states are highly magnetic (Grant, 1985), e.g., Olivine basalts are

characteristically strongly magnetic, and can be several orders of magnitude more magnetic than

calc-alkaline (tholeiitic) basalts (Gunnlaugsson et al., 2006). If theses rocks were not calc-alkaline

in composition and of Tertiary age, the observed decreased magnetisation could be explained in
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terms of: (1) the presence of remanent magnetisation (Section2.2.3) or, (2) self-demagnetisation

effects (Clark & Emerson, 1999; Telford et al., 1990). Self demagnetization occurs when the di-

rection of the net resultant (effective) magnetisation of anomalous magneticbodies is different

from that of the inducing magnetisation vector (Clark & Emerson, 1999). It is at its maximum in

magnetic materials with large susceptibilities (k > 0.1 S.I. Units,Telford et al., 1990). For such

materials, the direction of net magnetisation is normal to their sides (faces), and thus, the geome-

try of the anomalous magnetic body (Krahenbuhl & Li, 2007). In conclusion, the inclusion of the

Jos, Kaltungo and Mubi areas in the basinal areas of NE Nigeria (Figure6.12) is a consequence

of its basement originating from silica-rich magmas. Incidentally, intermediate rates of change in

anomaly wavelengths on NE Nigeria grids, e.g., the SVD grid (Figure6.9b) correlate remarkably

well with the Mubi, Kaltungo and Jos magnetite-deficient basements. Other areas underlain by

similar basement were thus inferred to include the Gombe, Bauchi, Yola, Jalingo, the dissected

axial basement horsts of the Benue Trough, as well as, a belt (up to 40 km wide) located about

30 km North of Monguno and Gubio in the NNE corner of the study area.

6.3.3 Attitude of basement faults in NE Nigeria.

A major consequence of the inverse-squared relationship between∆T and depth or distance from

the anomaly source (Equation (2.5.1)) is that∆T amplitudes decay rapidly with increasing distance

away from sources. Consequently, when∆T datasets from vertical magnetic edges are upward-

continued,θ=0 contour lines for such datasets diverge outwards, away from the edges.Lahti & Karinen

(2010) showed thatθ=0 contour lines diverged symmetrically away from vertical edges, but asym-

metrically away from dipping magnetic edges,as continuation heights increased. They proposed

this continuation-induced spreading as a means for identifying dipping two-dimensional struc-

tures. This technique was tested using two∆T datasets: (I) the CBM (RTP) grid (Figure4.5a); and

(II) an extract from the NE Nigeria (RTE) dataset (Figure6.7b), covering the area between the

North of Kaltungo and South of Biu.θ -transformed versions of the un-continued∆T dataset are

shown, respectively, in figures6.13aand6.13c.

Subsequently, the∆T datasets were upward-continued,θ -transformed and theθ=0 contour lines

from the resulting grids were co-plotted for comparison. While the CBM (RTP) dataset was

upward-continued to 1, 3, 6, 10, 20 and 30 km, the extract from NE Nigeria (RTE) grid was

upward-continued to 2, 4, 8, 10, 20 and 30 km. The zero contours obtained from theθ -transformed

versions of these upward-continued∆T datasets are shown, respectively, in figures6.13band6.13d.

The basement beneath the CBM grid, like that beneath NE Nigeria, is of heterogeneous magnetic

composition. However, unlike the CBM grid which is dissected only by verticalstructural edges or

magnetic susceptibility contrasts (Section4.2.2), attitudes (dips) of structural edges in the Nigerian

basement are unknown. By examining attitudes ofθ = 0 contours at well isolated, vertical 2D and

non-2D edges inferred from the CBM grid, a technique was developed for inferring the attitudes
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(a) θ of "complex Bishop model”, CBM (RTP) grid. (b) θ=0 contours for upward-continued CBM grids.

(c) θ of extract from NE Nigeria (RTE) grid.

(d) θ=0 contours for upward-continued extract from NE Nigeria grid.

Figure 6.13:A comparison betweenθ = 0 contour lines for upward-continued versions of the CBM (RTP)
grid and an extract from NE Nigeria RTE grid: (a)θ grid for CBM (RTP); (b)θ = 0 contours for CBM
(RTP) is in red, but in blue, black, green, magenta, cyan and brown, when upward-continued, respectively,
to 1, 3, 6, 10, 20 and 30 km; (c)θ grid for an extract from the Kaltungo area of the NE Nigeria (RTE); (d)
θ = 0 contours forθ grid in (c) is in red, but blue, green, gold, magenta, cyan andbrown, when upward-
continued, respectively, to 2, 4, 8, 10, 20 and 30 km.

of prominent faults mapped from the NE Nigeria dataset.

Results fromθ -transformed upward-continued CBM (RTP) grids show that contrary toLahti & Karinen

(2010)’s observations,θ=0 contour lines stack on each other where∆T from vertical contacts suf-

fer minimum interference (Figure6.13b), e.g., the two-dimensional (2D) contact running through

grid nodes (100,175) and (275,250), as well as nodes (50,40) and (175,70). The asymmetric di-

vergence ofθ=0 contour lines observed in figure6.13bwere, mainly, consequences of∆T interfer-

ence due to critical anomaly source width-to-depth requirements (e.g.,Zhang, 2001andFlanagan & Bain,

2012b). Even then,θ=0 contour lines for the first four continuations stack nicely on the edges

of these sources. Observations fromθ=0 contour lines fromθ -transformed NE Nigeria (RTE)

grid extract (Figure6.13d) appear to be similar to those made in figure6.13b. Based on these

observations, and in order to assess the attitudes (relative to the vertical plane) of the faults iden-
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tified in NE Nigeria (Figure6.12), the RTE grid was upward-continued to 5, 8, 20 and 30 km.

These upward-continued NE Nigeria∆T grids were transformed to theirθ -equivalents.θ=0 con-

tours obtained from theseθ grids are presented, for clarity, in two separate figures (Figures6.14a

and6.14b). Examples ofθ grids obtained from these upward-continued NE Nigeria (RTE) grid

are presented (AppendixF, FiguresF.9aandF.9b). The dominantly overlappingθ = 0 contour

lines (Figure6.14) indicate great depths of origin for long wavelength components of NE Nigeria

∆T dataset.

(a) θ=0 contours: 1, 5 and 8 km upward-continued. (b) θ=0 contours: 8, 20 and 30 km upward-continued.

Figure 6.14: Maps showing the spread ofθ = 0 contours of NE Nigeria (RTE) dataset (Black contour in
(a)) away from structural edges/faults. Figure6.14aalso showsθ = 0 contour for the 5 km (Red) and 8 km
(Green) upward-continued grids equivalents.θ = 0 contours for the 8 km (Green), 20 km (Blue) and 30 km
(Gold) upward-continued equivalents are shown in figure6.14b. Magnified versions of these figures are
presented in appendixH (FigureH.11).

Based on the overlap or otherwise ofθ=0 contour lines in figure6.14, fault segments or entire

faults shown in figure6.12 have been sub-divided into vertical and/or dipping faults. Also, the

axes of three-dimensional (3D) or near-3D structures have been identified from closures ofθ=0

contour lines. These structural classifications are presented in figure6.15, and will be used to

propose a synopsis of the tectonic history of NE Nigeria in chapter7.

6.4 Depth estimates from semi-automatic inversion methods.

Depths of edges of magnetic structures in NE Nigeria were estimated using the "Tilt-Depth" and

local wavenumber (LW) methods, whilst assuming that major structures in the area can be approx-

imated by vertical, 2D magnetic contacts. These methods were chosen based on observations in

chapters4and5. Also estimating depths using "Tilt-Depth" and LW methods was straight-forward,

since the methods do not require using a moving window.
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Figure 6.15: Attitude of prominent faults and volcanic features in NE Nigeria basement, inferred using
θ = 0 contours of variously upward-continued NE Nigeria (RTE) grids. Attitudes were inferred from the
overlap or relative separation betweenθ (θ )=0 contours in figure6.14. Faults and volcanic features were
originally presented in figure6.12. Geological basins in these vicinities are labelled, in line with figure6.2,
to provide context. Locations of outcropping sediments and/or basement-sediment contact in NE Nigeria
extracted from figure6.2is superimposed to ease comparisons. A magnified version of figure6.15is shown
in appendixH (FigureH.12).

The "Tilt-Depth" method was implemented in two modes, using theθ ≤±45 andθ ≤±27 ranges.

The input grid used for depth estimation was the 3.5 km Low-Pass 3rd-order Butterworth filtered

NE Nigeria (RTE) grid (Figure6.7b). Estimates from each method were corrected for the 1 km

upward-continuation of the dataset (AppendixF), and are presented in figures6.16and6.17, re-

spectively.

Representative profiles across these depth estimate grids (Figures6.16, H.14a, andH.14b) are

shown in figure6.18. These, along with other profiles (AppendixF; FiguresF.10, F.11andF.12),

whose paths are shown in figures6.16, H.14a, andH.14b, were chosen such that, wherever possi-

ble, they were located within theθ =±27 and±45 distance on the "Tilt-Depth" method estimates

grid (Figure6.17), as well as transect the Chad basin, Gongola/Kerri-Kerri basins, Yola basin and

the SW corner of the study area, on all depth estimates grids. In general, profiles of estimates

from the LW andθ ≤ ±27 range-based “Tilt-Depth” methods display remarkably good correla-

tion. The LW method provided the deepest and most erratic estimates, while theθ = ±27-based

“Tilt-Depth” method provided smoother, intermediate estimates. Several attempts at using running

averages to smooth and minimise rapid serrations of LW profiles prior to plotting the profiles, re-

sulted in poorly correlating and less satisfactory LW depth profiles.
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Figure 6.16:Local wavenumber (LW) method depth estimates. Superimposedare selected profiles, which
are also shown in figure6.17and compared in figures6.18, F.10, F.11andF.12. A magnified version of
figure6.16is presented in appendixH (FigureH.13).

Next, I use averages of the depths estimated from the three methods (Figures6.16 and 6.17),

constrained by the qualitative structure map in figure6.12, as well as configurations indicated

along the various profiles above (Figures6.18and appendicesF.10, F.11andF.12), to generate a

depth-structure map (Figure6.19), for sediment-covered parts of NE Nigeria only. Mean depths

to magnetic basement across the area are also shown as variously-coloured contour lines, at 2 km

intervals in the figure. Since sediments are generally non-magnetic, basement depths in figure6.19

are equivalent to sediment thickness (Thompson, 1982; Reeves, 2005; Reynisson et al., 2009).

However, because depths were inferred from contact/edge locations and do not account for fault

throws, depths on figure6.19represent minimum sediment thickness. These minimum estimates

require≈ 40% of their values to be added to the isopach contour value to correct themfor errors

in their estimation.

These figures show that basement horsts, with depths ranging from about 1 km in the Maiduguri

area to about 2.5 km, dominate the NE Nigeria basement. Variously-oriented, discrete rhomboid

depocenters, with maximum sediment thickness exceeding 10 km and widths ranging from 25

to 50 km, appear to occur in the basement beneath the Chad basin, Gongola/Kerri-Kerri basins,

Yola basin, Muri-Bashar and the SW corner of the study area. Except for the Yola basin, these

depocenters are completely isolated, at depth, from adjacent depressions outside the study area.

These “Tilt-Depth” and LW methods estimates agree very well with trends of recent basement
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(a) θ =±45 range.

(b) θ =±27 range.

Figure 6.17: “Tilt-Depth” method depth estimates, fromθ = ±45 andθ = ±27 ranges. Superimposed
are selected profiles from which variations in basement depths from “Tilt-Depth” and LW methods are
subsequently compared in figures6.18, F.10, F.11andF.12. Magnified versions of figuresH.14aandH.14b
are presented in appendixH (FigureH.14). 166 of264
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Figure 6.18: North-South (NS) and East-West (WE) profiles showing the variations in depths estimated
using local wavenumber (LW) andθ =±45 andθ =±27-based “Tilt-Depth” methods from SouthWestern
Chad basin, NE Nigeria. “Tilt-Depth” method profiles were extracted from figure6.17, while LW method
profiles were extracted from figure6.16. Note the relative stability of “Tilt-Depth” method estimates. The
locations and identities of these profiles were shown in figures6.17and6.16. Cities/towns (Figure6.15)
close to profile locations are shown in black, while fuchsia-coloured labels indicate profile parts outside NE
Nigeria.

depth estimates from high-resolution aeromagnetic data (Chandler, 2010, p.18 andReford, 2010),

as well as with estimates fromAvbovbo(1980), who showed (from well data) that basement rocks

were encountered at generally shallow depths (below 2 km) throughout the study area, but that

narrow structural indentations in the basement also occur within which sediment thicknesses were

in excess of 2 km.

The Kanadi and Albarka wells, with total depths of 3,048 and 3,470 m, respectively (Olugbemiro et al.,

1997), and the Kemar - 1, Murshe - 1, Tuma - 1 and Ziye - 1 wells with total depths of1.8, 2.8, 2.7

and 2.9 km, respectively (Obaje et al., 2004) encountered only fluvio-deltaic sedimentary succes-

sions. These wells show that depths to basement in this area well exceeds 2km in the Chad basin

(NE parts of the study area). But the poor constraint on the locations of these wells in the cited pub-

lications (Olugbemiro et al., 1997; Obaje et al., 2004) means that it was difficult to conclusively

compare these well depths with “Tilt-Depth” and LW estimates at those locations.However, in this
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Figure 6.19:Depth-structure map of sedimentary basin area of NE Nigeriashowing the major depositional
centers and horst structures. Faults, horsts and basins were extracted from figure6.12. To be corrected, esti-
mates require≈ 40% of their values to be added to the isopach contour values shown. The location of pro-
files, as well as approximate locations of some exploratory wells presented in previous studies of parts of the
study area are also shown. Well locations were extracted from Avbovbo(1980), Olugbemiro et al.(1997),
and Obaje et al.(2004). Information presented are limited to the basin area enclosed by the basement-
sediment contact in figure6.2. A magnified version of this figure is shown in appendixH (FigureH.15).

area of the Chad basin, “Tilt-Depth” and LW estimates (Figure6.19) were also in good agreement

with the deep depocenter (deep basement) implied by the inference of locally thick sedimentary

fill (>10 km) from 2D seismic sections (Avbovbo et al., 1986).

In the Kerri-Kerri/Gongola basin area (Upper Benue Trough), the 3 kmdeep Kolmani River - 1

well (Obaje et al., 2004; Epuh et al., 2012, Figure 12), as well as the Kuzari - 1 and Nasara - 1

wells, which were drilled to depths of about 1.7 km (Obaje et al., 2004), encountered only sedi-

mentary rocks. These wells, as well as inferences from 3D seismic data (Epuh et al., 2012) also

agree well with the “Tilt-Depth” and LW estimates presented in figure6.19.

Profiles indicate that the Kaltungo Inlier and the basaltic plateau of the Longuda area (Figure6.2)

are surface expressions of a 20 to 50 km wide basement horst which extends from the surface

down to depths of about 5 to 6 km. The Kaltungo-Dadiya axis appears to be dominated by shallow

basement horsts that are about 25 km in width, at their tops (Figures6.18dand F.11c). These

separate the Kerri-Kerri/Gongola basins from the Bashar-Muri basin (Figure6.2). The area South

of Kaltungo is underlain by shallow basement rocks, which appear even shallower in the Jalingo

area.
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6.5 Distribution of magnetic susceptibilities in NE Nigeria.

Apparent magnetic susceptibilities were obtained for NE Nigeria, using the “Tilt-Depth”-analytic

signal amplitude method (Section2.5.5). The method required a grid containing maxima of the

analytic signal amplitude, ASA grid (Figure6.10a), as well as a grid containing estimates of

depth at these contact locations. Depths estimated using the “Tilt-Depth” methodwere used (Fig-

ureH.14b). The resulting apparent magnetic susceptibility contrasts (δk) grid is presented in fig-

ure 6.20. Susceptibility values obtained could neither be directly related to the generalrange of

Figure 6.20: Relative magnetic susceptibility contrasts estimated forNE Nigeria using “Tilt-Depth”-
analytic signal amplitude method (Equation (2.5.9c)). These estimates were derived from the Low-Pass
NE Nigeria (RTE) grid (Figure6.7b). An interpretation of theseδk estimates is presented in figure6.21.

rock susceptibilities (Dobrin & Savit, 1988; Telford et al., 1990) nor to the sparse susceptibility

estimates available for parts of the Benue Trough. Estimated magnetic susceptibility estimates

from parts of the Benue Trough include those by: (i)Ajakaiye (1981) who indicated that they

range from 0.009 to 0.0097 SI Units for rocks in the Benue Trough, with anaverage of 0.012 SI

Units for granite and granitoid basement rocks; and, (ii)Abubakar et al.(2010); Shemang et al.

(2001) using 0.012 SI Units for the basement rocks in the Gongola basin area obtained magnetic

susceptibilities of, respectively, 0.0476 SI Units and from 0.302 to 0.364 SIUnits, for basic and

ultrabasic intrusive rocks of NE Nigeria.Shemang et al.(2001)’s estimates are more than one or-

der of magnitude higher than those ofAbubakar et al.(2010). In order to avoid discrepancies such

as these, susceptibility contrasts (δk) estimated for NE Nigeria using the “Tilt-Depth”-analytic

signal amplitude method (Figure6.20) were interpreted qualitatively, since the data must be re-

lated in some way to the magnitude of the susceptibility that is responsible for the analytic signal

amplitude (ASA) peaks at these locations (Nabighian, 1972; MacLeod et al., 1993).
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Figure 6.21:Relative magnetic susceptibility distribution map for NE Nigeria basement. This map is based
on the susceptibility estimates shown in figure6.20. Geological basins in these vicinities are labelled, in line
with figure6.2, to provide context. Locations of outcropping sediments and/or basement-sediment contact
in NE Nigeria extracted from figure6.2 is superimposed to ease comparisons.

A qualitative interpretation map derived from figure6.20 is presented in figure6.21, which ex-

presses the relative composition (magnetic susceptibility distribution) of basement beneath NE

Nigeria as a function of specific range of susceptibilities (Figure6.20). The map characterises the

magnetic susceptibility of NE Nigeria basement rocks as: (1)Low, whenk< 5 (Coloured blue in

figure6.21); (2) Medium, whenk is from 5 to 9 (Coloured green in figure6.21); (3) Intermediate,

whenk is from 9 to 13 (Coloured gold in figure6.21); and, (4)High, whenk > 13 (Coloured

brown in figure6.21). Figure6.21indicates that basement rocks with the highest magnetic suscep-

tibilities (Brown-coloured) are associated with NE-SW trending structures along the Benue rift,

the area around Maiduguri in SW Chad basin, as well as, the Jos, Azare, and Gashua areas.
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Discussion and conclusions

7.1 Discussion

7.1.1 General observations from comparing RTE and RTP of profile and gridded
model ∆T datasets

The “Tilt-Depth” method requires∆T datasets to be transformed to their RTP or RTE equivalents

before the method is applied. “Tilt-Depth” method of locations and depths of two-dimensional

(2D) contacts of various effective inclinations of magnetisation (φ ), depths (zmod), strikes (A) and

dips (d) were obtained from RTP and RTE equivalents of∆T datasets, which were generated along

profiles across these contacts (Chapter3).1 Comparisons between these estimates show errors in

“Tilt-Depth” method estimates to be invariant to changes in source depths, butsensitive to changes

in the inclination of effective magnetisation (φ ) and dips (d) of sources. At error limits of±20%,

the method effectively imaged locations and determined depths of 2D contacts when dip ranges

from 75 to 105◦, β = 180±25◦ and Koenigsberger ratio (Q)≤ 1.2

Analyses of the relationship between Q,α , β andφ (Section3.3.4) show that the simplification

of remanence-laden anomalies afforded by collinear magnetisations (β = 180±25◦) results from

effective magnetisation direction (φ ) being kept at≤ 10◦ from α (Figures3.10c, 3.10dand3.11).

These figures also show that deviations betweenα (RTP or RTE) andφ are≤ 10◦ for all directions

of remanent magnetisation (β ), when Q<0.2 (Figure3.11). Consequently, the effects ofβ on RTP

or RTE of datasets for whicha priori information suggests Q<0.2 can be treated as negligible,

though not collinear.McEnroe et al.(2009) andThébault et al.(2010) suggest that Q≤ 0.5 in the

continents.

Errors in “Tilt-Depth” method location estimates were insensitive to changes in the strike of these

well isolated idealized vertical contacts at RTP or RTE. This was expected for RTP estimates,

since unlike RTE anomalies, RTP anomalies are not affected by shape changes (anisotropy). But,

1RTP or RTE implies that induced magnetisation direction (α) is either vertical or horizontal, respectively.
2Theβ = 180±25◦ range expresses collinearity between induced and remanent magnetisations (Bath, 1968).
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RTE ∆T amplitudes were at their highest for East-West striking contacts. Along with their total

horizontal derivatives, these amplitudes decreased systematically and monotonically as contact

strike changed from East-West to zero for North-South striking contacts.

The complex “Bishop” model (CBM) dataset meets theseφ , Q andd specifications, hence can be

correctly transformed to its RTP or RTE equivalent. However, because sources of the CBM dataset

vary, and often cross-cut each other, the dataset contains interfering anomalies whose locations

and depths are known. Locations of the edges of these sources were also estimated from RTP and

RTE equivalents of the CBM dataset, using the “Tilt-Depth” (θ ) method. These estimates were

compared with equivalents obtained from five additional methods: the Second vertical derivatives

(SVD), Analytic signal amplitude (ASA), Local wavenumber (LW), as wellas the Horizontal

gradient magnitude (HGM) ofθ (HGM(θ)) and HGM of ∆T (HGM(∆T)) methods (Chapters4

and5), to complement the “Tilt-Depth” method. The following observations resulted from these

comparisons:

(1) Positive amplitudes of RTP anomalies and their derived functions are directly located above

sources with higher susceptibilities and/or shallow depths, while negative anomalies are located

above sources with lower susceptibilities and/or deep depths. This relationship is reversed for RTE

anomalies. Hence, additive inverses ofθ and SVD of RTE anomalies were required to bring these

anomalies in phase with their RTP equivalents, for comparison.

(2) Sources (structural edges) of all strikes or azimuthal orientation, including North-South (N-S),

are imaged/preserved on RTP datasets. However, N-S edges are not imaged on RTE datasets. This

is because RTE anomaly amplitude and shape vary with the strike of their source, i.e.,anisotropy.

Consequently, RTE amplitudes are highest (at half their RTP equivalents)for E-W striking edges,

intermediate for NW-SE and NE-SW striking edges, minimum for N±20◦ (NNW-SSE and NNE-

SSW) striking edges, and zero for N-S trending edges. Consequently,N-S striking edges cannot

be imaged from RTE datasets.

(3) NNW-SSE and NNE-SSW striking edges may also not be preserved onRTE grids, unless

they are well isolated and with extensive linear segments. This is because dipole-like anomalies

with E-W trends develop where linear edges are dissected (Figure2.8). When in close proximity

to other anomalies these dipolar anomalies interfere to displace the resulting anomaly trends from

those of their sources. The frequency and relative proximity of NNW-SSE and NNE-SSW trending

sources relative to other sources is critical to the degree of interference, as well as the preservation,

of anomalies observed on RTE datasets.

(4) θ serves as an automatic-gain-control (AGC) filter by equally enhancing subtle and dominant

anomalies. Thus,θ reflects changes in the depths, rather than the amplitudes, of anomalous edges

across grids. However,θ was more sensitive to anomaly interference from adjacent anomalies.

Consequently, locations estimated from theθ = 0 contour require constraints from SVD locations,

in particular.
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(5) Depths of 2D and non-2D edges mapped from RTP and RTE grids were obtained using the

“Tilt-Depth”, LW and ASA methods. The error in estimates obtained from equivalent locations on

both RTP and RTE datasets were also compared.These comparisons show both the “Tilt-Depth”

and LW methods to underestimate the actual depth of sources on the datasets,while the ASA

method severely underestimated and overestimated depths from these datasets. “Tilt-Depth” and

LW estimates were, thus, easier to utilise and interpret.

(6) Errors in depths estimated for 2D contacts were: (i) 25% (RTP) and 35% (RTE) for |θ | ≤
27-based "Tilt-Depth" method; (ii) 35% (RTP) and 40% (RTE) for|θ | ≤ 45-based "Tilt-Depth"

method; and (iii) 25% (RTP) and 30% (RTE) for LW method.

(7) Errors in depths estimated for the Northern and Southern non-2D edges of 3D sources were:

(i) 35% (RTP) and 45% (RTE) for|θ | ≤ 27-based "Tilt-Depth" method; (ii) 40% (RTP and RTE)

for |θ | ≤ 45-based "Tilt-Depth" method; and (iii) 30% (RTP) and 40% (RTE) for LW method.

Maximum depth errors were generally higher for non-2D than they were for 2D contacts. They

were also higher for RTE than they were for RTP grids. This error information was presented in

tables4.6and5.7.

Since these methods are based on the assumption of 2D basement sources (contacts with con-

stant strike, infinite thickness and width), and geological sources rarelysatisfy these assumptions,

departures from these assumptions and local interference effects areroutinely invoked to explain

these errors (Vacquier et al., 1951, Reeves, 2005). However,Flanagan & Bain(2012a) show that

significant errors (≈30%) in depths estimated from profile datasets can also result when the as-

sumption that basement has infinite thickness is invalid. For example, up to≈8% error may be

introduced to "Tilt-Depth" method estimates when the thickness-to-depth ratio ofthe magnetic

source,
Th
Z

is 9 or 10 (Flanagan & Bain, 2012a). Consequently, the
Th
Z

ratio for NE Nigeria will

be explored when discussing the Nigerian dataset in order to apply adequate corrections to depths

estimated for the area.

7.1.2 Mapping NE Nigeria basement

The observations above (Section7.1.1) were applied to the NE Nigeria RTE grid (Figure6.6).

Fortunately,θ and SVD of the NE Nigeria RTE grid (Figure6.9b) show the study area to be domi-

nated by relatively well-defined, and relatively well-isolated, series of related NE-SW, NW-SE and

E-W linear structures, which I interpret to be faults. By integrating locationsestimated from theθ ,

LW, ASA, SVD, HGM(θ) and HGM(∆T) methods, more subtle and intricate structural imprints in

the NE Nigeria basement are obvious. The basement is dominated by en-echelon arrangements of

basement horsts and depressions, which are generally bound by faultsthat exceed 200 km in length

(Figure 6.12). Basement horsts in figure6.12 represent locations where lithospheric extension

have emplaced hotter upwelling upper mantle material at shallower depths beneath thinned, lower
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density NE Nigeria continental crust. From observations of the Main Ethiopian Rift, Biggs et al.

(2009) showed that such segmented magmatic intrusions characterise mature rifts. These horsts,

along with the dormant volcanic features, were mainly imaged using theθ grid (Figure6.9b), by

exploiting the fact that positiveθ values only occur above higher susceptibility sources.

Four distinct trends were observed in the mainly sub-parallel fault sets (Figure 6.12). These in-

clude: (1) three dominant fault sets with NE-SW strikes; (2) four fault sets with NW-SE strikes;

(3) three nearly N-S striking fault sets; and (4) two E-W striking fault sets. Such variations in

the orientation of structural features reflect variations in orientations of dominant tectonic (ten-

sile and/or compressive) stresses across the area. NE-SW striking faults occur in the Jos-Bauchi

axis, Shendam-Yankari axis, South of Jalingo, Gombe area, and North of Potiskum, Damaturu

and Maiduguri; NW-SE striking faults occur in the Gashua-Maiduguri-Bamaaxis, NW of Bazza

through Potiskum to Dutse areas, Kaltungo-Yola axis and NE of Lafia; N-Sstriking faults occur

North of Bazza and Gashua; while E-W striking faults occur in the Awe-Lafia and Yola areas.

These trends are in good agreement withBenkhelil (1982), Maurin et al.(1986) andBenkhelil

(1989) (Figure6.2). The dominant NE-SW faults appear to have steep, near-vertical dips (Fig-

ure6.15). Lower than average relative magnetic susceptibilities characterise much of the Western

and Southern halves of the study area (Figure6.21), suggesting that relatively homogeneous up-

per crustal assemblages dominate these locations. However, higher than average susceptibilities

characterise locations that were directly associated with the propagating Benue rift.

Grids of depths estimated for the area using the LW and “Tilt-Depth” methods have been used

to further constrain locations of apparently deep basement (Figure6.12). Averages of these esti-

mates are presented in figure6.19.3 Since sediments are mainly non-magnetic, and depths were

determined only at contact/edge locations, basement depths presented in figure6.19are equivalent

to minimum sediment thickness, and do not account for fault throws (Thompson, 1982; Reeves,

2005; Reynisson et al., 2009). Sediment thickness commonly exceeded 8 km in the discrete de-

positional centres that are scattered across the otherwise shallow (0 to 2 km deep) NE Nigeria

basement.

The onlya priori crustal thickness information available for the study area, with which to examine

the validity of the infinite basement thickness assumed during depth estimation (Flanagan & Bain,

2012a), are from gravity and seismic profile studies byFairhead & Okereke(1988) andStuart et al.

(1985), respectively.4 Crustal thicknesses determined from gravity profiles across the Benue Trough

and Yola basin were≈24 and 19 km, respectively (Fairhead & Okereke, 1988) and 23 km for the

Cameroon extension of the Yola basin (Stuart et al., 1985). The Conrad and Mohorovicic discon-

tinuities in the adjoining uplifted cratonic margins were estimated to be at depths of 12.5-14.5 and

34 km, respectively (Stuart et al., 1985).5 With a minimum crustal thickness (Th) of ≈20 km over

3The “Tilt-Depth” method was implemented in two modes, usingθ =±45 andθ =±27 ranges.
4The locations of gravity profiles ofFairhead & Okereke(1990) are shown in figure6.19.
5The Conrad discontinuity represents the seismic boundary between the upper and lower crust, while Mohorovicic

discontinuity represents the boundary between the crust and mantle.
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the basins,≈35 km (normal crust) flanking the rift and average estimated depth (Z) of about 2 km

(Figures6.16and6.17),
Th
Z

(Flanagan & Bain, 2012a) ranges from 10 to 17. Therefore, there is

no need to correct depths estimated for NE Nigeria for additional errors due to finite thickness of

basement.

Since the methods underestimate depth by about 30% (Tables4.6 and 5.7) the 2 km interval

isopach contours shown in figure6.19 require 30% of its current value to be added to correct

for the error in its underestimation. Consequently, sediment thicknesses exceed 11 km in the dis-

crete depositional centres that are scattered across the otherwise shallow (<3 km deep) NE Nigeria

basement. These depths agree well with the total depths of wells completed in thebasement, whose

locations are also shown in figure6.19.

The depocenters are mainly rhomb-shaped basins, typical of stress regimes characterised by lo-

calised compressions within an overall tensile regime (Storti et al., 2001). Faults, basement horsts

and depocenters are generally orientated ENE-WSW in Chad basin, NE-SW in Gongola/Kerri-

Kerri and Bashar-Muri basins, and NW-SE to E-W in Yola basin (Figure6.19). In general, base-

ment horsts trend mainly NE-SW, are generally sandwiched between faults,thicker in the Southern

parts of the study area, and continuous for long distances, often in excess of 150 km, unless where

they are displaced by NW-SE striking faults. These 25 to 50 km thick structures are located on the

positive gravity anomaly reported to occupy the axis of the Benue trough (Fairhead & Okereke,

1990), and are shown on theθ grid (Figure6.9b) to persist beneath and around the Kaltungo In-

lier and Longuda plateau, to the volcanic base of the Biu Plateau. These structures are, therefore,

related both in their origin, and mineralogical compositions, which are well reported in outcrop

studies of rocks of the area.

7.1.3 Propositions and synopsis of tectonic evolution

According toZiegler & Cloetingh(2004, Figure 1), the main mechanism of plate motion and thin-

ning and/or rifting of the lithosphere is the combined influence of frictional forces on the base

of the lithosphere due to asthenospheric convection, deviatoric tensionalstresses within thinned

lithosphere as a consequence of an elevated Mohorovicic discontinuity, and far-field stresses trans-

mitted from plate boundaries. These stresses repeatedly exploit lineaments inthe basement (sites

of structural weakness) by rejuvenating them during tectonic events, even at lower than normal

stress levels (Daly et al., 1989; Kusznir & Ziegler, 1992; Ziegler & Cloetingh, 2004). Far-field

lithospheric stresses are often invoked to explain the origins of deformationeverywhere in the Be-

nue Trough (Ajakaiye et al., 1986; Benkhelil, 1989; Fairhead & Okereke, 1990), using the exten-

sional rift basin model ofMcKenzie(1978). This model accounts only for the instantaneous litho-

spheric response to extensional stresses and ignores contributions from the other two lithospheric

influences, which correspond to post- and syn-rift adjustments to crustal thinning (Kusznir et al.,

1995).
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The mainly N040 to 065◦ and N115 to 135◦ trends on the structure maps (Figures6.12and6.19)

are consistent with the various directions of maximum principal stress (σ1) measured in Cretaceous

rocks in the area (Benkhelil, 1989, Figure 10).σ1 was directed NNE-SSW during the Middle

Cretaceous, NW-SE to NNW-SSE during the Late Cretaceous, and N-S to NNE-SSW during the

Tertiary (Benkhelil, 1989, Figure 10). These variations must reflect local variations in tectonic

controls of events in NE Nigeria.

By carefully examining basement trends in figure6.12, a new sequence of events, which includes

observations that indicate local contributions from post- and syn-rift influences is presented for

the tectonic evolution of the study area (Figure7.1). This sequence also incorporates the fol-

lowing general principles on rift propagation: (1) The preferred direction of rift propagation is

always perpendicular to the direction of the least compressive stress in the lithosphere (Vink,

1982), hence dependent on the state of deviatoric (differential) stress in the lithosphere. There-

fore, direction of propagation of continental rifts must change to reflectlocal changes in the

regional stress field (Vink, 1982); (2) New fault systems may be induced in competent base-

ment (Ziegler & Cloetingh, 2004); (3) Propagating rifts induce different amounts of extension

in different parts of a progressing rift. Hence, rifts in continental masses are diachronous (Vink,

1982, Keranen & Klemperer, 2008); and (4) Propagating rifts may proceed in one or more direc-

tions, contemporaneously, with or without components of extension (Martin, 1984).

Locations and orientations of two estimated faults and the basement horst sandwiched between

them correlate perfectly with the two major outcropping faults that link the Kaltungo Inlier to both

the Zambuk Ridge and the Biu Plateau (Figures6.12and6.19). These correlations, as well as the

persistence and spatial relationships of NE Nigeria basement structures,provide the basis for infer-

ring directions of tectonic stress propagation, barricade or breaching across the area (Figure7.1).

The study area is dominated by high angle (near-vertical to vertical) faults (Figure6.15), which

were determined from the co-plotting ofθ = 0 contours of progressively upward-continued equiv-

alents of the RTE dataset (Figure6.14). Optimally aligned high angle faults are easier to reacti-

vate (King et al., 1994) by strike-slip than dip-slip transfer faults (Daly et al., 1989; Ziegler & Cloetingh,

2004), particularly, where strike slip dominates compression (Fossen, 2010; Lowell, 1995). Con-

sequently, the main mechanism of propagation of the Benue rift in NE Nigeria isstrike-slip

movements, which preferably exploited transfer faults along pre-existing shear zones of structural

weakness composed of mylonites, cataclasites and fault breccia, e.g., the≈150 km long Kaltungo

lineament, along which the Kaltungo Inlier lies (Maurin et al., 1986; Guiraud et al., 1989). Well

over 60 km of sinistral strike-slip movement has taken place along such Benue Trough shear

zones (Fairhead & Okereke, 1990). Associated with these displacements were crustal extensions

of ≈65 and 55 km in the Gongola and Yola basins, respectively (Fairhead & Okereke, 1987), and

≈95 km extension accompanied by≈14 km thinned crust over a 300 km distance in the Benue

Trough (Fairhead & Okereke, 1990).6

6Locations cited are indicated in figure7.1.
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Figure 7.1: Inferred directions of propagation of the Benue rift, Mesozoic tectonism, and sedimentary
features of NE Nigeria. Tectonic map reflects the combined orientations of basement faults inferred from
figures6.12and6.15. Coloured arrows are used to indicate the direction of propagation of the Benue rift
(Single-headed green, chocolate or yellow arrows), orientations of stress barriers, i.e., main axes of strain
(Arrows with double-heads pointing in opposing directions), and the net/resultant direction of shear strain
(Grey single-headed arrows). Inferred basins with sedimentary-fill > 1 km (Deep-brown shading), dormant
volcanoes (Black) and the orientation of their major axes (red-coloured lines), as well as outcropping sedi-
ment fill (Light-grey shading), sediment-basement contact(Brown lines), faults (Black lines) and volcanic
rocks (Dark Gray) are also shown.

The rhomboid geometry of the basement depressions (basins) and horststructures (Figure6.19) are

typical expressions of pull-apart basins, indicative of compressionalstress regimes at play under

generally tensile stress regimes (Aydin & Nur, 1982; Bonini et al., 1997; Gurbuz, 2010). However,

while the amounts of crustal thinning reported from parts of the study area (≈ 14 km;Fairhead & Okereke,

1990) may be consistent with the dominantly pure shear strain regimes required by theMcKenzie

(1978) model, the amount of extension is not. For instance, 3 to 9 times more crustal extension

occurred in the Benue Trough than in the East African Rift (Fairhead & Green, 1989).

Combined with the dispositions and compositions of outcropping basement horsts (the Kaltungo

Inlier and Zambuk Ridge and Tertiary volcanics) in the Kaltungo, Zambuk, Longuda and Biu areas

(Figure6.2), their inferred equivalents, as well as the density of faults mapped in the area (Fig-

ure6.12), these structures seem to reflect origins in transient, mixed (transitions from extensional

to compressional) stress regimes. Such regimes seem to be more characteristic of the flexural can-

tilever model (Wernicke & Burchfiel, 1982) than theMcKenzie(1978) model.Ramsey & Chester

(2004) show that hybrid deformation fabrics (with transitional confining pressures) are to be ex-
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pected in such terrains.7 Therefore, transpressional and transtensional deformation in the area

may have been more widespread in the basement than is generally thought, and responsible for

the complex and often chaotic deformation recorded byBenkhelil (1982), Maurin et al.(1986)

andBenkhelil (1989).8 Hence, the propositions below apply the model ofWernicke & Burchfiel

(1982) to structures presented in figures6.12and6.19:

(1) The Benue Rift propagated into the study area from its SouthWestern end (Gulf of Guinea)

along NE-directed vertical and dipping lineaments/faults (Figure7.1). These trends suddenly

changed to E-W in the Lafia, Keana, Awe and up to Shendam area. This indicates that signifi-

cant rejuvenation of mainly E-W lineaments and deflection of the propagating rift occurred in the

area. The arcuate trend of horst structures in this area, as well as the initiation of the first rhomboid

basin between these horsts, suggests emplacements by compressional regimes, and the occurrence

of flow barriers (Daly et al., 1989) in the area. Local compressions in this part of the rift could

have resulted from collision between the otherwise free, NorthEasterly propagating rift and the

Precambrian-Jurassic wall rocks of the Jos Plateau (Figures6.2). This sudden restraint may have

induced vortex flow and rapid volume changes in the melted crustal/mantle materialsassociated

with the rifting process, resulting in significantly boosted differential stresses.

Basement expressions of this turbulence include temporary reactivationsof near-E-W trending

lineaments/faults, and the near-E-W deflection of the main axis of rift propagation, and associated

horst structures. The generally E-W orientation of structures in this areacoincides with those in-

ferred for far-field extensional stresses in the area South of the studyarea, i.e., Middle and Lower

Benue Trough (Fairhead & Green, 1989; Fairhead & Okereke, 1990), perhaps indicating that max-

imum extension in the Benue Trough occurred in this area, since strain is easily concentrated along

lineaments (Ziegler & Cloetingh, 2004).9

Location of prominent basement horsts correlate well with those of the long wavelength axial pos-

itive gravity anomalies ofFairhead & Okereke(1990), at generally shallow depths (<2 km), except

at locations of transcurrent faults (Figure6.19). Hence, these prominent horsts are interpreted to

represent emplacements of deep/lower crustal materials at shallow depths.

(2) Since rifting progressed into the continent along a NorthEasterly direction (Fairhead & Okereke,

1990), and stresses related to rift propagation dissipated in this direction, the thickness and strength

of the unstretched crust, as well as resistance to rifting must also have increased in a NorthEasterly

direction.

(3) Coincident movements along continental extensions of the Romanche andChain Charcot

7This is because extensional and shear deformation fabrics represent end members of a continuous transition from
tensile to compressive stress regimes, while hybrid fractures are produced during mixed (transitions from extensional
to compressional) stress regimes (Ramsey & Chester, 2004).

8Wernicke & Burchfiel(1982)’s model adequately incorporatesMcKenzie(1978)’s model with post- and syn-rift
adjustments to crustal thinning (Kusznir et al., 1995).

9Relatively small strains are associated with extension features, hence, the principal axes of stress and strain are
often coincident (Fossen, 2010).
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fracture zone (Ajakaiye et al., 1986; Fairhead & Okereke, 1990; Fairhead & Binks, 1992) seem

to have combined with transpressional stresses in the Lafia, Keana and Awe area, to reactivate

NE-SW trending lineaments and faults in the outcropping basement complex North and NE of

the area (Figure6.12). This set of faults dominates the Shendam-Jos axis and extends through

the Bashar-Muri and Kerri-Kerri/Gongola basins, respectively, into the Zambuk Ridge and Chad

basin, and serve as major conduits by which strike-slip stresses were transmitted in NE Nigeria

basement.

(4) NorthWesterly extensions between these transform fault-controlled,NE-SW striking, high an-

gle faults allowed crustal/sub-crustal melts to be emplaced at shallower depths(basement horsts),

reactivating the NW-SE trending faults that cross-cut NE-SW equivalents throughout the study

area.Ebinger et al.(2010) observed that strain in the locality of similarly segmented rifts were

frequently accommodated through axial dike intrusions resulting in the redistribution of builtup

stresses and continued propagation of the rift.

The dispositions of these NW-SE faults relative to basins, the generally thinner NW-SE horsts,

and the good correlation between NE-SW faults and horsts with the Pan African (600±50 Ma)

age inlier of Older granite in the Kaltungo area (Figure6.2), along the main axis of the Benue Rift

and its sinistral displacement by a post-Pan African mega fault (Maurin et al., 1986), suggest this

trend to be the main path by which significant transpression-related strains were dissipated into

extensional features in the basement.

(5) The configuration of near-vertical and vertical faults suggests that five major centres of stress

may have seen to the thorough reactivation of NE Nigeria (Figure7.1). They include:Centre 1

consisting of the Lafia, Awe, Keana and area South of Shendam, which is dominated by E-W

trending structures;Centre 2 consisting of the area North and East of Shendam, North and NW

of Jalingo, and up to Biu. Mainly sub-parallel NE-SW structures dominate thisarea. Significant

terminations of major NW-SE striking faults and horsts against these NE-SW striking structures

occur in the areas between Yankari and Biu as well as the area to its East;Centre 3 or Yola basin

area, where E-W faults dominate shorter NW-SE and NE-SW trends;Centre 4 consisting of the

area North of Biu and between Damboa, Goniri, Sumaila, Potiskum, Azare andNingi. This area

appears to be dominated by a massive E-W oriented basement whose finer structural details were

transparent to the methods used.10 Hence, an alternative interpretation could be that this apparently

homogeneous structure resulted from interference between adjoining E-W trending RTE anoma-

lies from N-S and/or near-N-S trending basement structures (Sections2.4.2and4.3); Centre 5

consisting of the narrow area due North of Mubi, through Bama and Dikwa toEast of Monguno,

where near-N-S structures cross-cut NE-SW and NW-SE structures; andCentre 6 consisting of

the area North of Potiskum, Damaturu and Maiduguri. Here, NE-SW structures are offset by near

E-W and WNW-ESE structures.

(6) Faults, horsts and volcanic features of the basement are strain localisation structures (e.g.,Fossen,

10Note that data were missing for parts of this area (Figure6.4).
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2010). Hence, significant strains are induced in basement rocks in and around these six centres

as the rifting process is either allowed to proceed, interrupted or deflectedalong reactivated linea-

ments in the crust. The near-vertical to vertical faults shown in figure7.1seem to serve as conduits,

barriers or baffles to rift propagation-related stress transmission: (i)conduitsallow steady-state

transmission of stress; (ii)barriers barricade or deflect stress transmission; or (iii)bafflestem-

porarily barricade transmission and subsequently fail as ambient stress exceeds bearing capacities

of barriers.

(7) Apart from the stress barricading event in the Lafia area, barriers and/or baffles should be

mainly located where NW-SE trends intersect or terminate against NE-SW trends, i.e, locations at

which trends oblique to previous propagation trends are reactivated. Such intersections or termi-

nations occur mainly in Centres 2, 3, 5 and 6. Some of these barriers are associated with inferred

volcanic plugs and correlate well with the Kaltungo Inlier, as well as outcrops of Tertiary basalts

in the Biu and Longuda areas (Figures7.1and6.12).

(8) Under the generally compressive stress regime, the sudden stress relief and crustal reorgani-

sation that should characterise barriers and baffles may easily induce rapid volume changes and

turbulent flows, with components of vortex flow in the melted crustal/mantle materials.11 This

should result in high angle (quasi)-thrust faulting of significantly boosteddifferential stresses in the

crust.12 Stresses so amplified can be readily translated to transpressional regimes (Turner & Williams,

2004), further increasing the incidence of strike-slip faulting, while shorteningand inverting sedimentary-

fills of previously extensional depocenters or basins (Lowell, 1995; Turner & Williams, 2004).

This may explain the rhomboid shape of basins (Figure6.19) and high incidence of vertical

faults in sedimentary rock outcrops reported throughout the Upper Benue Trough (Maurin et al.,

1986; Benkhelil, 1989) and Chad basin (Avbovbo et al., 1986).

(10) Vortex flows at these barriers/baffles may have induced large differential stresses (≥ 100

MPa) at shallow depths (about 2 km) in the crust (Behr & Platt, 2011, Figure 1), leading to quasi-

thrusting along high angle faults. This would have temporarily elevated the Moho, melted lower

crust assemblages and created the alkali-rich magma chambers from which the Tertiary basalts de-

rive. The presence of such deeply-rooted mafic-to-ultramafic rocks at very shallow depths was in-

voked byAbubakar et al.(2010) to explain the large magnetic susceptibility values required to in-

terpret 21
2D forward models of∆T data from this area. According toUSGS/VHP(2011), the range

of temperatures at which basalts are erupted is 1100 to 1250◦C, which are typical ranges of tem-

peratures in the Earth’s mantle. Injections of similar magma into propagating Afarrift segments

by contemporaneous depletion of adjacent magma chambers have been observed (Wright et al.,

2006; Ebinger et al., 2010). Models of syn-rift migrations of magma (Corti et al., 2004) allow for

the presence of large differential stresses at shallow depths in the crust.

11Vortex flow is used to describe spinning motion about an imaginary axis withina fluid.
12Behr & Platt (2011, Figure 1) show that the magnitude of differential stresses induced in thelower crust of ex-

tensional terranes during normal, strike-slip or thrust faulting may exceed 100 MPa at depths of≈10, 6 or 2 km,
respectively.
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The disposition of faults and horsts in Centre 2 and the different compositions of the the Kaltungo

Inlier, Zambuk Ridge and Biu Plateau show that the Kaltungo Lineament, other sub-parallel faults

as well as horsts were exploited, at different geologic times, to emplace these volcanic rocks.

Consequently, these locations may be preferred targets in exploration campaigns for commercial

deposits of geothermally-emplaced and/or supergene enrichments of metallic sulphides and ox-

ides. Such mineralisations occur SouthEast of the study area (Woakes et al., 1987).

(11) It seems that the Yola Arm of the Benue Trough (Yola basin) developed after NW-SE trends,

which generally terminate against NE-SW trends in Centre 2, were reactivated to relieve the strain

localised in the Kaltungo area by baffles located in the Yankari and SW Biu areas (Figure7.1).

This proposed origin of the Yola basin is well supported by the correspondence between inferred

directions of stress barriers 1 and 2 (Figure7.1) and the trend of the Yola Arm. For instance, anal-

yses of remotely-sensed lineaments show the dominant trend to be WNW-ESE inthe Lamurde

area (Koopmans, 1986), where Aptian sediments outcrop in the≈100 km long and 15 km wide

Lamurde Anticline. This location correlates well with the WNW-ESE striking high angle faults

that must have temporarily barricaded the NorthEasterly propagation of therift, leading to signif-

icant basement uplift in the Lamurde area and reactivation of extensive E-W and short near-N-S

trends, ultimately forming the Yola Arm.

Another evidence for this proposed origin is provided by a linear alignmentof inferred volca-

noes in the Kaltungo and Longuda areas, which suggests≈ 25◦ clockwise rotation away from

the Kaltungo Lineament, along a clearly deflected fault in the Dadiya area. Unlike the existing

interpretation which was inconsistent with an overall NorthEasterly sinistralstrike-slip movement

across the Upper Benue Trough (Benkhelil, 1982), the current interpretation is consistent with this

sense of transcurrent movement throughout the study area (Single-headed, deep-blue arrows in

figure7.1).

(12) Basement horsts and their bounding faults converge in the vicinity of Kaltungo, Zambuk

Ridge and Biu, where a major NW-SE stress baffle separates the study area into two major tectonic

domains: (1) Upper Benue Trough; and (2) Gongola/Kerri-Kerri/Chadbasin. The disposition of

structures in the area (Figures6.12and6.15) and the directions of tectonic stress propagation or

barrier inferred from them (Figure7.1) suggest larger intensity and more chaotic deformation in

the area South of an imaginary line defined by Azare, Potiskum, Sumaila, Goniri, and Bama (The

Upper Benue Trough domain) than North of this line (The Chad basin domain).

(13) Net displacements in the Upper Benue Trough, along with resistance by the massive, rigid

basement in Centre 4 may have served to deflect and transmit crustal extension and sinistral shear

displacements, mainly, through NE-SW trends in the Gongola/Kerri-Kerri basins to a network of

NE-SW and NW-SE trends in the Biu, Goniri and Damboa areas. The generally NorthEasterly

propagating stresses were then deflected by means of near-N-S trendsto reactivate NE-SW and

NW-SE trends in the Chad basin, circumventing the rigid basement in Centre 4.
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(14) NE-SW trends in Northern Cameroon and Central Chad Republics, are more optimally lo-

cated for reactivation by the, possibly amplified, NorthEasterly propagating stresses, than equiva-

lent trends in SW Chad basin (Nigeria). Hence, more rift-related deformation attended reactivated

lineaments in these areas, ultimately dissipating strain to the East Niger Basin, Niger Repub-

lic (Fairhead & Green, 1989; Fairhead & Okereke, 1990), than to the SW Chad basin. Thus, lin-

eaments in the SW Chad basin area were largely shielded from the extensiveEarly Cretaceous

reactivation. This explains the ENE-WSW trend of the SW Chad basin, whose stratigraphy is well

documented (Petters & Ekweozor, 1982, Avbovbo et al., 1986, Alalade & Tyson, 2010).

(15) The Yola and SW Chad basins appear to have developed as strain relief features. This is a

view which is contrary to the generally accepted claim of the existence of a failed arm of a rift

beneath the Gongola basin (e.g.,Shemang et al., 2001).

7.1.4 Significance to petroleum exploration

This study shows that discrete depocenters (Figure6.19), with sediment thickness exceeding

10 km, occur throughout NE Nigeria (Section7.1.2). After correcting for its underestimation by

about 40% (Tables4.6and5.7), sediment thickness generally exceeds 11 km in the discrete depo-

sitional centres that are scattered across the otherwise shallow (<3 km deep) NE Nigeria basement.

These depths agree well with the total depths of wells completed in the basement,whose locations

are also shown in figure6.19, as estimates from seismic sections (Avbovbo et al., 1986). However,

if rift propagation along these depocenters were along pure shear-controlled strike slip faults, in-

ferences drawn from 2D seismic datasets like those ofAvbovbo et al.(1986) may not be enough

for evaluating the petroleum play and prospect in these depocenters, since pure shear strike slip

faults do not involve vertical displacements (Daly et al., 1989; Fossen, 2010).

Exploratory wells in NE Nigeria appear to be located above basement horsts, at total depths that

are consistent with the isopach contours (Figure6.19).13 Hence, these wells could not present the

complete sedimentary succession of the depocenters, a key requirement for successful hydrocar-

bon exploration. However, source rock evaluations using drill cuttings from wells suggest the exis-

tence of significant potentials for hydrocarbon generation at intermediatedepths in the Chad basin

(Petters & Ekweozor, 1982; Olugbemiro et al., 1997; Alalade & Tyson, 2010) and Gongola/Kerri-

Kerri basin (Obaje et al., 2004). Adequate structural styles required for migration and entrapment

of hydrocarbons exist (Avbovbo et al., 1986; Genik, 1992; Lawal et al., 2005). However, the oc-

currence of basin inversion in the Chad basin (Avbovbo et al., 1986), and the fact that hydrocarbon

finds continue to elude prospectors, are indicative of a more complex petroleum play in the study

area. Therefore, the key to successfully exploring these basins lie in optimally positioning wells to

exploit the axis of depocenters (Avbovbo et al., 1986).

13Well locations were extracted fromAvbovbo(1980), Avbovbo et al.(1986), Olugbemiro et al.(1997), Obaje et al.
(2004) andLawal et al.(2005).
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This study shows that the SW Chad (Bornu) basin is underlain by a single, generally NE-SW

trending,≈ 100km × 50 km graben (Figure6.19) with sediment fill exceeding 10 km along its

trough (Section7.1.2). Figure6.19, along with profiles across the basin (e.g., figure6.18b) show

it to be completely isolated from the adjoining Central Lake Chad, Termit, and N’gel Edji basins

of Chad, Cameroon and Niger Republics. Isolation of the basin is ensuredby the intersection of

a nearly N-S striking basement horst on which is centred a dormant volcano on its East, and a

generally NorthEasterly massif of reworked basement horsts that lies everywhere North of the

basin.

Although depocenters are genetically related, based on strain intensities perceived from relations

between structural elements in figure6.12and the inferred tectonic propagation stress directions

(Figure7.1), these depressions (basins) belong to two distinct sub-tectonic domains:(1) the Upper

Benue Trough (Gongola/Kerri-Kerri/Bashar-Muri basins); and (2)the Chad basin domains. Since

intensity varies across these domains, the structural style and deformation fabric characterising

them should also vary. So also should the exploration strategy adopted foreach domain.

7.1.5 Significance to seismic hazard preparedness

Significant seismic hazards characterise the study area. The density of the structural elements

etched into the NE Nigeria basement (Figure6.12) reflects the amount of reworking induced by

far-field tensional stresses associated with rifting and crustal readjustments in the Benue Trough.

These stresses were transmitted along major faults that originated in the Gulf ofGuinea (Ajakaiye et al.,

1986; Fairhead & Okereke, 1990). Ajakaiye et al.(1987), Langer et al.(1987) andAmponsah(2004)

indicate that seismicity across regional faults in parts of West Africa are interconnected.Ajakaiye et al.

(1987) implied such a relationship between the 28th of July, 1984 Accra, Ghana earthquake and

coincident seismic events in and Ijebu-Ode, Nigeria. Consequently, future propagations of crustal

rupture due to buoyant mantle materials beneath NE Nigeria are bound to rapidly access and re-

activate these generally weak and incompetent zones in the basement, especially reverse faults

with significant dips to relieve focussed strain. Such sudden changes in static stresses trigger

earthquakes (King et al., 1994), as dynamic stresses associated with such reactivations in ex-

tensional regimes are more easily exploited than in purely compressional regimes (Hill , 2008).

Further stresses induced by the resulting geodynamic reorganisation may also trigger volcanic

activity (Walter et al., 2009).

Unfortunately, like faults in the Wenchuan area of Sichuan Province, China which were gener-

ally considered aseismic until an≈7.9 magnitude earthquake struck the area on 12th May 2008

(Purcaru, 2008; BBC News, 2012; USGS, 2012), faults in the study area are also treated as aseis-

mic. However, figures6.12 and 6.19 show that extensive basement horsts and their bounding

faults converge in the vicinity of Yankari, Kaltungo, Longuda and Biu. Such convergence of faults

and basement structures have been associated with the highest fault slip-rates recorded for the

Wenchuan earthquake (Shen et al., 2009). Shen et al.(2009) also stress the significant rates at
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which the resulting strain may be transmitted through adjoining fault segments.

Seismological and Global Positioning System (GPS) studies of the Wenchuanearthquake, com-

bined with Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (InSAR) measurementsshow that a maxi-

mum vertical slip of≈6 m accompanied by≈5 m lateral slip in a dextral sense was associated with

a rupture≈320 km long (Shen et al., 2009). The Wenchuan earthquake claimed over 70,000 lives,

injured well over 400,000 people, displaced over 5 million people (UNICEF, 2009; BBC News,

2012).

7.2 Conclusions

7.2.1 Locating structural edges from RTE grids

The “Tilt-Depth” method requires∆T datasets to be transformed to their RTP or RTE equivalents

prior to application of the method. I have compared estimates of locations of anomalous edges

from RTP and RTE equivalent datasets, and find that the degree of correlation between edges

from equivalent anomalies depend on the geometry and orientation of sources. Poor correlations

are mainly caused by RTE-induced shape (amplitude and phase) changesor anisotropy. Com-

parisons show that NW-SE, NE-SW, ENE-WSW, WNW-ESE and E-W striking two-dimensional

(2D) structures correlate strongly and positively, and can be identified with certainty from RTE

datasets. NNW-SSE and NNE-SSW anomalies show positive correlations where sources are well

isolated, and poor-to no correlation where they are not and anomalies interfere. Such edges are

difficult to identify with any certainty from RTE grids.14

E-W striking dipolar RTE anomalies occur where NNW-SSE and NNE-SSW striking 2D edges are

dissected. Where these anomalies are not sufficiently isolated on RTE grids, they usually interfere

to produce anomalies that are altogether unrelated, both in magnitude, extentand trend, to their

sources.

RTE anomalies from non-2D Western and Eastern edges of E-W oriented three-dimensional (3D)

sources, are preferentially extended further to the West and East of these sources. These extensions

potentially increase the risks of further interference with adjacent anomalies. Also, these non-2D

edges have a generally N-S trend, making these edges difficult to identify on RTE datasets.

Tests using profile datasets show that error in “Tilt-Depth” method estimates were invariant to

changes in source depths, but sensitive to changes in the effective inclination of magnetisation

(φ ) and dips of sources. At error limits of 0-20%, the method effectively estimates locations and

depths of 2D contacts when dip is within the 75≤ d◦ ≤ 105 range, inclination of remanent mag-

netisation relative to induced magnetisation is within the 155≤ β ◦ ≤ 205 range (magnetisations

14See glossary (Section0.1) for full meanings of acronyms.
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are collinear), and Koenigsberger ratio (Q) of remanent to induced magnetisation amplitudes≤ 1.

Relationships between Q,α , β andφ suggests that the simplification of remanence-laden anoma-

lies due to magnetisations being collinear results from deviations ofφ from α of ≤ 12◦ when

Q≤1.15 Similar deviations occur betweenφ from α , for all β values, when Q≤0.2. Hence, re-

manent magnetisation is negligible for RTP or RTE datasets whena priori information suggests

Q≤0.2.

Analyses of the relationship between Q,α , β andφ show that the simplification of remanence-

laden anomalies afforded by collinear magnetisations (155≤ β ◦ ≤ 205) results from effective

magnetisation direction (φ ) being kept at≤ 10◦ from α (Figures3.10c, 3.10dand3.11). These

figures also show that deviations betweenα (RTP or RTE) andφ are≤ 10◦ for all directions of

remanent magnetisation (β ), when Q<0.2 (Figure3.11). Consequently, the effects ofβ on RTP or

RTE of datasets for whicha priori information suggests Q<0.2 can also be considered negligible,

though not collinear.

The complex “Bishop” model (CBM) dataset met theseφ , Q and dip specifications, hence was

easily transformed to its RTP or RTE equivalent. Sources of the CBM dataset, whose locations

and depths are known, vary in shape and orientation, and sometimes cross-cut each other. Con-

sequently, anomalies from adjacent and/or cross-cutting CBM sources interfered, complicating

the spatial relationship between locations of anomalies relative to their sources, especially on the

RTE dataset. The combined effects of source geometries, source orientations and anomaly inter-

ference on “Tilt-Depth” method estimates of locations of CBM source edge were examined using

RTP and RTE equivalents of the CBM dataset. These “Tilt-Depth” method estimates were then

compared with equivalents obtained using second vertical derivative (SVD), analytic signal am-

plitude (ASA), local wavenumber (LW), as well as the horizontal gradient magnitude (HGM) of

θ (HGM(θ)) and HGM of∆T (HGM(∆T)) methods.

Positive amplitudes of RTP anomalies and these derived functions are directly located above

sources with higher susceptibilities and/or shallow depths, while negative anomalies are located

above sources with lower susceptibilities and/or deep depths. This relationship is reversed for RTE

anomalies. Hence, additive inverses ofθ and SVD of RTE anomalies were required to bring these

anomalies in phase with their RTP equivalents, for comparison.

θ presented an elegant automatic-gain-control (AGC) filter for imaging anomalies of all ampli-

tudes and wavelengths on RTP grids. However, interference due to the presence of NNW-SSE and

NNE-SSW on RTE grids affectsθ anomalies more, as comparisons with grids of other phase-

based methods (LW and HGM(θ)) show. Hence, interpreting RTE datasets require a suite of meth-

ods to image NNW-SSE, NNE-SSW and N-S striking sources.

The presence of N-S and/or near-N-S trending 2D edges can be inferred from RTE grids, using

linear stacks of short wavelength E-W striking maxima of HGM(∆T), ASA, LW and HGM(θ) of

15The 155 to 205◦ range expresses collinearity between induced and remanent magnetisations (Bath, 1968).
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RTE grids. Only location grids containing all maxima traces (i.e., includingBlakely & Simpson

(1986) scores 1 to 4) should be used for this purpose, since the short wavelength trends that identify

these edges are otherwise removed.

Correspondences between the zero contours of SVD andθ of RTE grids indicate estimates at their

correct orientations and locations, irrespective of source geometry. The Northern and Southern

edges of 3D sources are well imaged by additional correspondences between HGM(∆T), ASA, LW

and HGM(θ).

The HGM(∆T), ASA, LW and HGM(θ) methods are sensitive to noise and generate secondary or

false maxima from interference anomalies. Therefore, only locations at which estimates from all

these methods are coincident with, parallel or closest toθ and/or SVD estimates are to be retained

as certain, for inclusion in the final RTE interpretation.

Barring interference from adjacent anomalies, locations of NW-SE, NE-SW, ENE-WSW, WNW-

ESE and E-W striking anomalous edges can be determined from any RTE grid, at the level of

confidence of an equivalent RTP grid, as long as these trends dominate the RTE grid (both in

frequency and density) relative to NNW-SSE and NNE-SSW trending edges. Only the Northern

and Southern non-2D edges of 3D sources can be determined with certainty from RTE grids.

7.2.2 Depths of structural edges from RTE grids

The "Tilt-Depth" method is sensitive to contributions from non-magnetic basement topography to

the ∆T dataset. Hence, the method requires datasets to be upward-continued prior to its deploy-

ment. Comparisons between actual source depths and their estimates from RTP or RTE of such

datasets show "Tilt-Depth" method estimates from−27≤ θ ≤ 27 range to be more accurate than

those from the−45≤ θ ≤ 45 range. Depths estimated for vertical 2D and non-2D contacts from

RTP or RTE dataset using the−27≤ θ ≤ 27 range-based “Tilt-Depth” method were compared

with estimates from the local wavenumber (LW) and analytic signal (ASA) methods, at equivalent

locations on the actual and estimated depth grids. The error in these estimates show (Table5.7)

that:

(1) the “Tilt-Depth” and LW methods underestimate the actual depth of sources on gridded datasets.

The ASA method provides both severely underestimated and overestimated depths from these

datasets. “Tilt-Depth” and LW estimates were, thus, easier to utilise and interpret;

(2) “Tilt-Depth” and LW methods underestimate 2D edges from RTP grid by upto 25% of their

actual depths. These sources are underestimated by up to 35% of their actual depths from RTE

grids;

(3) actual depths of the Northern and Southern non-2D edges of 3D sources on RTP grids are
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underestimated by up to 30 and 35%, respectively, by the LW and “Tilt-Depth” methods;

(4) only the "Tilt-Depth" method consistently underestimates 2D and non-2D contacts from RTE

grids. by up to 40%; and

(5) the LW method overestimates and underestimates 2D and non-2D contacts from RTE grids.

Error in these estimates ranged from -30 to 5% and from -40 to 10%, respectively.

However, when LW and“Tilt-Depth” estimates were limited to equivalent locations on the RTP

and RTE grids, these methods underestimated depths of 2D contacts by up to 30% from RTP and

RTE grids, but underestimated non-2D contacts by up to 40% from the RTE grid (Table5.10).

7.2.3 Structural features of the basement

The structural map of NE Nigeria obtained from this study (Figure6.12) show that the basement is

dissected by mainly NE-SW trending faults, against which NW-SE faults mainly terminate. These

are mainly high angle (near-vertical) faults, which are basement expressions of crustal lineaments

that have been reactivated several times during episodes of tectonic activity. The relationship be-

tween these inferred faults and other structures in the basement, along with outcrop information,

have been used to establish their control on tectonic strain dissipation and origins of basin defor-

mation style, the geometry of extensional features like basement horsts, andlocations of volcanic

relicts.

"Tilt-Depth" and Local wavenumber method depth estimates show that discretedepocenters occur

in all parts of the study area (Figure6.19). These were mainly half grabens. In particular, the

depocenter in SW Chad basin appeared to be completely isolated, and withoutcommunication

with the adjoining basins in Cameroon, Chad and Niger Republics. Once corrected for the≈
40% underestimation, "Tilt-Depth" and Local wavenumber methods depth ranged from 0 to about

11 km, and agree well with depths obtained from boreholes across the study area (Section6.4, and

Figure6.19), and from seismic data interpretation in the Chad basin. The basement is at generally

shallow depths (<0.5 km), and frequently occurs at depths <2.5 km (as shallow horsts) within

depocenters or basins (Figure6.19).
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Attitude and amplitudes of the main or dipolar geomag-

netic field.
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Figure A.1: Global map of the inclination of the main geomagnetic field, i.e., 11th generation IGRF for 1900-2015 (Finlay et al., 2010), showing the location of NorthEastern
Nigeria (Red-shaded black rectangle) relative to the geomagnetic equator (Yellow line). Observe that the geomagneticequator runs through the study area.
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Figure A.2: Global map of the magnitude of the main geomagnetic field, i.e., 11th generation IGRF for 1900-2015 (Finlay et al., 2010). Map also shows the location of
NorthEastern Nigeria (Red-shaded black rectangle) and thegeomagnetic equator (Yellow line). Note the relatively smaller TMI amplitudes in NE Nigeria.
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Appendix B

“Tilt-Depth” method estimates from two-dimensional (2D)

magnetic contacts.
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Figure B.1: Testing computer codes using the independence ofθ from vertical, E-W magnetic 2D contacts
at RTP on susceptibility contrasts (δk).
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Figure B.2: Effects of inclination of induced magnetisation (α) on the shape and amplitude of derivatives
of ∆T from vertical, E-W, 2D contacts in the Southern geomagnetichemisphere.α ranged from 0 to -90◦:
(a) Vertical derivatives; and (b) Total horizontal derivatives.
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Figure B.3: Absolute error in depth estimates from "Tilt-Depth" methodfor vertical, East-West striking,
2D magnetic contacts: Effects of induced magnetisation anddepth of the contact.
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error ranging from 0 to 100% are shown in figure3.15b.
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Figure B.5: Effects of the strike azimuth of vertical, 2D contacts on first-order Cartesian derivatives (total
horizontal derivatives, THDR and vertical derivatives) oftheir ∆T (RTP). THDR is ∂∆T

∂H , while vertical

derivative is∂∆T
∂z . Note that amplitudes and shapes of derivatives are the same, irrespective of the strike of

2D contact.
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Figure B.6: Effects of the strike azimuth of vertical, 2D contacts on first-order Cartesian derivatives (total
horizontal derivatives, THDR and vertical derivatives) oftheir ∆T (RTE). THDR is ∂∆T

∂H , while vertical

derivative is∂∆T
∂z . Amplitudes and shapes of derivatives vary systematicallyfrom a maximum when contact

strikes East-West (A= 0◦) to 0 when the contact strikes North-South (A= 90◦), unlike when contacts were
at RTP (FigureB.5).
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“Tilt-Depth” method applied to “Bishop” model ∆T grids.

(a) Depth of basement. (b) Magnetic susceptibility.

Figure C.1: Enhanced (GETgridTM) visualization of the input grids for “Bishop” models: (a) Same grid as
in figure4.2a; (b) Same grid as in figure4.2b.

(a) SBM grid. (b) CBM grid.

Figure C.2: Enhanced (GETgridTM) visualization of the “Bishop” model∆T grids for inclination of in-
duced magnetisation of 25◦: (a) SBM grid, same as in figure4.3a; and (b) CBM grid, same as in figure4.3b.
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(a) RTP (b) RTE

Figure C.3: Enhanced (GETgridTM) visualization of the simple “Bishop”∆T model (SBM) grids: (a) Same
as in figure4.4a; and (b) Same as in figure4.4b.

(a) RTP (b) RTE

Figure C.4: Enhanced (GETgridTM) visualization of the complex “Bishop” model (CBM) grids: (a) Same
as in figure4.5a; and (b) Same as in figure4.5b.
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(a) θ of SBM grid (RTE).

(b) θ of CBM grid (RTE).

Figure C.5: θ equivalents of RTE-transformed simple and complex “Bishop” model (SBM and CBM) grids
(Figures4.3aand4.3b). Note that negativeθ anomalies on figuresC.5aandC.5bcorrespond, respectively,
to positiveθ anomalies on figures4.6aand4.7a. Hence, the additive inverse (×−1) of θ grids (Figures4.6b
and4.7b) were computed, respectively, from figuresC.5aandC.5b, for comparison with their equivalentθ
of RTP grids (Figures4.6aand4.7a).
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(a) Total horizontal derivative(THDR). (b) Second vertical derivative (SVD).

(c) θ = 0 and fault scarp edges. (d) Factors of SVD and ASA derivatives.

Figure C.6: Examples showing how locations of edges on the input basement grids in figures4.2aand4.2b
were extracted. The THDR grid (FigureC.6a) could not outline the inflection points (edges), so SVD was
applied to the grid. The SVD grid (FigureC.6b) enhanced more features than are relevant to the study. The
θ = 0 contours of the SBM (RTP) grid (Figure4.4a) did a better job of tracing the location of edges of the
basement fault scarps as shown (FigureC.6c). The best trace of edge locations on the variable basement grid
(Figure4.2b) was obtained after applying SVD and analytic signal amplitude (ASA). To further enhance
the locations for extraction, the resulting grid was multiplied by a certain factor, as reflected by the large Z
value shown (FigureC.6d).
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Figure C.7: An attempt to extract the actual locations of structural edges on the model “Bishop” base-
ment grid, using analytic signal amplitude. Figure also shows traces of edges using maxima or peaks) of
fault scarps (Black-coloured traces obtained from method of Blakely & Simpson(1986), introduced in sec-
tion 2.5.2.
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(a) θ =±27 estimates (RTP)

(b) θ =±27 estimates (RTE)

Figure C.8: θ = ±27 estimates from CBM (RTP and RTE) grid sources. Maximum estimates from CBM
(RTP and RTE) grid were generally deeper than the range of actual depths of BM sources (Figure4.9b).
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Estimates from “Bishop” model TMI anomaly ( ∆T) grids

using other methods.

(a) RTP (b) RTE

Figure D.1: Comparisons between estimates of edge locations on CBM (RTPor RTE) TMI anomaly grids.
Estimated location plots are colour-coded for easy identification of the method used: HGM(∆T) (Yellow);
SVD (Pink); LW (Red);θ (Brown, dashed line); and HGM(θ) (Green). Because of the wider spread of ASA
estimates, they were not included here. In this figure, estimates from LW were plotted first, followed by
HGM(θ), HGM(∆T) and SVD estimates. Figure5.8is equivalent to this figure, but includes ASA estimates.
Note that figures here are cleaner, and the ASA can be re-introduced later to constrain interpretations.
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(a) HGM(∆T) (With class 1 maxima). (b) HGM(∆T) (Without class 1 maxima).

Figure D.2: Demonstrating the additional clarity gained by editing estimated locations obtained from CBM
(RTP) grid, usingHGM (∆T) method. Continuity of HGM(∆T) peaks (edges) reduced as lower class peaks
were removed. Location estimates in figureD.2b are more representative of actual CBM sources (Fig-
ure4.8b) and easier to interpret than those in figureD.2a.
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(a) θ ±5◦ (All edges). (b) θ ±5◦ (Equivalent edges).

(c) θ ±10◦ (All edges). (d) θ ±10◦ (Equivalent edges).

(e) θ ±15◦ (All edges). (f) θ ±15◦ (Equivalent edges).

Figure D.3: Equivalent locations obtained fromθ of CBM (RTP and RTE) grids (In red), compared with
θ of CBM (RTP and RTE) grid locations (In green and black, respectively). Continuity and complexity
of equivalent edges increased as theθ ◦ range used increased. Using|θ | > 15◦ range offered no further
advantage, in this example.
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(a) HGM(∆T) (With class 1 maxima). (b) HGM(∆T) (Equivalent edges).

(c) HGM(∆T) (Without class 1 maxima). (d) HGM(∆T) (Equivalent edges).

Figure D.4: Equivalent locations obtained fromHGM (∆T) of CBM (RTP and RTE) grids (In red), compared
with HGM(∆T) of CBM (RTP and RTE) grid locations (In green and black, respectively).
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(a) HGM(θ) (With class 1 maxima). (b) HGM(θ) (Equivalent edges).

(c) HGM(θ) (Without class 1 maxima). (d) HGM(θ) (Equivalent edges).

Figure D.5: Equivalent locations obtained fromHGM (θ) of CBM (RTP and RTE) grids (In red), compared
with HGM(θ) of CBM (RTP and RTE) grid locations (In green and black, respectively).
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(a) LW (With class 1 maxima). (b) LW (Equivalent edges).

(c) LW (Without class 1 maxima). (d) LW (Equivalent edges).

Figure D.6: Equivalent locations obtained fromLW of CBM (RTP and RTE) grids (In red), compared with
LW of CBM (RTP and RTE) grid locations (In green and black, respectively).

(a) ASA (With class 1 maxima). (b) ASA (Equivalent edges).

Figure D.7: Equivalent locations obtained fromASA of CBM (RTP and RTE) grids (In red), compared
with ASA of CBM (RTP and RTE) grid locations (In green and black, respectively).
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(a) RTP (b) RTE

Figure D.8: Windowed versions of the LW of CBM (RTP and RTE) grids (Figures 5.3aand5.3b). Grids
were windowed using cut-off LW value determined using equation 5.4.1. LW depths in figure5.11were
estimated from maxima extracted from these grids.
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Comparisons between interpretations from RTP and RTE

of a Southern Tanzania TMI anomaly (∆T) grid.

E.1 Introduction

Geological complexities presented in field-derived (real)∆T datasets can be more challenging than

those offered by the “Bishop model” grids considered in chapters4 and5. Complexities may result

from cross-cutting relationships between magnetic structures (e.g., heterogeneous basement ter-

rain, dykes, other intrusives, etc.) with more varied susceptibility contrastsand/or strike. Field de-

rived∆T datasets also contain systematic and random measurement errors. Hence,semi-automatic

methods evaluated in chapters4 and5 will now be further examined in terms of their effectiveness

in locating magnetic sources, using a real∆T dataset. Since the main focus of this section is to

evaluate the effect of RTE-induced azimuthal anisotropy on source location estimates from such

∆T grids, the real dataset used here must be transformable to both RTP and RTE. Consequently,

∆T dataset from Southern Tanzania, where the average inclination and declination of the geo-

magnetic field (−43◦ and−4◦, respectively) allowed for valid RTP and RTE transformations, was

preferred.

E.1.1 Regional tectonic framework and geological setting of Southern Tanzania

The geology and tectonic framework of Southern Tanzania presented here rely extensively on

extracts fromBGS(2000), Schlüter(2006) andTPDC(2010). A modified geological map of the

area, derived from these sources is presented in figureE.1.

The tectonic fabric of the Tanzanian basement complex consist both of geological structures (Fig-

ureE.1) preserved from four major tectonic events including the Permo-Triassic breakup of Gond-

wanaland, as well as the post-Cretaceous and the on-going, regional crustal extension which char-

acterises the East African continental margin (TPDC, 2010). The major regional tectonic elements

include a NNW-SSE rift, a E-W graben, a NNE-SSW aulacogen and the right-lateral wrench fault,

which is directly related to the drift of Madagascar from Eastern Africa during Late Jurassic-

Middle Cretaceous times (TPDC, 2010).

Early phases of rifting of the crust during extension produced interior (sag) basins and passive

margin (rift) basins along the Indian Ocean coasts of Tanzania. The rift basins include the Man-

dawa basin (NE of the Masasi Spur) and Ruvuma basin (SE of the MasasiSpur). The Selous basin

is located south of the NNE-SSW trending aulacogen. The E-W trending Rufiji trough cross-cuts

the aulacogen and coastal rifts. Most of these and related features give rise to the Southern Tanza-
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Figure E.1: Geological map of Southern Tanzania showing non-magnetic sedimentary and possibly domi-
nantly magnetic basement rocks (Modified fromBGS(2000), Schlüter(2006) andTPDC(2010)). The pink
rectangle shows the limit of the available∆T data from this area (SectionE.2). Brown, Black and Blue-
coloured rectangles show areas where basement structures of interest to this study might be located, in the
Mandawa, Ruhuhu, and Upper Selous basin areas. Inset political map of Tanzania shows the location of
Southern Tanzania.

nia ∆T grid (FigureE.2).

E.1.2 Southern Tanzania∆T dataset

The dataset was originally acquired by GeoSurvey International, from 1977 to 1979, at 1 km flight-

line spacing, with 10 km tieline spacing, and 120 m flying height (AGL) using aGeometricsTM

G-803 proton precession magnetometer. A processed∆T data grid was provided by GETECH

Plc., UK for this study as a 250 m upward-continued and 250 m linked grid in Lambert Confor-

mal Conic projection (Spheroid: Clark 1880). This dataset was not partof the African Magnetic

Mapping Project (AMMP). Prior to its release for this study the data had been levelled and IGRF-

reduced (GETECH, 2007). In order to minimise interference from higher frequency anomalies,

the dataset was further upward-continued by 250 m, so that the total continuation height of this

dataset (FigureE.2) is 500 m. The attitude of the geomagnetic field in Southern Tanzania (average

inclination and declination of−43◦ and−4◦, respectively) allows for the easy transformation of

the∆T dataset (FigureE.2) to both its RTP and RTE equivalents.

E.2 Methodology and processing adopted
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Figure E.2: Southern Tanzania∆T grid. Grid was upward-continued to 500 m. Brown, Black and Blue-
coloured rectangles represent the areas shown in figureE.1. A subgrid of the∆T grid shown here will
be extracted from each of these enclosed areas. These subgrids will be enhanced and the one with the
most complicated structural relations will be retained forfurther evaluation. White X and solid white circle
symbols represent wells abandoned within basement and sediments, respectively.

E.2.1 Extracting subgrids from Southern Tanzania TMI anomaly (∆T) grid. The approxi-

mately 522 km× 612 km coverage of Southern Tanzania∆T grid (FigureE.2) meant that the

grid was too large for use for detailed evaluation of locations estimated using various methods.

Hence, three smaller grids (subgrids) were extracted, respectively, from the Mandawa, Ruhuhu,

and Upper Selous basin areas, based on complexity of basement anticipated from the geological

map (FigureE.1). These subgrids are shown in figuresE.3a, E.3bandE.3cand are, respectively,

Mandawa, Ruhuhu or Selous subgrid, to reflect their location over partsof the Mandawa basin,

Ruhuhu basin or Northern Selous basin area.1

E.2.2 RTP and RTE of∆T subgrids from Southern Tanzania.

A measure of simplification is attained when anomalies are transformed to their RTPor RTE

equivalents (Section2.3). This remains true when the direction of remanent magnetisation is≤
30◦ relative to the direction of induced magnetisation (Section3.3.4). Hence, anomalies on the

Mandawa, Ruhuhu and Selous subgrids (FiguresE.3a, E.3b and E.3c) must be transformed to

their respective RTP and RTE equivalents, to simplify anomalies prior to the application of semi-

automatic methods of source edge location and depth estimation.

The Definitive Geomagnetic Reference Field (DGRF) elements, required to transform each sub-

grid to its RTP and RTE equivalents, are presented on tableE.1. These elements were used to trans-

form each subgrid (FiguresE.3a, E.3bandE.3c to its RTP and RTE equivalents. RTP and RTE

equivalents of the Mandawa, Ruhuhu and Selous∆T subgrids are also presented in figureE.3).

1Selous will henceforth refer to Northern or Upper Selous.
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(a) Mandawa (∆T) (b) Ruhuhu (∆T) (c) Selous (∆T)

(d) Mandawa (RTP). (e)Ruhuhu (RTP). (f) Selous (RTP).

(g) Mandawa (RTE). (h) Ruhuhu (RTE). (i) Selous (RTE).

Figure E.3: ∆T and their RTP or RTE equivalents: (a) Mandawa basin area, where∆T (RTP) (FigureE.3d)
appear to be simple and isolated, with major NW-SE and minor NNW-SSE and NNE-SSW trends; (b)
Ruhuhu basin area, where∆T (RTP) of various shapes and orientations, including near-North-South (near-
N-S), occur (FigureE.3e); (c) Selous basin area, where major NW-SE, NNW-SSE, NNE-SSW and minor
N-S trending∆T (RTP), that are simple and isolated, occur (FigureE.3f); (d), (e) and (f) are, respectively,
RTE equivalents of grids in figuresE.3d, E.3eandE.3f. While sources striking in all directions are imaged
on the RTP grids, North-South (N-S) sources are not imaged onRTE grids. Whether sources with N±20◦

strikes are imaged or not depends on their degree of isolation. NW-SE, NNW-SSE and NNE-SSW trending
sources are imaged on RTE grids.
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Table E.1: Geomagnetic field elements for∆T subgrids extracted from Southern Tanzania grid (Fig-
uresE.3a, E.3bandE.3c).

subgrid TMI (nT) Incl. (◦) Decl. (◦)
Mandawa 33672 -42.22 -3.67
Ruhuhu 33461 -45.2 -4.05
Selous 33655 -42.5 -3.45

E.3 Comparisons between location estimates from RTP and RTE of∆T grid

Previous work (Sections4.3.2 and 4.4, and chapter5) shows that, in the absence of anomaly

interference, Tilt angles (θ ) of RTP data give clear indications of the horizontal location of the

edges of anomalous magnetic structures. Thisθ property was exploited to compare RTP versions

of the three subgrids in terms ofθ anomaly complexity: character, size, degree of isolation and

relationships.2

The Ruhuhu∆T subgrid (FigureE.3b) was preferred for evaluating RTP and RTE location esti-

mates, sinceθ anomalies on this subgrid were more complex. Therefore, SVD, HGM(∆T), ASA,

θ , LW and HGM(θ) equivalents of the RTP and RTE of the Ruhuhu grids (FiguresE.3eandE.3h)

were obtained. Estimates of edge locations on the Ruhuhu (RTP and RTE) subgrids have been

extracted from the SVD, HGM(∆T), ASA, θ , LW and HGM(θ) grids. These extracted locations are

presented in figureE.4(RTP in red, and RTE in blue).

Comparisons between the structural map obtained from the RTE and RTP of Ruhuhu grid (Fig-

ureE.5) show that all, including the abundant N±20◦ trending edges in the Eastern and Southern

parts of Ruhuhu grid, were well imaged on the RTP map (FigureE.5a). On the contrary, the abun-

dant N±20◦ trending edges were not imaged at all on the RTE map (FiguresE.5b). The map also

shows that mainly NE-SW, NW-SE and E-W edges are more likely to be imaged in their correct

locations on RTE grids. However, locations where near-N-S (N±20◦) trending edges occurred on

the RTP grid are dominated by prominent E-W trending anomalies on the RTE grid(FigureE.4),

generated from interference between close discrete dipolar anomalies which develop along dis-

continuous (en-echelon) 2D edges (Figure2.8).

2This decision assumed that edges of magnetic sources in the area are vertical, and with 2D contact-like cross-section
(Section2.4.1).
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(a) SVD (b) HGM

(c) ASA (d) LW

(e) θ (f) HGM(θ)

Figure E.4: Comparisons between locations of sources estimated from the RTP or RTE versions of the
Ruhuhu subgrid (FiguresE.3eandE.3h). Locations estimated from the RTP subgrid are in red, while
those from the RTE subgrid are in blue.
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(a) Source locations (RTP). (b) Corresponding RTP and RTE source locations.

Figure E.5: Integrated structural interpretations of locations extracted from RTP and/or RTE ofRuhuhu
subgrid (FigureE.4). Locations that are equivalent to both RTE and RTP grids aretraced in green.
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NE Nigeria dataset.

Introducing the available NE Nigeria TMI (T) dataset.

The TMI anomaly grid used for this study (Figure6.4) was obtained from reducing Dr. Sally

Barritt’s dataset (FigureF.1b), and then merging them with the GETECH Group Plc., UK dataset

(FigureF.1a).1 The procedure adopted is described below:

(i) Reduction of TMI data from Dr. Sally Baritt (Figure F.1b).

(a) First, I restored the background TMI value (25000 nT) indicated onthe original TMI

map sheets2, to the dataset.

(b) Ravat et al.(2003) recommended the Definitive Geomagnetic Reference field (DGRF)

for removing the Earth’s core sourced magnetic field contributions from magnetic sur-

veys conducted over relatively short time spans, or within the same geomagnetic epoch.

Hence, a sub-grid (FigureF.2) of the 1945-1985 DGRF (Barraclough, 1987), which de-

scribes the Earth’s main (dipolar) magnetic field (Tcore Equation (2.2.3)) for the survey

period (circa 1st January, 1974) was subtracted from Dr. Sally Baritt’s dataset.3

(c) The dataset was also corrected forTexternal contributions using the mean value of the

diurnal variation for the duration of the survey.

(d) The resulting∆T values were gridded, using the minimum curvature (MINC) method

(Briggs, 1974; Swain, 1976; Webring, 1981), at 400 m intervals (15 of the 2 km flight-

lines spacing), at the barometric survey height (mean terrain clearance or mtc + topoagp)

specified in the TMI data spreadsheet from Dr. Barritt. The MINC method uses a 5 x 5

rhombic biharmonic operator and is better suited to surveys in which the flightlinespac-

ings are either constant or close to constant (Briggs, 1974; Webring, 1981; O’Connell & Owers,

2008). Recently, however,Smith & O’Connell(2005) andO’Connell & Owers(2008)

showed that both the MINC and bi-cubic (Akima) gridding methods can, by their na-

ture, spatially alias anomalies when the major axes (trend) of the anomaly is oblique

(acute) to the flightline direction.

1GETECH Group Plc., UK is shortened to GETECH in future references.
2Provided by Professor C. S. Okereke, Department of Geology, University of Calabar, Calabar, NIGERIA.
3The DGRF in figureF.2was generated using Oasis montajTM, a Geosoft Inc., Canada’s commercial software.
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(a) GETECH’s TMI anomaly (∆T) dataset.

(b) Dr. Sally Baritt’s TMI (T) dataset.

Figure F.1: Available TMI datasets from NE Nigeria. Un-reduced complimentary dataset in figureF.1bhas
been gridded to show location relative to GETECH data in figure F.1a. Note the difference in data range
between figuresF.1aandF.1b. Thick black line represents the Nigeria border.
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(e) Using these barometric heights, I upward-continued the gridded∆T grid to 1 km mtc.

(f) I then projected this∆T grid into the equatorial Mercator (EM) coordinate system using

the Clarke 1880 spheroid, as specified for data in figureF.1a.

(g) Finally, I re-gridded the∆T data at 1 km× 1 km grid intervals, using the MINC method.

(ii) Merging the GETECH and Dr. Barritt’s ∆T datasets.The∆T grid obtained from Dr. Bar-

ritt’s TMI dataset did not match the GETECH grid in figureF.1aat their common boundary.

Besides levelling problems, there was a 10-15 seconds gap between the grids. The procedure

adopted to address these additional problems is briefly described below;

(a) I began by micro-levelling (Minty, 1991) the∆T grid derived from Dr. Baritt’s spread-

sheet.

(b) I then imported this micro-levelled and the GETECH grids into the same basemap.

(c) Using the arithmetic mean from each grid, and several profiles acrossthe edges of both

∆T grids, I was able to derive a ’regional’ correction grid.

(d) I then separately DC-shifted both∆T data datasets using the calculated ’regional’ cor-

rection grid.

(e) By interpolating between the grids, a piece of grid which smoothly linked theedges of

both grids was obtained.

(f) The DC-shifted grids and the smooth, linking grid were then merged together using a

Geosoft (Oasis montajTM) GX4 called “gridstch”.

(g) Finally, seven (7) passes of the weighted 3×3 moving-average Hanning low pass (LP)

filter was applied to the merged∆T grid for ’light cosmetic’ (Fairhead, 2007, p.135)

smoothening. This final grid, shown in figure6.4, is the input dataset for all interpre-

tations of NE Nigeria basement structure and composition in chapter6. Even at large

magnifications, the “boudinage patterns” ofSmith & O’Connell (2005) were not ob-

served in the NE Nigerian dataset.

The GETECH ∆T dataset for Nigeria and its environs(FigureF.1a) is reported to have resulted

from the following processes (Barritt et al., 1993; ULIS, 1993):

(i) TMI data were extracted from each map sheets by on-screen digitisation. The computer-

aided method deployed allowed the user to choose one of four digitisation modes, namely; a

gridded mode, a grid-contour intercept mode, a flightline-contour mode, and a random point

4’GX’ is an acronym for “Geosoft eXecutable”.
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Figure F.2: Spatial relationship between inclination (Horizontal lines) and TMI amplitude of the regional
DGRF (Barraclough, 1987) in NE Nigeria, for 1st January, 1974. The Nigerian boundary is shown in black.
Extracted contours ofα (The lines) show the: geomagnetic equator (α = 0◦ in red); α=2◦ and−2◦ (in
pink); α=4◦ and−4◦ (in green); andα=6◦ and−6◦ (in black).

mode.

(ii) By adding the background TMI values to the digitised TMI values from themap sheets, the

actual recorded field magnetometer values were recreated.

(iii) For each map, these digitised data values was gridded at between1
2 to 1

5 of the flight line spac-

ing, at the survey height specified on each map sheet. Based on the aeromagnetic survey char-

acteristics and the orientation of major structures in the area covered by each map sheet, the

minimum curvature (MINC) gridding method (Briggs, 1974; Swain, 1976; Webring, 1981)

was preferred.

(iv) Where data appeared to be oversampled along the flightline, a low-pass (LP) linear or non-

linear dealiasing filter was applied to the gridded TMI data along the flightline direction.

(v) Each TMI map’s equivalent grid was then upward-continued to 1 km mean terrain clearance

(mtc).

(vi) Adjacent 1 km upward-continued TMI grids were then merged to produce a large AMMP

∆T grid.

(vii) The Definitive Geomagnetic Reference Field (DGRF) coefficients forthe period, 1945 to

1985 (Barraclough, 1987) was used to compute and remove the main (regional) field up to

harmonic degree 8.

(viii) The resulting AMMP grid was reprojected using the Equatorial Mercator (EM) coordinate

system and the Clarke 1880 spheroid. This grid was then preserved as 1km × 1 km grid
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draped on topography.

(ix) The GETECH∆T grid (FigureF.1a) is an extract from the AMMP grid.

The DGRF (FigureF.2) shows that amplitudes of the inducing dipolar field in NE Nigeria ranged

from about 32,800 to 35,800 nT, from SouthWest to NorthEast, while inclination of the inducing

field (α) ranged from about -8◦ to 8◦ (from South to North). The low inclinations of the geomag-

netic field in this area (FigureF.2) means that the data require RTE transformation, with inevitable

RTE-induced problems (Section2.3.3).
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(a) ∆T grid (Figure6.4).

(b) ∆T (RTE) grid (Figure6.6).

Figure F.3: Power spectra for NE Nigeria: (a)∆T grid; and (b) its RTE equivalent. Figures have been
edited to add more legible labels at selected axis tick-marks. Three (3) lines reflecting the slope of different
segments of the spectra are shown, for comparison. Note the relatively focussed spectral power in all three
segments on the RTE spectrum (b).
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(a) 5 km upward-continued (Cut-offλ = 5 km).

(b) 8 km upward-continued (Cut-offλ = 30km).

Figure F.4: Low-pass (LP)-filtered TMI (RTE) anomaly data from NE Nigeria upward-continued to: (a) 5
km and (b) 8 km, derived from figure6.6. The low-pass (LP)-filter cut-off wavelength (λ ) for each upward-
continued∆T (RTE) data was chosen from its radially averaged power spectrum.
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(a) SVD

(b) θ

Figure F.5: Locations estimated from SVD andθ maps of NE Nigeria, shown in figure6.9. Locations are
estimated using SVD=0 orθ = 0 contours.
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(a) ASA

(b) HGM(∆T)

Figure F.6: Locations estimated from ASA and HGM(∆T)maps of NE Nigeria, shown in figure6.10). Lo-
cations represent local maxima of ASA or HGM(∆T).
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(a) LW

(b) HGM(θ)

Figure F.7: Locations estimated from LW and HGM(θ) maps of NE Nigeria, shown in figure6.11). Loca-
tions represent local maxima of LW or HGM(θ).
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Figure F.8: Additive inverse (×− 1) of θ ≥ 0 map of NE Nigeria. Map was obtained from grid in fig-
ure6.9b, by masking grid locations whereθ < 0, leaving only locations where possibly elevated basement
(horsts or plutons) may occur.
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(a) 5 km upward-continued.

(b) 8 km upward-continued.

Figure F.9: Additive inverse (×−1) of θ -transformed 5 km (a) and 8 km (b) upward-continued NE Nigeria
∆T (RTE) grid, derived from figureF.4.
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(a) LCHD_NS

Figure F.10: North-South (NS) and East-West (WE) profiles showing the variations in depths estimated
using local wavenumber (LW) andθ =±45 andθ =±27-based “Tilt-Depth” methods from SouthWestern
Chad basin, NE Nigeria. “Tilt-Depth” method profiles were extracted from figure6.17, while LW method
profiles were extracted from figure6.16. Note the relative stability of “Tilt-Depth” method estimates. The
locations and identities of these profiles were shown in figures6.17and6.16. Cities/towns (Figure6.15)
close to profile locations are shown in black, while fuchsia-coloured labels indicate profile parts outside NE
Nigeria.
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(a) LBT_NS_1 (Benue Trough)
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(b) LBT_NS_3 (Benue Trough)
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Figure F.11: North-South (NS) profiles showing variations in depths estimated using LW andθ = ±45
andθ = ±27-based “Tilt-Depth” methods from Upper Benue Trough, NE Nigeria. “Tilt-Depth” method
profiles were extracted from figure6.17, while LW method profiles were extracted from figure6.16. Note
the relative stability of “Tilt-Depth” method estimates. The locations and identities of these profiles were
shown in figures6.17and6.16. Cities/towns (Figure6.15) close to profile locations are shown in black.
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(a) LBT_WE_1 (Benue Trough)
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Figure F.12: East-West (E-W) profiles showing variations in depths estimated using LW andθ = ±45
andθ = ±27-based “Tilt-Depth” methods from Upper Benue Trough, NE Nigeria. “Tilt-Depth” method
profiles were extracted from figure6.17, while LW method profiles were extracted from figure6.16. Note
the relative stability of “Tilt-Depth” method estimates. The locations and identities of these profiles were
shown in figures6.17and6.16. Cities/towns (Figure6.15) close to profile locations are shown in black,
while fuchsia-coloured labels indicate profile parts outside NE Nigeria.
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Correspondences requesting more NE Nigeria datasets for

constraint.

Figure G.1: Letter to a Nigerian government official requesting his assistance with the new aeromagnetic
dataset from Nigeria (Chandler, 2010).
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(a) Page 1 (b) Page 2

Figure G.2: Letter to a Chevron Inc, USA official requesting his assistance with additional geological and
geophysical dataset from NE Nigeria and neighbouring regions. Similar letters were also sent to Total and
Shell.
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Magnified, and/or more annotated, versions of some NE

Nigeria-wide figures presented in chapter6.

Figure H.1: Topography of NorthEastern Nigeria (Figure6.1b).
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Figure H.2: Simplified geological map of NorthEastern Nigeria (Figure6.2).
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Figure H.3: NE Nigeria∆T dataset (Figure6.4).
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Figure H.4: RTE of NE Nigeria∆T grid (Figure6.6).
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(a) High-Pass Butterworth-filtered NE Nigeria∆T grid (Figure6.7a).

(b) Low-Pass Butterworth-filtered NE Nigeria∆T grid (Figure6.7b).

Figure H.5: 3rd-order Butterworth-filtered versions of NE Nigeria (RTE) grid shown in figure6.7. Black
lines trace near-N-S striking SVD anomaly trends, while theletters A, B and C represent subdivisions of
the basement into shallow, deep or intermediate, respectively, on the basis ofFamp (See section6.3.1).
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Figure H.6: Bouguer gravity anomaly (BA) grid shown in figure6.8. Trends of linear short wavelength
BA of positive or negative amplitude are shown (in black) andlabelled (in grey). Note that isolated three-
dimensional (3D) anomalies (labelled E and F, in red) also occur.
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(a) SVD map

(b) θ map

Figure H.7: SVD andθ maps shown in figure6.9. Black dashed lines trace anomaly trends.
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(a) ASA map

(b) HGM(∆T) map

Figure H.8: ASA and HGM(∆T) maps shown in figure6.10. Black dashed lines on maps trace ASA and
HGM(∆T) anomaly trends.
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(a) LW map

(b) HGM(θ) map

Figure H.9: LW and HGM(θ) maps shown in figure6.11.
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Figure H.10: Gross magnetic basement structure map of NE Nigeria (Figure6.12).
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(a) θ=0◦ contours: 1, 5 and 8 km upward-continued (Figure6.14a).

(b) θ=0◦ contours: 8, 20 and 30 km upward-continued (Figure6.14b).

Figure H.11: Maps showing the spread ofθ = 0 contours of variously upward-continued NE Nigeria (RTE)
dataset shown in figure6.14.
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Figure H.12: Attitude of prominent faults and volcanic features in NE Nigeria basement (Figure6.15).
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Appendix H

Figure H.13: Local wavenumber (LW) method depth estimates shown in figure6.16.
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Appendix H

(a) θ =±45 range.

(b) θ =±27 range.

Figure H.14: “Tilt-Depth” method depth estimates previously shown in figure6.17.
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Figure H.15: Depth-structure map of sedimentary basin area of NE Nigeriashowing the major depositional centers and horst structures (Figure6.19).
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Figure H.16: Relative magnetic susceptibility distribution map of NE Nigeria basement shown in figure6.21.
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Figure H.17: Inferred directions of propagation of the Benue rift and Mesozoic tectonism in study area (Figure7.1).
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